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This
is .our second Omni anthology and it comes at the end of

our second year of publication. Omni is the newest of sci-

ence-fiction magazines, a unique mixture of fact, fiction, and
brilliant graphics. There have been many changes since Hugo

Gernsback began it all with Amazing Stories in 1926. During the
Twenties and early Thirties, pulp magazines proliferated. Stylisti-

cally it was a naive period, and science fiction was entranced by
the simple dramatic possibilities of action in exotic places. Then
Astounding Science Fiction, under John W. Campbell, brought a
degree of sophistication and a more advanced sense of story

values. Campbell's stories reflected a fascination with technology
.and with the promise of man's future throughtechnology In the1950s
H. L, Gold's Go/oxy came along with a social and satirical slant, an
emphasis upon human values, a taste for satire, and a technique of

straight-line extrapolation of current trends carried into the future.

All fiction, and particularly science fiction, reflects the mood and
sensibility of its times. The newer science fiction is characterized by
a greater thoughtfulness about the human situation. Although fac-

tually based, there is no longer a naive fascination with gadgetry for

its own sake, no longer a belief that technology alone can save us.

Before the Eighties,,, we lived on an apparently inexhaustible

earth; now the end of our resources is in sight. Pollution, a minor

concern before, is of major importance now American hegemony
in. space, once taken for granted, is now uncertain as the Russians

move ahead of us in the exploration of space.

The newer science fiction comes about in response to our situa-

tion in the Eighties. But this is not all. Science fiction is not simply a
gloss on present-day trends. In the realm of pure imagination, too,

there are new possibilities, new worlds to explore.

A new magazine such as Omni attracts a new and larger audi-

ence for science fiction, and this in turn induces writers to take the

next step in theme and style. We are publishing stories that respond

to the special mood of our times, as writers reflect on today's

special situations. This process continues under fiction writers with

tastes as different as Ben Bova's and mine. The writers themselves

are responding to the opportunity that Omni presents.

The 16 stories presented here cover a variety of situations, pos-

sibilities, styles, moods, and approaches. Altogether, I believe, they

make up a collection you will want to savor and to save.
— Robert Sheckley
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OFCROSS
ANDDRAGON

BY GEORGE R. R. MARTIN

I by that comment. He shifted



and down the p ool. One
side, and a shee of wale-'

tiles of ihe rece ving chan

were soaked ye again. 1

philosophically. 1 13 d worn

well aware thai

inescapable con

on Torgathon Nine-Kla'ns T

ka-Thane people

Vess. Most Holy Fa-.-:-
-

"As Knights of Chri;

to fight them one e

that this new he^es

ncugh to senc a fresh

35S tn- Root His Pack.
£The very edict

that had admitted Torgathon

into the clergy

.- te n F'.regan. he

had caused a half-dozen

worlds to repudiate

the Bishop of New Rome and
. . . find a particularly

ugly heresy. ... 9

ab'etoshji (ftMffl

and broaacastinc

he heretics' newspaper
facilities. Our friends

their legal actions

arne to nothing." own a

"Th,;: i- i-or :::ec:y
"

rt e archbishop said. Tun w

iuch i'sr:-:ses "ns

of the deluded \ It was callec



(I had passion ane raging so;

ind .the ground tremble;

1 Baoylon on tnc sam

iildhood in the

had to. pirr

nghis
DOW

i body when he tot

-iRO'

Then the

when he became old*

a youth, he began to experimorl with mo iw-ec S:

dark arts, and beforejhe age of twenty Defrayed

he was a skilled necromancer. That was his own h

when Ho became Jucas the Dragon-Tamer, dragons.

"

the first and only man to bend to his will the to star! fir

most fearsome of God's creatures, the pyres fo y
.

great winged fire lizards of Old Earth, The So Jes.

book held a marvelous painting of Judas in they cam;

some great dank cavern, his eyes aflame out And
as he wielded a glowing ash to keen at bay Peter and

a mountainous green-gold dragon. Be- him domir

neath his arm is a woven basket, its lid

slightly ajar, and r.he liny scaeO heads of

three dragon chicks are peering from

within, A fourth infant dragon is crawling up

his sleeve. That was in the firs: chapter of

his life.

Id the seconc; he was Judas the Con-

g.ueror, Judas the Dragon-K ng. „joas o
1

Babylon, the Greaf Usurper. Aslride the

greatest of his cagons with an ron c"owi"

on his head and a sword in his hand, he

made Babylon the caoita. of the greatest

empire Old Earth hac ever known a rea m
that stretched from Spain to India He
reigned from a dragon throne amid me
Hanging Gardens he had caused to be
constructed, and it was there he sat when
he tried Jesus of Nazareth, the troublemak-

ing prophet who had been dragged before

him bound and bleeding. Judas was not a

patient man. and he made Christ bleed still

more before he was through with Him. And
when Jesus would not answer his gues-
tions, Judas contemptuous— had Him

edhis hC-ms-s

follow the man he had cr opled Oesoised
and taunted by those he had tyrannized.

Judas became the Legs of the Lord, and for

a year he earned ,iesus on his back to the
;

a.
r comers of me realm he hac once fjlec.

When Jesus did finally heal Himself, then

Judas walked at His side, and from thai

time forth he was Jesus' trusted friend and
counselor, the first and foremost of the

Twelve, Fina'ly. Jesus gave Judas the gift of

tongues, recai ed and sanctified !he drag-

ons that Jucas had sen: jjway. and sent nis

disciple forth on a solitary minislry across

the oceans, "to spread My Word where I



had founded oe-eame r;,oa:ed and corrupt.

But he had a great deal of time, and at last

he found wisdom and a. sense of peace

and finally Jesus came to him on a long-

postponed deathbed, and they were rec-

onciled, and Judas wept once again. And
before he died, Christ promised that He
would permit a few to remember who and

what Judas had been, and that with the

passage of centuries the news would

spread, until finally Peter's Lie was dis-

placed and forgotten.

Such was the life of St. Judas Iscariot, as

related in The Way of Cross and Dragon

His teachings were there as well, and the

apocryphal books that he had allegedly

written.

When I had finished the volume. I lent it to

Arla-k-Bau. the captain of the Truth of

Christ Aria was a gaunt, pragmatic woman
of no particular faith, but I valued her opin-

icr me others of my crew the good S'Stcs

and brothers of St. Christopher, would only

have echoed ihe archbishop's religious

horror.

"Inte'esiing," Aria said when she re-

She shrugged It m a nice story. An
easier read than you Damien, and

more dramatic as we
"True,"' 1 admitted 'But :s absurd. An

un0ehevab ; c tangle jctrine. apoc-

Peter bei'v: ; '..•J -~~<«'her after being

devoured by four monsters?'

Aria's grm was taunting "Is that any sil-

lier than wate- changing into wine or Christ'

:\a- ng pnthe waves or a man living in the

o-li, jf a tatt? Arla-k-Bau liked to jab at

me It had been a scandal when I selected

a nonbeliever as my captain but she was
very good at her iob. and I

liked her around

to keep me sharp She had a good mind.

Aria did and ' valued that more than blind

"There is a difference" I said.

"Is there?'' sne sraoped oack. Her eyes

saw through my ^asks. 'Ah Damie.n, admit

4. You rather liked th s oook."

I cleared, my throat. "It piqued my inter-

est." I acknowledged. I had to justify my-
se f "Yoj know Ihe knd c f "alter

I deal with

ordinarily. Dreary little doctrinal deviations,

obscure quibblings on theology somehow
blown all out of proportion bald-faced polit-

ical maneuvenngs designed to set some
ambitious p

: aneta -

y bishoo up as a new
pope, or to wr ng some c ore ess : on or one
from New Rome or Vess. The war is end-
less, but the bathos are dull and dirty. They
exhaust me. Spiritually, emotionally, physi-

cally, Afterwa'c I tool diahed and guilty."
I

tapped the book's leather cover. "This is

different. The heresy must be crushed, of

course, but I admit that I am anxious to

meet this Lukyan Judasson."

The ar'work is lovely as well." Aria said,

flipping through the pages of The Way of

Cross and Drag;;.-] ana stooping to study

one especially striking plate. Judas weep-
ing over his dragons. I think. I smiled to see
that it had affected her as much as me.

Then
I frowned.

That was the first inkling
I had of the

cfficulties ahead.

So it was that the Truth of Christ came to

the porcelain city Ammadon on the world of

Arion, where the Order of St. Judas Iscariot

kept its House.

Arion was a pleasant, gentle world, in-

habited for these past three centuries, Its

population was under nine million: Amma-
don, the only real city, was home to two of

those millions. The technological level was
medium high, but chiefly imported. Arion

had little industry and was not an innovative

world, except perbaps artistically. The arts

were quite important here, flourishing and
vital. Religious freedom was a basic tenet

of the society, but Arion was not a religious

world either, and (he majority of the

£He looked briefly angry at the.

rebuke but

quickly swallowed his temper.

Even a bishop can
fear a Knight Inquisitor. "We are

concerned^ of

course.
.

. . We . . . combat
the heresy"^

populace lived ccveuJy seouar lives "he
most popular religion was Aestheticism.

which hardiy counts as a religion ai all.

There were alsoTaoists., Ehkaners, Old True

Christers, and Children of the Dreamer,

aorg with a do2en iesser se;;:y

And finally there we re nine churches of

the One True Interstellar Catholic faith.

There hao oeer two ve

The three others were now houses of

Arion's fastest-growing faith, the Order of

St Judas Iscarioi. which aso had a dozen
newly built churches of its own.

The bishop of A'ion was a dark, severe

man with close-cropped black hair who
was not at all happy to see me. "Damien
Har Vensl

'
he exclaimed in some wonder

when I called on him at his residence. "We
have heard of you, of course, but I never

thought to meet or host you. Our numbers
are small here— "

'And growing s^aile -."
i saio. A matter of

some concern to my Lord Commander;
Archbishop Torgathon, Apparently you are

less troubled, Excellency, since you die noi

see fit to report the activities of this sect of

Judas worshipers
."

-He looked briefly angry at the rebuke.

but quickly he Svva lowed his temper Even

a bishop can fear a Knight Inquisitor. "We
are concerned, of course," he said. "We do
all we can to combat the heresy. If you have

advice that will help us. I will be more than

glad to listen."

"I am an Inquisitor of the Order Militant of

the Knights c' Jesus Clv-st." I said bluntly "I

do not give advice, Excel ency I take ac-

tion. To that end I was sent to Arion, and that

is what I
shall do. Now tell me what you

know about this heresy and this First

Scholar, this Lukyan Judasson."

"Of course, Father Damien," the bishop

began, He signaled for a servant to bring

us a tray of wine and cheese, and began tq

summarize the short, but explosive, history

of the Judas cult. 1 listened, polishing my
nails on the crimson lapel of my jacket, until

the black paint gleamed brilliantly, inter-

rupting from time to time with a question.

Before he had half-finished. I was deter-

mined to visit Lukyan personally. It seemed
the best course of ae:ior.

And I had wanted to do it all along,

Appearances were important on Arion, I

gathered and I
deemed if necessary to

impress Lukyan with my self and my sta-

tion, I wore my best boots, sleek dark

nandmade boots of Roman leather that

had never seen the irside of Tcgatnohs
receiving chamber, and a severe black suit

with deep burgundy lapels and stiff collar.

From around my neck hung a splendid

crucrix cf pi.re gold; my collar pm was a

matching golden sword, the sigil of the

Knights Inquisitor. Brother Denis painted

my nails carefully, all black as ebony, and
darkened my eyes as well, and used a fine

white powder on my face. When I glanced
in the mirror. I frightened even myself. I

smiled, bu! only briefly. It ruineo the effect.

I walked to the House of St. Judas Is-

cariot. The streets of Ammacon were wide
and spacious and golden, lined by scarlet

trees called whisperwsnes whose long,

drooping tendrils did indeed seem to

wmspor secrets to :hege-itle oreeze. S:slf?r

Judith came with me. She is a small

woman, slight of build even in the cowled

coveralls cf the Order of St. Christopher.

Her face is meek and kind her eyes wide

and youthful and innocent I find her useful

Four times now she has killed those who
fjlle

," , ptGd to assault me.

The House itself was newly built. Ram-
bling and stately, it rose from amid gardens

o
;

small b-'ah: flowers and seas of golden

grass, and the gardens were surrounded

by a high wall. Murals covered both the

outer wall around the property and the ex-

terior of the building itself. I recognized a

few of them from The Way of Cross and .

Dragon and stopped briefly to admire

them before walking on through the main

gate. Noone:rie<S:cslop us. There were no

guards, not even a receptionist wi:nir mo
walls, men and women strolled languidly
----- = :

.;-•; 3rsa | on benches be-

:-
-

: t - - :; ~'"d whisperwncs

Sister Juarin and 1 paused, then made



our way directly :c ine House itself.

We had just slaried up the steps when a

man appeared from within; he stood wait-

ing in the doorway. He was blond and fat,

with a great wiry beard that framed a slow

smile, and he wore a flimsy robe that fell to

his sandaled feet, and on the robe were

dragons bearing the silhouette of a man
holding a cross.

When
I
reached the top of the steps, the

man bowed to me. "Father Damien Har

Verisofthe Knights Inquisitor. " he said His

smile widened. "I greet you in the name of

Jesus, and St. Judas. I am Lukyan
"

—ade a nolo lo myseh lo tind out. which

of the bishop's sta'f was mcc ng irorma-

tion to the Judas cult, but my composure
did not break. 1 have boon a Knight In-

quisitor for a long, long time. "Father Lu-

kyan Mo." I said, taking his hand, "I have

questions to ask of you." I did not smile.

He did. "I thought you might." he said.

Lukyan's office was large but spartan.

Heretics often have a simplicity thai -he

officers of me fue Church seem :c have

lost. He did have one indulgence,- however
Dominating the wall behind his desk/

console was the painting
I had already fall-

en in love with, the blinded Judas weeping
over his dragons.

Lukyan sat down heavily and motioned

me to a second chair. We had left Sister

Judi!h outside, in the waiting chamber, "I

prefer to stand. Father Lukyan," I said,

knowing it gave me an advantage.

"Just Lukyan." he said, "Or Luke, if you

prefer. We have litre use lor tires here."

"You are Father Lukyan Mo. born here on

Arion. educated n the son-unary or Catha-

day a former priest of me One True In-

tsrstelia- Catholic Cnurcn cf Farm and Ihe

Thousand Worlds," I said. "I will address

you as befits your station. Father.
I expect

you to
, eciproca:c Is that understood''"

"Oh, yes," he said amiabiy

"I am empowered lo strip you of your'

right t

coed Ho Dickod uo Ihe book and be;

ii shunned a

i have lor

Damien Haop -ies=happy. Fame
all of us seek

"You have (

Lukyan?" I sa

Way of Cross

you might elearthe good n

is. of Holy Judas?"

"Forgive me, 1i
rs 'A'iHoughby. '.-;;" co.,

v."i.
,

."''i a !c aoe'res.-. >.,::;. as Mr-~. Bellows. As you
K.rvJSJ psych'3:'y <s an mexa"! s



be proved We believe thai life is worth liv- where Lukyan .Judasson was going "Yoi.

ing Thai is a-i a-tido of faith The purpose Liars invent faiths'

of life is to ve t: res st death, perhaps to He smiled. "Of. all sorts. Not only rel

defy entropy" g.ous Thmk of it. We know truth tor the cm;

"Go on.' I saio. growing even more inter- instrument it is. Beauty ;s infinitely orefe<;

ested despite myself. ble to truth. We invent deauly. Faiths, polit

"We also believe that happiness is a cal movements, high ideals, belief in lov

good, something to oe scugnt after" and fellowship All of them are lies. We te

"The Church does not oppose, happi- those lies, and others end ess others. W
ness." 1 said dryly. improve on history anc myth and -e^gior

are too big. But perhaps

nd one great lie that all

Until then, a thousand

"That is a lie!" I am afraid I screamed.

Come with .me." Lukyan sad He
touched a panel on his wall, ano the great

painting of Judas weeping over his drag-

ons slid up out of sight, and there was a

stairway leading down into the ground
"Follow me " he said.

In the cellar was a g'sa~ glass vat \, -y

pale green fluid, and in it a thing, was
floating—a thing very ike an ancient em-

poetry, no m
possess the;

gone the urm

:)'
l;

: think I do not

the lights,

arge and dart-

stay that awfu end. it will be gone It nas

never been It has never mattered. The uni-

verse itself is doomed, transitory, and cer-

tainly il is uncaring."

I slid back in my chair, and a shiver went

through me as I likened to doc Luk van's

point. But it es no' so. Father. My faith sus-

tains me against such nihtis'". Faith is a

shield against despair"

"Oh.
I know that, my friend, my Knight

hauisi'.o' ' Lukyan said "I'm glao to see

you understand so well. You. are almost one
of us already."

I
frowned

"You've touched the heart of it," Lukyan

continued. "The truths, the great truths -

and most of the lesser ones as well—they
are unbearable for most men. We find our

shield in faith. Your faith, my faith, anv faith

It doesn't matter so long as we believe.

really and vu'v be'^eve. in whaleve' lie we

offc- * - v So we have improved i:. We He
Studied this world for a iong time We know whi

i's psychological profile. St. Juoas will hav

thrive he'e. He of'ers drama, anc coc anc ~e
much Oeauly Ihe aesthetics a re admire- cu
ble. His is a tragedy with a happy ending, was

and Arion dotes on such stories. And the

cragens are a nice touch. I think your own me:

Church ougnt to
!

ind a way to work in drag- in tf

ons. They are marvelous creatures."
J

An<

"Mythical." I said. prie

ones, you know They may believe in Christ

or Buddha or E'ika Sto-'mjonos in reinea--

nation or immortality or nature, in the power

of love or the platform of a political fact on

but it all comes "c the same thing. They
believe They are happy, It is the ones who
have seen truth who despair, and kill them-
selves. The. truths are so vast, the faiths so

little, so poorly made, so riddled wilh errors

ano contradictions. We see around them
and through them, and then we feel "the

weigh! of darkness on us. and we can no

longer be happy."

I
am not a slow man. I knew, by then.

very mjen like me. Perhaps there never

was a Judas at all. Or a Jesus."

"I have faith that that is not so "
I said.

"There are a hundred people in this build-

ing who have a deep anc very rea isiih in

St. Judas and the Way of Cross and Drag-

on." Lukyan said. 'Faith is a very good
thing, Do you know that the suicide rate, on

Arion has decreased by almost a third

since the Order of St, Judas was founded?"
I
remember rising S'ow'v from my chair

"vou are as fanatical as any heretic i have
evet met Lukysn _udasscn "

I lold him. "I

Judasson. I found sc'-ethng else, some-

thing I did believe in. something I had ai-

-vavs oeleved in.

Truth.

I believed in truth, even when '1 hurt "He

is 'est to us." said the teleoatn with the

mocking name of Cross.

Lukyan s smile faced "Oh. really?
I had

hoped you would be one of us. Damien vcu

seemc-c 'eady"
i was suddenly afraic ano i considered

sprinting up the sta'rs to Sistc Juc th. lu-

kyan had totd me so very much and now I



had re;ected them.
T ne tslepath felt my fear, "You cannot hurt

us. Damien." it said. "Go in peace. Lukyan
told you nothing."

Lukyan was frowning, "I told him a good
deal. Jon." he said.

"Yes. But can he trust the words of such
a Liar as you?" The small misshapen
mouth of the thing in the vat twitched in a
smile and its great eyes closed, and _j-

kyan Judasson sighed and led me up the

stairs.

It was not until some years later that I

realized it was Jon Azure C'oss who was
lying, and the victim of his lie w;as Lukyari.

I

~ouid hurl them, I did.

It was almost simple, The bishop had
friends in government and fhe media. With

some money in the right places. I made
some friends of my own, Then I exposed

Cross in his cellar, charging that he had

used his psionic powers to tamper with the

minds oi Lukyan's followers. My friends

were receptive to the charges, The guard-

ians conducted a raid, took the telepath

Cross into custody, and later tried him.

He was innocent, of course. My charge

was nonsense; human teiepaths can read

minds in close proximity, but seldom any-

thing more But they are rare, and much
feared, anc Cross was h ceous enough so

that it was easy to make him a victim of

superstition. In the end. he was acquitted,

and he left the city of Ammadon and

perhaps Arion itself bound for regions un-

known
But it had never been my intention to

convict him. The charge was enough. The

cracks oegan to show in the lie that he and

Lukyan had built together. Faith is hard to

come by, and easy to lose, and the merest

doubt can begin to erode even the

strongest foundation of belief,

The bishop and
I
labored together to sow

further doubts. It was not as easy as I might

have thought. The Liars had done their

work well, Ammadon, like most civilized

cities, had a great pool of knowledge, a

computer system that linked the school
and universities and libraries together, and

made their combined wisdom available to

any who needed it.

But. when I checked,
I
soon discoyered

that the histories of Rome and Babylon had
been subtly reshaped, and there were

three listings for Judas Iscariot— one for

tne betrayer, one for the saint, and one for

the conqueror-king of Babylon. His name
was also mentioned in connection with the

Hanging Gardens, and there is an entry for

a so-called Codex Judas.

And according to the Ammadon library,

dragons became extinct on Old Earth

around the time of Christ

We purged all those lies finally, wiped
them from the memories of the computers,
though we had to cite authorities on a half-

dozen n.cn-Chnstian wo r ds before the li-

brarians and academics would credit that

the differences were anything more than a

question of religious preference.

By then the Order of St. Judas had with-

ered in the glare of exposure Lukyan
Judasson had grown gaunt and angry, and
at least half of his churches had closed.

The heresy never died completely, of

course. There are always those who be-

lieve, no matter what. And so to this day The
Way of Cross and Dragon s -ead on Arion.

in the porcelain city Ammadon, amid mur-

muring whisperwinds,

Aria-k-Bauandthe7njtfjo/C/),r
,''SL earned

me back to Vess a year after my departure,

and Archbishop Tcgathor finally gave me
the leave of absence I had asked for. before

sending me cut to fight still other heresies.

So I had my victory, and the Church con-

tinued on much as before, and the Order of

Si Ji,cas sca-;o: was thoroughly crushed.

The telepath Jon Azure Cross had been

wrong. I thought then. He had sadly under-

estimated the power of a Knight Inquisitor.

Later, though I
remembered his words.

You cannot hurt us. Damien
Us?
The Order of St. Judas'' Or the Liars''

He lied, I think, deliberately knowing I

would go forth and destroy the Way of

Cross and Dragon, knowing, too, that I.

could not touch the Liars, would not even

dare mention them. How could I? Who
would credit it? A grand star-spanning

conspiracy as old as history? It reeks of

paranoia, and I had no proof ar all.

The telepath lied for Lukyan's benefit so

he was willing to sacnfice Lukyan Judas-

game.
So

I
left, and I

carried within me the

knowledge that I was empty of faith, but for

a blind faith in truth—truth I could no longer

find in my Church.

and Cathaday a

Thett

np-v.

frightening and lies can often bew
beautiful

Last year the Church granted me a new
ship. I named this one Dragon. QO



As
the stately sailing ships of

an earlier age of exploration

I crossed the oceans of

earth, today ships of metal and
flame are heading outward from
our home world to explore the

solar system. In this essay,

written more than 20 years ago,
the prophetic Arthur C. Clarke

shows how every great

achievement of the human race
began as an idea, a dream, a

vision, in the minds of individual

human beings.

A historian of the twenty-first

century, looking back past our
own age to the beginnings of

human civilization, will be
conscious of four great turning

points that mark the end of one
era and the dawn of a new and
totally different mode o( life. Two
of ihese events are lost, probably
forever, in the primeval night

before history began. The
invention of agriculture led to the

founding of settled communities
and gave men the leisure and
social intercourse without which
progress is impossible. The
taming of fire made him virtually

independent of climate and,

most important of all, led to the

working of metals and so set him
upon the road of technological

From THE CHALLENGE OF THE
SPACESHIP, by Arthur C Clarke

Reprinted by permission of the author

ar,g the author s agents. Scott

Mcreo'i'.h Literary Agency, tec 8^5

Third Avenue, New York, N.Y 10022.

SPACESHIPS
BY ARTHUR C, CLARKE

Cosmic toys to propel

mankind from its cloistered

nursery out into

the playground of the stars



£ The dynamism of astronautics is in tune with the expansive spirit of our e

development—the road that was to lead, centuries later, to the steam
engine, the Industrial Revolution, and the age of steel and gasoline and
surface transportation through which we are now passing.

The third revolution began, as all the world knows, in a squash court

in Chicago on December 2, 1942, with the first ma
sustaining nuclear reaction, We are still too close to that cataclysmic

event to see it in its true perspective, but we know that it will change our

world, tor better or for worse, almost beyond recognition. And we know
too that it is linked with the fourth and in some ways greatest change of

all—the crossing of space and the exploration of other planets, For

though the first space vehicles were chemically fueled, only atomic
energy is adequate to lift really large payloads out of the earth's

gravitational field—thai invisible maelstrom whose tug can still be felt a

million kilometers away.

There are still some scientists who consider that there is no point in

sending men into space, even when it becomes technically possible;



machines, they argue, can do all that is necessary. Such an outlook is

incredibly shortsighted; worse than that it is stupid, for it completely

ignores human nature. Though the specific ideals of astronautics are

new, the motives and impulses underlying them are as old as ihe

race—and, in the ultimate analysis, they owe as much to emotion as to

reason Even if we could learn nothing in space that our instruments

would not already tell us, we should go there just the same.

Some men compose music or spend their lives trying to catch and

hold forever the last colors of the dying day or a pattern of clouds that

through all eternity will never come again. Others make voyages of

exploration across the world, while some make equally momentous
journeys in quiet studies with no more equipment than pencil and

paper If you asked these men the purpose of their music, their painting.

their exploring, or their mathematics, they would probably say that they

hoped to increase the beauty or knowledge in the world. That answer

would be true and yet misleading Very few indeed would give Ihe

• Humankind can scarcely undertake the challenge of space while still earthbound.

'



The crossing of space may turn our minds away from present tribai squabbles. '

simpler, more fundamental, reason that they had no choice n

matter—that what they did, they did simply because they had to do it.

The urge to explore, to discover, to "follow knowledge like a sinking

star," is a primary human impulse, which needs and can receive no

further justification than its own existence. The search for knowledge,

said a modern Chinese philosopher; is a form of play. If this is true, then

the spaceship, when it comes, will be the ultimate toy that may is

mankind from ils cloistered nursery out into the playground of the stars.

The crossing of space—even the sense of its imminent achievement

in the years before it comes—may do much to turn men's minds

outward and away from their present tribal squabbles. In
"

'

rocket, far from being one of the destroyers of civilization, may provide

the safety valve that is needed to preserve it. By providing an outlet for

mans exuberant and adolescent energies, astronautics may make a

truly vital contribution to the problems of the present world. In many
ways, astronautics is in tune with the expansive spirit of our age.



The future development of mankind, on the spiritual no less than the

material plane, is bound up with the conquest of space.

The future of which I have spoken is now being shaped by men
working in quiet offices, and by men taking instrument readings amid
the savage roar of harnessed jets, Some are engineers, some are

dreamers— but many are both. The time will come when they can say

with T E. Lawrence: 'All men dream; but not equally Those who dream
by night in the dusty recesses of their minds wake in the day to find that

it was vanity; but the dreamers of the day are dangerous men, for they

may act their dream with open eyes, to make it possible."

Thus it has always been in the past, tor our civilization is no more than

the sum of all the dreams that earlier ages have brought to fulfillment.

And so it must always be, for if men cease to dream, if they lurn their

backs upon the universe, the story of our race will end. OQ

<*The future development of mankind is bound up with the conquest of space.*
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The space habitat was the perfect planned
colony. But people kept

disappearing —until the disaster struck.

DOWN 8 OUT ON ELLFIVE PRIME
BY DEAN ING

Responding to Almquisl's

control, the little utility tug

watted from the North

dock port and made its

gentle pirouette. Ellfive Prime

Colony seemed to fall away.

Two hundred thousand
kilometers distant, blue-white

Eartti swam into view; cradle ol

mankind, cage lor loo many.

Almquist turned his long body
in its cushions and managed
an obligatory smile over Irown

lines, "If thai won't make you
homesick. Mr. Weston, nothing

The fat man grunted, looking

not at the planet he had de-

serted but at something much
nearer From the widening o!

Weston's eyes, you could tell it

was something big, closing

last Torin Almquist knew what

it was; he eased the tug out.

watching his radar, to give

Weston the full benefit of it.

When the tip of the great

solar mirror swept past. Wes-
ton blanched and cried out

For an instant, the view port

was filled with cables and the

mirror pivot mechanism. Then
once agam there was nothing

but Earth and sharp pinpricks

of starlight. Weston turned to-

ward the engineering man-
ager, wattles at his jawline

trembling. "Stupid bastard,"

he grated. "If that'll be your

standard joke on new arrivals,

you must cause a lot of

coronanes."

Abashed, disappointed: 'A

mirror comes by every four-

teen seconds, Mr, Weston. I

thought you'd enjoy it. You

asked to see the casting facil-

ity, and this is where you can
see it best. Besides, if you
were retired as a heart case,

I'd know it," And the hell wilh

you, ne added silently.

Almquist retreated into an im-

personal spiel he knew by
heart, moving the tug back to

gam a panorama of the colony

with its yellow legend, L-5'.

proud and unnecessary on the

hull. He moved the controls

gently, the blond hairs on his

forearm masking the play of

tendons within,

The colony hung below
Ihem, a vast shining melon the

length o' the new Hudson River

Bridge and nearly a kilometer

thick. Another of its three mirror

strips, anchored near the op-

posite South end cap of Ellfive

Prime and spread like curved

petals toward the sun, hurtled

silently past the view port.

Almquist kept talking. "...

Prime was the second indus-

trial colony in space, dedi-

cated in 2007. These days it's

a natural choice for a retire-

ment community, A fixed

population of !wenty-five

hundred—plus a few down-
and-out bums hiding here and
there Nowhere near as big a

place as Orbital General's new
industrial colony out near the

asteroid belt."

Almquist droned on, back-
ing the tug farther away. Be-

yond the South end cap, a tiny

mote sparkled in the void, and
Weston squinted, watching it,

"The first Ellfive was a General

Dynamics-Lever Brothers
project in close orbit, bul it got

snuffed by the Chinese in

2052, during the war.

"I was only a cub Ihen," Wes-
ton said, relaxing a bit. "This

colony took some damage loo,

didn't it?"

Almquist glanced at Wes-
ton, who looked older despite

his bland flesh. Well, living

Earthside with seven billion

people tended to age you.

"The month I was born,"
Almquist nodded, "a nuxe was
inlsrcepted just off the cen-

terline of Ellfive Prime. Thermal

shock knocked a tremendous
dimple in the hull: from inside.

of course, it looked like a dome
poking up through the soil

south of center."

Weston clapped pudgy
hands, a gesture tagging him

as neo-Afrikaner. "That'll be

the hill. then. The one with the

pines and spruce, near Hilton

Prime?"

A nod. "Stress analysts

PAINTING BY VINCENT Dl FATE



swore they could leave Ihe dimple ii they

patched the hull around it Cheapest
solution—and ior once, a pretty one. When
they finished bringing new lunar topsoil

and distributing it inside, they saw there

was enouglrdirt on the slope for spruce

and ponderosa pine roots. To balance

thousands of tons of new processed soil,

Ihey built a blister out on the opposite side

of the hull and moved some heavy hard-

ware into it."

The fat man's gaze grew condescending

as he saw the great metal blister roll into

view like a tumor on the hull. "Looks slap-

dash," he said.

"Not really; they learned from DynLever's

mistakes. The first Ellfive colony was a cyl-

inder, heavier than an ellipsoid like ours."

Almquist pointed through the view port.

"DynLever designed tor a low ambient
pressure without much nitrogen in the cyl-

inder and raised hell with water transpira-

tion and absorption in a lot of trees they

tried to grow around their living quarters.

I'm no botanist, but I know Ellfive Prime has

an Earthside ecology—the same air you'd

breatne in Peru, only cleaner. We don't

coddle our grass and trees, and we grow

all our crops right in the North end cap
below us."

Something new and infinitely pleasing

shifted Weston's features. "You used to

have an external crop module to feed iifty

thousand people, back when this colony

was big in manufacturing—"
"Sold it," Almquist put in. "Detached the

big rig and towed it out to a belt colony

when I was new here. We didn't really need
it anymore—"
Weston returned the interruption pointed-

ly: "You didn't let me finish. I put that deal

over. OrbGen made a grand sum on it—

which Is why the wife and I can retire up

here. One hand washes the other, eh?"

Almquist said something noncommittal.

He had quit wondering why he disliked so

many, newcomers. He knew why. It was a
sling-cast irony that he, Ellfive Prime's top

technical man, did not have enough rank in

OrbGen to be slated for colony retirement.

Torin Almquist might last as Civil Projects

Manager for another ten years, if he kept a

spotless record. Then he would be Earth-

sided in the crowds and smog and would

eat fish cakes for the rest ot his life, Unlike

his ex-wife, who had left him to teach in a

belt colony so that she would never have to

return io Earth, And who could blame her?

Shit.

"I beg your pardon?"

"Sorry; I was thinking. You wanted to see

the high-g casting facility?- It's that sphere

strapped on to the mirror lhat's swinging

toward us. It's moving over two hundred
meters per second, a lot faster than the

colony floor, being a kilometer and a half out

from the spin axis. So at the mirror tip, in-

stead of pulling around one standard g,

they're pulling over three g's. Nobody
spends more than an hour there. We bal-

ance the sphere with storage masses on

the other mirror tips."

Restive, only half-interested; "Why? It

doesn't look very heavy,"

"It isn't," Almquist conceded, "but Ellfive

Prime- has to be balanced just so if she's

going to spin on center. That's why they

filled that blister with heavy stored equip-

ment opposite the hill—though a few tons

here and there don't matter."

Weston wasn't listening. "I keep seeing

something like barn doors flipping around,

past the other end, ah, end cap." He
pointed. Another brief sparkle. "There," he

said.

Almquist's arm tipped the control stick,

and the tug slid farther from the colony's

axis of rotation. "Stacking mirror ceils for

shipment," he explained. "We still have
slag left over from a nitrogen-rich asteroid

they towed here in the old days. Fused into

plates, the slag makes good protection

against solar flares. With a mirror face, it

can do double duty We're bundling up a
pallet load, and a few cargo men are out

there in P-suits— pressure suits. They
—

"

•Streaking out of the ecliptic,

a brief nova

Hashed against the stars. . .

.

Weston saw
Almquist's eyes blink hard. .

.

the manager's face

seemed aged by compassion

and hopelessness.?

Weston would never know, and have

cared less, what Almquist had started to

say. The colony manager clapped the fin-

gers of his free hand against the wireless

speaker in his left ear. His face stiffened

with zealof intensity. Fingers flickering to

the console as the tug rolled and acceler-

ated, Almquist began to speak into his

throat mike—something about a Code
Three. Weston knew something was being

kept from him, He didn't like it and said so.

Then he said so again.

"... happened before," Almquist was
saying to someone, "but this time you keep
him centered, Radar Prime. I'll haul him in

myself. Just talk him out of a panic; you

know the drill. Please be quiet, Mr. Weston,"

he added in a too-polite aside.

"Don't patronize me," Weston spat. 'Are

we in trouble?"

"I'm swinging around the hull; give me a

vector," Almquist continued, and Weston
felt his body sag under acceleration, 'Are

you in voice contact?" Pause. "Doesn't he

acknowledge? He's on a work-crew-
scrambler circuit, but you can patch me in.

Doit."

. "You're treating me like a child."

"If you don't shut up, Weston, I will. Oh,

hell, it's easier to humor you." He flicked a

toggle, and the cabin speaker responded.
"... be okay, i have my explosive riveter,"

said an unfamiliar voice; adult male,

thinned and tightened by tension. "Starting

to retro-fire now."

Almquist counted aloud at the muffled

sharp bursts. "Not too fast, Versky," he

cautioned. "You overheat a rivet gun, and

the whole load could detonate."

"Jeez, I'm cartwheeling," Versky cut in.

"Hang light, guys." More bursts, now a

staccato hammer. Versky's monologue
gave no sign that he had heard Almquist,

had all ihe signs o! impending panic.

"Versky, listen to me. Take your goddamn
finger off the trigger- We have you on radar.

Relax. This is Torin Almquist, Versky. I say

again
—

"

But he didn't. Far beyond, streaking out

of the ecliptic, a brief nova flashed against

the stars. The voice was cut off instantly.

Weston saw Almquist's eyes blink hard,

and in that moment the. manager's face

seemed aged by compassion and
hopelessness. Then, very quietly: "Radar

Prime' what do you have on scope?"

"Nothing but confetti, Mr. Almquist.

Going everywhere at once."

"Should I pursue?"

"Your option, sir."

'And your responsibility."

"Yes, sir. No, don't pursue. Sorry."

"Not your fault. I want reports from you

and Versky's cargo-team leader with all

possible speed." Almquist flicked toggles

with delicate savagery, turned his little ves-

sel around, arrowed back to the dock port.

Glancing at Weston, he said, "A skilled

cargo man named Yves Versky. Experi-

enced man: should've known better. He
floated into a mirror support while horsing

those slag eel's around and got grazed by

it, Batted him hell to breakfast." Then,

whispering viciously to himself. "God-
damn those big rivet guns. They can't be

used like control jets. Versky knew that."

Then, for the first time, Weston realized

what he had seen. A man in a pressure suit

had jusi been blown to small pieces before

his eyes. It would make a lovely anecdote
over sherry, Weston decided.

Even if Almquist had swung past the ex-

ternal hull blister he would have failed to

see, through a darkened view port, the two

shabby types looking out. Nobody had of-

ficial business in the blister The younger

man grimaced nervously, heavy cords

bunching at his neck. He was half a head
taller than his companion. "What d'you

think, Zen?"

The other man yielded a lopsided smile.

"Sounds good." He unplugged a pocket
_

communicator from the wall and stuffed it

into his threadbare coverall, then leaned

forward at the view port. His chunky, mus-
cular torso and short legs ill-matched the

extraordinary arms that reached hallway to

his knees, giving him the look ot a tall

dwarf, "I think they bought it, Yves."

"What if they didn't?"



Zen swung around, now grinning out-

right, and rega'dod Yvos vorsky through a
swatch ot brown hair that was seldom cut.

"Hey, do like boss Almquist told you: Relaxl

They gotta buy it.'

"I don't follow you,"

"Then you'd better learn to. Look, if they

recover any pieces, they'll find human
flesh. How can they know it was a poor

rummy's body thawed after six months in

deep freeze? And if they did decide it's a

scam, they'd have to explain how we
planted him in your P-suit. And cut him
loose from the blister, when only a few

people are. supposed to have access here;

and preset the audio tape and the explo-

sive, and Goaxed a decent performance

out of a lunk like you, and," he spread his

apelike arms wide, his face comically ugly

in glee, "nobody can a~ford :o admit there's

a scam counterculture on Ellfive Prime. All

the way up to Torin Almquist there'd be just

too much egg on too many faces. It ain't

gonna happen, Versky."

The hulking cargo mar 'ound himself in-

fected by the grin, but; "I wonder how long

it'll be before / see another egg,"

Zen snorted, "First time you lug a carton

of edible garbage out of Hilton Prime:, me
lad. Jean Nerudas half-blind; when you put

on the right coverall, he won't know he has

an extra in his recycling crew, and after two

days you won't mind pickin' chicken out of

the slop. Just sit tight in your basement
hidey-hole when you're off duty for a while.

Stay away from crews that might recognize

you until your beard grows. And keep your

head shaved like I told you,"

Versky heaved a long sigh, sweeping a

hand over his newly bald scalp. "You'll drop

in on me?
I
need a lot of tips on the .scam

life. And—and I don't know how to repay

you."

"A million ways, I'll think of a few young
fella. And sure, you'll see me—whenever I

like." "

Versky chuckled at the term young fella.

He knew Zen might be in his forties, but he

seemed younger. Versky followed his men-
tor to the air lock into the colony hull. "Well,

just don't forget your friend in the garbage
business," he urged, fearful of his unknown
iuture.

Zen paused in the conduil that snaked
beneath the soil of Ellfive Prime. "Friend-

ship," he half-joked, "varies directly with

mutual benefit and inversely with guilt. Put

another way," he said, lapsing into scam
language as he trotted toward the South

end cap, "a friend who's willing to be un-

derstood is a joy. One that demands under-

standing is a pain in the ass."

"You think too much," Versky laughed.

They moved softly now, approaching an
entry to the hotel basement.

Zen glanced through the spy hole,

paused before punching the wall in the

requisite place. "Just like you work too

much." He flashed his patented gargoyle

grin. "Trust me. Give your heart a rest."

Versky. much too tall for his borrowed

clothing, inflated his- barrel chest in chal-

lenge. "Do
I
look like a heart murmur?"

A shrug. "You did to OrbGen's doctors,

rot their souls—which is why you were due
to be Earthsided next week. Don't lay that

on me, ol' scam; I'm the one who's re-

prieved you to a low-g colony, if you'll just

stay in low-g areas near the end caps." He
ooenod the door.

Versky saw the hand signal and whis-

pered, "I got it: Wait thirty seconds." He
chuckled again. "Sometimes I think you
should be running this colony"

Zen slipped through, left the door nearly

closed, waited until Versky had moved near
the slit. "In some ways," he stage-
whispered back, "I do." Wink. Then he scut-

tled away

At mid-morning the next day, Almquist

arranged the accident report and its sup-

porting documents into a neat sequence
across his video console. Slouching be-

hind his desk with folded arms, he re-

garded the display for a moment before

lifting his eyes. "What've I forgot, Emory7"

Emory Reina cocked his head sparrow-

like at the display Ai~c. list gnawed a cuti-

cle, watching the soulful Reina's eyes dart

back and forth in sober scrutiny "It's all

there," was Reina's verdict. "The only

safety infraction was Versky's, I think,"

"You mean the tether he should've

A nod; Reina started to speak bu!

thought better of it, the furrows dark on his

olive face,

"Spit it out, dammit," Almquist goaded.
Reina usually thought a lot more than he

talked, a trait Almquist valued in his assis-

tant manager.

"I am wondering," the little Brazilian said,

"if it was really accidental." Their eyes

locked again, held for a long moment. "Ell-

five Prime has been orbiting for fifty years.

Discounting early casualties throughout

the war, the colony has had twenty-seven

fatal mishaps among OrbGen employees.

Fourteen of them occurred during the last

few days of the victim's tour on the colony"

"That's hard data?"

Another nod,

"You're trying to say they're suicides."

"I am trying not to think so." A devout

Catholic, Reina spoke hesitantly,

Maybe he's afraid God is listening. I wish

I thought He would. '"Can't say I'd blame
some of them," Almquist said aloud, re-

membering. "But not Yves Versky. Too
young, too much to live for."

"You must account for my pessimism."

Reina replied.

"It's what we pay you for," Almquist said.

trying in vain to make it airy. "Maybe the

insurance people could convince OrbGen
to sweeten the Earthside trip for returning

people. It might be cheaper in the long

run."

Emory Reina's face said that was bloody

likely 'After I send a repair crew to tix the

drizzle from that rain pipe.
I
could draft a

suggestion from you to the insurance
group," was all he said,

"Do that." Almcidisi turned his attention to

the desk console. As Reina padded out of

the low Center building into its courtyard,

the manager committed the accident re-

port to memory storage, then paused. His

fingers twitched nervously over his com-

puter-terminal keyboard. Oh, yes, he'd for-

gotten something, all right. Conveniently.

In moments, Almquist had queried Prime

memory for an accident report ten years

past. It was an old story in more ways than

one. Philip Elroy Hazen: technical editor,

born 14 September 2014, arrived on L-5'

for first tour to write modification work or-

ders 8 May 2039. Earthsided on 10 May
2041; a standard two-year tour for those
who were skilled enough to qualify. A col-

ony tour did not imply any other bonus: The
tour was the bonus. It worked out very well

for the owning conglomerates that con-
trolled literally everything on their colonies.

Almquist's mouth twitched.; well
,
maybe not

literally . .

.

Hazen had wanq ec a second tour to the

colony on 23 February 2045, implying that

he'd been plenty good at his work. Fatal

injury accident report filed 20 February

2047.

\JU-huh; uh-iju/r! Yes, by God. there was
a familiar ring to it; a malf in Hazen's radio

while he was suited up, doing one last

check on a rncdncai on to the cas:inc facil-

ity. Flung off the tip of the mirror and

—

Jesus, what a freakish way to go—straight

into a mountain ot white-hot slag that had
radiated like a dying sun near a temporary

processing module outside the colony hull.

No recovery attempted; why sift ashes?
Phil Hazen; Zen. they'd called him. The

guy they used to say needed rollerskates

on his hands: but that was envy talking.

Almquist had known Zen slightly, and the

guy was an absolute terror at sky-bike rac-

ing along the zero-g axis of the colony Built

his own tri-wing craft, even gave it a Mal-

tese cross, scarlet polymer wingskin, and a

funny name. The fled Baron had looked

like a joke, just what Zen had counted on.

He'd won a year's pay be-ore other sky

bikers realized it wasn't a streak of luck.

Hazen had always made his luck. With

his sky bike— it was with young seasoned
spruce and the foam polymer, fine en-

gineering and better craftsmanship, all

disguised to lure the suckers. And all with-

out an engineering degree. Zen had just

picked up expertise, never seeming to

work at it.

And when his luck ran out, it was

—

Almquist checked the display—only days

before he was slated for Earthside. Uh-
huh\

Torin Almquist knew about the shadowy
wraiths who somehow dropped from sight

on the colony, to be caught later or to die for

lack of medical attention or, in a few cases,

to find some scam some special
advantage— to keep them hidden on Ell-

five Prime, He'd been sure Zen was a sur-

vivor, no matter what the accident report

said. What was the phrase? .4 scam, not a



burn: being on the scam wasn't quite the

same, A scam wasn't down and out of re-

sources; he was down and out of sight.

Maybe the crafty Zen had engineered
another fatality that wasn't fatal.

Almquist hadn't caught .anyone match-

ing the description of Zen. Almost, but not

quite. He thought about young Yves Versky,

whose medical report nadr t seen all thai

bad, then considered Versky's life expec-

tancy on the colony versus his chances
Earthside. Versky had been a sharp hard-

worker lop. Almquist leaned back in his

chair again and stared at his display He
'had no way of knowing that Reina's rain-

pipe crew was too late to ward off disaster.

A rain pipe had been leaking long before

Grounds Maintenance realized they had a

problem. Rain was a simple matter on Ell-

five Prime; You built a web of pipes with

spray nozzles that ran the length of the

colony. From ground level the pipes were

nearly invisible, thin lines connected by

crosspieces in a great cylindrical net sur-

rounding the colony's zero-g axis. Gravity

loading near the axis was so slight that the

rain pipes could be anchored lightly.

Yet now and then, a sky biker would

pedal foolishly from the zero-g region or

would fail to compensate for the gentle roll-

ing movement generated by the air itself.

That was when the rain pipes saved some-

body's bacon and on rare occasions suf-

fered a kink. At such times, Almquist was
tempted to press for the outlawing of sky

bikes until the rabid sports association

could raise money for a safety net to protect

people and pipes alike. But the cost would

have been far too great: It would have

amounted to a flat prohibition of sky bikes.

The problem had started a month earlier

with a mild collision between a sky bike and

a crosspiece. The biker got back intact, but

the impact popped a kink on the underside

of the attached rain pipe. The kink could

not be seen from the colony's axis. It might

possibly have buv.r soo'.ied tram floor level

with a good, powerful telescope,

Inspection crews used safety tethers,

which loaded the rain pipe just enough to

close the crac; while the rspector passed.

Then the drizzle resumed for as long as the

rain continued. Thereafter, the thrice-

weekly afternoon rain from that pipe had
been lessened in a line running from Ellfive

Prime's Hilton Hotel, past the prized hill,

over the colony's one shallow lake, to

work-staff apartments that slretched from

the lake to the North end cap, where crops

were grown. Rain was lessened, that is,

everywhere but over the pine-covered hill

directly below the kink. Total rainfall was
unchanged; but the hill got three times its

normal moisture, which gradually soaked
down through a forty-year accumulation of

ponderosa needles and humus, into the

soil below.

In Ihis fashion the hill absorbed one
hundred thousand kilograms too much
water in a month. A little water percolated

back to the creek and 'he ake i: fed. Some

much—was held by the underlying slope

soil, which was gradually turning to ooze.

The extra mass had already caused a

barely detectable shift in the colony's spin

axis. Almquist had his best iroubleshooter,

Lee Shumway, quietly checking the hull for

a structural problem near the hull blister.

Suzanne Nagel was a lissome widow
whose second passion was for her sky

bike. She had been idling along in zero-g.

her chain-driven propeller a soft whirr be-

hind her, when something obscured her

view of the hill far below. She kept staring at

it until she was' well beyond the leak, then

realized the obstruction was a spray of wa-

ter Suzy sprint-pedaled the rest of the way
to the end cap, and five minutes later the

rains were canceled by Emory Reina.

Thanks to Suzy Nagel's stamina, the

slope did not collapse that day. But working

from inspection records, Reina tragically

assumed thaf the leak had been present for

^Almquist knew about the

shadowy wraiths

who somehow dropped from

sight on the colony,

to he caught later or to

die for lack of medical

attention or, in a few

cases, to find some scam*

pernaps three osys nsfead of a month. The
hill needed something --a local vibration,

for example— to begin the mud slide that

could abruptly displace up to two hundred

thousand tons of mass downslope. Which

would inevitably bring on the nightmare

more feared than meteorites by every col-

ony manager; spinquake. Small meteorites

could only damage a colony, but computer
simulations had proved that if the spin axis

shitted suddenly a spinquake could crack

a colony like an egg.

The repair crew was already in place

high above when Reina brought his elec-

trabout three-wheeler to a halt near a path

that led up to the pines. His belt-comm set

allowed direct contact with the crew and

instant access to all channels, including his

private scrambler to Torin Almquist.
"1 can see the kink on your video," Reina

told the crew leader, studying his belt-slung

video. "Sleeve it and run a pressure check.

We can be thankful that a leak that large

was not over Hilton Prime," he added,
laughing, The retired OrbGen executives

who luxuriated in the hotel would have

screamed raw murder, of course. And the

leak would have been noticed.

Scanning the dwarf apple trees at the

foot of the slope, Reina's gaze moved to the

winding footpath. In the forenoon quietude,

he could hear distant swimmers cavorting

in the slightly reduced gravity of the Hilton

pool near the South end cap. But some-

where above him_on the hill, a large animal

thrashed clumsily through the pines. It

wasn't one of the half-tame deer; only

maladroit humans made that much com-
motion on Ellfive Prime, Straining to locate

the hiker, Reina saw the leaning trees, He
blinked. No trick of eyesight; they were re-

ally leaning. Then he saw the long shallow

mud slide, no more than a portent of its

potential, that covered part of the footpath.

For perhaps five seconds, his mind grasp-

ing the implication of what he saw Reina

stood perfectly still. His mouth hung open.

In deadly calm, coding the alarm on his

scrambler circuit; "Torin, Emory Reina. I

have a Code Three on the hill. And," he

swallowed hard, "potential Code One.
I
say

again, Code One; mud slides on the

main-path side of the hill. Over." Then Reina

began to shout toward the pines.

Code Three was bad enough: a life in

danger. Code Two was more serious still,

implying an equipment malfunction that

could affect many lives. Code One was
reserved lor colony-wide disaster. Reina's

voice shook. He had never called a Code
One before.

During the half-minute it took for

Almquist to race from a conference to his

office, Reina's shouts flushed not one but

two men from the hillside. The first, a heavy

individual in golf knickers, identified him-

self testily as Voerster Weston. He stressed

that he was not accustomed to peremptory

demands from an overall-clad worker The

second man emerged far to Reina's right

but kept hidden in a stand of mountain

laurel, listening, surmising, sweating.

Reina's was the voice of sweet reason. "If

you want to live, Mr, Weston, please lie

down where you are. Slowly. The trees

below you are leaning outward, and they

were not that way yesterday"

"Damnation, I know that much," Weston

howled; "that's what I was looking at. Do
you know how wet it is up here? I will not lie

down on this muck!"

The man in the laurels made a snap de-

cision, cursed, and stood up. "If you don't,

two-belly, I'll shoot you here and now," came
the voice of Philip Elroy Hazen. Zen had

one hand thrust menacingly into a coverall

pocket. He was liberally smeared with

mud, and his aspect was not pleasant.

"0 demonio, another one," Reina mut-

tered. The fat man saw himself flanked,

believed Zen's implied lie about a weapon,

and carefully levered himself down to the

blanket of pine needles. At this moment
Torin Almquist answered the Mayday.

There was no way to tell how much soil

might slide, but through staccato inter-

changes Emory Reina described the

scene better than his video could show it.

Almquist was grim. "We're already monitor-



ing an increase in (he off-center spin, Em-
ory; not a severe shift, but it could get to be.

Affirmative on that potential Code One. I'm

sending a full emergency crew to the blis-

ter, now that we know where to star!."

Reina thought for a moment, glumly

pleased that neither man on the slope had
moved. "I believe we can save these two by

lowering a safety sling from my crew, They
are directly overhead. Concur?"

An instant's pause. "Smart, Emory. And
you get your butt out of there. Leave the

eiectrabout, man. just go!"

"With respect, I cannot. Someone must
direct the sling deployment from here."

"It's your bacon. I'll send another crew to

you."

"Volunteers only," Reina begged, watch-

ing the slope. For the moment it seemed
firm. Yet a bulge near cosmetically placed

slag boulders suggested a second mass
displacement. Reina then explained their

predicament to the' men on the slope, to

ensure their compliance.

"It's worse than that," Zen called down.

"There was a dugout over there," he
(minted to the base of a boulder, "where a

woman was living. She's buried, I'm afraid."

Reina shook his head sadly, using his

comm set to his work crew. Over four

hundred meters above, men were lashing

siher lines from crosspieces to distribute

e weight of a sling. Spare tethers could

De linked by carabiners to make a lifeline

reaching to the colony floor, The exercise

*as familiar to the crew, but only as a drill

until now. And they would be hoisting, not

Oyvering.

Diametrically opposite from the hill, trou-

c:eshooters converged on the blister where

Be colony's long-unused reactor and cool-

ant tanks were stored. Their job was
sample— in principle.

The reactor subsystems had been de-

signed as portable elements, furnished

with lifting and towing lugs. The whole reac-

tor system weighed nearly ten thousand

ions, including coolant tanks. Since the

blister originally had been built around the

stored reactor elements to balance the hill

mass, Almquist needed only to split the

blister open to space, then lower the reac-

tor elements on quartz cables. As the mass
moved out of the blister and away from the

hull, it would increase in apparent weight,

balancing the downward flow of mud
across the hull. Almquist was lucky in one
detail: The reactor was not in line with the

great solar-mirror strips. Elements could be
lowered a long way while repairs were car-

ried out to redistribute the soil.

Almquist marshaled forces from his of-

fice. He heard the colony-wide alarm

whoop its signal, watched monitors as the

colony staff and two thousand other resi-

dents hurried toward safety in end-cap

domes. His own P-suit, ungainly and dust-

covered, hung in his apartment ten paces

away. There was no time to fetch it while he

was at his post. Nevor again, he promised

himself. He divided his attention among
monitors showing the evacuation, the blis-

ter team, and the immediate problem

above Emory Reina.

Reina was optimistic as the sling snaked

down, "South a bit," he urged into his comm
set, then raised his voice. "Mr. Weston, a

sling is above you, a little north. Climb in

and buckle the harness. They will reel you

"Now, steady as she goes," Reina said,

then, "Stop." The sling collapsed offthe turf

near the fat man. Reina, fearful that the

mud-covered stranger might lose heart,

called to assure him that the sling would

return,

"I'll take my chances here," Zen called

back. The sling could mean capture. The
fat man did not understand that any better

than Reina did.

Voerster Weston paused halfway into his

harness, staring up. Suddenly he was
scrambling away from it, tripping in the

sling, mindless with the fear of rising into a
synthetic sky Screaming, he fled down the

slope. And brought part of it with him.

Reina saw apple trees churning toward

him in time tc leaoa:c.o h^s e'ectrabout and
kept his wits enough to grab branches as
the first great wave slid from the slope. He
saw Weston disappear in two separate up-

heavals, swallowed under the mud slide he

had provoked. Mauled by hardwood, mired

to his knees, Reina spat blood and turf. He
hauled one leg free, then the other, pulling

at tree limbs. The second man, he saw, had
slithered against a thick pine and was now.

trying to climb it.

Still calm, voice indistinct through his

broken jaw, Reina redirected the sling crew.

The sling harness bounced upslope near

the second man. "Take the sling," Reina

bawled.

Now Rema's whole world shuddered. It

was a slow, perceptible motion, each dis-

placement of mud worsening the off-center

rotation and slight acceleration changes
that could bring more mud that could bring

worse. . .
.
Reina forced his mind back to

the immediate problem. He could not see

himself at its focus.

Almquist felt the tremors, saw what had

to be done. "Emory, I'm sending your relief

crew back. Shumway's in the blister. They

don't have time to cut the blister now; they'll

have to blow it open. You have about three

minutes to get to firm ground. Then you run

like hell to South end cap."

'As soon as this man is in the sling,"

Reina mumbled. Zen had already made his

decision, seeing the glistening ooze that

had buried the fat man,
"Now! Right fucking now," Almquist

pleaded. "I can't delay it a millisecond.

When Shumway blows the blister open it'll

be a sudden shake, Emory. You know what

that means?"
Reina did. The sharp tremor would prob-

ably bring the entire middle of the slope

thundering down. Even if the reactor could

be lowered in minutes, it would take only

seconds for the muck to engulf him. Reina

began to pick his way backward across

fallen apple trees, wondering why his left

arm had an extra bene above the wrist. He
kept a running fire of instructions to the

rain-pipe crew as Zen untangled the sling

harness. Reina struggled toward safety in

pain, patience, reluctance. And tar too

slowly.

"He is buckled in," Reina announced.
His last words were, "Haul away." He saw
the mud-spattered Zen begin to rise,

swinging in a broad arc, and they ex-

changed "OK" hand signals before Reina

gave full attention to his own escape. He
had just reached the edge of firm ground

when Lee Shumway, moving with incredi-

ble speed in a full P-suit, ducked through a

blister airlock and triggered the charges.

The colony floor bucked once, throwing

Reina off stride. He fell on his fractured

ulna, rolled, opened his mouth—perhaps
to moan, perhaps to pray. His breath was
bottled by mud as he was flung beneath a

viscous gray tide that rolled numberless
tons of debris over him.

The immense structure groaned, but

held. Zen swayed sickeningly as Ellfive

Prime shook around him. He saw Reina die,

watched helplessly as a retiree home
across the valley sagged and collapsed.

Below him, a covey of Quetzal birds burst

from the treetops like jeweled scissors In

flight. As he was drawn higher he could see

more trees slide.

The damage worsened; too many
people had been too slow. The colony was
rattling everything that would rattle. Now it

was all rattling louder. Somewhere, a shrill

whistle keened as precious air and more

precious water vapor rushed toward a hole

in the sunlight windows.

When the shouts above him became
louder than the carnage below, Zen began

to hope. Strong arms reached for his and

moments later he was attached to another

tether. "I can make it from here," he said,

calling his thanks back as he hauled him-

self toward the end-cap braces.

A crew man with a video comm set thrust

it toward Zen as he neared a ladder. "It's for

you," he said, noncommittal,

For an instant, an eon, Zen's body froze,

though he continued to waft nearer. Then
he shrugged and took the comm set as

though it were ticking. He saw a remem-
bered face in the video. Wrapping an arm

around the ladder, he nodded to the face.

"Don Bellows here," he said innocently

Pause, then a snarl: "You wouldn't be-

lieve my mixed emotions when I recog-

nized you on the monitor. Well, Mister Bel-

lows, Adolf Hitler here." Almquist went on,

"Or you'll think so damned quick unless

you're in my office as fast as your knuckles

will carry you."

The crew man was looking away, but he

was tense. He knew. Zen cleared his throat

for a whine. "I'm scared
—

"

"You've been dead for ten years, Hazen.

How can you be scared? Frazer there will

escort you; his instructions are to brain you

it he has to. I have sweeping powers right

now Don't con me and don't argue; I need

you right here, right now."



By ihe time Zen reached the terraces

with their felled, jumbled crops, the slow

shakes had subsided. They seemed to di-

minish to nothing as he trotted, the rangy

Frazer in step behind, to an abandoned
electrabout. Damage was everywhere, yet

the silence was oppressive. A few electrical

fires were kindling in apartments as they

moved toward the Colony Center building.

Some fires would be out, others out of con-

trol, In minutes. The crew man gestured

Zen through the courtyard and past two

doors. Torin Almquist stood looming over

his console display, ignoring huge shards

of glass that littered his carpet.

Almquist adjusted a video monitor.

"Thanks, Frazer; would you wait in the next

room?" The crew man let his face complain

of his idleness but complied silently. With-

out glancing from the monitors, Almquist

transfixed the grimy Zen. "If I say the word,

you're a dead man. If
I say a different word,

you go Earthside in manacles. You're stilt

here only because I wanted you here all the

time, just in case I ever needed you, Well, I

need you now. If you hadn't been dropped

into my lap we'd have iound you on a Prior-

ity One. Never doubt thai.

"It
I say a third word, you get a special

assistant's slot— I can swing that— for as

long as I'm here. All I'm waiting for is one

word from you. If it's a lie, you're dead meat.

Will you help Elifive Prime? Yes or no?
"

Zen considered his chances. Not past

that long-legged Frazer, They could follow

him on monitors for some distance anyhow
unless he had a head start. "Given the right

conditions," Zen hazarded.

Almquist's head snapped up. "My best

friend just died for you, against my better

I'jdcment. Yes or no,"

"Yes. I owe you nothin', but I
owe him

somethin'."

Back to the monitors, speaking to Zen:

"Lee Shumway's crew has recovered our

mass balance, and they can do it again if

necessary I doubt there'll be more mud
slides, though; five minutes of spinquakes

should've done it all."

Zen moved to watch over the tall man's

bare arms, Two crews could be seen from a

utility tug monitor, rushing to repair window
leaks where water vapor had crystallized in

space as glittering fog. The colony's exter-

nal heat radiator was in massive fragments.

and the mirrors were jammed in place. It

was going to get hot in Elifive Prime. "How
soon will we get help from other colonies?"

Almquist hesitated- Then, "We won't, un-

less we fail to cope. OrbGen is afraid some
other corporate pirate will claim salvage

rights. And when you're on my staff, every-

thing I tell you is privileged data."

"You think the danger is over?"

"Over?" Almquist barked a laugh that

threatened to climb out of control. He
ticked items off on his fingers. "We're losing

water vapor; we have to mask mirrors and
repair the radiator, or we fry; half our crops

are ruined and food stores may not last;

and most residents are hopeless clods who
have no idea how to fend lor themselves.

Wow d'you see why I diverted searches

when 1 could've taken you twice before?"

. Zen's mouth was a cynical curve.

Almquist; "Once when you dragged a

kid from the lake filters
I
could've had you at

the emergency room." Zen's eyebrows
lifted in surprised agreement. 'And once
when a waiter realized you were scamming
food from the Hilton service elevator."

"That was someoody else, you weren't

even close. But okay, you've been a real

sweetheart. Why'7
"

"Because you've learned to live outside

the system! Food, shelter medical help,

God knows what else: you have another

system that hardly affects mine, and now
we're going to teach your tricks to the sur-

vivors. This colony is going to make it. You

were my experimental group, Zen. You just

didn't know it." He rubbed his chin reflec-

tively. "By the way, how many guys are on

the scam? Couple of dozen?" An optimist,

Torin Almquist picked what he considered

a high figure.

A chuckle. "Couple of hundred, you

mean." Zen saw slack-jawed disbelief and

went on: "They're not all guys. A few grow-

ing families. There's Wandering Mary,

Maria Polyakova: our only registered nurse,

but I found her dugout full of mud this morn-

ing. I hope she was sleepin' out."

"Can you enlist their help? If they don't

help, this colony can still die. The computer

says it will, as things stand now It'll be

close, but we won'! make it, How'd you like

to take your chances with a salvage crew?"

"Not a chance. But I can't help just stand-

ing here swappin' wind with you."

"Right." Eyes bored into Zen's, assessing

him. The thieves' argot, the be-damned-
td-you gaze, suggested a man who was
more than Hazen had been. "I'll give you a

temporary pass. See you here tomorrow

morning; lor now, look the whole colony

over, and bring a list of problems and solu-

tions as you see 'em."

Zen turned to leave., then looked back,

"You're really gonna let me just walk right

out." A statement of wonder, and of fact,

"Not without this." Almquist said, scrib-

bling on a plastic chit. He thrust it toward

Zen. "Show it to Frazer."

Inspecting the cursive scrawl: "Doesn't

look like much."

"Mas que nada," Almquist smiled, then

looked quickly away as his face fell. Seiier

than nothing; his private joke with Emory
Reina. He glanced at the retreating Zen

and rubbed his forehead. Grief did funny

things to people's heads. To deny a death

you won't accept, you invest his character

in another man. Not very smart when the

other man might betray you for the sheer

fun of it. Torin Almquist massaged his tem-

ples and called Lee Shumway. They, still

had casualties to rescue.

Zen fought a sense of unreality as he

moved openly in broad daylight. Everyone

was lost in his own concerns. Zen hauled

one scam from his plastic bubble under the

Jake surface, half dead in stagnant air after

mud from the croc-*, swarnoed his air ex-

changer. An entire fam ly of scams, ivmg

as servants in the illegal basement they

had excavated for a resident, had been
crushed when the foundation collapsed.

But he nearly wept to find Wandering

Mary safe in a secret conduit, tending to a

dozen wounded scams. He took notes as

she told him where her curative herbs were

planted and how to use them. The old girl

flatly refused to leave her charges, her

black eyes flashing through wispsof gray

hair, and Zen promised to send food.

The luck of Sammy the Touch was hold-

ing strong. The crop compost heap that

covered his half-acre foam shell seemed to

insulate it from ground shock as well.

Sammy patted his little round tummy, al-

ways a cheerful sign, as he ushered Zen

into the bar where, on a good night, thirty

scams might be gathered, if Zen was the

widest-ranging scam on Elifive Prime,

Sammy the Touch was the most secure.

Zen accepted a glass of potato

vodka—Sammy was seldom [haf easy a

touch - and allowed a parody of the truth to

be drawn from hi.m. He'd offered his ser-

vices to an assistant engineer, he said, in

exchange 'or unspecified future privileges.

Sammy either bought the story or took a

lease on it. He responded after some
haggling with the promise of a hundred

kilos of "medicinal" alcohol and half his

supply of bottled methane. Both were pro-

duced from compost precisely under the

noses of the crop crew, and both were

supplied on credit. Sammy also agreed to

provision the hidden infirmary of Wander-

ing Mary. Zen hugged the embarrassed

Sammy and ex ted through one of the con-

duits, promising to pick up the supplies

later.

Everywhere he went, Zen realized, the

scams were coping better than legal resi-

dents. He helped a starthngly handsome
middle-aged blonde douse the remains of

her smoldering wardrobe. Her apartment-

complex had knelt into its courtyard and

caught fire.

"I'm going to freeze tonight," Suzy Mage,

murmured philosophically.

He eyed her skimpy costume and
doubted it, Besides, the temperature was
slowly climbing, and there wouldn't be any

night until the solar mirrors could be piv-

oted again. There were other ways to move
the colony to a less reflective position, but

he knew Almquist would try the direct solu-

tions first.

Farmer Brown—no one knew his original

name—wore hs usual stolen agronomy-

crew coverall as he hawked his pack load

of vegetables smorg res dents in the low-

rent area. He had not assessed all the

damage to his own crops, lucked and es-

paliered into corners over five square

kilometers of the colony. Worried as he was,

he had time to hear a convincing siory.

"Maybe I'm crazy to compete against my-
self," he told Zen, "but you got a point. If a

salvage outfit takes over, it's kaymag."

KMAG: Kiss my ass good-bye. "I'll sell you



seeds, even breeding pairs of hamsters,

but don't ask me io lace the honchos in

person. You remember about the vig-

ilantes. ol' scam."

Zen nodded. He gave no thought to the

time until a long shadow striped a third of

the colony floor. One of the mirrors had

been coaxed into pivoting. Christ, he was
tired— but why not? It would have been
dark long before, on an ordinary day. He
sought his sleeping quarters in Jean Neru-

da's apartment, hoping Neruda wouldn't

insist on using Zen's eyesight to fill out re-

ceipts. Their arrangement was a comfort-

able quid pro quo, but please, thought Zen,

not tonight!

He found a more immediate problem

than receipts. Yves Versky slumped, trem-

bling, in the shambles of Neruda's place,

holding a standard emergency oxygen

mask over the old man's face. The adjoin-

ing office had lost one wall in the spin-

quake, moments alter the recycling crew

ran for end-cap domes.

"I had to hole up here," Versky gasped,

exhausted. "Didn't know where else to go.

Neruda wouldn't leave either. Then the old

fool smelled smoke and dumped his

goldiish bowl on a live power line. Must've

blown half the circuits in his body." Like a

spring-wound toy, Versky's movements and

voice diminished. "Took me two hours of

mouth-to-mouth before he was breathing

steady, Zen. Boy, have I got a headache."

Versky fell asleep holding the mask in

place. Zen could infer the rest. Neruda,

unwilling to leave familiar rooms in his ad-

vancing blindness. Versky, unwilling to

abandon a life, even that of a half-

electrocuted, crotchety old man. Yet

Neruda was right to Stay put: Earthside

awaited the OrbGen employee whose eyes

failed.

Zen lowered the inert Versky to Ihe floor,

patted. the big man's shoulder, More lhan

unremitting care, he had shown stamina

and first-aid expertise. Old Neruda awoke
once, half-manic, half-just disoriented. Zen
nursed him through it with surface aware-

ness. On another level he was cataloguing

items for Almquist, for survivors, for Ellfive

Prime.

And on the critical level a voice in him

jeered, bullshit: For yourself . Not because

Almquist or Reina had done him any favors,

but because Torin Almquist was right. The

colony manager could find him eventually;

maybe it was better to rejoin the system

now, on good terms. Besides, as the only

man who could move between the official

system and the scam counterculture, he

could really wheel and deal. It might cause
some hard feelings in the conduits, but . .

.

Zen sighed, and slept Poorly,

It was two days before Zen made every

contact he needed, two more when Alm-

quist announced that Ellfive Prime would

probably make it. The ambient temperature

had stabilized. Air and water losses had
ceased. They did not have enough stored

food to provide three thousand daily

calories per person beyond twenty days,

but crash courses in multicropp.'ng were

suddenly popular, and some immature

crops could be eaten.

"It'd help if you could coax a few scams
into instructing," Almquist urged as he

slowed to match Zen's choppy pace. They

turned from the damaged crop terraces

toward the Center.

"Unnn-likely," Zen intoned. "We still talk

about wartime, when vigilantes 'tried to

clean us out. They ushered a couple.of nice

people out of airlocks, naked, which we
think was a little brusque. Leave it alone; it's

working."

A nod. "Seems to be. But I
have doubts

about the maturing rates of your seeds.

Why didn't my people know about those

hybrid daikon radishes and tomatoes?"

"You were after long-term yield," Zen
shrugged. "This hoi weather will ripen the

stulf faster, too. We've been hiding a dozen
short-term crops under your nose, includ-

ing dandelions better than spinach. Like

hamster haunch is better'n rabbit, and a lot

quicker to grow"

Alrnquis! could believe the eighteen-day

gestation period, but was astonished at the

size of the breeding stock. "You realize your

one-kilo hamsters could be more pet than

protein?"

"Not in our economy," Zen snorted. "It's

hard to be sentimental when you're down
and out. Or stylish either." He indicated his

frayed coverall. "By the time the rag man
gets this, it won't yield three meters of den-

tal floss."

Almquist grinned for the first time in

many days. What his new assistant had
forgolten in polite speech, he made up in

the optimism of a young punk. He cor-

rected himself: an old punk. "You know
what hurts? You're nearly my age and look

ten years younger. How?" »

It wasn't a specific exercise, Zen ex-

plained. It was attitude. "You're careworn,"

he sniffed. "Beat your brains out for idling

plutocrats fifty weeks a year and then won-

der why you age faster than I do." Wonder-
ing '"ic-adshake.

They turned toward the Center court-

yard. Amused, Almquist said. "You're a

plutocrat?"

"Ain't racin' my motors. Look at all the

Indians who used to live pasta hundred. A
Blackfoot busted his .ass like I do, maybe
ten or twenty weeks a year. They weren't

dumb; just scruffy."

Almquist forgot his retort; his desk con-

sole was flashing for attention. Zen wan-
dered out of the office, returning with two

cups of scam "coffee." Almquist sipped it

between calls, wondering if il was really

brewed from ground dandelion root, con-

sidering now this impudent troll was chang-

ing his life, could change it further.

Finally he sat back. "You heard OrbGen's
assessment," he sighed. "I'm a God-
damned hero, for now, Don't ask me about

next year. If they insist on making poor

Emory a sacrificial goat to feed ravening

stockholders, I can't help ii."

Impassive: "Sure you could. You just let

'em co-opt you." Zen S'ghec then 'eleased

a sad Iroglodyte's smile. "Like you co-

opted me."

"I can unco-opt. Nothing's permanent

"You said it, bubba."
Almquist took a long breath, then can-

lilevered a forefinger in warning. "Watch

your tongue, Hazen. When ! pay your sal-

ary, you pay some respec:. He ~aw tie

sullen look in Zen's eyes and bored in. "Or

would you rather go on Ihe scam again and

get Earthsided the first chance I get? I

haven : begari to cc-cpl you yet. '
he glow-

ered. "! have to meet with the Colony Coun-
cil m five minutes— to explain a lot of

things, including you. When I get back. I

want a map of those conduits the scams
built, to ihe best of your knowledge."

A flood of ice washed through Zen's

veins. Staring over the cup of coffee that

shook in his hands: "You know I can't do
that."

Almquist paused in the doorway, his ex-

pression smug, "You know the alternative

Think about it," he said, and turned and
walked out,

When Torin Almquist returned, h'ls

wastebasket was overturned on his desk. A
ripe odor wrinkled his nose tor him even

before he saw what lay atop the wastebas-
ket like an offering on a' pedestal: a lavish

gift of human excrement. His letter opener,

an antique, protruded from the turd. H

skewered a plastic chit, Z.en's pass. On the

chit, in draftsman's neat printing, full caps: i

THOUGHT ABOUT IT

Well, you sure couldn't mistake his an-

swer, Almquist reflected as he dumped the

offal into his toilet. Trust Zen to make the

right decision.

Which way had he gone? Almquist could

only guess at the underground warrens

built during the past fifty years, but chose

not to guess. He also knew better than to

mention Zen to the Colony Council. The
manager ielt a twinge of guilt at the choice,

truly no choice at all, that he had forced on

Zen—but there was no other way.

If Zen knew the whole truth, he might get

careless, and a low prof >e •".-as vtal for the

scams. The setup benefited all of Ellfive

Prime. Who could say when the colony

might once more need the counterculture

and its primitive ways?
And that meant Zen had to disappear

again, genuinely down and out of reach. If

Almquist himscli u dn t know exactly where
the scams hid, he couldn't tell OrbGen
even under drugs, And he didn't intend to

tell. Sooner or later OrbGen would sched-

ule Torin Almquist for permanent Earthside

rotation, and when that day came he might

need help in his own disappearance. That

would be the time to ferret out a secret

conduit, to contact Zen. The scams could

use an engineering manager who knew the

oilicial system :nsicc out.

Almquist grinned to himself and brewed

a cup of dandelion coffee. Best to get used

to the stuff now, he reasoned: it would be a
staple atler he retired, down and out on

Ellfive Prime. DQ



He used to search for

his own kind, but af-

ter the great massa-

cre in his fifteenth

season, he hadn't had but a

fleeting contact with others

—

a warble, a rumble, and a
squeal that had come to him

after endiess traveling

through the message-
carrying waters. Loneliness.

Thai was all any of the others

spoke of.

He bellowed his foghorn

bellow, feeling the water

around him tremble with his

giant voice. He rose, the

spray of infinite bubbles tick-

ling against his skin, exhaling

with a" vaporous gush of relief,

sucking in precious air. For a

moment, suspended above
the sea, no longer rising but

not yet falling, he squinted in

the yellowness of the outer

world, feeling the warmth of

dry air on his massive head.

WHfteSONG
Hunting whales

was their way of life—
and path to death

.

BY LEIGH KENNEDY

PAINTING BY BOB VENOSA



Above, a pale-blue flatness struck against

the rich blue-green of his world.

Below again, sailing downward, pulling

the division between the pale and the rich

in a confused whirl behind him, he cried

out in a squeal thai ended with a honk.

Maybe someday, someone would hear it

he called.

Dr. Marsha Scott leaned into the

viewscreen as if pressing close would
undo the separation between herself and
the sea. Inside—a man-refuge of metal

and plastic and nylon with gauges, dials,

.
switches, lights, and papers clipped to the

walls with strong magnets. Outside—

a

blue myslery that faded into an opaque
universe where odd creatures darted,
crept, or floated sleepily.

"Where are you, pretty one?" she called

through the viewscreen, searching for a
great whale-shape in the foggy water.

"Come on, come on, we heard you. Don't

be shy." Encapsulated in the submarine.

her soft human voice was of little use.

The cabin ot the mini-sub was filled wilh

squeals and twitters, sometimes mournful

sounds, sometimes comical. The alien

metal bubble of the sub was endowed with

eeriness from ascending and descending
scales—ocean concerlos accompanied
by the microphone's brooklike interpreta-

tion of fhe water rushing around the sub.

Barbara rose from the pilot's console to

stand by Marsha and peer into the screen.

"I think I see her, Look there." Barbara's

keen pilot's eyes were seldom wrong;
something Marsha had learned to appre-
ciate in her. Just as Marsha trusted Bar-

bara underwater, Barbara seemed, to

defer in the lab. A well-suited pair of

researchers needed that kind of trust. Bar-

bara pointed to a vague, distant move-
ment in the upper right corner of the

screen. They both watched, wondering
whether it was only a cloud-shadow
changing the color of the water or a thick

school of fish or plankton
. . . or the solo fe-

male whale they had traced, earlier in the

day, following the trail of irresistible scent

they had put out just for her.

The whale made a sound equivalent to a

human flapping his lips obscenely.

The two women laughed; though they

had heard the same thing endless times,

Marsha felt an uncomfortable, guilty hap-
piness. Sometimes she felt as though she
should be sad every moment of her life,

considering what was happening to her

whales. But she couldn't help but feel glo-

rious joy when she was this close.

"Definitely," Barbara said coolly.

They smiled at one another, then Bar-

bara returned to the console. Marsha wat-

ched over her shoulder to see the course
change. Barbara punched in an
18-degree starboard turn. Marsha looked

to her left, checking the tank gauge for the

whale "perfume." as they called theirsolu-

tion of pheromones, though to the whales
themselves it was more a matter of taste

than scent. The tank was still three-
quarters full, though they'd traveled far

from the coast leaking a fragrant trail.

Marsha felt the change in course even
before she looked back at the viewscreen.

She waited to ask, knowing that it would
take a distance to be able to discern
whether the whale had changed course
with the sub.

"Sonar?" she finally asked. -

"We're being followed," Barbara-said.

Marsha knew, even halfway through her

talk, that the lecture rebounded off the Es-

kimos' emotions. They watched the film of

the Japanese whaler-factory ship, not
comprehending the significance of mas-
sive killing. The tape of whale songs didn't

bring even the expected vague smiles of

amusement. Mostly men in flannel shirts

and jeans, smoking cigarettes until a blue

haze lay in layers from the basketball
hoops to over their shoulders and round,

brown faces like a gauzy blanket; they sat

on metal folding chairs in the modern

& The cabin of the

mini-sub was filled with

squeals and twitters,

sometimes mournful sounds,

sometimes comical ... .

ocean concertos accompanied
by the . . . water rushing

around the sub. V

gymrasium o
:

the village school.

Only two people seemed to show any
signs of listening, an old man and a young
man. The old one moved restlessly in his

folding chair, looked around at other, im-

passive faces. He seemed horrified by
what she said. When she explained that

there had been no recent sighting of an
adult male bowhead, the old man whis-

pered, "Gone! Gone!" to Marsha's distrac-

tion. The younger man—awkward, silent,

apart—took a pen and a small notebook
out of his shirt pocket every now and then

and wrote briefly. The rest sat with their

arms crossed or hands on their knees and
simply watched iner with shuttered ex-
pression, having found she would say ex-

actly what they expected, Please, please
don't kill any whales this year.

They had heard it before. For years.
Marsha knew about the Eskimo— she
knew that the whale and the Eskimo had
lived a life together for thousands of years;

she knew the customs and even a few
words.

"Undersfand," she said, sweating and
too warm for the first time in three days,

"we are not ask nc; this because we are
anii-Eskimo. There will be no whales ever,

ever again if you kill them. The rest of the

world has finally stopped. If you will leave

them alone, they have a slight chance, At

my University, we've been working with a
chemical to draw all the whales together at

mating season. It's called a pheromone

—

a hormone like the ones the whales them-
selves make— that attracts the whales
who have gotten separated from schools."

"Clever!" the restless old man muttered,

watching her with bright eyes.

Hope. She found herself speaking to

him and. the note-taking young man, not

even seeing the sleepy looks that now
graced those other faces.

She finished. "Thank you." And they
said nothing. Watched her until she col-

lected her notes and put Ihem into her
folder. Fingers and lips trembling, head
pounding, she crossed the gymnasium
through the rows of folding chairs, across
the slick varnished floor, into the dimly lit

corridor, looking for the drinking fountain.

Behind her, she heard the villagers sud-
denly come to life. Gulping cold water, she
heard the sound of argument. She stood in

the doorway and saw the old man getting

up from his folding chair, glaring at the

man who reached out to his arm as if to

convince him to stay.

"George!" one of the other villagers

said, wagging his finger at the old man.
"Who killed those whales?"

"Leave me alone, dammit!" restless old

George said. "Even if they did the
slaughtering, they've left us the worst! The
worst!"

Marsha watched them bicker for a few
moments, talking about centuries of Es-

kimo life, how the Eskimo look at the world

now—bullied by biologists and ecolo-
gists, plagued by those bug-eyed, beak-
faced people from the south, She felt a

hand on her shoulder and saw Dr. Thiel's

sympathetic eyes.

"How are you?" he asked,
"I ache, "she said.

In the spring, he moved from the warm
south to the cooler waters of the north; in

the fall he moved southward again. He
drifted naturally through his life, thinking

about patterns he saw, music he heard,

learning new things every season as he
migrated from one place to another. He'd
become fond of exploring deeper in the

irenches, conditioning himself even be-
yond his innate ability to stay under along
while before surfacing for a breath.

He felt the changes in the water sliding

around him as he dipped and glided. A
trailing swirl blossomed into oily spirals, a

cool taste of the north sifted through his

sievelike baleen where the plankton col-

lected in his mouth for a continuous meal,

the subtle changes in sounds reverberat-

ed through the sea. all giving him a feeling

of purpose.

Slowing down to enjoy a bright arrange-

menf of ocean flora—blooming in orange



and pink and pale yellow ruffles, sur-

rounded by softly waving green tendrils

—

he felt almost content.

He sang.

He was going home.

When the. phone rang, Marsha woke
completely and not at all. She bolted out of

bed without conscious thought, a reflexive

response. It took her a few seconds to re-

member to speak. "Hello."

"Marsh, they're going on the hunt any-

way," Barbara said-

She stood dumbly with the phone to her

ear, bending over the lamp table, her

thigh-length nightshirf nof adequate pro-

tection against the news that her world

was about to be destroyed.

"Marsha?"

"Whai?" she said breathlessly.

"What are we going to do then? Maybe
we could fly up there and talk."

"I don't think so, Barb. I did talk."

"What about taking the sub?"

Marsha had considered that already.

'We'd never get that far, that fast. Besides.

the school wouldn't let us take it on such

short notice." Marsha finally sat down in

Ihe rocking chair. She liked talking about

possibilities, even though she knew there

were none. It was comforting. Somehow it

gave her the illusion that there was still

hope if they talked enough.
"I'm coming over." Barbara said.

"All right."

She hung up and'sat in the dark for a

long while. Time, disiance, time, distance.

. . How fo make them less? Less dis-

tance. Makes more time. But what. . . .

She stood, rigid with excitement. Then
she went to her desk and flipped on the

light. On the wall a detailed map of the Pa-

cific stretched across more than a meter

of wall space. She traced Ihe lines of vari-

ous colored pencils, twisting her head this

way and that to read the notations. Rub-
bing her face sleepily, she sat down and
punched in a series of numbers on her

small calculator. When the doorbell rang,

she was still staring up at the map. She got

on a pair of jeans and trotted to the door-

way. "Barbara," she began right away, "do

you still know that fellow with the plane?"

Barbara brightened, aware ot a less

hopeless tone. "I'll renew my acquaint-

ance tonight if need be."

"Okay." She pulled Barbara by the el-

bow to her map and pointed to spots along

the Bering Sea and norih of St. Lawrence
Island. "We're going to drop some phero-

mone into the sea here . . . here . .
. and

here. ... I don't know if it will be stronger

than the whales' instinct to head north, but

if we could lure them south. ..."

"Of course." Barbara looked at the map
a moment, visualizing what had to be ar-

ranged. Marsha watched her, knowing
that they were going to do it. Neither of

them would let by even a slight possibility.

As they slid along the icy pathways,

sometimes they bounced so high that

John saw his father almost lose his bal-

ance in the seat of the snowmobile. John

wanted to be at home instead of out here;

not that he cared about the whales—there

were always whales, there always would

be whales—but he had been teaching his

mother to play chess, and that seemed
more amusing than the.whale hunt. He
wondered about the woman from the Uni-

versity. Were ihe other villagers thinking

about her as they wound between the

walls of ice twice a man's height?

John wanted to take out his little note-

book and look again at the word she had

brought with her
—"pheromone." A nice

sounding word. It had taken him several

days to find the word in a dictionary. He'd

found "extinct" again, too, and found that

he'd gotten it confused with "explicit"; but

they were different words altogether,

though they sounded good together. Like

pheromone sounded, with a "ph" and not

an "f." John wondered if anyone else had

looked up the word. Perhaps only he, of all

the people who lived in the village, knew

how the word was spelled and what the

dictionary said. After all, he'd had an en-

tire year of accounting at college; he was
the only one who carried a notebook and a

pen all the time.

They reached the edge of the ice. where

the cold sea rippled in a choppy channel.

Perhaps they would think the sea too

choppy to go out. John got off the snow-

mobile and looked at his father, but his fa-

ther didn't look at him. He never did.

John understood from his father's ac-

tions that they would load the umiak right

away. As he looked around at the other vil-

lagers, each preparing for the hunt, he

saw that they were grim. As a boy, he had

known the hunt as"a glad time, full of ex-

pectation and excitement. But things had

changed so that the Eskimo had to defy

the others from the south. Defiance

weighed them down. They smoked and

stood at the edge of the ice in their bright

orange, blue, or green down-filled jackets,

peering oul at the sea. A few of the older

men still wore their white-skin hunting

parkas.

Long ago, Ihe men from the south had

come and told them about their God, and

how God made the world and everything

that happened was God's will. Now the

men came out of the green valleys and tall

cities to tell the Eskimo that man had
slaughtered God's creatures, and they

would not come back unless they—who
had never killed a great amount of

whales—didn't stop the hunt.

John wondered why God didn't put the

whales together instead of waiting for the

scientists, Could it be that all the tales they

brought norlh were lies?

John helped his father and other men
load the yellow-while sealskin umiak—

a

long, slender, silent boat that barely whis-

pered in the water. For thousands.of years,



even the acute whales never heard the

soil whisper ol skins gliding in the cold wa-
ter. They loaded in food—walrus and
sweets—a tent, warm caribou hides, a tool

box, ammunition, close-range shoulder

guns, inflated orange plastic or sealskin

floats which still resembled the seal in a

comical way, a box of diversions-
magazines and a few western novels.

Most important was the harpoon with the

little bomb that would shoot into the

whale's back and explode within.

"Are we going out?" John asked in sur-

prise.

"Of course!" his father said irritably.

John hadn't heard any whale sounds,
and from the others still casually loading

their umiaks and checking their harpoons,
it seemed that no one else had, either.

The boats slid into the sea. John worked
his oar hard, not wanting the men to think

that the year at college had taken any of

the Eskimo out of him. Soon all the boats

were out, but one man stood at the edge of

the ice. It looked like old George.
They rowed and waited, rowed and

waited. No one spoke. The men lit ciga-

rettes and stared at the sea. John read a

paperback by a man named Camus, who
wrote about a hoi, sandy land.

Twilight, midnight, dawn passed again
in such a short time that one could almost

hear the soft hiss of the pink sun dipping

into the sea, resisting with a bounce into

the cold blue morning. It was too short for

the transition of feeling a new day had
come. Instead, it was intermission in a

long, long day.

He was glad to rest again, though the si-

lence was oppressive. Arching his back,

then rubbing his sore arms, he wondered
what his father and the others were think-

ing through those hours of paddling
around and around, waiting for a dark un-

derwater rush, a betraying vapor spout.

The sea had remained silent for several

days.

Were they thinking about the woman
from the University? Or the lack of whale to

divide in the village? Or perhaps the way
others would look at them when they

paddled back without a catch?

"There aren't any goddamned whales

out here," someone said loudly.

John was startled by the sudden
voice—a forbidden voice. It snapped the

tension so abruptly that he felt a physical

confusion in his shoulders and eyes and
neck. At once everyone began to speak,

relieved to have their anger spilt into each
other's ears. John heard them talk about

"them" killing all the whales, about starva-

tion, about being exterminated by conser-

vationists and sociologists.

John didn't worry about starvation. He
knew that he could get a job with the gov-

ernment after another year of school on
government grants. He knew that all the

village could move away to work for the oil

companies, or the fisheries, or collect wel-

fare. No one would starve. But things

would never be the same again.

The village would be extinct—explicitly

extinct.

When he mused on the words, it

seemed that they had a special meaning
that only he could grasp. How could he ex-

plain it to them? This combination of

sounds—didn't it apply to them, too?

John remembered suddenly that the

woman had said that whales were smart.

Almost as smart as people, but in a differ-

ent way. And she had played a tape of the

whales talking to each other underwater, i!

sounded like funny electronic music
. . .

He knew a word that described those

sounds. A word from his little notebook
that he'd written down a long time ago.

Plaintive.

They dragged the skin umiaks up onto
the ice floe, grumbling with disgust and
frustration. John hesitated as the men all

headed for the tents of the hunting camp
where they'd spent their futile weeks.
John's father looked at him.

"Come on. We're going to have a meet-
ing. Or is that below your dignity, too?"
John shrugged and followed.

They decided to break up camp and ap-

point a delegation to write a letter to the

President. Everyone in the village would
sign it. Maybe they would get olher vil-

lages to sign it, too. Maybe they could get

compensation. And maybe they would be
on the six o'clock news.

The rest of that morning they packed
their harpoons, magazines, and anger
onto the snowmobiles. John prepared to

ride with his father, but he turned away
from John and said, "You ride with George.
Tom is going to ride with me so we can
talk."

George was slow; John tried to help
him, but still they were left bejiind. John
felt a little tear because he'd been left be-
hind, because his father had scolded him.

Even with their radios, it wasn't safe to be
so far from the village alone. John thought

about asking George what he thought
about it—was it because they were the

only ones who didn't speak during the

meeting? Was it because George didn't

go out on the hunt, but stayed al the

camp? But he didn't want George to know
that he'd noticed anything.

They were just about to go. The buzzing
motors of the other snowmobiles had
faded beyond the mounds of ice between
the village and the sea. John and George
heard the whale sound at the same time

—

a great throbbing rumble, wel and strong.

They ran to the edge of the ice and
watched as a mass of gray-black rose out

of the water, making a tremendous suck-
ing noise. A fountain of vapor shot into the

air, then a giant's breath. . . .

John laughed and hurled toward the

snowmobile's radio. He had his hand on
the switch when George, old and frail as

he looked, pulled him away and pushed
him down onlhe ice.

"What did you do that for?" John asked,

his pride wounded.

John got to his feet and brushed the

sharp ice crystals from his jacket. "There

must be more," he said simply.

"Where?" George demanded.
John just looked_ at George.

"Come and watch. "George put his

hand on John's shoulder as if to apologize

for knocking him down, but he didn't say it.

They walked together to the channel and
waited. Again, farther out, the fluttering,

slurping sound and a black mountain ris-

ing out of the sea. The whale swam in a
half-circle then arched down for a dive, its

shining tail giving a last teasing glimpse.

They stood for a long time, watching the

"It's too late for us," George said. "We're

already changed beyond recognition.

What do you think my grandfather would
say about snowmobiles and radios?
About shoulder guns?"

John nodded. He knew this set of

thoughts. Every old villager had told every

young child about it over and over. He had
read one of the books that the sociologists

had written—he knew what Eskimos were
supposed to be.

"It's probably too late for him," George
said, squinting as if to see a rise or ripple

on the horizon.

John suddenly understood something.

Not something he could put into words like

"plaintive" or such, but it had to do with the

voice of the whale. The whale was like the

last villager. There was no difference.

Somehow, both of them had been
squeezed out of the world. They were so

alike they couldn't destroy each other,

could they? John felt that George under-

stood that even better than he did, and he

felt less alone inside himself, He won-
dered why his father and the others didn't

have this feeling, too.

Ves, if I were the last whale, I would sing

asadsong, too.

He'd felt the danger for weeks, tasting

man-ness and potential death in the water.

Cautiously, he'd called and called for

others. Usually, he heard distantly his kind

in the cool summer waters of !he north.

This season, he heard nothing. Not one
" araway voice rippled the water.

i tost.

I am alone.

He coasted close to land, in spite of his

fear, curious about the alien invasion of the

sea. He found nothing and turned back to

the sea. Diving deep, he found a warm
current with a startling taste-smell.

He traced the taste tentatively at first.

Pausing now and then, he tried to resist,

not wanting to leave the cool waters. The
trail was taking him away, back to winter

water. He became warmer and the scent

was stronger.

Experimentally, after days of traveling,

he called out to meet the bearer of the irre-

sistible scent.

Someone answered. OO



The experiment looked so easy;

except for one factor.

CONTROLLED EXPERIMENT
BYRICKCONLEY

Standing alone on ihe podium, in the

glare of the camera lights, the old man
spoke wearily:

"I have called this press conference to an-

nounce my resignafion from ihe American
Psionic Institute."

The audience of scientists and reporters

buzzed excitedly.

"As cofounder of this organization, I am re-

luctant to leave it; but my continued presence

here can only cast a" cloud of doubt over honest

men's work. For recently, in my zeal to demon-
strate the existence of psychic phenomena, I

committed the one un-

pardonable sin in sci-

ence: I deliberately

manipulated an experi-

ment to yield the de-

sired results.

"A few weeks ago, I

implanted in the brains

of rats electrodes that,

when energized by a

random-number gen-
erator, produce highly

pleasurable sensations

in the animals. My ob-

jective: to see if the rats

could through telekine-

sis—mind over matter-
influence the generator

to give more than the expected, chance num-

ber of stimulations.

"I reported almost immediate success-
clear evidence of psychic ability! But then . .

.

then some of my colleagues, puzzled by the

excessive attention I was paying to my appa-

ratus, watched, concealed, as I manipulated

the equipment to deliver additional stimula-

tions to the rats."

The old man sighed.

"Why did I cheat? I don't know, In fact, until

my colleagues confronted me with the evi-

dence, I was barely aware of my actions.

"Perhaps after a lifetime of honest research

with, at best, ambiguous results to show for it, I

subconsciously decided to help ihe experi-

ment along just a little, in order to encourage

my colleagues and to impress the skeptics.

"In any case, I'm sorry for the embarrass-

ment I've caused the Institute. And now I
shall

entrust my work to abler, more trustworthy

men, In particular, I'm gratified that Dr. John

Cole has promised to continue my research

with the random stimulator.

"Good luck, John. 1 know you won't lose con-

trol as I did."

Alone in the laboraiory, strapped down in a

cage, the rats squealed in ecstasy as the ma-

chine directed repeated stimulations through

the electrodes implanted in their brains.

More! the rats' minds shouted. More! More!

But the machine ignored their demands; it

continued to grant the creatures brief mo-
ments in paradise ac-

cording to its own me-
chanical caprice.

Then ihe rats tensed.

The man! The man was
coming!

Seconds later. Dr.

Cole unlocked the door

to the laboratory and
eniered. Walking over to

ihe experimental appa-

ratus, he inspected the

electronic counter
hopefully. He was dis-

appointed to see that in

the past hour the rats

had received no stimu-

lations beyond chance
expectation. Good thing he was on board.

Peering into the cage at the tiny creatures,

he sighed. "Do something, you deadbeats! Do
something!"

At that moment, ihe rats concentrated mightily.

From their minds, at the speed of thought,

sprang tendrils of mental energy. Reaching

deep into ihe recesses of Cole's mind, the ten-

drils touched, probed, twisted.

More! the rats' minds shouied. More! More!

Unconsciously, Cole turned a dial on the

random-number generator. The stimulations

were no longer random; they came faster and

faster.

Even in their heightened ecstasy the rats

sensed thai this man was not the same one they

had . . . iouched . . .
earlier. But still, he was a

man, not a machine, and could be manipulated,

They squealed in delight.

They were in control again. DO

ILLUSTRATION BY MARSHALL ARISMAN



Blst-CEHTURV FDSS
An interstellar gallery from the acknowledged

master of realism in SF art

hris Foss painls spaceships too

big for the horizon to hold He gives form to i ritergalactic arks that ramjet

and ion-drive entire civilizations from one remote star system to another.

Foss's eye tor detail is meticulous. His ships endure explosions in

space battles that often leave them scarred and blasted, limping home



lo monstrous continental dry docks. Foss says they are "very tatty

spaceships." And the curiously antiquated qualities of his vehicles

evoke memories of Edwardian ocean liners and World War I tanks. Yet

his structures are post-modern, asymmetrical, immense, and totally

unlike the needle-nosed and streamlined shapes oi his predecessors.

As a child in Devon, England, Chris was fascinated by the remains of

the Industrial Revolution, its aging railway stations, the abandoned
mines. Obsessed by speed, color, and hybrid technology he built

models of steam engines and rebuilt wrecked cars from scrap metal.

Foss's ambition always was to become an artist, but to placate his

Clockwise from lower right: airbrush painting, "Invasion from Space"; "The
Machine in Shaft 10"; "Away and Beyond" shows a spaceport under attack;

Foss's conceptualization of twin towers oi Atlantis, the mythical metropolis.

<m The giant planetoids of Star Wars are the offspring of Foss's "crazed and rusted leviathans. 9



4 Next to the soul, the most beautiful object in the galaxy is the spaceship. 9

parents, he entered architecture school at Cambridge. While at the

university, Foss sold a six-page cartoon strip to-Bob Guccione for his

British Penthouse magazine Guccione (later to publish Omni)
impressed that he put the artist on retainer so lhat he could build up his

portfolio. Within six years Foss grew into an internationally acclaimed

science-fiction artist. Such authors as Asimov and Clarke asked specif-

ically for him to illustrate their novels. Then came the films. Foss's

imagery inspired a small army of imitators, including TV and movie
designers, Foss was the first to conceptualize the crystalline planet

Krypton for the movie Superman. Twentieth Century-Fox asked him to



work on concepts (or Alien. But pGrhaps Foss's mos! monumental
works were executed for a film that may never be completed. In 1975

Alejandro Jodorowsky (director of El Topo) was commissioned to film

Frank Herbert's SF classic Dune, and he asked Foss to design the

impressive panoply of the Padishah Empire. Jodorowsky says, "Foss is

a being as real and unreal as his spaceships, a medieval goldsmith of

future eons, and from him are born the leather and dagger-studded
machines of the Sardaukers, the pachydermatous geometry ot Em-
peror Padishah's golden planet, the delicate butterfly plane and other

machines that will one day populate all of interstellar space." DO

Clockwise lron~< iowcr riant. "Carcnworio"
. 5 piioi s;€ds "0-t sivcxen fighter ship

in the design lor Perry Rhodan's The Vega Sector: "Mission to the Stars".

"m lor the cover ot John Vailey's :977 epic ncAft! The Opniuchi Hotline.

•H/s style is influenced by J.M. W. Turner, the virtuoso painter of land, sea, and light.
'



THE
SINGING

DIAMOND

The prospector was
searching for

valuable ores among
the asteroids.

No one expected

to find

diamonds—and fireflies!

BY DR. ROBERT L. FORWARD PAINTING BY BOB VENOSA



I stopped the pinger that was. sanding

short bursts of sound down into the as-

teroid I had captured and waited while the

last few pulses echoed back from within the

body oi alrnosi pure metallic ore. This find

would bring me a fortune once I
surveyed it

and got it back to the processing plant.

Most rock-hoppers are content to set up

the sonar mapper on a potential claim and

let the computer do the job oi determining

whether there is enough metal in the rock to

justify dragging it in. But I always liked to

work along with the computer, watching the

reflections on the screen and listening to

the quality of the echoes. By now my ears

were so well trained
I
could almost tell the

nickel content of an inclusion by the "ac-

cent" it put on the returning sound. But this

time my ears had heard something coming

tram the solid rack that had not been put

there by the pinger.

I
had the computer play back its memory,

and again
I
heard the eerie voices, like a

chorus of sirens calling me to leave my ship

and penetrate into their dense home,
I
was

sure now that the music was real, since the

computer had heard it too. I replayed the

data again and found that the sound had

started on one side ol the asteroid, traveled

right through the center in a straight line,

and then had gone out the other side. 1 had

a hunch, and 90 minutes later was waiting,

earphones on, when the singing started

again. This time the voices started al a

different position on the surface of the as-

teroid, but as before, they slowly traveled in

a straight line, right through the exact cen-

ter of the rock and out the other side. A
quick session with the computer verified

my hunch. Whatever was doing the singing

was orbiting the asteroid, but instead of

circli^ about it like a moon, the orbit went

back and torlh right through the dense

nickel-iron core!

My first thought was that the weak g ravity

tield of the asteroid had trapped a minia-

ture black hole. The singing would be

caused by stresses in the metal ore trom

the intense gravitational tield of the moving

point of warped space. But then I realized

the asteroid was too liny, only a few

hundred meters across, to have captured a

black hole.

The computer did more work. It deter-

mined the orbital parameters and pre-

dicted where the singers would next inter-

sect the surface of my slowly revolving

rack. I was outside, waiting at that point,

when it came.
For a long time I could see nothing. Then,

high above me, there was a cloud of little

sun specks—falling toward me. The glitter-

ing spots in the cloud moved in rapid swirls

that were too fast to follow, and the cloud

seemed to pulsate, changing in size and

shape. Sometimes it collapsed into an in-

tense concentration that was almost too

small to see, only to expand later into.,

a

glittering ball as big as my helmet, Inexor-

ably, the gravity of the asteroid pulled the

swarm of star-midges down toward me.

They were getting close. I tried to move
back out of their path, but in my excitement

I had floated upward in the weak gravity,

and my magnetic boots were useless.

Twisting my body around, 1 tried to dodge,

but the cloud ot light spots expanded just

as it passed me. i screamed and blanked

out as my right leg burst into pain. I felt as if I

had stepped into a swarm of army ants.

I woke, the emergency beeper shouting

in my ear. My leg ached , and my air was low.

Detached, I looked down at the agony

below my knee to see fine jets of vapor

shooting out from hundreds of tiny holes in

my boot. Fortunately, most of the holes

seemed to be clogged with frozen balls of

reddish stuff. My numbed brain refused to

recognize the substance.

Using my hands, I dragged myself

across the surtace to my ship and carefully

pulled my suit off. Insult was added to in-

jury as the suit's Sani-Seal extracted a few

red hairs as I peeled it off. I looked carefully

i It was a diamond—with

a flaw. Right in the center of

the crystal was a thick

sheet of highly reflecting metal.

"What is that?" I asked,

"The original asteroid,"

he replied. "All

four million tons of it. " 9

at my leg. The tiny holes had stopped

bleeding, so I was in no immediate danger,

I just hurl a lot.

For the next few days 1 let my leg heal

while I listened to the music. I know that I

was imagining it, but the beautiful voices

now seemed to have a tinge of menace to

them. The computer carefully monitored

the motion of the swarm. It returned every

93 minutes, the normal time of close orbit

around an asteroid with such a high den-

sity. Once, I had to move the ship to keep it

away from the singing swarm as it came up

out of the rock underneath.

After I could move around again, I
exper-

imented. Tracking the swarm as it went up-

ward away from the surface, I used the

mass detector on it at the top of its trajec-

tory The collection of nearly invisible

specks weighed 80 kilos—as much as I did

in my space suitl

I put a thin sheet of foil underneath the

swarm as it fell and later examined the

myriad tiny holes under a microscope. The

aluminum had been penetrated many
hundreds of times by each of the specks as

they swirled about in the slowly falling

cloud!' Whatever they were, they were about

the size of a speck of dust. I
finally counled

the midges by tracing the.streaks on a print

made with my instacamera. There were

over one thousand of them.

I was stumped. What was I going to do?

No matter how valuable the asteroid was to

me, I could not drag it back to the process-

ing plant with its deadly hornet's nest swirl-

ing about it.

1 thought about pushing the asieroid out

from under the cloud, but my small ship

was not going to move a 20-million-ton

chunk of rock at anything like the accelera-

tion needed. I
would have to get rid of the

stinging swarm in some way, but how do
you trap something that travels through

solid iron like it isn't there? Besides, it could

be that the tiny star specks themselves

were worth more than the ball of ore that

they orbited.

I finally gave up and called for help. "Belt

Traffic Control, this is 'Red' Vengeance in

The Billionaire. I have a problem. Would you

please patch the following message to Belt

Science Authority?" I then gave a detailed

description of what 1 had been able to learn

about my iiny pests. I signed off and
started-lunch. It was nearly 20 light-

minutes to the Belt Traffic Control stalion.

In two weeks a few of the small cadre of

scientists who were allowed to live out in the

Belt were there, cluttering up my rock with

their instruments. They couldn't learn much
more with their gadgets than I did with my
camera and aluminum foil. The specks

were tiny and very dense. No one could

think of any way to trap them.

I was ready to abandon my claim and

leave a fortune and its buzzing poltergeist

to the scientists when I
remembered the

Belt Facility for Dangerous Experiments.

The major activity was a high-current parti-

cle accelerator designed to produce the

antihydrogen that filled the "water torch"

engines used in deep space. At each re-

fueling I
would watch apprehensively as

electric fields and laser beams carefully

shepherded a few grams of frozen antimat-

ter into my engine room. There, each grain

annihilated would heat mariy tons of water

into a blazing exhaust.

However, antimatter has other uses, and
nearby a group made exotic materials by

explosive-forming. I went to them with my
problem. Soon I had a bemused entourage

of high-powered brains trying to think of

ways to stop my irresistible objects. We
were relaxing with drink squeezers in the

facetiously named BOOM! room, which

overlooked fhe distant explosive-forming

test site. I dressed
:

or the occasion in an

emerald-green bodysuit that I had chosen

to match my eyes, and a diaphanous skirt

that required dexterity to keep it looking

properly arranged in tree fall.
I
wore my one

luxury, an uncirculated solid-gold Spanish

doubloon,

While the discussions were going on,

news arrived from the contingent still ob-

serving my find. The specks were still mov-
ing too fast to take close-up pictures with



the cameras available, but at least the size

and density of the specks had been de-

termined. They were dense, but not of nu-

clear density, only about a million times

greater than the density of water

"Our bodies are one thousand times

more dense than air, and we can move
through that with ease," I said. "So, at a

density ratio of a million to one, my leg was
like a vacuum to them! No wonder they can

go through solid iron like it isn't even there!

"

'Although the asteroid's iron can't stop

the swarm, its gravity does hold them," said

one scientist. He pulled out a card com-
puter and started scratching with his

iingernail on the pliable input-output sur-

face, We clustered around, holding posi-

tion by whatever handhold was available.

and watched as his crude scratchings

were replaced by a computer-generated

picture of a flat disc with curved arrows

pointing smoothly in toward its two faces,

"What is it?" I asked.

"Flypaper," he said, looking up at me
floating above him. "Or, tor your problem,

Red—gnat paper."

His thick fingers scratched some more
calculations, this time in pure math,

I
fol-

lowed them without too much trouble.

There were no pictures to give me any

clues, but it was obvious from the symbols
that he was merely applying Newton's Law
of Gravity to a disc instead ot to the usual

sphere.

"We can make the flypaper with the ex-

plosive-forming techniques we have devel-

oped," he said, "but to keep it from decom-
posing, we are going to have to contain it in

a pressure capsule."

The process looks deceptively simple

when one looks out through the eyes of an

auto-robot. You merely take a large rotating

aste$eid as big as an office building and hit

it from all sides with a spray of antimatter.

Whenjhe shock wave passes, you have a

small, rapidly spinning plate oi glowing

decomposed matter that is trying desper-

ately to regain its former bulk. Before it

does, you hit it from 12 sides with a carefully

arranged set of accurately cut chunks of

nickel-iron lined with pure carbon. In the

split-nanosecond that the contiguration is

compressed together into an elastically re-

bounding supersolid, you coat ii heavily

with another layer of antimatter and let it

cool for a week.

The auto-robots brought it to us— still

warm. It was a diamond—with a flaw, Right

in the center of the barrel-size crystal was a

thick sheei of highly reflecting metal.

"What is that?" I asked the one who had
arranged the fireworks display

"The original asteroid, Miss Vengeance,"

he replied. "All four million tons of it. It has

been compressed into a thin disc of ul-

tradense matter and surrounded by dia-

mond to keep it from expanding back into

normal matter. There is your flypaper; let's

go use it."

The disc was 30 centimeters across

and only a centimeier thick, but it took a

large space-tug to heave that ulfraheavy

pancake griddle into an orbit that would

reach my claim and its singing hangers-on.

Once it was there, it was delicate work get-

ting the sluggish piate placed in the path of

the glittering cloud that still bounced back
and forth through my property every 93
minutes. Finally the task was accom-
plished. Passing slowly through the dia-

mond casing as if it were not there, the

scintillating sparks floated upward toward

the metal disc—and stuck.

"They stopped!" I shouted in amaze-

"Of course," said a metallic voice over

my suit speaker. "They ran into something
that was denser than they are, and its gravi-

tational field is strong enough to hold them
on its surface."

"Something that dense must be a billion

g's," l said..

"I wish it were," said the voice. "I would

have liked to have made the gravity

stronger so I could be sure we would hold

• The gravity of the asteroid

pulled the star-midges toward

me, I tried to move out

of their path . . . but the cloud of

light spots expandedjust

as it passed me. I screamed
and blanked out. 9

on to the specks once we had stopped

them. With the limited facilities we have at

the test site, the most matter we can com-
press at one time is four million tons. That

disc has a gravitational field of only one g
on each side."

After watching for a while. 1 saw that the

tiny specks were not going to be able to

leave the surface of their flat-world prison. I

conquered my tear and let my helmet rest

against the outside of the diamond casing

that encapsulated the shiny disc and its

prisoners.

The diamond was singing.

The voices I remembered were there, but

they were difterent from the wild, free-

swirling chorus that still haunted me from

our first meeting. The singing now seemed
constrained and flat.

I
laughed al my subconscious double

pun and pulled back to let the scientists

have their prize. They hauled the crystalline

cask away with the space tug, and I re-

turned to the difficult months-long task of

getting my asteroid back to the processing

station.

I made a fortune. Even my trained ear

had underestimated the nickel content.

When payoff time came, I knew that from

then on every expedition I made out into the

belt was for fun and gravy for all the money I

would ever need for a decent retirement

nest egg was in solid credits in the Bank of

Outer Belt

With no mote financial worries, I began to

take an interest in my little beasties— for

that is what they were. The high-speed

cameras had been able to determine that

their complex motion was not due to ran-

dom natural laws but was caused by the

deliberate motion of each of the spots with

respect to the others. A few frames had
even shown some of the tiny specks in the

process of emitting a little jet of gamma-ray
exhaust in order to change its course to

meet with another speck for a fraction of a

microsecond. Then, many revolutions and
many milliseconds later, each of the two

specks that had previously met would re-

lease another tiny speck, which joined the

great swarm in its seemingly random mo-
tion.

The most significant frame from the

high-speed cameras, however, is the one

that I have blown up into a holopicture over

the head of my bunk. I didn't think that you

could create a decent three-dimensional

likeness of someone using only 1000 points

of light, but it is me, all right. Everyone rec-

ognizes it instantly—aristocratic nose,

bobbed hair, helmet, mike, freckles, and all

the rest,

But that is all the beasties have ever done
in the way of communication. For years the

scientists have tried to get some other re-

sponse from them, but the specks just ig-

nore their efforts. I guess that when you live

a trillion times faster than someone else,

even a short dialogue seems to drag on

forever and just isn't worth the effort. The
scientists even took the diamond down to

Earth and tried to build a superfast robot as

a translator. Now, after years of examination

and iruitless altempts to communicate, we
finally were able to place the diamond in

the San-San Zoo.

The specks, which used to be plastered

to one side of the dense disc, are free now
that they are on Earth. The one-g upward

pull of the underside of the disc is exactly

canceled by the one-g downward pull of

the Earth. The specks seem to be perfectly

happy. They could easily leave the gravity-

free region under the disc, but they don't

seem to want to. Their cloud stays a com-

pact sphere just below their antigravity ceil-

ing. They continue with their complex
intermingling, swirling behavior, passing

easily through the ultrahard diamond that

holds up their four-million-ton roof.

When I was a young girl at Space
Polytech, I

dreamed that when I got rich I

would spend my latter years reveling in the

vacation spots around the world and
throughout the solar system, but now I don't

want to. Sometimes
I
can stand it for a

whole month—but then I just hare to go
back and hear my diamond sing DQ



DUNE
Here the moon is your friend, the sun your enemy

BY FRANK HERBERT

Arrakis—Dune—DeseriPlanel. A wasteland where nothing lives

except the spice and sandworms .".
. Arrakis has special prob-

lems. . . . Storms build up across six or seven thousand kilome-

ters of llatlands .. . blow up to seven hundred kilometers an hour

... the pressures of thirst all around you Shelter means a

hollow-out of the wind and hidden from view. . . . The spice ... is

unique ... it cannot be made ... it must be mined on Arrakis.

PAINTINGS BY JOHN SCHOENHERR



*A basso voice rumbled, " The
biggest mantrap in history. Is it not a great

thing that I, the Baron, do?^>

The Sardaukar . . . soldier tanalics . . . lough, strong, ferocious

men . from ihe Emperor's prison planet. Sardaukar do not

submit . . . they carry coils of shigawire in iheir hair . . . strong

enough to garrofe a man. Top: The Baron was grossly and im-

mensely fat All the fat was sustained by portable suspensors
harnessed to his flesh ... his feet wouldn't carry more than fifty

... of his two hundred kilos. Above. The name. Arrakeen. had a

good sound, filled with tradition. The arched ceilings stood two

stories . . . with great crossbeams shipped . . . across space at

huge cost. . . . And this was a smaller city, easier ... to defend.



Across She sand , a giant worm— a maker— would hear and come
to the thumper's drumming. When it came from the southeast . .

.

Paul realized he had never seen a maker this large ... he waited

on the sand outside its line of approach The wild maker . .

.

loomed almost on him ... the wave lifted his feet ... he steadied

himself . . . lifted his hooks, sighted along them, leaned in. He felt

them bite and pull.
.

. . Paul found himself riding upright atop the

worm. He felt exultant, like an emperor surveying his world— He
spoke to Stilgar. "Then, I am a sandrider, Stil?" "You are a sand-

rider this day," replied Stilgar. Right: A roll of ball lightning

bounced away from the wall.
. . . "The shield ... is down!" . .

.

"thopters dived out of the night ... in a hissing wedge— And it

was to the Arrakeen governor's. mansion, the old Residency . .

.

that they escorted Paul Muad'Dib on the evening of his victory.

ZAIIyou must do is call the maker and ride him. Go, so you may travel the sand as a ieader of men.*



60u/ of the haze came sandworms,
a massed wall of them, each with troops of

Fremen riding to the attack3

A silver-gray curve broached from Ihe desert, sending rivers of

sand and dusl cascading all around. II lified higher, resolved into

a gianf questing mouth . . . some eighly meters in diameter . .

.

crystal teeth with Ihe curved shape of crysknives glinting around
the rim . . . the bellows breath ot cinnamon, subtle aldehydes . .

.

acids. Above: A tall man in a mottled burnoose stepped in front of

Jessica. His mouth baffle was thrown aside for clear speech,
revealing a heavy beard ... but tac.e and eyes . . . hidden in the

overhang of his hood. "If you're fugitives from Harkonnens," he
said, "you're welcome with us. I am Stilgar, the Fremen." DQ
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Cou/c/ a// those ancient legends be true?

Was a vampire stalking her?

The Ancient Mind at Work
BY SUZY MCKEE CHARNAS

On
a Tuesday morning

Kafje discovered that Dr.

Weyland was a vampire,

like the one in the movie
she'd seen last week.

Jackson's friend on the

nighl cleaning crew had left

his umbrella hooked over the

bike rack outside the lab

building. Since Kalje liked to

take a stroll in the dawn quiet

beiore starting work, she went
over lo see if the umbrella was
still fhere. As she started back
empty-handed through the

heavy misl, she heard the

door of the lab building boom
behind her, and she looked

back.

Two men had come out.

PAINTING BYH.R.GIGER

One of them, clearly hurt or ill,

sank down on his knees and
reached oul a hand to steady

himself on the damp and
glistening surface of the

parking lot. The other, a tall

man with gray hair turned his

head to look full at the

kneeling figure—and
continued walking without

hesitation. He didn't even take

his hands out of his raincoal

pockets until he stooped to

unlock his shimmering, dark

Mercedes. He got inside and

drove off.

Katje starfed back toward

the lot. But the young man
pushed himself upright,

ooked around in a bewildered

manner, and making his way
unsteady lo his own car also

drove away.

So, there was the vampire,

sated and cruel, and there

was his victim, wilted, pale,

and confused —although the

movie vampire had swirled

about in a black cloak, not a

trench.coat, and had gone
alter bosomy young females.

Walking over Ihe lawn to the

cub. Kaije smiled at her own
fancy
What she had really seen,

she knew, was the star ot the

Cayslin Center for the Study of

Man, Dr. Weyland, leaving the

lab with one of his

sleep-subjects after a

deb iiating al -night session.

Dr Weyland must have
thought ihe young man was
stoooing to retrieve dropped
car keys.

;

The Cayslin Club was an old

mansion donated years before

iO'the college. It served now
as the faculty club, lis

grandeur had been severely

challenged by the lab building

and attendant parking lot

constructed on half of Ihe

once spacious lawn, but the

club was Still imposing wifhin.

This morning when she
slepped inside, Katje found a

woman in a T-shirt, shorts, and
red shoes running from the



dining area through the hall and down the

length of the living room, making a turn of

quick little steps at thetireplace,-and run-

ning back again. It was Miss Donelly's

latest guest lecturer, who was surely old

enough lo have more dignity Nothing could

hurt the synthetic carpeting that had re-

placed the fine old rugs, but really, what a

way for a grown woman to behave!

She glared. The runner waved cheerfully.

Jackson was in the green room, plug-

ging leaks; it had begun to rain now The

green room was a glassed-in terrace, tile-

floored and furnished with chairs of lacy

wrought iron.

"Did you find it, Mrs. de Groot?" Jackson

asked.

"No, I'm sorry." Katje never called him by

his name because she didn't know whether

he was Jackson Somebody or Somebody
Jackson, and she had learned to be careful

about everything to do with blacks in this

country.

"Thanks for looking, anyway," Jackson

said.

In the kitchen she stood by the sinks,

staring out at the dreary day. She had never

grown used to these chill, watery winters,

'though after so many years she couldn'l

quite recall the exact quality of the African

sunlight in which she had grown up. It was
no great wonder that Henrik had died here.

The gray climate had finally quenched
even his ardent nature six years ago.

Her savings from her own salary as

housekeeper at the Cayslin Club would

eventually finance Ue! return home. She

needed enough to buy not a farm but a

house with a garden patch somewhere
high and cool. She frowned, trying to pic-

ture the ideal site, but nothing clear came
into her mind. She had been away so long.

While Katje was scrubbing out the sinks,

Miss Donelly burst in, shrugging off her

dripping coat: "Of all the high-handed,

Goddamn—oh, hello, Mrs. de Groot; sorry

for the language. Look, we won't be having

the women's faculty lunch here tomorrow

after all. Dr, Weyland is giving a special

money pitch to a couple of fat-cat alumni,

and he wants a nice, quiet setting—our

lunch corner here at the club, as it turns out.

Dean Wacker's already said yes, so that's

that." She cocked her head to one side,

"What in the world is that thumping noise?"

"Someone running," Katje said, thinking

abstractedly of the alumni lunching with the

vampire. Would he eat? The one in the

movie hadn't.

Miss Donelly's face got red patches over

the sharp cheekbones. "My God, is that my
lecturer doing her jogging in here because
of the weather? I'm so sorry, Mrs. de

Groot— I did mean to find her someplace to

run, but even in free periods the gyms are

full of great hulking boys playing basket-

ball—"

She smiled. "You know, Mrs. de Grooi,

I've been meaning to ask you to be my next

guest lecturer Would you come talk to my
students?"

"Me? What about?"

"Oh, about colonial Africa, what it was
like growing up there. These kids' experi-

ence is so narrow and protected, I look for

every chance to expand their thinking."

Katjewrungouttherag. "My grandfather

and Uncle Jan whipped the native boys to

work like cattle and kicked them hard

enough to break bones for not showing re-

spect. Otherwise we would have been
overrun and driven out. I used to go hunt-

ing. I shot rhino, elephant, leopard, and I

was proud of doing it and doing it well. Your

students don't want to know about such
things. They have nothing to fear but tax

collectors and nothing to do with nature-

except giving money for whales and seals."

"But that's what I mean," Miss Donelly

said. "Different viewpoints."

"There are plenty of books about Africa."

"Okay, forget I asked," Miss Donelly

gnawed at her thumbnail, frowning. "I

guess I could get the women together over

at Corrigan tomorrow instead of here if I

spend an hour on the phone. We'll miss

•"Dream mapping, " they call It.

Maurice says there's

nothing Interesting in his lab . .

.

recording machines and
computers and like that. . .

,

Only you won't catch me laying

out my dreams on tape'3

your cooking, Mrs. de Groot."

Katje said, "Will Dr. Weyland expect me
to cook for his guests?"

"Not Weyland," Miss Donelly said drily.

"It's nothing but the best for him, which
means the most expensive. They'll proba-

bly have a banquet brought in from Bor-

chard's."

She went to collect her guest.

Katje put on coffee and phoned Build-

ings and Grounds. Yes, Dr. Weyland and
two companions were on at the club for

tomorrow; no, Mrs. de Groot wouldn't have

to do anything but tidy up afterward; yes, it

was short notice, and please write it in on
the club calendar; and yes, Jackson had
been told to check the eaves over the east

bedrooms before he left.

"Wandering raincoat," Miss Donelly said,

darting in to snatch it up from the chair

where she'd left it. "Just watch out for Wey-
land, Mrs. de Groot."

"What, an old woman of fifty, more gray

than blond, with lines and bones in the

face? I am not some slinky graduate stu-

dent trying not only for an A but for the

professor also."

"I" don't mean romance," Miss Donelly

grinned, "though God knows half the

faculty—of both sexes—are in love with

the man." Honestly, Katje thought, the

things people talked about these days!
J

'To

no avail, alas, since he's a real loner. But he

will try to get you into his expensive sleep

lab and make your dreams part of the

world-shaking, history-changing research

that he stole off poor old Joel Milnes."

Milnes, Katje thought when she was
alone again: Professor Milnes, who had

gone away to some sunny place to die of

cancer. Then Dr. Weyland had come from a

small southern school and taken over

Milnes's dream project, saving it from

being junked—or stealing it, in Miss Donel-

ly's version. A person who looked at a thing

in too many ways was bound to get con-

fused
.

Jackson came in and poured coffee for

himself. He leaned back in his chair and

flipped the schedules where they hung on

the wall by the phone. He was as slender as

a Kikuyu youth—she could see his ribs

arch under his shirt. He ate a lot of starch

and junk food, but he was too nervous to

fatten on it. By rights he belonged in a red

blanket, skin gleaming with oil, hair plaited.

This life pulled him out of his nature.

"Try and don't put nobody in that num-
ber-six bedroom till I get to it the end of the

week," he said, "The rain drips in behind

the casement. I laid out towels to soak up

the water 1 see you got Weyland in here

tomorrow. My buddy Maurice on the clean-

ing crew says thai guy got the best lab in

the place."

"What is Dr. Weyland's research?" Katje

asked.

"'Dream mapping,' they call it Maurice

says there's nothing interesting in his lab

—

just equipment, you know, recording ma-
chines and computers and like that. J'd like

to see all that hardware sometime. Only you

won't catch me laying out my dreams on

tape I

"Well, I got to push along. There's some
dripping faucets over at Joftey 1 got to look

at. Hans Brinker, that's me. Thanks for the

coffee."

Katje began pulling out the fridge racks

for cleaning, listening to him whistle as he

gathered up his tools in the green room.

The people from Borchard's left her very

little to do. She was stacking the rinsed

dishes in the washer when a man said from

ihe doorway, "I am very obliged to you, Mrs.

de Groot."

Dr. Weyland stood poised there, slightly

stoop-shouldered, head thrust inquisitively

forward as he examined the kitchen. She

was surprised that he knew her name, for

he did no! frequent the club. She had seen

his tall figure only once or twice in the dining

room.

"There was just a bit remaining to do, Dr.

Weyland," she said.

"Still, this is your territory," he said, ad-

vancing. "I'm sure you were helpful to the

Borchard's people. I've never been back

here. Are those freezers or refrigerators?"



She-showed him around the kitchen and
the pantries. He seemed impressed. He
was, she realized, unexpectedly persona-

ble; lean and grizzled, but with the hint of

vulnerability common among rangy men.

You couldn't look at him without imagining

the gawky- scarecrow he must have been

as a boy. His striking features—craggy

nose and brow, strong mouth, lank jaw—no

doubt outsize and homely then, were now
impressively united by the long creases of

experience on his cheeks and forehead.

"No more scullions cranking the spit," he

remarked over the rotisserie. "You come
originally from East Africa, Mrs. de Groot?

Things must have been very different

there."

"Yes. I left a long time ago."

"Surely not so very long," he said, and his

eyes flicked over her from head to foot.

Relaxing in the warmth of his interest she

said, "Are you from elsewhere also?"

A mistake: he frosted up at once. "Why
do you ask?"

"Excuse me. I thought I heard just the

trace of an accent."

"My family were Europeans. We spoke

German at home. May I sit down?" His big

hands, capable- and strong-looking,

graced the back of a chair. He smiled

briefly. "Would you mind sharing your cof-

fee with an institutional fortune hunter? That

is my job— persuading rich men and the

guardians of foundations to spend a little of

their money in support of work that offers no

immediate result.
I don't enjoy dealing with

these shortsighted men."

"Everyone says you do it well." Katje tilled

a cup for' him.

"It takes up my time," he said. "It wearies

me." His large and brilliant eyes, in sockets

darkened with fatigue, had a withdrawn,

somber aspect. How old was he? Katje

wondered.

Suddenly he gazed at her and said,

"Didn't I see you over by the lab the other

morning? There was mist on my wind-

shield; I couldn't be sure."

She told him about Jackson's friend's

umbrella, thinking now he'll explain, this is

what he came to say. But he added nothing,

and she found herself hesitant to ask about

the student in the parking lot. "Is there any-

thing else I can do for you, Dr. Weyland?"

"I don't mean to keep you from your work.

One thing. Would you come over and do a

session for me in the sleep lab?"

She shook her head.

'All the information goes on tapes under

coded I.D. numbers, Mrs. de Groot. Your

privacy would be strictly guarded."

"I would prefer not to."

"Excuse me then. It was a pleasure to

talk with you," he said, rising. "If you find a

reason to change your mind, my extension

is one sixty-three."

She was close to tears, but Uncle Jan

made her strip down the gun again—-her
first gun, her own gun—and then the lion

coughed, and she saw with the wide gaze
of tear his golden form crouched, tail lash-

ing, in the thornbush. As her pony shied

she threw up her gun and fired, and the

dust boiled up from the thrashings of the

wounded cat.

Then Scotty's patient voice said, "Do it

again," and she was tearing down the rifle

once more by lamplight at the worn wooden
table while her mother sewed with angry

stabs of the needle and spoke words Katje

didn't bother hearing because she knew
the gist by heart: "If only Jan had children of

his own! Sons, preferably, lo take out hunt-

ing with Scotty. Because he has no sons, he

takes Katje out shooting instead so he can

show how tough Boer youngsters are, even

a girl. For whites io kill for sport, as Jan and

Scotty do, is to go backward into the bar-

baric past of Africa. Now the farm is pro-

ducing; there is no need to kill for hides to

get cash for coffee, salt, and tobacco. And

to train a girl to go stalking and killing ani-

mals like scarcely more than an animal her-

self!"

"Again," said Scotty, and the lion

coughed, making the pony shiver under
her; Katje woke.

She was sitting in front of the tv, blinking

at the sharp, knowing face of the talk-show

host. The sound had gone off again, and
she had dozed.

She didn't often dream, hardly ever of

Africa. Why now? Because, she thought,

Dr. Weyland had roused her memory. She
thought he looked a bit like Scotty, the

neighboring farmer whom Uncle Jan had

begun by calling a damned rooinek and
ended treating like a brother.

She got upandhitthetvtomakeit speak

again and sat down to watch with an apple

in her hand. Lately she ate loo much, out of

boredom. Would she grow stout like her

mother? It was .Dr. Weyland who had
brought this worry to the surface of her

mind, no proper concern of a middle-aged

widow. It was Dr. Weyland who had stirred

up that long-ago girlhood spent prowling

for game in the bright, dissolving land-

scape of tan grass,

"Under the bed, do you think?" Miss

Donelly dropped on her knees to look. The.

guest lecturer had left her hairbrush be-

hind. Katje forbore to point out that this was
the sort of Ihing to be expected of someone
who put on track clothes and ran inside.

A student flung open ihe bedroom door

and leaned in: "is it too late iohand in my
paper, Miss Donelly?"

"For God's sake. Mickey." Miss Donelly

burst out, "where did you get that?"

Across the chest of the girl's T-shirt

where her coat gapped open were
emblazoned the words sleep with weyland.

he's a dream. She grinned. "Some hustler is

selling them right outside the co-op. Better

hurry if you want one—Security's already

been sent for." She giggled, put a sheaf of

dog-eared pages down on the chair by the

door, added "Thanks, Miss Donelly," and

clattered away down the stairs.



Miss Donelly sat back on her heels and
laughed. "Well, I never, as my grandma
used to say. That man is turning this school

into a circus!"

"These young people have no respect for

anything," Katje said. "What will Dr. Wey-
land say, seeing his name used like lhat?

He should have her expelled."

"Him? He'll barely notice. But Wacker will

throw fits." Miss Donelly got up, dusting her

hands. She ran a finger over the blistered

paint on the windowsill. "Pity they can't use
some of the loot Weyland brings in to really

fix this old place up. But I guess we can't

complain. Withoul Weyland ihis would be

just another expensive little backwater

school for the not so bright children of the

upper middle class. And it isn't all roses

even for him; this T-shirt thing will bring on a

Iresh bout of backbiting among his col-

leagues, you watch. This kind of incident

brings out the jungle beast in even the

mildest academics."

Katje snorted. She didn't think much of

academic infighting.

"I know we must seem pretty tame to

you," Miss Donelly said wryly, "but there are

some real ambushes and even killings

here, in terms of careers. It's not the cushy
life it sometimes seems, and not so secure
either.

"Even you may be in a little trouble. Mrs.

de Groot, though I hope not. Only a few

weeks ago there was a complaint from a

faculty member that you upset his guests

by something you said
—

"

"I said they couldn't set up a dart board

in here," Katje responded crisply.

"There are others who don't like your

pOiitiCS:
"

"I never speak about politics," Katje said,

offended. That was the first thing Henrik

had demanded of her here. She had ac-

quiesced like a good wife; not that she was
ashamed of her political beliefs. She nad
loved and married Henrik not because but

in spite of his radical politics.

"From your silence they assume you're

some kind of reactionary racist," Miss
Donelly said. "And because you're a Boer

and don't carry on your husband's
crusade. Then there are the ones who say

you're just too old and stuffy tor the job,

meaning you scare them a little, and they'd

rather have a giggly cocktail waitress or a

downtrodden mouse of a working student.

But you've got plenty of partisans too, and
even Wacker knows you give this place

tone and dignity. They ought to double your

salary. You're solid and dependable, even if

you are a little, well, old-fashioned. And you

lived a real life in the world, whatever your

values, which is more than most of our fac-

ulty has ever done." She stopped, blush-

ing, and moved toward the door. "Well,

when that hairbrush turns up just put it

.
aside for me, will you? Thank you, Mrs. de
Groot."

Katje said, "Thank you, too." That .girl

was as softheaded as everyone around
here, but she had a good heart. -

Many of the staff had already left for va-

cation during intersession, now lhat new
scheduling had freed everyone from doing

special intensive courses between semes-
ters. The last cocktail hour at the club was
thinly attended. Katje moved among the

drinkers, gathering loaded ashtrays, used
glasses, rumpled napkins. A few people

greeted her as she passed.
There were two major topics of conversa-

tion; the bio student who had been raped
last night as she left the library and the

Weyland T-shirt or, rather, Weyland himself.

They said he was a disgrace, encourag-
ing commercial exploitation of his name.
He was probably getting a cut of the profits;

no he wasn't, didn't need to, he was a

superstar with plenty of income, no depen-
dents, and no tastes except for study and
work. And that beautiful Mercedes-Benz of

his, don't forget. No doubt that was where
he was this evening—not off on a holiday or

drinking cheap club booze but tearing

around the countryside in his beloved car.

Better a ride in the country than burying

himself in the library and feeding his insa-

tiable appetite lor books. But what can a

workaholic do if he's also an insomniac?
The two conditions reinforce each other. It

was unhealthy for him to push so hard. Just

look at him, so haggard and preoccupied,

so lean and lonely-looking. The man de-

served a prize for his shy-bachelor-

hopeless ly-hooked-on-the-pursuit-of-
-riowlocge act.

How many students were in the sleep

project now? More than were in his classes.

They called his course n etnnography "The
Ancient Mind at Work," but the girls found

his formality charming, and his absent-

mindedness, too—did you hear how he
wore two vests one on top of the other to

class and never knew it? He wasn't formal;

he was rigid and too old-fashioned in his

thinking to make a first-rate contribution to

anthropology. So he'd simply appropriated

poor Milnes's beautiful adaptation of the

Richman-Steinmolle recording system to

the documentation of dreams, throwing in

some "cross-cultural" terminology to bring

the project into his own field. And there was

doubt that Weyland lully understood the

computer end of the process. No wonder
he couldn't keep an assistant for long.

Here was Petersen leaving him because
of some brouhaha over a computer run.

Charming, yes, but Weyland could also be

a sarcastic bastard. He was apt to be testy,

yes; the great are often quarrelsome, noth-

ing new in that. Remember how he almost

came to blows with young Denton over that

scratch Denton put on the Mercedes' fend-

er? When Denton lost his temper and threw

a punch. Weyland -umpea into the car and
tried to run him down. Well, that's how Den-

ton told it, but was it likely, considering that

Weyland was big enough to flatten Denton

with a slap? Denton should have been
given a medal lor trying to get Weyland off

the street. Have you seen him drive? Hoars

along just barely in control of that great big

machine

—

Weyland himself wasn't there, Of course

not. Weyland was a disdainful, snobbish

son-of-a-bitch; Weyland was a shy, socially

maladroit scholar absorbed in his great

work; Weyland had a secret sorrow too

painful to share; Weyland was a charlatan;

Weyland was a genius working himself to

death to keep alive the Cayslin Center for

the Study of Man.

Dean Wacker brooded by the huge,

empty fireplace and said several times in a

carrying voice that he had talked with Wey-
land and that the students involved in the

T-shiri scandal would face firm disciplinary

action.

Miss Donelly came in late with a woman
from Economics. They talked heatedly in

the window bay, and the two other women in

the room drifted over to join them, Katje

followed.

"... from off-campus, but that's what

they always say," one of them snapped.
Miss Donelly caught Katje's eye, smiled a

strained smile, and plunged back into the

discussion. They were talking about the

rape. Katje wasn't interested. A woman
who used her sense and carried herself

with self-respect didn't get raped, but say-

ing so to these intellectual women wasted
breath. They didn't understand real life.

Katje headed back toward the kitchen.

Buildings and Grounds had sent Nettie

Ledyard over from the student cafeteria to

help Out. She was rinsing glasses and
squinting at them through the smoke of her

cigarette. She wore a T-shirt bearing a

bulbous fish shape across the front and the

words save OUR whales. These "environ-

mental" messages vexed Kat
:
e; only naive,

citified people could think of wild animals

as pets. The shirt undoubtedly belonged to

one of Nettie's long-naired, bleeding-heart

boyfriends. Nettie herself smoked too

much to pretend to an environmental con-

science. She was no hypocrite, at least. But

she should .come properly dressed to do a

job at the club, just in case a professor

came wandering back here for more ice or

whatever,

"I'll be helping you with the club inventory

again during intersession," Nettie said.

"Good thing too. You'll be spending a lot of

time over here until school starts again, and
the campus is really emptying out. Now
there's ihis sex maniac cruising around

—

though what I could do but run like hell and
scream my head off I can't tell you.

"Listen, what's this about Jackson send-

ing you on errands for him?" she added
irritably. She flicked ash off her bosom,
which was high like a shelf, pushed up by

her too tight brassiere. "His pal Maurice

can pick up his own umbrella; he's no crip-

ple. Having you wandering around out

there alone at some godforsaken hour
—

"

"Neither of us knew about the rapist,"

Katje said, wiping out the last of the

ashtrays.

"Just don't let Jackson take advantage of

you, that's all."

Katje grunted. She had been raised not

to let herself be taken advantage of by

blacks. At home they practiced that art.



Later, helping to dig out a fur hat from

under the pile of coats in the foyer, Katje

heard someone saying
,

" . . . other people's

work, glomming on and taking all the credit;

a real bloodsucker."

Into her mind came the image of Dr. Wey-
land's tall figure moving without a break in

stride past the stricken student.

Jackson came down from the roof with

watering eyes. A damp wind was rising.

"That leak is fixed for a while," he said,

hunching to blow on his chapped hands.

"But the big shots at Buildings and
Grounds got fo do something better before

[he next snow piles up and soaks through

again."

Katje polished the silver plate with a gray

flannel. "What do you know about vam-
pires?" she said.

"How bad you want to know?"

He had no right to joke with her like that,

he whose ancestors had been heathen

savages. "What do you know about vanv
pires?" she repeated firmly.

"Not a thing." He grinned. "But you just

keep on going to the movies with Nettie,

and you'll find out all about that kind of stuff.

She got to have the dumbest laste in

movies there ever was. Horrible stuff'"

Katje looked down from the landing at

Nettie, who had just let herself in to the

club. Nettie's hair was all in tight little rings

like pigs' fails She called, "Guess what I

went and did?"

"Your hair," Katje said. "You got it done

curly."

Nettie hung her coat crookedly on the

rack and peered into the foyer mirror. "I've

been wanting to try a permanent for

months, but I couldn't find the money. So
the other night I went over to the sleep lab."

She came upstairs.

"What was it like7 " Katje said, looking

more closely at Nettie's face: Was she paler

than usual? Yes. Katje thought with sudden
apprehension.

"It's nothing much. You just lie down on
this couch, and they plug you in to their

machines, and you sleep. Next morning
you unplug and go collect your pay. That's

all there is to it."

"You slept well?"

"I felt pretty dragged out yesterday. Dr.

Weyland gave me a list of stuff I'm sup-

posed to eat to fix that, and he got me the

day off too. Wait a minute, I need a smoke
before we go into the linens."

They stood together on fhe upper land-

ing. From down in the living room rose the

murmur of quiet conservation.

Nettie said, "I'd go back for another

sleep session in a minufe if they'd have me.
Good money for no work; no! like this." She
blew a stream of smoke contemptuously
toward fhe closet door.

Katje said, "Someone has to do whaf we
do."

"Yeah, but why us?" Nettie lowered her

voice. "We ought to get old Grauer and
Rhine in there with the bedding and the

inventory lists, and us two go sit in their big

leather chairs and drink coffee like ladies."

Katje had already done that as Henrik's

wife. What she wanted now was to sit on the

sfoep after a day's hunting, sipping drinks

and trading stories of the kill in the pungent

dusk, away from the smoky, noisy hole of a

kitchen; a life that Henrik had rebelled

against as parasitical, narrow, and dull. His

grandfather, like Katje's, had trekked right

out of the Transvaal when it became too

staidforhimand had started over, and what
was wrong with that kind of courage and
strength? Henrik had carried on the tradi-

tion. He had the guts lo fight Uncle Jan and

everybody else over the fufure of the land,

fhe government, the natives—that courage
had drawn her fo him, and had lost her that

fine old life and landed her here, now.

Nettie, still hanging back from the linen

closet, grudgingly ground oul her cigarette

on the sole of her shoe. "Coming to the

meeting Friday?"

"No. I told you, they're all Reds in those

unions. I do all right for myself." Besides,

Dr. Weyland was giving a lecture that same
Friday night. Katje opened the close!.

"Okay; if you think it's fine to make whaf

we make doing this stuff. Me, I'm glad

there's something like a gig in the sleep lab

now and then so I can make a little extra

and live like a person once in a while. You

ought to go over there, you know? There's

hardly anything doing during intersession

with almost everybody gone. They could

lake you right away. You get. extra pay and
time off, and besides, Dr. Weyland's kind of

cute, in a gloomy old sort of a way. He
leaned over me to plug something into the

wall, and I said, 'Go ahead, you can bite my
neck any time.'

"

Katje gave her a.starlled glance, but Net-

tie, not noticing, moved past her into the

closet and pulled out the step stool. Kaije

said in a neufral voice, "What did he say to

that?"

"Nothing, but he smiled." Nettie climbed
onto the step stool. "We'll start up top, all

right? I bet all the guys who work nights at

the labs get those kind of jokes all the time.

Later he said he was hoping you'd come by,

and I said he just likes his blood in different

flavors."

Taking a deep breath of the sweet sun-

shine smell of the clean linens, Katje said,

"He asked you to ask me to come?"
"He said to remind you."

The first pile of blankets was handed
down from the top shelf. Katje said. "He
really accepts anyone into this project?"

"Unless you're sick, or if you've got a

funny metabolism or whatever. They do a
blood test on you, like at the doctor's."

That was when Katje noticed the little

round Band-Aid on the inside of Nettie's

elbow, right over the vein.

Miss Donelly was sharing a jug of cheap
wine with three other faculty women in the

front lounge. Katje made sure the coffee

machine was filled tor them and then



slipped outside.

She still walked alone on campus when
she chose. She wasn't afraid of !he rapist,

who hadn't been heard from in several

days. A pleasurable tension drove her to-

ward the lighted windows of the labs. This

was like moving through the sharp air of fhe

bushveldt at dusk.

The lab blinds, tilted down, let out only

threads of light. She could see nothing. She
hovered a moment, then turned back, hur-

rying now. The mood was broken, and she

felt silly; Daniel from Security would be furi-

ous to find her alone out here, and what

Could she tell him? That she felt herself to

be on the track ot something wild and it

made her feel young?
Miss Donelly and the others were still

talking. Katje was glad to hear their wry

voices and gusts of laughter, equally glad

not to have to sit with them. At first she had

been hurt by the social exclusions that had
followed her hiring on at the club; now she

was grateful.

She had more on her mind than school

gossip, and she needed to think. Her own
impulsive act excited and appalled her;

sallying forth at dusk at some risk (her mind

swerved neatly around the other, the imag-

inary danger), and for what? To sniff the

breeze and search the ground for tracks?

The thought of Dr. Weyland haunted her;

Dr. Weyland as the restless visitor to the

club kitchen; Dr. Weyland as the enigma of

iaculty gossip; Dr. Weyland as she had first

thought of him the other morning in the

lab-building parking lot.

She was walking to the bus stop when
Jackson drove up and offered her a lift. She

was glad to accept. The lonesomeness of

the campus was accentuated by darkness

and the empty circles of light around the

lamp posts.

Jackson pulled aside a jumble of equip-

ment on the front seat— radio parts,

speakers, and wires—to make room for

her. Two books were on the floor by her feet.

He said, "The voodoo book is left over from

my brother Paul. He went through a thing,

you know, trying to trace back our family

down in Louisiana. The other one was just

lying around."

The other one was Dracula . Katje felt the

gummy spot where the price sticker had

been peeled off. Jackson must have

bought it tor her at the discount bookstore

downtown. She didn't know how to thank

him easily, so she said nothing.

"It's a long walk out to the bus stop,"

Jackson said, scowling as he drove out of

the stone gates of the college drive. "They

should've let you stay on in faculty housing

after your husband died."

"They needed the space for another

teacher," Katje said. She missed the cot-

tage on the east side of campus, but her

present rooming-house .lodgings away
from school offered more privacy.

He shook his head. "Well. 1 think it's, a

shame, you being a foreign visitof and all."

Katje laughed. "Aiter twenty-five-years in

this country, a visitor?"

He laughed too. "Yeah. Well, you sure

have moved around in our society more
than most while you been here; from lady of

leisure to, well, maid work." She saw the

flash ot his grin. "Just like my old auntie that

used to do for white women up the hill. Don't

you mind?"
She minded when she thought working

at the club would never end. Sometimes the

Africa she remembered seemed too vague

a place to go back to now, and the only

future she could see was keeling over at the

end while vacuuming the club, like a farmer

worn to death at his plow. . .

.

None of this was Jackson's business.

"Did your auntie mind her work?" she

Jackson pulled up opposite the bus stop,

"She said you just do what it comes to you

to do and thank God for it."

"I say the same."
He sighed. "You're a lot like her, you

know? Someday I got a bunch of questions

to ask you about how it was when you lived

in Africa. I mean, was it like they show in the

movies, you know, King Solomon's Mines

and like that?"

Katje had never seen that movie, but she

knew that nothing on film could be like her

Africa. "Mo, she said. "You should go to

Africa sometime and see for yourself."

"I'm working on it. There's your bus com-

ing. Wait a minute, listen—no more walking

alone out here after dark. There's not

enough people around now. You got to ar-

range to be picked up. Didn't you hear?

That guy jumped another girl last night. She

got away, but still. Daniel says he found one

of the back doors to the club unlocked. You

be careful, will you? I don't want to have to

come busting in there to save you from

some deranged, six-foot pre-med on the

rampage, know what I mean? Sk;nny dude
like me could get real ruined that way."

"Oh, I will take care otmyselt," Katje said,

touched and annoyed and amused all at

once by his solicitude.

"Sure. Only I wish you were about tifleen

years younger and studying karate, you

know?"
As she climbed out of the car with the

books on her arm he added, "You do any

shooting in Africa? Hunting and stuff?"

"Yes, quite a lot,"

"Okay; take this." He pulled metal out of

his pocket and put it in her hand. It was a

gun. "Just in case. You know how to use it,

right?"

She closed her fingers on the compact
weight of it. "Butwheredidyougetthis?Do
you have papers for it? The laws here are

very stricl
—

"

He tugged the door shut and said

through the open window, "I live in a rough

neighborhood, and I got friends. Hurry up,

you'll miss your bus."

Dracula was a silly book. She had to

force herself to read on in spite of the phony
Dutchman Ven Helsing, an insult to anyone
of Dutch descent. The voodoo book was
impenetrable, and she soon gave it up In

disgust.

The handgun was another matter. She

sat at the formica-topped table in her kitch-

enette and turned the shiny little automatic

in the light, thinking. How had Jackson

come by such a thing, or for that matter,

how did he afford his fancy sports car and

all that equipment he carried in it from time

to time—where did it all come from and
where did it go? He was up to something,

probably lots of things—what they called

"hustling" nowadays. A good thing he had
given her the gun. It could only get him into

trouble to carry it around with him. She
knew how to handle weapons, and surely

with a rapist at large the authorities would

be understanding about her lack of a
license for it.

The gun needed cleaning. She worked

on it as best she could without the right

tools. It was a cheap ,25-caliber gun. Back
home your .gun was a fine rifle, made to

drop a charging rhino in his tracks, not a

stubby little nickel toy like this for scaring

off muggers and rapists.

Yet she wasn't sorry to have it, Her own
hunting gun that she had brought from Af

:

rica years ago was in storage with the extra

things from (he cottage. She realized now
that she had missed its presence lately

—

since the beginning of the secret stalking of

Dr. Weyland.

She went to sleep with the gun on the

night table next to her bed.

She woke listening for the roaF so she

would know in what direction to look tomor-

row for the lion's spoor. There was a hot,

rank odor of African dust in the air. and she

sat up in bed thinking, he's been here.

It was a dream. But it had been so clear!

She went to look out the front window with-

out turning on the light, and it was the ordi-

nary street below that seemed unreal. Her

heart. drummed in her chest. Not that he

would come after her here on Dewer Street,

but he had sent Nettie to the club, and now
he had sent this dream into her sleep. Crea-

tures stalking one another over time grew a

bond from mind to mind. But that was in

another life.

Was she losing her sanity? She read for a

little in the Afrikaans Bible she had brought

with her from home but so seldom opened
in recent years. What gave comfort in the

end was to put Jackson's automatic into

her purse to carry with her. A gun was sup-

posedly ol no use against a vampire—you

needed a wooden stake, she remembered
reading, or you had to cut off his head to kill

him—but the weight of the weapon in her

handbag reassured her.

The lecture hall was full in spite of the

scarcity of students on campus this time of

year. These special talks were open to the

town as well.

Dr. Weyland read his lecture in a stiff,

abrupt manner. He stood cramped slightly

over the lectern, which was low for his

height, and rapped out his sentences,

rarely raising his eyes from his notes. In his

tweeds and heavy-.-mmed g.asses he was
the picture of the scholarly recluse drawn



out of the study nto the limelight. His lec-

ture was briet; he fulfilled with unmistak-

able impatience the duty set every member
of the faculty to give one public address

per year on an aspect ol his work.

The audience didn't mind. They had
come prepared to be spellbound by the

great Dr. Weyland speaking on the de-

monology of dreams. At the end there were

questions, most ol them obviously de-

signed to show the questioner's cleverness

ralher than to elicit information. The discus-

sions after these lectures were usually the

real show. Katje, lulled by the abstract talk,

came fully to attention when a young
woman asked, "Professor, have you con-

sidered whether the legends ot such
supernatural creatures as werewolves,
vampires, and dragons are not distortions

out of nightmares, as many think; that

maybe the legends reflect the existence o!

real, though rare, prodigies of evolution?"

Dr. Weyland hesitated, coughed, sipped

water. "The forces of evolution are capable

of prodigies, certainly," he said, "You have

chosen an excellent word. But we must un-

derstand that we are not speaking— in the

case of the vampire, for example—of a

blood-sipping phantom who cringes from a

clove of garlic. How could nature design

such a being?
"The corporeal vampire, if it existed,

would be by definition the greatest of all

predators, living as he would off the top of

the food chain. Man is the most dangerous
animal, the. devourer or destroyer of all

others, and the vampire preys on man.
Now, any sensible vampire would choose to

avoid the risks ol attack ng humans by tap-

ping the blood of lower animals if he. could;

so we must assume that our vampire can-

not. Perhaps animal blood can tide him

over a lean patch, as seawaler can sustain

a castaway for a few miserable days but

can't permanently replace fresh water to

drink. Humanity would remain the vam-
pire's livestock, albeit fractious a.nd

dangerous to deal with, and where they

live, so must he.

"In the sparsely settled early world he

would be bound to a town or village to

assure his food supply. He would learn to

live on little—perhaps a half-liter of blood

per day—since he could hardly leave a trail

of drained corpses and hope to go un-

noticed. Periodically, he would withdraw for

his own safety and to give the villagers time

to recover from his depredations. A sleep

several generations long would provide

him with an untouched, ignorant population

in the same location. He would have to be
able to slow his metabolism, to induce in

himself naturally a state of suspended ani-

mation; mobility in time would become his

alternative to mobility in space,"

Katje listened intently, thinking yes, he is

the sort ot animal that lies in wait tor the prey

to come his way. His daring in speaking this

way stirred her; she could see he was be-

ginning to enjoy the game, growing moreat
ease at the podium as he warmed to his

subject.

"The vampire's slowed body functions

during these long rest periods might help

extend his lifetime; so might living for long

periods, waking or sleeping, on the edge of

starvation. We know that minimal feeding

produces striking longevity in some other

species. Long life would be a highly desir-

able alternative lo reproduction, since a
vampire would flourish best with the least

competition. The great predator would not

wish to sire his own rivals. It could not be
true thai his bite would turn his victims into

vampires like himself
—

"

"Or we'd be up to our necks in fangs,"

whispered someone in the audience rather

loudly.

"Fangs are loo noticeable and not effi-

cient for blood sucking," observed Dr. Wey-
land. "Large, sharp canine teeth are de-

signed to tear meat. Polish versions of the

vampire legend would be closer to the

mark; They tell of some sort of puncturing

device, perhaps a needle in the tongue like

a sting that would secrete an anticlotting

substance. That way the vampire could

seal his lips around the wound and draw

Ihe blood freely without having to rip great,

spouting, wastetul holes in his unfortunate

prey." Dr Weyland smiled.

Would a vampire sleep in a coffin?

Someone asked.

"Certainly not,". Dr. Weyland retorted.

"Would you, given a choice7 The corporeal

vampire would require physical access to

the world, which is something that burial

customs generally prevent. He might retire

to a cave or lake his rest in a tree like Merlin,

or Ariel in the cloven pine, provided he

could find either tree or cave safe from wil-

derness freaks and developers' bulldoz-

ers.

"Finding a secure resting place is one
obvious problem for our vampire in modern
times," he continued. "There are others.

Upon each waking he must quickly adapt

to his new surroundings, a task that, we
may imagine, has grown progressively

more difficult with the rapid acceleration ot

cultural change since the Industrial Revolu-

tion. In the past century and a half he has

no doubt had to limit his sleeps to shorter

and shorter periods for fear of completely

losing touch. This curtailment ot his rest

might be expected to wear him down and
render him increasingly irritable."

He paused to adjust his glasses, now as

visibly relaxed as Katje had seen him in her

kitchen at the club. Someone called out.

"Could a corporeal vampire get a tooth-

ache?"

"Assuredly," replied Dr. Weyland. "He is,

after all, a stage of humanity, real though
hard to,come by. He would no doubt also

need a haircut now and then and could only

put his pants on, as humorists have said

since the widespread adoption of trousers,

one leg at a time.

"Since we posit a natural rather than a

supernatural being, he grows older, but

slowly. Meanwhile, each updating of him-
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self is more challenging and demands
more from him—more imagination, more
energy, more cunning. While he must adapt
sufficiently to disguise his anomalous .exis-

tence, he must not succumb to current

ideologies of Right or Left—that is, to .the

cant of individual license or to the cant of

the infallibility of the masses—lest either

allegiance interfere with the exercise of his

predatory survival skill."

Meaning, Katje thought grimly, he can't

afford scruples about drinking our blood.

Emrys Williams raised a giggle by com-
menting that a lazy vampire Gould always

take home a pretty young instructor to show
him the new developments in interpersonal

relations.

Dr. Weyland fixed him with a cold glance.

"You are mixing up dinner with sex," he
remarked, "and not, I gather; for the first

time."

They roared. Williams—the "tame Wild

Welshman of the Lit. Department" to his

less admiring colleagues— turned a

gratified pink.

One of Dr. Weyland's associates in An-

thropology pointed out at boring length that

the vampire, born in an earlier age, would

become dangerously conspicuous for his

diminutive height as the human race grew

taller.

"Not necessarily," commented Dr. Wey-
land, "Remember that we speak of a highly

specialized physical form. It may be that

during his waking periods his metabolism

is so sensitive- that he responds to the

stimuli in the environment by growing in his

body as well as in his mind. Perhaps while

he's awake his entire being exists at an
intense inner level of activity and change.

The stress ol these great rushes !o catch up

all at once with physical, menial, and cul-

tural evolution must be enormous. No won-
der he needs his long sleeps."

He glanced at the clock on the wall. 'As

you can -see, by the application of a little

logic and imagination we come up with a

creature bearing superficial resemblances
to the vampire of legend, but at base one
quite different from your standard strolling

corpse with an aversion to crosses. Next

guestion?" .

They weren't willing to end this flight of

fancy, Someone asked how he accounted
for the superstitions about crosses and gar-

lic and so on.

Dr. Weyland sipped water from the glass

at hand while contemplating the audience.

He said finally, "Primitive men'first encoun-
tering the vampire would be unaware that

they themselves were products of evolu-

tion. They would have no way of knowing
that he was a still higher product of Ihe

same process. They would make up stories

to account for him and to try to control him.

In early times the vampire himself might

even believe in some of these legends—
the silver bullet, the oaken stake.

"But waking at length in a more rational

age, he would abandon these notions jusr

as everyone else did. A clever vampire
might even make use of the folklore. For

instance, it is generally supposed that

Bram Sloker was inspired to write Dracula
by his meeting with a Rumanian professor

ol Oriental languages from Pest University:

I refer you to a recent biography of Stoker

by Daniel Farson. Why was this Professor

Arminius Vambery in London at just the

right time, a guest at a certain eating club

along with Stoker on a certain night? How
did Vambery come to have a wealth cf tan-

talizing detail about the vampire supersti-

tion at his fingertips? Ladies and gentle-

men, take note: There is a research paper
in it somewhere.''

He didn't wait for their laughter to die

away but continued, 'Any intelligent vam-
pire sensitive to the questing spirit of those

limes would have developed a passionate

interesl in his own origin and evolution. Now,

who was Arminius Vambery, and why his

ceaseless exploration of that same sub-

ject?

"Eventually our vampire prudently re-

tires. Imagine his delight upon waking half

<m Eventually our vampire

prudently retires.

Imagine his delight upon

waking hall a

century later to find vampire

legends a common
currency of the popular-

culture and Draculaa classic.^

a Century later to find vampire legends a

common currency of the popular culture

and Dracula a classic."

"Wouldn't he be lonely?" sighed a girl

standing in the side aisle, her posture

eloquent of Ihe desire to comfort that lone-

liness.

"The young lady will forgive me," Dr. Wey-
land responded, "if I observe that this is a

question born of a sheltered life. Predators

in nature do not indulge in the sorl of roman-
tic moonings that humans impute to them.

As for our vampire, even if he had the incli-

nation he wouldn't have the time. On each
waking he has more to learn. Perhaps
someday the world will return to a reason-

able rate of change, permitting him some
leisure in which to feel lonely or whatever
suits him."

A nervous girl ventured Ihe opinion that a

perpetually self-educating vampire would
always have to find himself a place in a
center of learning in.order to have access to

the inlormation he would need.

"Naturally," agreed Dr. Weyland drily

"Perhaps a university, where strenuous
study and other eccentricities of the living

intellect would be accepted behavior in a

grown man. Pcssib'y over a modest institu-

tion like Cayslin Cd ego .vol; d serve."

Under the chuckling following this came
a question too faint for Katje to hear. Dr.

Weyland, having beni to listen,

straightened up and announced sardoni-

cally, "The lady desires me to comment
upon the vampire's 'Salanic pride.'

Madam, here you enter the area of the liter-

ary imagination and its devices, where I

dare not tread under the eyes of my col-

leagues from the English Department.
Perhaps they will pardon me if I merely

point out that a tiger who falls asleep in a

jungle and on waking finds a thriving city

overgrowing his lair has no energy to spare

for displays of Satanic pride."

That's nerve, Katje thought; Dr. Weyland
expounding on a vampire's pride—what
an exercise m arrogance!

Williams, intent on having the last word as

always. Spoke up once more: "The vampire

as time traveler—you ought to be writing

science fiction, Weyland," which provoked
a growing patter of applause. It was evi-

dent that the. evening was ending.

Katje went out with the crowd, but with-

drew to stand outside under the portico of

the Union Building. She saw Dr, Weyland's

car across the street, gleaming in the lamp-

light: his access to physical mobility and a

modern mechanical necessity that he had
mastered. No wonder he loved it.

With the outwash of departing audience

came Miss Donelly. She asked if Katje

needed a lift: "There's my car, the rusty,

trusty Volks." Katje explained that a group
of women from the sta~t cafeteria went bowl-

ing together each Friday night and had
promised to come by and pick her up.

"I'll wait with you just in case," Miss

Donelly said. "You know, Wild Man Williams

is a twerp, but he was right: Weyland's

vampire would be a time traveler. He could

only go forward, of course, never back, and
only by long, unpredictable leaps this

time, say, into o^ir age of what we like to

think of as technological marvels; maybe
next time into an .age of interslellar travel.

Who knows, he might get to taste Martian

blood, if there are Martians, and if they have
blood.

"Frankly, I wouldn't have thought Wey-
land could come up with anything so imag-

inative as that—the vampire as a sort of

living saber-toothed tiger prowling the

pavements, a truly endangered species.

That's next term's T-shirl: save the vam-

pire."

Miss Donelly might banter, but she would
never believe. II was all a joke to her a

clever mental game invented by Dr. Wey-
land for his audience. No point consulting

her

Miss Donelly added ruefully. "You've got

to hand it to the man. He's got a tremen-

dous stage presence, and he sure knows
how to turn on the charm when he feels like

it. Nothing too smooth, mind you, just

enough unbending, enough slightly caus-
tic graciousness. to set susceptible hearts

a-bealing. You could almost forget what a



ruthless, self-centerec bastard he can be.

Did you notice that most of the comments
came from women? Is lhaf your lift?"

It was. While the women in the station

wagon shuffled themselves around to

make room, Katje stood with her hand on

the door and watched Dr. Weyland emerge
from the building .vnh adm.ring students at

either hand. He loomed above them, his

hair silver under the lamplight. For over-

civilized people to experience the ap-

proach of such a predator as sexually at-

tractive was not strange. She remembered
Scotty saying once thai the great cats were

all beautiful, and maybe beauly helped

them to capture their prey.

He turned his head, and she Ihought for

a moment that he was looking at her as she

got into (he station wagon.

What could she do lhaf wouldn't arouse

total disbelief and a suspicion that she her-

self was crazy? She couldn't think amid the

tired, satisfied ramblings of her bowling

friends, and she declined lo stay up
socializing with them. They didn't press her.

She was not one of their regular group.

Sitting alone at home, Kalje had a cup of

hot milk to calm herself for sleep. To her
perplexity, her mind kept wandering from

thoughts of Dr. Weyland to memories of

drinking cocoa at night with Henrik and Ihe

African studenls he used to bring to dinner.

They had been native boys to her, dressed

up in suits and talking politics like white

men, flashing pnotographs of black babies
playmg with toy trucks and walkie-talkie

sets. Someiimes they had gone to see
documentary films of an Africa full of cities

and traffic and black professionals exhort-

ing, explaining, running things, as these

students expected to do in their turn when
they went home.
She thought about home now She re-

called clearly all those indicators of ir-

revocable change in Africa, and she saw
suddenly that Ihe old life there had gone.

She wquld relurn io an Africa largely as

foreign io her as America had been at first.

Reluctantly, she admitted one of her feel-

ings when listening to Dr. Weyland talk had
been an unwilling empathy with him: If he
was a one-way time traveler, so was she.

As the vampire could not return lo sim-

pler times, so Katje saw herself cut off from

Ihe life of raw vigor, the rivers of game, the

smoky village air, all viewed from the lofty

heights of white privilege. One did not have

to sleep half a century to lose one's world

these days; one had only to grow older.

Next morning she found Dr. Weyland
leaning, hands in pockets, against one of

the columns- flanking the entrance to the

club, She stopped some yards from him,

her purse hanging heavily on her arm. The
hour was early, the campus deserted-

looking. Stand still, she thought: show no
fear;

He looked at her. "I saw you after the

lecture last night, and earlier in the weej<,

outside the lab one evening. You must know
better than to wander alone at night; the

campus empty, no one around—anything

might happen. If you are curious. Mrs. de
Groot, come do a session for me. All your

questions will be answered. Come overto-

night. I could stop by here for you in my car

on the way back to the lab after dinner

There is no problem with scheduling, and I

would welcome your company. I sit alone

over there these nights hoping some im-

poverished youngster, unable to afford a

trip home at intersession, will be moved by

an uncontrollable itch tor travel to come to

my lab and earn his fare."

She felt fear knocking heavily in her body,

She shook her head, no.

"My work would interest you, I think," he
went on, watching her. "You are an alert,

fine-looking woman; ihey waste your qual-

ifies here. Couldn't (he college find you

something better than to be a housekeeper
for' them after your husband died? You
might consider coming over regularly to

help me with some clerical chores until I get

a new assistant. I pay well."

As:on shed cu: o
:

'<e
r fea r at the offer of

<• Did you hear what

happened to

that girl last night, the

latest victim?

He cut. her pants off but

didn't even bother

raping her; that's how desperate

for sex he is. 9

work in the vampire's lair, she found her

voice: "I am a country woman, Dr. Weyland,

a daughter of farmers.
I have no proper

education. We never read books at home,
except the Bible. My husband didn't want
me to work. I have spent my time in this

country learning English and cooking and
how lo shop for the right things. I have no

skills, no knowledge bul the little that
I
re-

member of the crops and weather and cus-

toms of another country—and even that is

probably out of dale.
I
would be no use in

work like yours."

Hunched in his coat with the collar up-

turned, looking a; her shghiiy askance, his

tousled hair gleaming with the damp, he

had the aspect of an old hawk, intent but

aloof. He broke the pose, yawned behind

his large-knuckled hand, and straightened

up.

'As you like. Here comes your friend Nel-

lie."

"Nettie." Kaije corrected, suddenly out-

raged: he'd drunk Nettie's blood; the least

he could do was remember her name
properly. But he was vanishing over the

lawn toward Ihe lab.

Nettie came panting up. "Who was that?

Did he try to attack you?"

"It was Dr. Weyland," Katje said. She
hoped Nettie didn't notice her trembling,

which Katje tried to conceal.

Nettie laughed. "What is this, a secret

romance?"

Miss Donelly came info the kitchen to-

ward the end of the luncheon for the depart-

ing Emerifus. She plumped herself down
between Nettie and Katje, who were taking

abreak and preparing desert, respectively.

Katje spooned whipped cream carefully

into each glass dish ol fruit.

Miss Donelly said. "In case I get too

smashed to say this later, thanks, On the

budget I gave you, you did just great. The
Department will put on something official

with Beef Wellington and trimmings, over at

Borchard's, but it was really important for

some of us lowly types lo give Sylvia our

own alcoholic farewell feast, which we
couldn't have done without your help."

Netfie nodded and stubbed out her

cigarette.

"Our pleasure," Katje said, preoccupied.

Dr. Weyland had come for her, would come
back again; he was hers to deal with, but

how? She no longer though! of sharing her

fear, not with Nettie with her money worries

or with Miss Donelly, whose eyes were jusi

now faintly swimmy-looking with drink.

Weyland the vampire was not for a commit-

tee to deal with. Only fools left it to commit-

tees to handle life and death.

"The latest word," Miss Donelly added
bitterly, "is that Ihe Department plans to fill

Sylvia's place with some guy from Oregon,

which means the salary goes up half as

much again or more inside of six months."

"Them's the breaks," Nettie said, not very

pleasantly. She caught Katje's eye wilh a
look that said, Look who makes all the

money and look who does all the complain-

ing.

"Them is," Miss Donelly agreed glumly.

'As for me, the word is no tenure, so I'll be
moving on in the fall. Me and my big mouth.

Wacker nearly fainted at my prescription for

stopping the rapes* You trap the guy, dis-

embowel him, and hang his balls over the

front gate. Our good dean doesn'l know
me well enough to realize it's ail front. On
my own I'd be too petrified to try anything

but talking the bastard out of it: You know
'Now you jusi let me get my dress back on.

and I'll make us each a cup of coffee, and
you tell me all aboui why you hate women.'

"

She stood up, groaning.

"Did you hear what happened to ffiatg i

last night, the latesi victim? He cut her

throat. Ripped her pants off but didn't even
bother raping her; that's how desperate for

sex he is."

Katje said, "Jackson fold us about the

killing this morning."

"Jackson? Oh, Ihe maintenance man.

Look out, it could even be him. Any of them,

damn them," she "iui;s'£: s;;;-; . aE ; t

turned away, "living off us, kicking our

bodies out of the way when they're

through
—

"

She stumbled out of the kitchen.



Netlie snorted. "She's always been one

oi those libbers. No wonder Wacker's get-

ting rid of her.-Some men act like hogs, but

'

you can't let yourself be turned into a man-
hater. A man's the only chance a girl has of

getting up in the world, you know?" She
pulled on a pair of acid-yellow gloves and

headed for the sink. "If I want out of these

rubber gloves I have !o marry a guy who
can aflord to pay a maid."

Kalje sat looking at the fruit dishes with

their plump cream caps. It was just as the

Bible said. She felt it happen: The scales

fell from her eyes. She saw clearly and
thought, I am a fool.

Bad pay is real, rape is real, killing is real.

The real world worries about real dangers,

not childish fancies of a night prowler who
drinks blood. Dr. Weyland took the trouble

to be concerned, to offer extra work, while I

was thinking idiot things about him. Where
does it come from, this nonsense of mine?

My life is. dull since Henrik died; so I make
up drama in my head, and that way I get to

think about Dr. Weyland, a distinguished

and learned gentleman, being interested in

me.

She resolved to go to the lab building

later and leave a note for Dr Weyland, an

apology lor her reluctance, an offer lo stop

by soon and make an appointment at the

sleep lab.

Nettie looked at the clock and said over

her shoulder, "Time to take the ladies their

dessert."

At last the women had dispersed, leav-

ing the usual fog of smoke behind. Katje

and Nettie had finished the cleaning up.

Katje said, "I'm going for some air."

Nettie, wreathed by smoke of her own
making, drowsed in one of the big living-

room chairs. She shook her head. "Not me.
I'm pooped." She sat up. "Unless you want
me. along. It's still lighl out, so you're safe

from the Cayslin Ripper."

"Don't disturb yourself." Kalje said.

Away on the far edge of the lawn three

students danced under the sailing shape
of a Frisbee. Katje looked up at the sun, a

silver disc behind a thin place in the

clouds; more rain coming, probably. The
campus still wore a deserted look. Katje

wasn't worried; there was no vampire, and
the.gun in her purse would suffice for any-

thing else.

The sleep lab was locked. She tucked
her note of apology between the lab door

and the jamb and left.

As she started back across, the lawn

someone stepped behind her, and long,

fingers closed on her arm: It was Dr. Wey-
land. Firmly and without a word he bent her

course back toward the lab.

"What are you doing?" she said, as-

tonished.

"I almost drove off without seeing you.

Gome sit in my car, I want to talk to you."

She held back, alarmed, and he gave her a_

sharp little shake. "Making a fuss is point-'

less. No one is here.to notice. No one would

believe."

There was only his car in the parking lot;

even the Frisbee players had gone. Dr.

Weyland opened the door of his Mercedes
and pushed Katje into the front passenger
seat with a deft, powerful thrust of his arm.

He got in on the driver's side, snapped
down the automatic door locks, and sat

back. He looked up at the gray sky, then at

his watch.

She said, "What are we waiting for?"

"For the day man to leave and lock up the

lab.
I
don't like to be interrupted."

This is what it's like, Katje thought, feel-

ing lethargic detachment stealing through

her, paralyzing her. No hypnotic power out

of a novelist's imagination held her. but the

spell cast on the prey of the hunting cal. Ihe

shock of being seized in the deadly jaws,

though not a drop of blood was yet spilled.

"Interrupted," she whispered.

"Yes," he said, turning toward her. She
saw Ihe naked craving in his gaze. "Inter-

rupted at whatever if pleases me lo do with

you. You are on my turf now, Mrs. de Groot,

<m Weyland had lifted his

red-smeared hands to his

face, and he was
licking the blood from his

fingers. Katje could

see his throat working as he

strained to swallow his

food A siren sounded.^

where you have persisted in coming time

after time. I can't wait any longer for you to

make up your mind. You are healthy—

I

looked up your records—and I am hungry.

You may live to walk away after, I don't know
yet—who would listen to a mad old

woman? I can tell you Ihis much: Your

chances are better if you don't speak."

The car smelled of cold metal, leather,

and tweed. At length a man came out of the

lab building and bent to unlock the chain

from Ihe only bicycle in the bike rack. By the

way Dr. Weyland shifted in his seat, Katje

saw thai Ihis was the departure he had
been awaiting.

"Look al that idiot," he muttered. "Is he

going to take all night?" She saw him turn

restlessly toward the lab windows. That

would be ihe place, after a bloodless blow

to stun her— tie wouldn't want any mess in

his Mercedes.
In her lassitude she was sure that he had

attacked that girl, drunk her blood, and
then killed her. He was using the rapist's

aclivities as cover. When subjects did not

come to him at the sleep lab, hunger drove

him out to hunt. Perhaps he was glad Ihen

to put aside his civilized disguise.

She thought, But I am myself a hunterl

Cold anger coursed through her. Her

thoughts flew: She needed time, a moment
out of his reach to plan her survival. She
had to get out of the car—any subterfuge

would do.

She gulped and turned toward him,

croaking, "I'm goingto be sick."

He swore furiously. The locks clicked; he

reached roughly past her and shoved open
the door on her side: "Out!"

She stumbled out into the drizzling, chilly

air and backed several hasty paces, hug-

ging her purse to her body like a shield,

looking quickly around. The man on the

bike had gone. The upper story of the Cays-

lin Club across the lawn showed a light

—

Nettie would be missing her now. Maybe
Jackson would be just arriving to pick them

up. But no help could come in time.

Dr. Weyland had gotten out of the car. He
stood with his arms folded on the roof of the

Mercedes, looking across at her with a mix-

ture of annoyance and contempt. "Mrs. de

Groot, do you think you can outrun me?"

He started around the front of his car

toward her.

Scotty's voice sounded quietly in her ear;

"Yours," he said, as the leopard tensed to

charge. Weyland too was an animal, not an

immortal monster out of legend—just a

wild beast, however smart and strong and

hungry. He had said so himself,

She jerked out the automatic, readying il

to fire as she brought it swiftly up to eye

level in both hands while her mind told her

calmly that a head shot would be best but

that a hit was surer if she aimed for the

torso.

She shot him twice, two slugs in quick

succession, one in the chest and one in the

abdomen. He did not fall but bent to clutch

at his torn body, and he screamed and
screamed so that she was too shaken to

steady her hands for the head shot after-

ward. She cried out also, involuntarily: His

screams were dreadful. It was long since

she had killed anything.

Footsteps rushed behind her, arms flung

round her, pinning her hands to her sides

so that the gun pointed at the ground and

she couldn't tire at Weyland again.

Jackson's voice gasped in her ear, "Jesus

Creeping Christ!"

His car stood where he had braked it,

unheard by Katje. Nettie jumped out and

rushed toward Kalje. crying, "My God, he's

shot, she shot him!"

Breaking off his screaming, Weyland tot-

tered away from them around his car and

fetched up, leaning on Ihe front. His face, a

hollow-cheeked, starving mask, gaped at

them.

"It's him?" Jackson said incredulously.

"He tried to rape you?"

Katje shook her head, "He's a vampire,"

"Vampire, hell!" Jackson exploded in a

breathless laugh. "He's a Goddamn dead
rapist, that's what he is! Jesus!"

Weyland panted, "Stop staring, cattle!"

He wedged himself heavily into the

driver's seal of his car. They could see him



slumped there, his forehead against the

curve of the steering wheel. Blood spotted

the Mercedes where he had leaned,

"Mrs. de Groot, give me the gun,"

Jackson said.

Katje clenched her. fingers around the

grip. "No."

She could tell by the way Jackson's arms

tightened that he was afraid to let go of her

and grab for the gun. He said, "Nettie, take

my car and go get Daniel!"

Nellie moaned, "My God, look! What's

he doing?"

Weyland had lifted his red-smeared

hands lo his face, and he was licking the

blood from his fingers. Kalje could see his

throai working as he strained to swallow his

food, his life,

A siren sounded. Nettie cried in wild re-

lief, "That's Daniel's car coming!"

Weyland raised his head. His gray face

was rigid with determination. He snarled. "I

won't be put on show! The door—one of

you shut the door!" He started the engine.

His glaring face commanded them. Net-

tie darted forward, slammed the door, and

recoiled, wiping her hand on her sweater.

Eyes blind to them now, Weyland drove

the Mercedes waveringly past them, out of

the parking lot toward the gateway road.

Rain swept down in heavy gusts. Katje

heard the siren again and woke to her fail-

ure: She had not made a clean kill. The

vampire was getting away.

She lunged toward Jackson's car He
held her back, shouting, "Nothing doing,

come on, you done enough]"

The Mercedes crawled haltingly down

the middle of the road, turned at the stone

gates, and was gone.

Jackson said. "Wow will you give me that

gun?"

Kalje snapped on the safety and
dropped the automatic on Ihe wet paving at

their feet.

Nellie was pointing toward the club.

"There's people coming, They musl have

heard the shooting and called Daniel. Lis-

ten, Jackson, we're in trouble, Nobody's

going to believe that Dr, Weyland is the

rapist—or the other thing either," Her

glance flickered nervously over Kalje.

"Whatever we say, they'll think we're crazy"

"Oh, shit," said Jackson tiredly, letting

Katje go at last. He stooped to retrieve the

gun. Katje saw the apprehension in his face

as he weighed Nellie's assessment of their

situation: a wild story from some cleaning

people about the eminent professor

—

"We've .got to say something," Nettie

wenl on desperately. 'All that blood
—

" She
fell silent, staring.

There was no blood. The rain had
washed the tarmac clean.

Jackson faced Katje and said urgently,

"Listen, Mrs. de Grool, we don't know a

thing aboul any shooling, you hear?" He
slipped the gun into an inside pocket of his

jacket. "You came over to make an ap-

pointment al the sleep lab, only Dr. Wey-
land wasn't around. You waited for him, and
Nettie got worried when you didn't come

back, so she called me, and we drove over

here looking lor you. We all heard shooting,

but nobody saw anything. There was noth-

ing to see. Like now."'

Katje was furious with him and herself.

She should have chanced the head shot;

she shouldn't have let Jackson hold her

back.

She could see Daniel's car now, wheeling

into the parking lot.

Jackson said quietly, "I got accepted to

compuler school in Rochester for next

semester. You can bel they don't do vam-
pires down there, Mrs, de Groot; and they

don't do black guys who can get hold of

guns, either. Me and Nettie got to live here;

we don't get to go away to Africa."

She grew calmer; he was right. The con-

nection had been between herself and the

vampire all along, and what had happened
here was her own affair. It had nothing lo do

with these young people.

"All right, Jackson," she said. "There was
nothing to see."

"Not a thing," he said in his old, easy

manner, and he turned toward Daniel's car.

He would do all right: maybe someday he

would come visit her in Africa, in a smart

suit and carrying an allache case, on busi-

ness. Surely they had computers there now
too.

Daniel stepped out of his car into the

rain, one hand on the butt of his pistol. Katje

saw the disappointment sour his florid face

as Nettie put a hand on his arm and began

to talk quietly.

Katje picked up her purse from where
she had dropped it—how light it felt now,

without the gun in it. She fished out her

plastic rain hood, though her hair was al-

ready wet. Tying the hood on, she thought

about her old Winchester 270. her lion gun.

About taking it from storage, putting it in

working order, tucking it well back into the

broom closet at the club. In case Weyland
didn't die, in case he couldn't sleep with

two bullets in him and came limping back
to hunt on familiar ground, to look for her.

He would come next week, when the stu-

dents returned, or never. She didn't think he
would come, but she would be ready just in

case.

And then, as she had planned, she
would go home to Africa. Her mind flashed:

a new life, whatever life she could make for

herself there these days. If Weyland could

fit himself to new futures, so could she.

But if he did sleep, and woke again 50
years from now? Each generation must look

out for itself. She had done her part, al-

though perhaps not well enough to boast

about, Still, what a tale it would make some
evening over the smoke of a campfire on

the veldt, beginning with the tall form of Dr.

Weyland seen striding across the parking

lot past a kneeling student in the heavy mist

of morning ....

Katje walked toward Daniel's car to tell

the story thatBuildings and Grounds would

undc'stand.DO

"An revoa. aciius mr ftve.:/eras'«.. good-bvs. £



For the competition, he had
carved a beautiful set-

breathing life into every piece.

THE CHESSMEN
BYWILLIAMG. SHEPHERD

Tomov was most innocent

of all, It was this, per-

haps, that caused the

real confusion, challenged for a mo-
ment the course of history, and led

eventually io Tomov's death. But To-

mov, dead or alive and whatever part

he played, is not an important ele-

ment in this tale; being, as Tomov
was, mere flesh and blood.

Our heroes are wood, Exquisitely

carved; painted with infinite care;

each one a child born through ago-

nies of thought, months of uncer-

tainty, a change here, a new idea

there; but wood. Tomov made them.

After the long hours at the dyeing

vats of the woolen mill at Rybinskh, it

was joy to hurry home to the bench
beside the sink, take his little box of

tools from the cupboard, and live the

evenings with the smooth, warm
wood. It was worth the year it took,

especially if one had but a small

chance of winning the contest and of

being rewarded with the trip to Mos-
cow, visits to the shrines, the hand-

shakes of the mighty ones, and
—surely'—the extra ration coupons.

One might even see Comrade Stalin,

or find a better job waiting at the mill

when one returned.

PAINTING BY RENE MAGRITTE

So Tomov studied, first. He went to

the shop of books and page by page
looked through a hundred, or a thou-

sand. Even those on back shelves,

books so suspect they were like a

ticking.pom b if one dared have such
in one's home, books of which pri-

vate possession could bring, on any

night, the silent thunder of disap-

proval; even those Tomov turned

page by page. And on those pages
were the things he sought, A queen,

dressed in such flagrant riches it was
enough to sicken Tomov, a queen
whose very gown told of her faith-

lessness, her carnal loves. A church-

man, pompous, fat, as lecherous as

the queen. A king—ah I, these were
what Tomov was after. No need to la-

bor his dye-stained fingers with mak-
ing sketches. Tomov would remem-
ber until each vicious line was
shaped in the solid oak.

Then the carving. Tomov grew as

each completed piece was set aside

and a new one begun. The little, eas-

ier ones Tomov made first, the eight



chain-laden slaves, the eight strong,

sickle-swinging comrades like he'd seen
on the collective tarms. These he made
first so his hands could gain in skill for the

master pieces. Next were the two castles,

showing by their tumbling towers the dec-

adence they represented. Almost with a

shudder Tomov turned from them to shape
the perfect tiny replicas of the new apart-

ment house just built in Rybinskh for the

faithful o( the People's Republic. Then [he

soldiers. They were easy to think out, to

plan, but hard to carve. The effeminate,

weak, dull ones were the worst, but even

the two broad Russian generals angered
Tomov as he carved ihern, by bringing

back to his mouth the tasie of mud and
snow, by causing the half-healed wound
in his hip to ache, by arousing the shame a

soldier of the Red Army must feel at re-

membering his fear. The two fat bishops

brought some of the same trouble, for To-

mov as a child had held his mother's hand
and walked the long mosaic aisle to kiss a

ring worn by a kind and gentle man. What
one read and heard helped Tomov form

the beady eyes, the obese jowls, but the

sweat was heavy on his forehead before

he felt quite sure his knite had cut the smile

from the lips of both . With a sigh ot relief

he set the pieces with the others and be-

gan the commissars. These, when done,
left him the task that brought the greaiest

pleasure. There was nothing rhe leasr bit

personal, nothing to disturb Tomov in

creating the wanton queen. Only ideas
well learned went into finishing up the er-

mined frame and gold-crowned skull for

the Capitalist king. And ideals precious to

every Russian gave joy to shaping the

healthy Peasant boy and girl in regal

proportions.

With only one month to work before the

contest deadline, Tomov spent every eve-

ning turning the carefully stolen bits of

powdered dye to paint and bringing final

life to every piece. There was not even
time to ask Stolovkin to drop in and play a

game before the set had to be bundled up
neatly and sent off to the Culture Office in

Moscow. Tomov regretted that, especially

later. If only Stolovkin and he had tried but

one game. I! might have made Tomov
pause, perhaps not send his proud entry

to the contest at all. But there was no time.

Tomov shook off another regret. The set

would not be returned to him. no one
would have seen his handiwork complet-

ed. No one except the beggar who had
knocked on Tomov's door and, while he

waited for a bit of bread, had turned a

bishop in his hand and certainly admired
the work, The gesture the beggar made as

he replaced the piece was odd, thought
Tomov. It reminded him of the sign the

priest used to make in blessing, back
when there had been a priest in Rybinskh.

Well the beggar, at least, had seen and
liked his chessmen. That was something.

Through the processes of bureaucra-

cies, the decisions would be delayed for

some months, the winners unknown. This

should have given Tomov a reprieve; yet

inthe period of deliberation danger
threatened almost at once.

Dosiev, second in command at the Cul-

ture Office in Moscow, was struck immedi-

ately by the skill, the care, the unusual col-

ors that had gone into entry K2726. He
placed the box with the others, between
the painting of the Leningrad boy and the

bridge made oi sticks and twigs', with half

an idea in his rriind, If Andreievich hap-

pened in at the right time, they might re-

turn to the office in the evening and play

the interesting set. Andreievich was a fine

partner for chess, relatively easy to beat

yet capable on occasion of creating a diffi-

cult situation on the board, It made it

pleasant, thought Dosiev. to be chal-

lenged and at the same time to know one
could pretty surely win. He chuckled as it

occurred to him to let Andreievich see what
he could do with the king and queen while

he, Dosiev—the better player—moved re-

lentlessly on to the inevitable checkmate
by the People's men. It would be a moral

victory, as well as a personal.one.

The evening came, and with it Andrei-

evich, After expressing his pleasure atthe

workmanship of the pieces and demurring

a bit over representing the enemy. An-
dreievich consented to play the Capitalist

set, That he won was of little concern. He
had bettered Dosiev once or twice before

in the 20-o.dd times they had played. Be-

sides, looking back, Dosiev remembered
he had been rather sleepy that evening.

But, somehow or other. Dosiev felt com-
pelled to play again with Andreievich on
the same basis with these chessmen.

At the second meeting in the office, An-

dreievich argued for his right to play the

Peasants. Dosiev prevailed ypon him to

repeat their earlier sides, pointing out that

his winning would balance the score not

only between Andreievich and himself but

between the sets as well. Not to An-
dreievich but to himself Dosiev admitted

he was feeling a little tension about It. This

tension, Dosiev reasorec: afterwards, was
no doubt the cause for Andreievich's win-

ning again.

The third meeting Dosiev handled dif-

ferently. He smuggled the box of pieces

home so they might play in the morning on

the holiday. No use letting end-of-day
drowsiness or fatigue cause him to play

poorly, Also. Dosiev went to bed early and

had a full night's sleep, This time there was
no trouble with Andreievich about the

men. Having won twice with the gaily

gruesome royalty, Andreievich was quite

happy to stay with them. In fact, as he

placed the chained-slave pawns, the fat

bishops, the crumbling castles, the weak-
ling knights, the wanton queen, and the

skeleton king, Andreievich noticed a feel-

ing of confidence new to him facing

Dosiev across a chess board. A third time

Andreievich won, Handily, too, with many
pieces left and with Dosiev wiped out and

helpless: Looking at Dosiev, however. An-

dreievich decided not to laugh aloud as

he felt like doing. Instead, he said good
day and left.

The following morning, wretched from a

nighi disturbed by many shapeless feel-

ings of anxiety, Dosiev decided to return

the chessmen to .the office and forget the

whole affair. He would not be obliged to

participate in the judging, His job was sim-

ply to arrange the entries, excluding the

impossible works, so that Comrade
Donovich and the man from the Kremlin

Culture Office could select the winners.

For a moment he considered throwing out

the chessmen along with the poorer
sketches, the too-crude sculpture, and
other futile offerings. But no. he was mak-

ing too much of nothing at all

On the street Dosiev passed Andrei-

evich. Did his friend walk more erect, his

head higher, his chest out? Ridiculous,

Dosiev told himself. Even Andreievich's

wide grin with his "Good morningl"
aroused only a little resentment in Dosiev.

But it was a new thing, that grin. The sam.e

evening, when Dosiev saw Andreievich

looking through the shelves in the back of

the shop of books, Dosiev came to a deci-

sion. He would somehow place the matter

before Comrade Donovich. Tomorrow.

Comrade Donovich was first impatient,

then supercilious, then plainly dis-

pleased.

"Fool! Because your friend improved
and you grew careless at chess, you toss

in bed and bother me over the shape of

pieces of wood? Fagh! Bring me these

chessmen. Let me see these midget mon-

uments that shake you in your boots!"

Although Donovich was without artistic

background in any field except that of

devising methods for eliciting greater ef-

forts from inmates at a northern camp, he

did in a sense justify his appointment as

Director of the Moscow Culture Office in

his reaction to Tomov's chessmen.

"Aha! Interesting!"

"Nice color. Nice knife work. Clever

imagination. Dosiev! I am glad you show
me these pieces. I take them home with

me and still your fears. Yes,
I
like these.

This fat fellow here, this cleric, looks

almost alive. But you are an old woman,
Dosiev, Tpmorrow I tell you to stop seeing

bogeymen in pieces of a tree.'

The following morning a pale Comrade
Donovfch walked worriedly into h s ot-ice

mumbling to himself, He telephoned his

colleague in the Kremlin Culture Office to

make an early appointment, He was told to

come at once if he was so upset,

Krakov listened closely till Donovich
had finished babbling and pacing. When
Donovich collapsed into a chair, Krakov
reviewed;

"Your wife, you say? Three games, four

games? Each time she with the—what did

you call it?—with the corrupt' set? Then

your son. who had never played before

and had to be taught the moves? He also

won7 I do not wonder, Comrade, that you



are pale if you sat up all night playing

chess—and teaching it to a child! But this

foolishness about evil powers, plots,

magic—surely you jest! But no. I see that

you do not jest. Have you been well.

Comrade?"

Upon Donovich's protests that he had
felt perfectly well until the previous eve-

ning. Krakov determined he should make
some gesture to relieve the man.

"You brought the box? Good. I do not

play the game, but leave the box with me.
I

have friends who play. Some, I believe,

who play extremely well.

It was nearly a week later that Donovich

was summoned to Krakov's office. The Di-

rector of the Moscow Culture Office, his

man Dosiev tagging along, entered to

face Krakov and two unsmiling members
of the Politburo itself standing behind the

desk.

'Donovich!"

'Comrade Krakov."

'These chessmen!"
'Comrade? You have tried them?"

'Donovich, this box is identified only as

entry K2726 in our contest, What is the

name of the man or woman who made
them? The address?"

"Yes, yes. Dosiev, here, has it. Stop

shaking, man. and give me the card with

the name, Here you are, Comrades. One
Alexovich Tomov, Woolen Mill, Rybinskh.

You—confirmed my feelings?"

"Tomov, Alexovich, Woolen Mill, Ry-

binskh. Comrade Donovich, this chess set

has been played in exactly sixty-seven en-

gagements. Five of the best players in

Moscow have used these pieces, varying

possession of the People's men and the

enemy men."

"And the results, Comrade Krakov?"
"As you know, Comrade."
"The reason, Comrade, have you

learned thaf"

"We have! Or we have strong suspi-
cions. Each player who used the proletar-

ian pieces experienced a drowsiness as
he played. There is evidence that these
pieces are treated in some way, probably
in the paint or dye, to produce this effect in

the handling of the pieces. Very probably
these chessmen are the agency of an im-

perialist design to create uncertainty and
fear in our glorious People's Republic.

"We shall see this Tomov traitor, if there

is such aone. He will be broughtfrom Ry-
binskh. Meanwhile, Petroev will come
from Stalingrad. Pefroev, who has mas-
tered the ablest of the foreigners in the
tournaments in London and Paris, will try

your chessmen. So superior is his skill, no
drowsiness, however maliciously in-

duced, will defeat him. He will win with the

peasant pieces."

Back in Rybinskh, Tomov was not too

surprised to learn he would go to Moscow.
He was surprised, though, that the mes-
sage should be brought by two members
of the secret police and that he must leave

at once, that same night. His wonder at

this fact took away much of the pleasure

he felt at winning (he contest. (He was sure

he had won, or else why the trip to Mos-

cow?) Even at his trial, where he learned

he was a traitor and a spy and that this was
in some way connected with his chess-

men, Tomov was not surprised, because
there was not room for surprise amid his

efforts to understand what was going on,

No one thought—or took the trouble—to

mention the "poison" in the dye used to

color the proletarian pieces of Tomov's en-

try. But when the attendants carried his

body from the bullet-studded wall, cer-

tainly the expression on Tomov's dead
face was one of surprise.

The day following this correction of

Tomov's error, Petroev, Champion of

Chess, arrived in Moscow. When Petroev

and the peasant chessmen, playing be-
fore several members of the Politburo, lost

to each of the five local experts, to

Donovich, to Dosiev, and to Donovich's
ten-year-old son, the final confirmation
had to be sought. It had to be sought if

only because word had somehow got to

the people of the city. Quietly, but very

widely, in the shops, in garages, on the

streets, discreet questions were being
asked about the losing proletarian chess-
men. So wide this knowledge seemed to

be that the affair could not be handled by a

few swift moves after dark. Faced with the

prospect of purging all of Moscow and
probably beyond, one realized other mea-
sures were demanded.

The Laboratory for Chemical Analysis

sent its report:

"Except for the usual chemical ele-

ments found in dyes (no doubt stolen from

the Woolen Mill at Rybinskh), there are no
chemical properties in these wood
pieces. The same dyes, in identjcat color

combinations, were used for pieces of

both sets. The slightly different appear-
ance of one piece is not due to any detect-

able additional material used in its manu-
facture, nor is this one piece part of the set

suspected of poisoning. "
,

The laboratory report was labeled "sov-

ERSHENNOSEKRETNO," " ABSOLUTELY. COM-
PLETELY secret, " and rushed to a special

meeting of the Politburo to be presented to

Comrade Stalin and his immediate lieu-

tenants. Since Comrade Stalin was indis-

posed for two days, the meeting had to be

postponed,

Comrade Sialin became disposed. The
meeting was held. Petroev was invited.

Krakov and Donovich were allowed to wait

just outside the door for word. A table was
placed, and two chairs. The chessmen
were set up on the board. Comrade Stalin

challenged the evil and himself sat down
behind the peasant king. The other chair

was taken by that one man in the Politburo

most skilled in military maneuvers, most
read in the battles of Bonaparte, Caesar,

andvonClauswitz, ablest of all the lieuten-

ants at chess. Thai he had been hurriedly

recalled from a foreign post because of a

developing taste for western ways added

spice and a touch of humor to the game.

Stalin moved asickle-swinging pawn. A
chess expert? Not he. But a leader with

faith in the peasant people represented by

his chess set, a leader with faith in the

principles for which he lived and fought, a

leader with faith in his power over the

lieutenant playing opposite him.

Whatever Muses, Fates, orgods watch
over games of chess, they were sorely

abused that day and are no doubt shud-
dering still. Perhaps the spirit of Tomov
also watched. Justice, not one to under-

stand a special need, soon turned her

eyes and dimmed her lamp. For none of

the leader's faith had been misplaced.
The lieutenant, however hard he tried,

could not make an intelligent move. The
Donovich boy would have shrieked with

delight at the ineffectiveness, but there

were only serious faces on the Politburo

members crowded around the table. In

less than a dozen steps the gaudy queen
was gone, the puny soldier-knights and
shoddy castles lay aside. Only the

bishops, king, and a few stray pawns re-

mained. Yet it happened.
Breath stopped in every watcher, in

both players. Not to make the move would
have been too absurd. So a bishop
stepped a single pace and stared down
open passage to the peasant king.

"Check."

Perhaps it wasn't ever said aloud, the

whisper was so low. But every ear heard

it. And in the stillness following the
word, there was time, too, for every ear to

hear the quiet questions of the people of

the city.

It was Stalin, the leader, who dared to

lead now, to break the stillness. The words
came softly in the exhale of a long-held
breath:

"Not mate."

His fist then thundered on the board,

hurling the pieces far. His voice was large

now, strong and low:

"Check, yes. But not checkmate!"
Then still the leader, still the one with

strength to act, Stalin picked up the

pieces one by one, from the floor, the
table, the board. He walked to the fire,

dropped the chessmen in. He waited
while they burned. For a minute, and an-

other, he watched the smoke,
And fhen he turned. Again, and quietly,

he spoke:

"Always there is a way: by skill, or then

by cunning, or by force."

The others hurried out to tell the people

of the city (hat Stalin, again, had won.

The last to leave knew better. They saw
the leader's fist still clutch the wooden
bishop. They saw the fist compress and
crush till veins stood out and flesh was
white. They saw—those last lo leave—one
tear from the hardened eye run down the

cheek and "plop" upon the hearth.

They saw what they would never say:

without the skill, the cunning, or the force,

the chessmen won. OO
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OLYMPICS
Each athlete was developed

to be perfect for each event -which was
awful for the Olympics!

BY TOM SULLIVAN

#4 world apart, two spe-

cially chartered airliners tdok Id the sky within an

hour of each other. First there was the Aerotlot Soviet

colossus lifting off the runway of the secret develop-

ment base near Vnnsk. Forty minutes ateraPan Am
curl-winged behemoth left the maximum -security

training complex at Provo. Utah. Each flight main-

tained a fighter escort in international air space.

Each followed a path guaranteed free df man-made
weather by its cisis-deiection sate te dvefhead.

To the personnel on board it was unreached
boredom. Occas cnally scrneone made a boast; "We
will bury them, eh. Nikita?" "Hey. Stilt, when we start

shootin', those suckers gonna bleed red!"

The landings were accomplished on isolated run-

ways of Havana's Jose Marti' Airport. The triple-wire

fences were two hundred meters away. In each case
a te epnc.o 'ens foresnortcned the distance.

"Podyeika!" screamed the Russian when he saw
the films of the American disembarkment hours later.

'"Fraud!" echoed the American at his own private

screening c- the Russians' arrival.

The next afternoon they stood side by side in the

jammed Olympic stadium, mouthing the oath ot

brotherhood and fair play. A Babel, One hundred
sixteen countries, Sixty-eight languages. When it

was done, and the crowd's roar had chilled the plat-

form, Duncan Sherman poured a syrupy smile onto

his Russian counterpart.

"Mr. Smerdyakov" he said with benign formality, "I

believe we can dispense with a translator."

Giorgi Smerdyakov allowed his own smile to fill

out. "Yes, I speak a little English, Mr Shuer-mann,"

Politely but boldly they took each other's measure.

The Russian saw a scruffy, tweed-bearded man.

white and gray, perhaps an ex-athlete, atrophied

now. with an indoor skin—a below-ground skin. The
American observed a face like' an omelette, pan-

PAINTINGBYRAYGOODBRED



live chair-Mi hac 'H;vor laced .4 soon

shoe he felt sure a ready and he doubted

lhat the cherubic Sme'dyakov could even

reach nis socks without pulling a ham-

"I trust you had a pleasant (light," said

Sherman.

"Very pleasant. And you had a smooth

Ending. I hope."

"Didn't you see it?"

Smercyakov was caught off guard mo-

mentarily, but then Sherman's teeth

flashed, .and they shared a treacherous

laugh.

"I hope the fog didn't spoil your pictures,"

the Russian said. "We had to use a com-

puter to sharpen ours."

'Ah. Smerdyakov, could a little tog keep

us from seeing those weight lifters of

yours— the ones that had to get off the

plane sideways?"

"The suitcases were Duiky" Smerdyakov

waved his hand fussily. "We were con-

cerned about that tour-meter basketball

player of yours, yes? He didn't bump his

head, did he? Or was it a iemale high

jumper? My trainer insists it was wearing

lipstick
!

'

"You must have seen Stilt carrying his girl

friend on his shoulders. Our tallest is barely

nine feet. About three times the height of

one of your dwarfs,"

"Drawers , . T Smerdyakov feigned a

arguage gap.

"Munchkins. You know, mice , . midgets.

Little folk?"

"Our gymnastics team is young." Smer-

dyakov shrugged helplessly. "But let me
congratulate you on that odd bone struc-

ture so many of your athletes have. For us to

equal it, we would have to violate every rule

laid down at the second Olympic Conven-

tion on Genetic Manipulation,"

Like all the Russian staff, Smerdyakov

had 'a doctorate in genetic engineering.

Sherman resented that. He couldn't afford

to get into details. So he straightened duti-

fully as the Olympic torch passed by,

Round the track it went, an unruly presence

in an otherwise respectful pavane. Up the

steps it went, to the top of the stadium.

There it, too, straightened. Flags fluttered,

"he ympic cnar ascended hydrauli-

cally— a Walt Disney touch. Who else

could afford to build the facilities9 After the

Games the second and fourth rings in the

chain would become mouse ears. The

flame how leaped to its dish and pillared

upward, Another roar avalanched onto the

platform where Smerdyakov and Sherman

stood Champagne was pcu'ed among the

reps.

"To my friend Shuer-mann." Smercyakov

addressed And dchve-'ed a toast in Rus-

sian fiat sent nis ves;,gial translator into

hysterics.

Sherman nodded gratefully. "To Smer-

dyakov," he Said, lifting his g ass ' ay-May

ightninc-.ay ike-stray is-hay ass-ay!"

^-err i at the track and fiefd

stadium belcc the evenis ohicaily sta'tec

the next morning, watching the atn.etes ar-

rive, dictating nofes to his Man Friday. As

ine homogenized ae : ega: ons cast off their

sweat suits for warm-up, he hit upon a

scheme for identifying those without num-
bers. "Autograph?" he would ask. tapping

pad and pencil in the face of a select

athlete, 'Auto-graph, pl-lease?" The flat-

tered participant would then sign, while

Man Friday snapped a picture. This was
necessary because no head-to-head in-

ternational competition had taken place in

fifteen months. That was because of the

mandatory chromosome tests. And the

chromosome tests were required because
of genetic cheating. No one wanted a rul-

ing in an Olympic year,

Sherman saw h.isVst siceshew when the

Russian women came out on the field. He
could tell they were women because the

CCCP was on the left jacket breast as dis-

tinguished from the men's right-sided

monogram. Wner Ihe jackets were o",

iThe American team lay

basking like lizards at the

side of a mat on which a

freestyle paperweight match
ensued between a

thyroidal cretin from the Ukraine

and a Yankee . . .
hump.f-

there was no distinction. But what really

jarred ol' Sherman— what really filled the

mold cast of suspicion and shaped to

nonhuman form— were the jumpers.

"My Gawd-d ..." he drawled.

'A flea circus," Man Friday acknowl-

edged tersely

With piano-wire legs proportioned as uni-

formly as sausage links, the Russian bevy

looked like the insect equivalent of mer-

maids. In unison they began loosening up.

Their jack-in-the-box knee bends, frenetic

locomotive drill, and gazellelike bounding

erased any doubts.

'Protest, protest protest," Sherman
whispered, rapidly snapping his fingers.

Man Friday grabbed a fistful of forms

from his attache case. But salt 'n' pepper

whiskers were already flowing amid the low

orbital ballet. 'Autograph— get the camera
ready, Felix— autograph, please " Man Fri-

day wrestled with attache, protest forms,

and camera.
Suddenly a basso profundo erupted and

one o'" :na fe":a es advanced on Sherman,

rubbing the air in front of her with bunched
fingers as if wiping a splat Srom a wind-

shield.

"It's the coach, sir." said Felix.

Sherman held ground.

"She says, if you come near her girls

agair. sne'll have Lucm lla *\c< you ir the

... in the..."

"Got it, Felix." Sherman grinned falsely in

retreat, saluting with his pencil. A few of the

girls giggled. De'eply.

"See that7 See that? Touchy. No way,

Felix. There's no way they can survive a

protest." Sherman drew himself ereci.

slowed his voice. "Fill it out. A blanket chal-

lenge. We'll get the names later."

"What'll I
charge, sir?"

"Charge anytning. Say ycu saw them
rubbing their hind legs together and chirp-

ing, Say their calves are longer than their

thighs. We want a chromosome match-up
with their parents, damn it! And if neces-

sary their great-g'eat-g rand parents— right

back to the jackrabbiis!"

"Yes, sir," said Felix,

The Russian translation of this scene
concurrently took place, in Gymnasium 1 of

the Multi-Sports Hall, to which Smerdyakov

had gone in response to a panic call from

ihe Soviet wrestfing coacn
The American team lay basking like

lizards at the side of a mat on which a

freestyle paperweight match ensued be-

tween a thyroidal cretin from the Ukraine

and a Yankee pyramidal hump. The pyra-

midal hump sported its apex between its

shoulder blades

"I could hang my hat on that!" the Rus-

sian coach pointed-

Smerdyakov's eyes bugged, his chin re-

tracting into the folds of his neck.

"We've won all our contests but the Amer-

ican ones," the coach shrilled. "They are

impossible to pin. Hunchbacks, All of them.

We can't even win on points. Pankin

bruised his chest executing a hug."

"Protest the losses. When does
Korolenko wrestle the American?"

"Next."

The Ukrainian cretin had the American

by the legs and was wheeling him around

the circle en his hump. Smerdyakov
dropped to all fours and beat the mat. The

American promptly scissored his opponent

down for the count.

"Korolenko!" called the Russian coach

Up stood Korolenko. stripping off his

sweats. His coach massaged him with a ,

pair of gloves, and the dry rasp was audi-

ble throughout the gym.

"He's got scales!" came an incredulous

whisper from the capitalist side,

The Quasimodo of the moment balked at

ihe edge of the circle, no longer sure of his I

quarry. "Is eczema contagious?" he was
heard to quail. The American trainer as-

sured him that the scruffy corn husk from
,

Siberia had merely peeled in the Cuban
sun. But at first touch the American wrung

his hand, and, when the Russian clutched

him with piggisn g'ums. he screamed as if

impaled.

"That ain't skin!" he appealed with a for-

lorn look to the side. "This guy's an al-

ligator."



nc- re'e'ee sooke "os'lv Japanese bul

understood screaks He motioned
Koroienko close for examination.

'He s been fiberglassed." the American

clamored indicating the rows of abrasions

on historso. "I ain'twrestling no pineapple."

By this time both teams had edged for-

ward in bilingual outrage. The official, who
refrained from touching the specimen,
suddenly straightened and announced in

Oriental English. "No-o foe-lin sub-stints.

He then chopped the air smartly with both

hands, bidding (he bout resume, and,

when the American gingerly donned his

jacket and savagcy aenounced his foe as

a "Communist cactus,
1

' the beleaguered ref

declared a forfeit.

Smerdyakov shrugged and sat down
opposite the American coach at the scor-

ers' table to fill out another protest.

And so it went the first week until fh.e

Olympic Committee, as a sign of helpless-

ness, convened a private meeting of !he

two antagonists at the Havana Libre Hotel.

Sherman, more tweed than ever, his skin

a deeper-be low -ground skin than before,

and inhabiting a blue blazer he had not

climbed out of for thirty-six hours, ap-

peared first. Smerdyakov dallied psycho-

logically long at a nearby coffee shop but

showed up equally worn, his fat and flexible

face delivered of cherubic charm, a post-

pregnancy landscape, rilled, jellied. The

two of them faced each other across the

polished table, regarding each other's

lapel pins.

"Gentlemen," began the wise old Olym-

pic patriarch sitting peripherally to them,

"we are all sorely tried. ..."

Whatever else he said was inconsequen-

tial. Smerdyakov knew i:. Sherman knew it.

The two other Executive Committee mem-
bers Knew it, The grinning Cuban who
seemed to have wandered in by mistake

knew rtr Each loathed the transcuftural ex-

perience of an old man's speech. They had

not come to be assuaged. They had come
to cross swords, to bleed, and then— if

enough blood of the right color was
spilled— to bury.

'On behalf of the United States," Sher-

man flickered to life at the proper moment,
"and for the sake of the integrity of the

Games, I demand gene scans of the follow-

ing Soviet entries: Ivan Spadunka,
center—"

"Spadunka!"
"... center forward, Soviet basketball

team," Sherman overrode Smerdyakov's

dismay.

"We'll trade you a gene scan of

Spadunka for a gene scan of the humanoid

you call Stilt!"

"
. , . and of pole vaulters Olka K. and

Mikhail C." Sherman continued un-

daunted, "discus thrower Pyotr I.— "

"'Inber or Izmaylov?"

"The one with the.cast-iron forearms."

All our field ath etes have fine supinator

and pronator development," declared
Smerdyakov.

"Then I want scans of all of them."

"And what do you exosc: to
:inc? Ev

-

denceol chemical synthesis?"

"Vbu wouldn't be that clumsy."

Smerdyakov laughed smugly. A laugh

deep inside the neck and shoulders. Inter-

nal peep show
"We suspect Ihey are chimeras," Sher-

man said slowly. "Reaggregated genes
you've somehow contro eo at the blasto-

cyst stage— four parents, eight parents,

whatever, pick and choose .

.

"Ab-surd!" A touch too much anger
Smerdyakov attempted to cover it with

reck ess scorn. "Eight parents! Of course.

Eight models of mediocrity instead of two.

Makes sense. Something from nothing,

yes, Shuer-mann? If you find the genetic

model for this kind of development in any-

one s ancestor. I'll be glao :c call Inber

and Izmaylov home myself. Why not? We
can simply enter their parents!"

"No, we won't find the right genetic

model," Sherman agreed. "But we should

be able to prove that their gene scans don't

meet any possible permutations of the

gene scans of any human parents you pro-

duce."

Smerdyakov began thumping the table.

"Proof, proof, proof, Shuer-mann! None of

this gui.i by oni'ssion of evidence. Would
your capitalist justice admit such foolish-

ness? Where is the sire for this genetic cir-

cus you accuse us of?"

"Popeye!" Sherman blurted sarcasti-

cally

"Pup-eye?" Smerdyakov clinked. "Who
is Pup-eye?"
"We aren't dealing with legalities. " said

Sherman. "We're dealing with Olympic
admissioility." -

"Who is Pi.o-eye?' Sme rciyakov asked

the patriarch,

"Pop-eye," ".hat august being informed

-Po; *'C lo

;rned. The
I eouiva.ent

.clua ; tney n

and unless com ::
-::: -j~'-- cgies

are forthcoming for all the entrants under

question, they must be disqualified and
stripped of their medals." Sherman was-

concluding.

"Genealogies?" Smerdyakov sopra-
noed. "The American neurotic wants- us to

have pedigrees! Incredible. First he invents

an army of mutations, insulting the flower of

Soviel youth; then he linds an ancestor for

them— this . , this mysterious Poop-eye.

who probably exists only in imperialist folk-

ore. and now . . now ne takes i: upcr ----

self to strip us of our medals.! Curiously he

makes no mertion o- Sove; orotests BV.

too have a list " He -A-a^e6 ".ne paper loose

, Don't know how much longer I can continue my research
"



-rorr is jackel ooc-;et. "Fercers whose
arms are longer than their legs, water pob
players with dcwcaw- .'.

s> SfiCiBte B I he

seals, and this goaie of theirs they ca

Pon-toon I No need to go en No need to tel

you about the phone call to Spadunka at 3

am announcing that his pregnant wife,

Vera, hao been ar-estsc naked on a statue

of Lcn.n n Novgorod. No need to men: on

the anonymous gifts our athletes re-

ceive—radios that don't turn off. an ant

tarn- w.tn asecre:exit' No. I merely ask that

the Americans on my list be suspended

from further competition until their gene

scans a re also apo-oved. We look for

Poop-eyes, too!"

Sherman snapped his fingers. "The

medal count, Felix."

"Gold: twenty-eight/twenty-eight. Silver:

sixteen/eleven, them. Bronze: twenty-

three/twenty-two. us. That's without any

oro:ests upheld, of course."

'And without the fifteen hundred free,

which is in the bag." Sherman stirred a lime

rickey and eyed the swimming pool on TV.

He kid given up t-ouolesnoolirc: on "ne

front line and turned his hotel suite info a

nerve center with five phones and a televi-

sion after finding out his blood was nectar

to Cuban mosquitoes. "How does it figure ii

all the protests are upheld. Felix?"

Man Friday signed like a steamed lob-

ster. "Just about a dead heat in gold and

silver They might edge us in b rorze."

"Nobody looks at bronze. Tne way I see

ii, when all the dust se;tiC ; teeny tnis fifteen

hundred will be the dilierence. Thais the

way I see it. You see it that way, Felix?"

"I don't know. sir. The Russians haven't

seen Thompson swim yet. They might pro-

test. I .. .

"

A long pause brought Sherman's g
: ance.

"What?"

"Isn't that SmerdySKOV. s r?"

"Where?"
"There. Back of the starting blocks."

Sherman leaned close enough to count

mphibians

:ked his lips into a r3C

iherman laughed ado- bel

\eour jobs. We should cle

things happen." chi

-uectoirhalehislips bio

Kyle's flip-turned and eitf

set bl'r

saia as they backed <an

iSo far as they could tell, the

Soviet was a ballroom

dancer He glided, bowed,

dipped, and occasionally

peppered his opponents with

pretty but ineffectual

volleys... He had the brittle

features of a ballerina3

"Amphibians!" Smerd.yakcv cal

sprightly. tapp ; ng :he top of nis head.

Soviet cameras x; ieo.

the electn

which, i:

lie dc ; or the TV sever

did approximate

gi Smerdyakov. ?gs and a lai doesn't it
9

at crummy Com-
scendentai tingle the sting on S-ie'dyakov's face. 'Eat ' Shuer-mann We want that creature

his neck. Eupho- spinach," he said. x-'ayed!"

BOH '. as "he las: Sher-aks eye- ids ^uttered. "No need to "Sorry. The ra e was over two hours ago

ates hed if they get vulgar, Giorgi-
'"

She's dead,'"

"Eal spinach Poop-eye. You see. we "Dead?" Sm erdyakov's frayed vo.ic.e

have our sources. The Soviet-American cracked.

final oentestant Cultural Society in Armenia traced down "Broke a lege n the way back to the sta-

cocktail parties, t her."

nned, whispered An au:opsy will do
"

X he blew it in d."

ne the beast

"

the automatic tc

regarded his app
'Giorgi-ii!

n

Shei

= disease, wculdk: you

thing, we are told he

mg fhe race. Is that so, figured one of your cos-



:QvyO C

Wo
goodbye."

"Goodbye, Popeye."
Sherman handed the phone to Man Fri-

day "I: 5 down :.o the boxing. Fel x
" he sa d

He though; it was fitting that the final

Sturroa. :-ey s umpoc m :neir separate

"How could they uphold every protest9
"

Sherman said to himself. "I thought they

mignt [urn thorn all do^n but uphold thorn9

How could tney uoho : c every protQS.f? How
could they9

"

Felix d'agged in twenty minutes later

wi:h a torn comouter printout of the com-
plete international protest results and
medal redistribution. "Every major country

with a genetic-development program ..."

he tried to begin, and then let the paper fall

into Sherman's lap.

Sherman felt his hair going while as he

pad ~e was look ng mto his grave, "Twert-

ty-eigntn 9 ne whspe'ec noarsely. "We

Tiec ,vrh 'he Soviet Union," said Felix.

Shuer-mann.' came sooth nnly over ine

line. "My dear Srue'-mann. We a re ruin.ed

Sme-dyakov verted a few tight sobs. "For-

give me Duncan May call you Duncan9 I

know voui pain is ci'eat too What are we to

do?"

Sherman choked swa owed The firs-

thing I'm going to do," he announced un-

steadily, "is to open the windows of this

-com anc :Ot al toe mcsgi. toes ir Then I'm

going to take off my clothes and lie down on
the bed .

.

"

'Ah. Duncan
.

, . no."

"... and if I'msli i alive m the morning. I'm

going io shave off my oeard. buy a I eke; :or

a public flight anc go back to my farm in

Virginia."

"I wish it were so easy for r?

They will rake away my car, my
my free tickets to the BoJshoi

e, Duncan,
apartment.

think
. do > j think t

bassy i: Havana mioni — c might ?"

"They would be very glad to see you.

Giorg . Ve r
y glad. Just dent men: on ~-y

name, and they will be ve r

y glad to see

you."

"Yes, yes, I
understand, And do you think

you might need a farmhand— that is I'm.

very good a" develop. ng hyty ds
—

"

"No question acout n Gio'gi No ques-
tion . . we i one Question

"Anylhmo

"How the rt

punishment

II did your boy take so much
that fight today? He was like

a thumb puppet in (here. I thought he was
getting his brains knocked out,"

Giorgi sighed. "A thumb puppet. Not

bad. A thumb puppet has no brains, yes?
No- n his head, yes9 Kuchkahasno brains

in his head, either."

"Giorc.i You die n't But where .
?"

"You didn't see him si: down did you?"

'Ah. Gicgi Giorgi,' Sherman chuckled.

"See you in Virgin -;, OQ

Vcnulooously the Amerii

knees.
"

: don't believe it.' She-man
"I'll deliver the protest in person

said, reaching for Ihe attache case.

The phone calls cams ate in the day.

One to Smerdyakov. one to She rman. re-

forming thorn that ?ji protests had been
upheld



She was held by a force

beam and bending over her was one

of the members of the Mindpod.

TIME WARP
He was sleek anc; he was furry; he

was totally amphibious, and Althair

the Adventurer was what tie really

was. However, he was known, on his

lovely planet Ceer, as Althair the

Storyteller just because he did that

better—better even than adven-

turing, at which he was a marvel,

His people called his planet

"Ceer, the planet indetectabie," and
that it really was. It had no smoke or

factories, machines or jails or presi-

dents; just uncommanded beauty

made of waves and wilderness. It

had a kind of shrub-tree plant that

would yield to mental pressure and
produce the living living-shelters,

cupping coolness by day and
hoarding heat at night.

A heavy planet, Ceer, with strong

inhabitants, who had still stronger

minds—so strong that with a cere-

mony they had linked their minds to-

gether and created an integument, a

kind of shell, a shield around their

worlds that bent all outside rays and

BY THEODORE STURGEON

gravities. Reflecting and occulting

nothing, it concealed the planet's

mass, and more: concealed its ab-

sence; yet the peopled plains and
oceans could see the friendly stars

unhampered. The peoples'

name was Zado.

Story time! Story time! Slithering,

lithe, surfing, sliding, inchworming,

crackly-whiskered. beady-bright,

soft, smooth and shining, came the

young, the pups and parnmies gath-

ering round. Story time! Story time!

Althair, a tower in a sea excited,

waited out the shouldering, scrab-

bling, let-me-near silenting, until at

last they did all the waiting.

"Today, I will tell you (Althair be-

gan) of the planet Orel and the hor-

ror ihat happened there; but first I

must tell you about a pup and pam-
mie older than yourselves who were

just about as big as me, and lived on

a planet with the name Earth. Their

names were Will Hawkline and
Jonna Verret . . . .

" (There was a

clatter of chittering giggles as the lit-

tle Zados tried to say the funny

names and could not. Althair let

them try, then raised his head.

They shushed.)

"Will Hawkline and Jonna Verret

lived on an island renamed Avalon,

which they had made beautiful and
kept beautiful, and saw hardly at all

for their working. Will was very im-

portant being Coordinator of the

Time Center, which means he said

what to do and everybody did it.

PAINTING BY CLIFF McREYNOLDS



Jonna was the best re;

means when Time Cei

she tried it out. Way <

angry at Jonna. thou.gl

maybe didn't know it.

pilot agger and oldei

could \e>\ him what to i

pickup. One hour later Pla*

will occur, whether or not y

:ill holding Jonna's hand

lite forgotten it, bawled.

they gt

Earth s

Earth 1

Johns, Will HawklinediditlHe

to- separate time from space-

little jugs could go back a liUk

rids that lake otr

eel the young on<

lunny. They had feeler things

iAttention Time Center; You

have one complete

revolution of your

planet to prepare ail

records o! your

experiments ano to have

yourselves ano ihe

recoros ready for picKup.f

demote Earthtype Land-

are: No data, except that

tenoustoOrel. Can they do
All relevant data indicate

;> a probability of 99 point

3-uld you have known? You

do they want? Clearly, it is

scoutdevi.ee., if they had it

: used it, and would have

"Wnich ndicares they are afraid

e both scouts -eady for launch"" Al

"Jonna— are. you willing to take a

hn and go to Orel, while I take the

:e toJd him how ready ant

lets go! Harper, put every con

the problem of destroying th;

but don't make a move
jIg. or they' I strike before th-

ug

he

and aw
Mindpor

us, the Mindpod use

weapon.

Alien ion T me Cb iter Youh ve one com-

plete

your

is of

elve

yot

a

ot

id

fOU

<pe

he

planet to prepare at:

iments and to have

records ready tor

stowaways, sir. ' (That s the way they talk in

jugs. And a stowaway is a person who gets

on a jug or whatever -.hoy call :hern. without



anyone knowing.) "Stowaways, sir.
I

"Little

thought at first there were three, then it would
seemed Ike four. Anyway, il's certainly two." beam

"Start a search then," the commander Twelve s

said. "Every compartment, room, path- Little Joh
way' Tne meercath went away, and an- negligibl

oiher one called out. "Small craft leaving Hon they

Ihe planet, sir" But even as they fixed their the antift

look-at thing on it and spit fire, the scout isequalh
slipped into taste r-than-lig hi and was lost one roas

to them. Just then another appeared, and a knowing
great fan of flame swept out Irani '.he

John Twelve was fight." And then she
l't explain, For when the tractor

from Orel took them. Little John

time- how much time depends how far in

real-space you are going— you re back in

this universe, blinking at a whole different

set of stars, with a strange planet tloating

nearby. Terrifying.

But for Will Hawkline it was infinitely

worse. Seconds before they slipped into

taster-than-light. "We're hit!" Little John
Five cried out, and Will Hawkline said, "Too

bad. but we're counting down and we're

going out anyway!" At that, ihe bloom of

light spiraled around them and they were

Joi

"Captured." Will Hawkline whispered,
and oh. he had a feeling inside himself he

didn't know he could feel. "She's alive

though." he almost said, almost asked.

"She's alive." said the Utile John. "But they

meihing to her"

She remembered wonde'ing through her

shock and fear what it must be like to be a
clone among clones. He was as real as she

was. yet dying could hardly be the same
thing (or all the Little Johns had complete
access to every'hinc Twelve had ever done
or thought or felt; so in a way he would live

on in all of them, more than a memory.
Now. helpless under the light, his words

rang in her mind: "There is therefore only

one reasonable course
. ,

." and she closed
her eyes. But she didn't know how to die

this way, and .she did not know- yet if she
really wanted to.

And the light burned on. and the ques-
tions rained down, and it seemed that the

podrnember s lace (if "ha! could indeed be
a face) grew larger and larger until it filled

the room, the planet, and the endless
spacsroutside and its wet pores grew into

caves and from them came dripping hor-

rors with pointed, poisoned teeth and
sounds more ghastly than any sight;

Ohy
Shew;

bloo-

spec afte

II be iffective, and
you wih stay locked in a world of visions so
dreadful that you wi. die of your own free

will to escape them. So quickly now: an-

swer my questions What was the mission?

What kind of work was going on at your
Time Center 9 Who were vol, trying to con-
tact when we captured your scout?"—
question, question, question.

Jonna lay there and spoke only once:

sounds rising g-owlnow scream shriek,

and loud and more and huge and new
worse sights ashake ashudcer and tearing

apart with Ihe noise absolute, and all at

once dead quiet so sudden it was agony,

and in a di n "
I
3 : arrce stood Will Hawkline

,
: * -,c ; ",c; at -as: right at her. his eyes

captured by hers, his hand out, his arms
out. and. and, a spear of white metal strik-

ing up from somewhere, entering his breast

and emerging scarlet from the top of his

head, and oh, his look of complete aston-

ishment as she screamed at last, then all

was dark, then she was gone. . .

.

"Gone," said Little John Five in the scout

with Will Hawkline. "She's gone."

Never knowing Jonna's last, most terrible

illusion. Will Hawkline asked, out of a dry

throat, "What do you mean, gone?"
"No sign now from Orel, not from her. . .

Are you well? Your breathing stopped." It

started again with a great shudder. The
Little John said. "And yet I have her life

signals ... no this can't be This is not in my
data banks."

"WhaP What?"
"The life signals come from another

place . .
.
not Orel af all, but nowhere else

either. No chart or survey or probe has ever

reported aryth >g butempl noss jus! there.

"Pull out of this into real-space, and set a



tion of Earth—

"

"Five. I order you." And the Little John

obeyed, saying, only, "You know we're dam-
aged," and did the things necessary to

fling them into the real. A moment's obser-

vation and the Little John had Set the new
course and Hung them spiraling into the

gray, "You sill! get signs?"

"Naturally not."

"What do you mean naturally not?"

"Forward in space, backward in time,"

the Little John said. "Have you forgotten?

She will not have arrived there yet. Wher-

ever 'there' is."

' Off they went then, back in time, forward

in space, untif they emerged; and there,

where .all.the data banks everywhere said

there was nothing, was a planet in orbit

around a distant star distant enough and

so erratically aflame that there had never

been (would be) a reason to look for per-

turbations. They stared at the world in won-

der until Will Hawkline said, "It's molten,

The planet's molten!"

"Yes, it's newborn,"

"We've come that -far back'?" And the

Little John answered, "We're damaged."

"Orbit in close." said Will Hawkline, "and

speed up our time." Reluctantly the scout

responded and they watched in fascination

the agonies of a molten ball becoming a

world, its heaving throes and spouts of

lava, gouts of flame and writhes of color as

the strata turned up edgewise and sank

again; then a nearly endless time of clouds

and tireflickers. and -.he emergence of land

and oceans, land that stayed land that

sank, oceans roaring across land newly

alive with grasses jus! invented

And at last the beauty came and calm—
isthmus and estuary making firm agree-

ments with the island-dotted sea, and life

flourishing at last, sure and powerfully

evolving. And for Will, a growing sense of

presence, of a newer kind of mind, strong

and gentle and sane and fearless. "Do you

feel it?"

"Feel what?" And by what, Will Hawkline

knew that a Little John, for all his mental

powers, could not feel certain things.

Then,' together, they gasped.

It was— gone. The planet vanished! All

about them the stars shone, the distant sun

flamed, but this world was gone.

Because he felt what he felt, Will

Hawkline said, "Tighten your orbit. Move in

closer."

"Orbit around what 9 Closer :n .,vhr<t'>

There's nothing there anymore! I can't see

ii. my instruments can't see it...." Will

Hawkline had never seen a Little John so

upset. But he could feel the emanations ot

Mind close by and he- smiled and. said,

"Pretend it's still there, and go down."

Obediently the Little John did it. Nothing,

and nothing, and ah.

And of course yoj know whore they were,

and when. They had witnessed the birth of

our dear Ceer, and the beginnings. of. our

shield, and had now passed inside it and

were filled with wonder.

"Her signs! Her signs! She's alive here!"

64

The Little John was really excited: amaz-

ing! And just then the scout gave a sicken-

ing, lurch and Will himself overrode the

computerized controls and summoned his

old skill as a pilot- trained to manage
these flying things with his own two hands.

He righted it, but lost a great deal of al-

titude, and the scout apparently disliked

his firmness because it iought back and set

upa.:-' :-"'_: '\ii' :j :: alter from somewntre

inside if "Where is she?" he shouted over

"Over there, nght at the base of the

peninsula! But there's a mountain ..."

Will Hawkline saw it. then lost it in the rush

of clouds and rain that swept down on it. He
turned toward where he thought Jonna

"Climb! Climb!"

, "Climb she won't," Will said grimly 'Any-

'way. I don't see any mountain now," which

was perfectly true. As if insulted, the moun-

tain reached up a high crag, or seemed to,

and gouged out a slil a third of the way

nhes ury :l

lo the le'l and wouldn't correct, and they

came in like that, skittered and slid, nose

.down, up and over, and it was all black

everywhere and.quiet.

The firs' thing Will Haw-dire saw as he

car-c out ot the blackness was something

he couldn't believe.

Me.

The nexl thing he knew was that the

warm pillow under his head spoke to him:

"Will ... Oh Will, are you all right?" Il had

Jonna Verret's voice because the pillow

was Jonna Verret's lap. He tipped his head
back and looked at her and then again at

me, and tried to sit up and scrabble back-

wards at once. I think he was afraid. Maybe
my teeth. Jonna said. "It's all right, Will.

That's Althair. He pulled you out of the scout."

"What was left of it," said the Little John.

Will saw him sitting on the floor nearby. He
had a bump over one eye but seemed well

.
anc t|

what Win .hough

cave.. Well, wha
lever seen one o

loughl

up around our plane!, and why we have no

machines, and how we grow living-places

and see-far and move to other worlds when
we want to, without jugs.

"The Zados took me away from the

Mindpod on Orel." Jonna told him ""Right

out from under a force- beam.They brought

me here and stopped the poison the

Mindpod had put into my blood and made
me well a over, ever my head." And Will

ran ;o believe- it because she was here

Bui when I
tried fo explain how by making

where she was the only place in the uni-

verse she couldn't be (so she disap-

peared) and Ceer the only place in the

universe she could- be, he couldn't under-

stand-it. Slowpokes thnk ;oo/s, you see.

•Off they went . . .
back in time,

forward in space,

and there, where all the'

data banks said

there was nothing, was a planet

in orbit around

a distant star . .
They stared

at the world in wonder3

lowpokes. What makes them so funny ii

lat they don't have to be slowpokes, anc

5d

ndgo
. We

proved it to him, But it was very uphill for

him to use what we could do without know-

ing hew i; worked, and without tools and
inventions to test all the parts. Acceptance

is the big word. Acceptance was very hard

for Will Hawkline.

Little John Five was no problem. He
could think like a living thinker, but he was

conditioned by computers and computers

can't Ihink. Computers now-iney know

the meaning of acceptance. And Jonna . .

.

well, she was a pammie. and Earth pam-

mies are sort of special, and seem to be

able to know a great many things without
_

needing to be told. Acceptance is easier

for them.

By this time, of course, I knew all about

the terrible things the Pod had done to

Jonna on Orel (we had known about the

Mindpod by our own mindnet from (he

moment they landed there, and had been

watching) and also about the threat to



Earth. And we had worked oul a plan.

To do it, we would have to get into the

caves under the big basket— cradle, the

Little John called it— which held the Orel-

lian cruiser on the surface of Orel. (Orel is

mostly porous under the surface, great

chains and tangles of holes and caves.) We
could then try to get into the cruiser itself

and see what we could do Irom there.

Getting to Orel was a lot harder than il

had to be, mostly owing to Will Hawkline's

insistence on uncerstandinc everything we
did. When I told him thai the Zado High
Council would convene for the ritual that

would take us to Orel, he wanted to know
where the council would meet, and I had to

explain that it didn't actually meet at any
certain place; the mindnet could be cast

wherever the Council Zados happened to

be. Then I had to tell hirn what to do with his

own mind, which is just— accept. And at

first he wouldn't and then he couldn't, and I

had a time,
I
tell you. showing him how he

could. I didn't want him to see me laughing,

and really that was the hardest part.

I got them all comfortable and convened
the High Council and we started to weave
the Net that woufd send us to Orel. And
wouldn't you know the moment the Ceer-

reality began to fade around us, up pops
Will Hawkline, bolt upright, demanding- to

know what's happening, and ol course he
broke the net and we had to start all over

I was going to speak to him but Jonna
said, "Let me," and went and sat down
beside him. She took both his hands and
looked into his eyes and said, "Will— just let

it happen. Trust," she said. "Trust. Go with

me." And while she held him with her hands
and her eyes I quickly convened again. We
got a good Net this time. The glowing

sound-beds of shimmer lifted us and blip!

we were in the caves on Orel.

Whatever Will Hawkline or any of them
were going to say. they didn't say it. Not so

much because of the caves themselves,

the crazy light (there are patches of lumi-

nescent rock, blue and green, and reddish

moss and fungus that glows purple) and
the odd smell of the air; none of this. It was
the meercafh standing there, scratching its

belly with one of its little hands. It was wear-

ing a harness with a heat weapon stuck on

it. It was the first meercath the Earth folk

had ever seen and I guess I don't blame
-'-ie~: for oeng upset. Jorns mace a

:_

e

scream and the Little John opened his big

eyes- wide, and Will Hawkline slapped a

weapon out of his belt and whssht! blew the

meercath's big head off.

I was not pleased about that. I had never

thought to tell them, but I had a shield

around us just like the one we put around
Ceer, and the meercath never knew we
were there. But now that Will Hawkline had
used his weapon, the whole planet, or any-

way the Mindpod. knew t and knew where
we were. I didn't tell him this. Zados do not

say things that make anyone unhappy. Will

Hawkline was pleased and it was too late to

correct what he had done.
I took the heat

weapon away from the dead meercath and

gave it to Wi :| Hawkline and showed him

how to use it, and asked him for his; I told

him the Mindpod could find us instantly if it

was used again, bul Ihe meercath's
wc-aoor- would be harder to trace.

Then we ran. Oh, we ran! I led them
through ihe caves and into the labyrinth

under the cradle, and you Know I couldn't

create the shield wh is we were moving that

fast. Another meercath saw us and' set up
that horrible wailing cry, and in a moment it

was coming from everywhere. We ran

through Ihe green and blue, through
patches of purple, and soon there came
the bright orangetlare of the heat weapons.

At last we were where I wanted us. to be,

right under the cradle, but it happened to

be a blind corridor as well. Ifthemeercaths

found us here it would be a bad thing. As
long as we were running they would try to

bring us down with their heat-things, but if

they had us trapped they would catch us

and pull us apart and bite, That's the way
the Mindpod trained them.

There was only one thing I could do-
make a little mindnet and get us out of

there. Bul I would need their help. Joanna
and Little John Five seemed to understand
right away what I needed—just to relax,

give themselves to me and the net— and
oh, how I wished Will Hawkline was a little

less curious, a little less brave, and maybe
a little more stupid! I will give him credit: he
tried, but then he saw the meercaths, two,

three, then seven, eight, nine of them. I,

instantly threw up the shield— I didn't need
their help for that— and they could not see
us, and in a moment they would have
moved on to search somewhere else. But

Will Hawkline could see them as clearly as

we can see the stars here on Ceer, and he
raised the meercath heat-thing I had given

him and sent a cre-a: caigc I ash down the

corridor. Two of the meercaths went down
howling, and then they all knew for sure

.".here we- were.

Will Hawkline went down on One knee
and steadied his weapon, and I thought.

"That is the tool-crazies? slowpoke in all the

Known and Unknown!" I shouted in words
and inside their heads lo Jonna and the

Little John: give me you! and they did, and
while the rneerc.vns we-s wading through

the horrible mess Will had made in the cor-

ridor I flung the energy they gave me, to-

gether with my own, against the soft rocks

overhead and a huge section came crash-

ing down, shutting it off.

In the sudden silence and swirling dust I

said to Will Hawkline, "Now if you can't do
what 1 ask, don't do anything!" as gently as

I could. Maybe it was this or maybe the way
Jonna and the Little John looked at him,

but he became very quiet and almost help-

ful.

I
called on the Ceer net with the precise

locus, and' as around us the cave faded

away, metal walls, flat and dark, took their

place. We were inside the Orellian cruiser,

and almost before we ecu id :ake a breath,



we had lhat crazy spinning spinning-oul

feeling of space travel, zero lime. The

cruiser had lified. It was a close thing.

It probably took us a little while to be able

to think straight- you pups and pammies

will never know what a. wringing out you get

from traveling that way, Once I got my wits

back. I looked around. Flat metal walls.

Dark. I made it a little lighter. Jonna and Will

we'C s:re:ohed cu^. I gLess s-i
'
waiting lo'

their minds to catch up with them. Little

John Five was sitting up, wagging his big

head.

"Five." I
said, "can you think-in to the

computer on this cruiser?"

He looked at me. If he was surprised to

see me shining in the dark he didn't say so.

He closed his eyes and made some sort of

effort, He opened his eyes and said, "It's

different, .

.

"

"You have to expect that. But isn't it the

same in some ways?"

He closed his eyes again. After a while

he nodded his head. "In a lot oi ways."

"Can you learn it?"

"I think so."

"You do that, Five. Think-in all the way.

Think-in so far that when they start looking

for us with their finder-thing, they will think

you are another part of their own computer

Can you see out of their see-it thing? I want

to know where we are. I'll help," I said.

He tried hard. I picked up wha\ he mnd-

saw and made it shine on the dark wall. It

was like a window. There was a planet,

"My God," I heard behind me, "that's

Earth!"

"There's Avalon— see9
"

'All right, that's where we are. I would like

to know when we are," I said.

"I do not have the referents," Ihe Little

John said.

"I do. Look\" Will Hawkline cried out,

In the picture, from the curve of the

planet's. shoulder, came a tiny golden

spark. "A scout," said Jonna Verret. "It's . .

.

could it be. . .

"

Across Ihe picture came a line of fire, at

almost the exact moment the scout winked

out in that special way a craft flares when it

slips into faster-than -light. A moment later

another spark, appeared; the fire speared

out and sliced into the tail section just be-

fore the ship disappeared, Somehow the

faster-lhan-light change came when it was

strangely brighter than the first one.

"It- it's us. Me. They're going to do terri-

ble things to— to her."

[ decided to do a kind thing. I
used a

piece of the net and made it say to Jonna,

deeply. "Sleep." And I said to Will Hawkline,

"Sleep." They slept. They slept so deeply

thaf even the Mindpod's probes and
search-sees wouldn't know they were

there. Then I
said to the Little John, "Five.

they are hidden in a special way, and I can

put up my own shield; by now you know

how they will search; can you make yourself

seem like part of their computer? So much
so they will not find you?" He said he could,

Then I told him what to do.

When it was right, I got the net to bring

Will Hawkline and Jonna up and up through

their deeps until they were normally asleep,

and then I woke them.

Immediately Litfle John Five said "The

computer reports stowaways. A meerc.ath

has told the commander."

I
said, "That's all right."

The Little John said, "The commander
has ordered a search."

I said, "That's all right, too."

Jonna said, "Can we hide somewhere?"

I said I
didn't think so no! for long.

Jonna said, "You can't mean for us just to

sit here until they come for us!"

"They won't take us without a light." Will

Hawkline said, and he-took the meercath

heat-thing out of his belt; and wouldn't you

know before
I
could say another word the

door of the compartment crashed open

and Ihere stood a meercath guard. Will

aimed his weapon, but of course nothing

happened because I had taken the

• You do that.
.

. .

Think-in aii the way.

Think-in so far

that when they start looking

for us with their

finder-thing, they will think

you are another

part of their own computer. 9

charges out while he slept. I
had ne-

glected, however, to remove one patch of

stupidity or his appalling bravery. As the

giant meercath opened his mouth to squall.

Will Hawkline flung himself across the

compartment and shoved the weapon be-

tween all those big teeth and into the meer-

cath's throat. And he didn't stop with that.

With the momentum of his rush he placed a

hand on the meercath's head and vaulted

up and around, clamping his legs above

and below Ihe meercath's long snout, forc-

ing its jaws closed. I re'"en be red then that

all big lizards, especially the one with long

jaws, might have, like a meercath, a bite

powerful enough to nip someone my size in

two, but the muscles that open the mouth

are comparatively weak, and it's easy to

hold the mouth closed. So the guard,

scrabbling af Will Hawkline with its clever

tiny hands, whimpered and died, and

sounded no alarm.

Panting and exultant. Will Hawkline

came back. "Help me drag this thing in-

side." Well, I helped him. And I thought,

how can I
tell him, without making him un-

happy that he had just done the worst pos-

sible thing he could do? Zados don't make

people unhappy How could 1 tell him that if

he had let himself be captured, he would

have been taken to the commander on ihe

bridge, where we might be able to do
something, but that now he had killed a

guard, the other guards would bite his silly

oravc- head of:? How could
I
tell him that the

most important thing of all was for the Little

John not to be discovered, thaf he couldn't

now be detected except if he were seen,

and guares 'ock- y "c :hei r missing meer-

cath would certainly see him? I couldn't'say

it. I
couldn't say it. He was so smiling and

proud.

"Will. I paid, t'ying so hard to be gentle,

"see Jonna there." And when he looked I

threw the shield around her and she was

gone. He gaped and took a step toward

where she had been and took the shield

away. "See Little John Five." And I threw the

shield around Five and then removed it and

put it around Will Hawkline. "Will." I said,

"you can see Jonna. You can see me. You

can see Five. But they can't see you. Is lhat

right. Jonna7 Five7 " They nodded their

heads, and I took down the shield.

"Why are you ia'kng to me as if I were a

chile " Will flaw-lire askec. So ™aybe my
gentling did not work as well as I

thought it

would.

I
5aid,"We are going to use the shield.

And I want you lo undersold that no matter

how close you come to anyone, they can't

see you. No matter how much you want to

attack one of them, you must not. We are

going out there and find a search party

searching, and we are going to put Little

John Five into some place they have just

searched, because he has work lo do and

they can't detect him anymore. And then

the three of us a-e going to the bridge

where the commander is and we are going

!.odo il« Ihoul c.L'*tirg our legs lorn off and

our heads bitten ny 'hem. Do you under-

stand 7
"

"You're still talking to me as if I were a

child." said Will Hawkline.

"Well," I said. "I love children. Let's go."

I
opened ihe door and put up a shield big

enough for all of us. We could see no meer-

caths but we could hear sounds to the left,

snuffing and stamping. I waved them lo

follow (we could see each other inside ihe

shield] and we went that way. Sure enough

there was a squad oi meercaths right

around the corner, opening and closing

doors. We stayed close to ihe wall and

moved right down on them, and Idon'tihink

the three Earthers really and truly believed

in the shield until this moment. One by one

the meercaths passed us as we stepped

quietly out of their way. until Ihey were gone.
'

I opened a door. "In you go. Five. Tell' me
when it's all done."

He smiled. This was the iirst time I
ever

saw a Utile John smile. "I will," he said and

closed the door

The Little John had given me ihe

cruiser's own computer picture of the big

jug.and I had it well in my head. It was huge

and a lot more complicated than it had to



be. and i! was fu : of machines and inven-

tions and ups and throughs. And meer-
caths.

The bridge was way down in [he middle
ofthecmiserwii.hiaye.'sand ayers of shells

within shells all around if that could be

sealed off, one from another, in case the big

dark cruiser was damaged in space, The
bridge was a sort of mefal cave all studded

with the piclures given it by (he com-
puter—pictures from the see-outs, the

teel-oufs, the how-fasts, how-soons.
where-are-we's, and so on— and big ugly

meercaths walching them. On a high place

in the middle stood the commander, a spe-

cial meercath, extra big.

Invisible under the shield, we stepped
past the guard at [he bottom of the ramp up
to the high place, and went and stood be-

hind the commander We watched for a

while, how he did the things a commander
does to make a cruiser go. Mostly it was
sticking out the tummy and looking fierce at

one after another of the meercaths who
were actually doing something.

From the compartment deep inside the

cruiser where we had hidden him. Little

John Five mindspoke me: "I'm all finished.

Althair. " It was a very weary rnindspeak.

So I took the shield off Will Hawkline and
Jonna Verret. But I kept mine.

You know, if seemed like forever thai they

stood there in plain sight, no: -<rowirg thai

they could be seen, while the commander
strutted back- and forth, not knowing [hey

were, there. Then one of the meercaths
tending the little lights glanced up at the

command post, froze for a second, and
slowly stood up off his tail. {Meercaths sit

on their tails.) Then another glanced,

stared, and rose, and another They began
a funny little murmur among them, as if they

were afraid to say anything to the com-
mander.

And_oh, il seemed like such a long while

before the commander thcuc-nt :o cok be-

hind him-, and there Will Hawkline and
Jonna Verret looking him in the eye and
smiling; quite used by now to being invisi-

ble, and not knowing they were not.

The commander's huge mouth slowly

came open, and slowly he raised nis lift e

right hand, and he poinred a claw a: ...or-na

no. I ii :alk

lybe

:- attack tling he could protect het

mander, maybe both: but the commander
made it clear he could see him too. His point-

ing claws Swung toward Will Hawkline.

"You! I saw your picture from Earth. The
Time Center . . . you're the Coordinator.

You're Will Hawkline!" He whirled around

and yelled. "This is what we want! He has

the back-time invention in his head! Deto-

nate the planet! Destroy Earth!"

"Oh, , .Althair!" Jonna's soft hurt cry was
the last thing I heard as the cruiser hung
over Earth and a meercath slammed his

hand down on the plane:, smashing contra
1

.

There was a spiraling whirl and a blink of

black, and a staggering, sickening feeling

like traveling in zero time.

It was traveling in zero lime,

And the terrible lightnings stroked out

from the cruiser, red from this side, blue

from that, green from below and a terrible

yellow from above, and they met in a river of

coruscating white as they plunged into the

heart of the plane: below c racked it, kin-

dled i!. scorched and exploded it and
turned it into a furious little star.

And the planet was Orel, and with it went
the Mindpod, whoever they were, and
never again would they move through the

worlds, taking and killing.

B.ut oh! my pups, my pammies: Oh! I

stood with the Earth people and fell

drowned in color and I
couldn't breathe for

shock and sorrow. Yes, the Mindpod was
gone, and no. ihey would no longer

menace us. or Earth, or anyone else; but

oh. Orel and its little animals, ils brave

wThey stood looking into

each other's eyes

for a long while; and I could

see it happening:

first his acceptance of what
she felt, and the

beginnings of hrsacceptance
of what he felt*

grass and tfie s.-.-ir sand swarms of life in.its

seas: any nope I -night have to evolve and
grow is gone forever from the universe. Oh
yes. there are lots more worlds and lots

more life, but sometimes, when you have

done a good thing, you have to look at all of

the good thing, and wonder forever if there

couldn't have been a better way. a way
wherein nothing died.

We waicl ied the death of Orel, all of Orel,

lave' after layer ooi ncj and swirling: lava,

explosions of gas. torn mountains, insane

winds and oceans flowing into space.
Never mind the Mindpod; never mind the

meercaths; I cried for a world and all the life

on that world, which can never be known
again except in memory.
Meercaths . .

.
what of the meercaths? If I

found myself heart-torn and shaking at the

sight, what of the meercaths who had to

watch their own home dying like that?

I looked around, and . . . and . . and an

incredible someming e se happened. With

the death of the Mindpod, all of the meer-
caths in the cruiser disappeared. For each
there was little pop! of vacuums as they

ceased fo exist and we understood at last

that each was a projection, a solid projec-

tion, of a real meercath on the planet: and
when Ihey were gone, the projections were

gone, too.

I mindspoke; "Thank you, Little John
Five." And the answer came back. "Can I

sleep now?"
"Sleep, my friend."

1 dropped the shield. They looked at me,
Jonna and Will, as if they did not know what

to say to me.
I said, "I know I gave you a bad time for a

while. I needed to get you to the bridge

without your getting killed on the way; I

needed to have the commander see you

and think he had you captured; it was the

one thing which would make him smash the.

planet, and do it before he could find out

what Little John Five had done,"

"f-ive: Wne.'o s Five? What did he do?"

"Something neither you nor I could have

done. All the orders on a big jug like this

come through the computer. The com-
mander's orders were meant to be: Defo-

liate the planet. Return to Orel. Little John
Five thought himself nto the computer and

made the orders go: Return to Orel. Deto-

nate the planet. . . . He's asleep, down
there where we left him. Let him sleep. He's

already set your course for Earth, Just

touch that little light over there— yes, the

green one— and off you'll go. But don't

forget to message ahead. Earth may
smash this cruiser the moment they detect

it."

"Will you come with us?"

"Oh my No. ' I
said "I have something to

do at home. Will."
I
said suddenly, because

I couldn't help myself, "you learned ac-

ceptance . . . almost ... try learning it the

rest of the way Take your time. The little

green light will wait."

They stood looking into each other's

eyes for a long while, and I could see it

happening; first his acceptance of what
she felt, and the- beginnings of his accept-

ance of what he felt.
I
called on themindnet

and went home. I had a story to tell.

He was sleek and he was furry; he was
totally amphibious, and Althair the Adven-
turer was what he really was. However he

was known on his lovely planet Ceer as
Althair the' Storyteller just because he did

mat 'os'Aei even than adventuring.

Story time was ever. S i:he r ng liihe, surf-

ing, sliding, inchworming, crackly-whisk-

ered, beady-bright, soft and smooth and
shining, went the young, back to the ocean.

back to sleepy-couches in the living-

places. I'll be Althair! they would p!ay to-

morrow: I'll be Jonna, I'll be Will. This is my
myth aborning, this, what mytn is for. DO

Theodore Sturgeon, prominent SF short-story

writer for more than thirty years and author of

ncvca 1
,nove's fnc-s'nafuS"'',- More- Than Human,

an Internatjonn' Fantasy Awardwinner, is famous

as a stylist and lor nis preoccupation with the

ameliorating oawer of love. In Time Warp. Stur-

geon seems to be saying that in both matters of

politics and of ibe heart, sometimes the way to

get ahead is to go along.
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STAR SEEKERS
BY ROBERT SHECKLEY

A new frontier has

finally opened, and fhe

human race is at last

on its way into

the universe. Yesterday

our first Columbuses
landed on the moon, and

today our Magellans

are training to explore

the star lanes.

A flood of imaginative

speculation precedes them
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An air of anxiety hangs over many of our imaginary astral journeys. We
have some idea of the difficulties in getting there, in staying alive once

we are there, in getting back in one piece. We worry with reason: We
know that our fantasies are fantastical only in detail, not in essence. We
are going to have to deal not only with the hypothesized strangeness of

alien intelligence but with the documented strangeness of our own

natures. The exploration of alien worlds is a very modern preoccupa-

tion, but with ancient roots. Pliny and Strabo wrote about creatures that

carried their head under their arm and hopped around on one foot, and

Rudolf Erich Raspe sent Baron Munchausen to the moon. After Colum-

bus, the exotic-races and bizarre dream cities were relocated to Ihe

new unknown, the Americas. Today's explorers oi the unknown are the

science-fiction writers and artists. They go far beyond anything the

(Preceding page) N-iskng Reps rs
:
by Da:rS :l Swee!. Seeking New Life Forms,

by Rowena Morrii. (above) Gs ; ac:ic 'Wanors, by Paul Lehr (leftj and John

Schoenherr (right); (right) Confrcniaiion with Hostile Alien, by Kenn Ban.

iWhat our imagination shows today, spacemen will lead us to tomorrow— for better or worse.

'
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ancient or medieval worlds knew in freedom from dogma, in range of

speculation, in emotional breadth, and, above all, in attention to details,

both physical and psychological. The thrust of speculation in our age is

Janus-faced, looking outward to the ends of the universe and simulta-

neously inward to the depths of our beings. The psychological aspect
is inescapable in this age of Heisenbergian indeterminacy There are

dangers in the voyage to unknown worlds, but we are unable to hold

back. We cannot live without mystery. The trip into the unknown is

perhaps an archetype of the human spirit; it gives us a chance to

relive the multicolored and dimly remembered fantasies of our child-

hood; it provides an escape from the matter-of-factness of everyday

life; a time to be illuminated by the strange and be transformed by the

unknown; to experience, and to know that we are experiencing.DO

(Clockwise from left) A Long Way from Home, cover p-nniing oy Kelly Freas for

Caedmoris 1977 recording c! Hobert A. Heinlein's The Green Hills of Earth; Tak-

en Hostage, by Michael Whelan: The One Who Stayed Behind, by Darreil Sweet.

• Alien landscapes from the unconsciousness await the explorer of Inner/outer space*
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Ms sworn duty was
to protect the

hospital—which

would save

lives. But

there were

enemies within.

PAINTING BY

BYLLOYDBIGGLE.JR. GEORGE TOOKER

The sounds came from di-

rectly behind him. Purr

. . . click . . . swish. Carlton

Conlan Connager in-

stinctively stepped to the side of

the corridor, and the.Patient

Transport Vehicle hummed its

way past him. The patient, who
was seated HR, half reclining,

looked Lip in sudden fright when
Connager's figure momentarily

loomed over him. Then the PTV
moved on, another click

sounded followed by a
swish as it turned a

corner, and it disap-

peared into the Hydrotherapy
Center.

Connager scowled after it.

He'd never heard of a hy-

drotherapy patient who hadn't

loved the treatments, but this

one had been panicky. And
when Connager paused at the

open door and looked in. old

Mannighan, the hydrotechni-

cian, started and peered anx-

iously at him until his acute
myopia finally identified

Connager.



Patients, employees, staff. All of them

were frightened, Some of them were
terrified because they'd never been
frightened before.

Purr . . .
click . . . swish. Connager

stepped aside. Another patient, riding

fully reclined, looked up at him in fright,

Connager watched the humming PTV until

it turned the next corner, Then he walked
on, slowly.

The stockroom manager, Ritala Mel-

mann Danvist, looked up uneasily when
he entered and then gave him a formida-

ble irown. "What is it now?"
"Found the missing hypos?" Connager

asked lightly.

"Look. No one in this hospital has used a

disposable hypo for years. I'm positive

they were marked for destruction long

before I took this lousy job. They just hap-

pened to turn up missing on my first inven-

tory, so I'm stuck." She eyed him worriedly

and asked, "What's there to worry about?"

Connager leaned over the counter.

"Public Security thinks they vanished into

the 'cotics trade. 1 disagree. Did you know
that Pharmacy has lost track of a couple of

liters of Tharmenol?"

She stared at him,

"Tharmenol is a powerful injectable bar-

biturate," he went on. "Five cc's, even if

injected in a muscle, would kill a healthy

human." Connager turned away. In the

doorway he paused to look back. She was
regarding him with an entirely different

kind of worry. "Those missing hypos had
five-cc syringes," he said.

He walked on toward Pharmacy, where

a frenzied inventory was under way with

an outside accountant on hand to tabulate

prescriptions. Before he reached it, his

jacket pocket beeped twice. He took the

com disc from his pocket, activated it,

.

and said wearily, "Hospital Security.

Connager."

"You sound tired," the mellifluous voice

announced.
"Dead," Connager agreed absently.

The voice laughed warmly. "This is the

wrong place to say that. Were you up all

night?"

"I've been up the past two nights."

The voice laughed again. "The director

has agreed to meet with a committee of

pickets. He'd like to have you present.

"

"Tell Doctor Alfnol I'll make the arrange-

ments for this meeting myself. We don't

want one of those youngsters smuggling a

bomb into the hospital."

He switched the disc to another chan-

nel. "Connager. Emotional Therapy report,

please."

A different voice announced crisply,

"Traffic heavy, flow continuous, occu-
pancy close to capacity but no problems."

Connager pocketed the disc and
headed for his Security Section, won-
dering about that warm and vivacious and

carefree voice that spoke to him several

times a day from the director's office. He
had never met the owner, but he sus-

pected that she was a sour-looking,

homely old shrew. Things usually worked

out that way,

Purr . . .
click . .

. swish, Connager
stepped aside and watched another
frightened patient recede into the

distance.

Connager met the committee of pickets

at the front gate. The lines were moving
more slowly than they had that morning, i

and all of the pickets looked tireder and
J

hungrier and dirtier. Some of their signs—
|

Death with Dignity ... We Demand the
|

Right to Die in Privacy . . . Hospitals, not

Circuses
. . . Natural Death is an Affront to 1

Humanity—were torn and drooping.

Like the other pickets, the members of
\

the committee were young— all of them
]

under 20—and they looked unwashed
|

and untidy. Connager asked for their iden-

tity tags and gravely copied their names
into his notebook: Lynar Dab-375, a tall,

gangly youth still afflicted with adolescent

acne; Jolan Sill-264. a husky youngster
whose bulging contacts hinted at a life-

time of vision disability; Stel Mur-973, a

slender girl with a boyish figure, tousled

hair, and a smudged face, but with far

more poise of manner than the males. The
girl and Jolan were wearing stretch suits.

which two or three years before had been

the adolescent fad in nonclothing. Proba-

bly they hadn't been able to afford new
wardrobes since their education allow-

ances had terminated. Lynar was clad in

the dusky garb of manual employment.
He, at least, had worked a! something, or

affected to.

The hospital's director, Marnsdorf
Hardley Alfnol, was waiting for them in

Connager's own office. He arose when
they entered and regarded the youths

distastefully, as though such obviously

diseased specimens were unsafe in any
hospital department except the morgue.

Connager performed introductions and
got everyone seated.

The director leaned across Connager's

desk and cleared his throat ostentatiously.

"You are—ah—the committee. What can I

do for you?"

He was a paunchy, intensely serious

individual—a distinguished physician,

an excellent administrator, and an out-

standing citizen—but he belonged to the

wrong generation and the wrong world.

The boys regarded him belligerently. The

girl, whose steady ga2e had been fixed

upon him from the moment they entered
'

the room, leaned forward and spoke.

"You can. let your patients die in peace
and comfort and dignity."

Alfnol cleared his throat again. "My dear

young people. In this institution, death is

not our profession. We are dedicated to

life—to healing, to repairing accident-



damaged bodies, to correcting genetic
errors, to curing the diseased, to keeping

people alive and enabling them to live

happy and useful lives. Fewer than five

percent of those admitted to this institution

die. Our handling of those few is pre-
scribed by law. The moment a patient be-

comes terminal, our responsibility ends,

and we transfer him or her to the terminal

wards, as the law requires. You should be
picketing the legislature."

"We are," the girl said. "But of course the

legislators say that they make laws in the

area ot medicine only on the recommen-
dation of doctors." She paused. "There
once was a physician named Hippocra-

tes. You may have heard of him. He said,

'Wherever the art of medicine is loved,

there also is the love of humanity.' If the art

of medicine is loved in this hospital, as you
claim, the love of humanity will force you to

defy the law and its inhumane strictures on

natural death."

The director managed a hurt smile. "You

are asking those who devote their lives to

the repair and cure of damaged and dis-

eased bodies, you are asking them to

prove that they love humanity?"

"One who loves humanity loves all of hu-

manity," the girl said bitterly. "The healthy,

the sick—and the dying. Take me to the

terminal wards and demonstrate your love

of humanity by ending the suffering there."

"However much we may sympathize
with your objectives, we must obey the

law," Alfnols'aid,

The conversation continued, but the

looming shadow of the law lay heavily

across every question. Finally, without a

trace of amenities, the young people got

to their feet and marched out. Connager
left with them and walked them past the

various guard posts to the main gate. The
guards there opened the gate for them,

and as the other pickets surged forward to

ask what had happened inside, Connager
spoke curtly to the committee.

"I'd like to show you something." He
turned and walked away, following the

parkway outside the hospital's fence. The
committee trailed after him. He could have
avoided the long walk by cutting through

the hospital from his office, but revealing

the staff communication system to these

unwashed youngsters would have left him

open to scathing criticism. Connager had
to go out of his way to avoid criticism. The
director of anything made enemies, and a

new director of hospital security made
more than he deserved.

They turned the distant corner, walked
almost the full length of the grounds, and
finally reached a seldom used service en-

trance. The guard there regarded all of

them suspiciously before he unlocked the

gate.

"In case you didn't know," the boy Lynar

said good-naturedly as they started

across the grounds, "we don't need exer-

cise. We've been walking for two days and
nights."

"So have I," Connager told him sourly.

They followed the drive, circling a wing

of the hospital to reach an unused loading

dock. At regular intervals they passed
guards, who nodded to Connager. At the

dock entrance they signed in, after which
another guard spoke to a com disc and a

guard inside opened a door for them. They
walked along a corridor, passed through

another guarded, locked door, and
emerged in a lobby.

The sign said emotional therapy center.

Patients flowed in two directions. Those
departing were taking descending esca-

lators to the hospital's underground trans

terminal; those arriving were stepping
from ascending escalators, fumbling for

theirtreatment cards, and hurrying toward

the queues formed at gates that matched
the color of their cards.

The pickets took in the scene perplex-

edly and then turned questioningly to

Connager.

"I wanted to show you your problem,"
Connager said.

6 You are asking

those who devote their

tives to the

repair and cure of

damaged and
diseased bodies, you are

asking them to

prove that they love humanity?^

Stel asked sarcastically, "Our problem?"

"Humanity's problem, if you prefer it that

way. As long as people feel a need for

emotional therapy, are willing to pay for it,

and have psychiatrists willing to prescribe

it and call it necessary, we'll have laws

about natural death. There are the people

you should picket."

"They're sick," Stel announced scorn-

fully. "What good would it do to picket sick

people?"
"Picket their psychiatrists, then. If this

kind of therapy is necessary, the psy-

chiatrists should be able to provide it

humanely."

All three of them turned on him. "You

sound as if you're on our side, "Stel said.

"Ever been inside a terminal ward?"
Connager asked.

They shook their heads.

"I have to take a minimum of three daily

tours of the place. You kids can't imagine

how bad it is. Yes, I'm on your side, But

you're challenging a universal medical
practice that happens to be legal. The
only way to stop it is to get the law
changed."

"Bringing the public's attention to such

horrors will put pressure on the legisla-

ture," Stel said confidently.

"More than half the public you're trying

to arouse needs the emotional therapy
you're trying to do away with," Connager
said. "At least twenty-five percent couldn't

function without it. Because of your picket-

ing, the directors have closed the outpa-

tient clinics, restricted admissions, and
even cut back on some emergency ser-

vices, but they wouldn't dare interrupt the

emotional therapy treatment schedule.

Look at Ihe patients waiting tor treatment,

and then look a! those leaving."

They were an abstracted cross section

of gross humanity. Some were withdrawn,

moody, depressed; some were elated.

talking volubly, and laughing shrilly at their

own pointless jokes, some were nonde-

script and would not have been taken for

mental patients except in that particular

lobby. Almost all of them carried binocu-

lars. As their turns approached, they
displayed the craving, the sickening
eagerness, of 'cotics addicts about to re-

ceive a fix. And those emerging from treat-

ment had a dazed, drugged appearance,
sometimes ornamented with the smug
smile of satiety.

"Now you know the problem, "Connager
said. "If I could think of an answer, I'd be

glad to tell you what it is."

He took them back to the service en-

trance and left them. When he reached his

own headquarters, he watched briefly a

pair of monitor screens that showed the

pickets marching peacefully along the

fence and waving their signs. In the back-

ground, a lone Public Security agen! was
watching indifferently. Public Security, at

least, did not panic at the sigh! of a few

peaceful pickets; but Public Security

wasn't responsible for what occurred in-

side the hospital.

Connager turned to an assistant, who
was watching the row of interior surveil-

lance screens. "Argorn made any interest-

ing contacts?" he asked.

"She rarely speaks to anyone. She even
eats alone."

She was walking with slow deliberation

along a corridor; Nellisly Rhoodhal
Argorn, a sturdy-looking woman with a
large frame and hefty shoulders. The hos-

pital needed such help. One thing ma-
chines could not do was lift and care for

patients, and Argorn was very good at it.

She was strong but gentle. Her superiors

thought highly of her, and they were in-

dignant when Connager placed her on
surveillance.

She stopped to look in both directions

before she entered Ward 9E. The assistant

punched a number, switching the monitor

to another camera. Inside the ward,
Argorn was slpwly walking along a row of

coffins.

Hospital employees called them cof-

fins. They were life-support systems for

the desperately ill. boxes with curved
plastic lids that were closed when the

patient was using oxygen, and they con-
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tai'ned all of the complicated electronic

instrumentation and apparatuses neces-

sary to monitor a patient's vital signs and
supply nourishment or medication as
prescribed—and sound an alarm at any

significant deviatio.n from the predicted

norm.

Argorn paused several times to glance

at the palients she passed, and finally

—

after cautiously looking about her again—
she stopped by the coffin of patient 7-D-

27-392A. Connager's assistant clicked a

stopwatch. Argorn remained there for five

minutes and 17seconds, performing the

routine chores a nurse's aid was responsi-

ble for—she sponged the patient's face,

she performed a synch test on instru-

ments and monitors, she rearranged the

pillow, smoothed blankets, and saw that

the patient was resting and breathing

comfortably; and then, for a full two min-

utes, she stood and watched her. Finally

she moved on, with brief glances al other

patients.

Connager dialed the daily report on pa-

tient 7-D-27-392A and studied it thought-

fully; Ritella Downley Smithson, a widow,

aged 1 02, diagnosis Retland's cancer,

curable if detected in time, but hers hadn't

been. The deteriorating-prognosis line

had dropped below 20 percent. She
would not be moved to aterminal ward un-

til it reached zero. She had no known living

relatives; she'd had no visitors.

And Argorn demonstrated a special in-

terest in her. Connager asked his staff to

find out why.

Connager's jacket pockel beeped
twice. Connager took the com disc, ac-

tivated it, and responded. "Hospital Secu-

rity. Connager."

"Emergency board meeting," the se-

ductive voice announced. "They want
you

.

"

"Everyone wants me," Connager said

wearily "It's because I'm so handsome."
The voice giggled warmly.

The board members were doctors of

varying specializations, splendidly com-
petent in medical matters and completely

lost when confronted- with a problem inse-

curity. All of them turned expectantly when
Connager entered. Before he seated him-

self, he passed around a stack of reports.

"I've put my appraisal of the situation in

writing, gentlemen," he said, "I see no rea-

son to change a syllable of the recommen-
dations I gave you at your last meeting.

There is no external threat to this hospital.

Those youngsters on the picket lines

aren't about to storm the building. They
think they're much more concerned about

your patients than you are. because they

include the terminal patients in their con-

cern, and they're convinced that you

don't. There is a serious potential threat to

the patients, and you're right to be con-

cerned about it, but it's an internal threat."

Dr. Alfnol said incredulously, "After all

that's happened in the past three days', do
you still maintain that this hospital's pa-

tients may be in danger from our own em-

ployees and staff?"

"Yes, sir, because of the lax procedures
followed in hiring and in inventories prior

to my transfer here. 1 state my recommen-
dations in this report, and I'll repeat them

verbally. Cut the external security to a rea-

sonable minimum. Let me move my people

inside, where they're needed."

"Are you aware that the number of pick-

ets has doubled since noon?"

"Yes, sir. And I've never seen a more
peaceful group of pickets. They may make
threatening gestures, but that's only to at-

tract public attention to what they consider

a serious moral problem. Frankly, gentle-

men, I'm wondering if they aren't perform-

ing a useful social function. They've
managed to frighten everyone in the hos-

pital, including you. When was the last

time any of you were frightened? An
occasional strong emotional reaction is

healthy. If you have one often enough, it

keeps you out of Emotional Therapy, Ask

your psychiatrist"

Several ol the doctors were looking at

him angrily—which was, Connager re-

flected, another healthy emotional reac-

tion. He said again, "The threat to this

hospital's patients is an internal one. I've

found no trace of the missing syringes.

I've found no explanation for the alarming

pharmaceutical shortage. I don't know
how many undesirable employees we
have because the proper checks weren't

made at the lime they were hi red. I request

permission to move my people inside."

"Do you still suspect Argorn?" the direc-

tor demanded. "Her superiors think that's

ridiculous."

"She was hired recently enough so that

the information on her application could

be checked, sir. And she lied about every-

thing except the fact that she's female and
her present address. I'd like to' know why. I

can't ask her, because that would alert her

to the fact that I'm suspicious. If she has

coconspirators, I want her to lead me to

them."

"Ridiculous!" Dr. Alfnol multered.

"No, sir. It's sufficient reason for watch-

ing her carefully, which is my job. I'm

giving you my recommendations about
security, which also is my job."

"Very well, Connager." The director

wasn't enjoying being frightened, how-
ever therapeutic his psychiatric col-

leagues might consider it. "We'll consider

your report and let you know."

It was almost dark when Connager left

the building. He walked slowly down the

drive to the main gate. He stood there for a

time with the guards, watching the pick-

els. Two dark-haired girls, walking one be-

hind the other, looked at him curiously and
then looked away. There were now two in-

different agents; Public Security had
doubled its force for the night shift.

"The kids shouldn't be blocking the

gate," Connager announced.
The guards looked at him perplexedly.

No visitors were being admitted, and there

hadn't been any ground traffic in. three

days. Connager signaled for the gate to

be opened. "The idea," he said, "is to be
firm." He went out to the parkway and be-

gan walking alongside the'pickets, joking,

asking questions, and then moving on.

It was quite dark now, and several were
carrying torches.

Finally, Connager reached one of the

dark-haired girls. She spoke softly. "Stel

made the arrangements. Everything is

ready."

"Good. Tell her she can't be late. Every-

thing depends on the timing."

"I wish we could come."

"No, There's risk enough without that.

Your being there would turn a protest into a

conspiracy."

He moved along to the other dark-
haired girl and spoke to her about block-

ing the gate. Then he turned back. He
motioned to the guards, who opened the

gate for him. The pickets already had ar-

ranged their lines into two circling seg-

ments to leave the gate clear.

"How come they do what you tel! them?"

one of the guards asked.

"I always say please," Connager told

him.

He returned to his headquarters. Doctor

Alfnol was waiting there, talking with one
of Connager's assistants. "Where have
you been?" he demanded.

"Out persuading the pickets not to block

the main gate."

"Oh, The board has rejected your rec-

ommendations, There are more pickets

now than there were this afternoon. Keep
the guards outside."

Connager said, "Sir, I'm worried about

the terminal wards. At least let me bring

enough people inside to put them under

maximum security."

"The board sees the situation differently.

Keep your people outside."

The director left. Connager told his as-

sistant, "I'm going to rest awhile. Call me
when you have to," He went to his office,

stretched out on an uncomfortable sofa,

and tried to sleep. At 2200 he was up
again and making his rounds.

An uneasy quiet had settled on the hos-

pital. The routine went its inexorable way
without incident, and except for an occa-

sional prentice nurse moving from one
ward to another, Connager met no one. He
missed the humming PTVs; theirs was the

most characteristic sound of the modern
hospital, but few patients were sent any-

where between their evening meal and
breakfast, and none at all were moving
about on this night.

He descended to the first level and
spoke to his com disc. "Connager here.

I'm going for a swing outside, I'll be out of

contact for 30 or 40 minutes."

"All clear here," his assistant

responded.

"What's Argorn doing"?"

"Taking her break."

"I'll check in as soon as I'm back inside."

Connager turned into a short exit corri-

dor that was off monitor, and he actually



opened a seldom usee e>-enor door and
closed it again. Then he stretched on a

pair of surgical gloves. He unlocked and
opened the metal cover !o a service shafl,

climbed in, and closed and locked it.

With a light dangling from his wrist, he

climbed down a ladder to the hospital's

lowest level. He emerged in another off-

monitor corridor, crossed to a square
metal door, and unlocked it. The tunnel to

the hospital's power plant stretched be-

fore him—low, half filled with pipes, but

easily negotiable.

He reached the end, unlocked Ihe door

there, and stepped into the power plant.

Now he was outside the hospital's fence

and the cordon of guards. The old boilers

were no longer in use; the building was
kept in maintenance in case of emergen-
cies. There was no night attendant.

Gonnager went directly to an exit at the

rear and unlocked it,

Stel stood there with eleven carefully

chosen recruits. "Five females and seven

males," she said, "it better be right. You're

late."

"One minute early," Connager said.

"Five and seven—check. Let's move." He
passed out surgeon's gloves, and all of

them, with unpracticed awkwardness,
stretched them on. Then he motioned
them inside and locked the door.

The time was 2244 when Connager
emerged (rom the service shaft at the

second-floor level. Leaving the 1 2 pickets

clinging to the metal ladder, he replaced

the cover and went to scout around.

"Connager here," he told his com disc.

"Everything's still quiet," his assistant

answered.
He returned to the shaft, motioned the

pickets out. and led them to a storage

room across the corridor. "You'll find uni-

forms there," he said. "Get dressed."

He left them and went for a brief inspec-

tion tour of that wing—up a flight, along a

corridor, down a flight. A door at the end of

the corridor opened. A group ot nurses

and prentices emerged. Connager
counted them as they passed, nodding at

him: the nursing staff of the terminal

wards, going for its 2300 break. They all

went together—who could be concerned

about an emergency among patients

placed on the hospital's discard heap
to die? And they always left early and
overstayed.

As soon as they turned the corner, Con-

nager opened the door to the storage

room. He motioned out the pickets, now
dressed as nurses. He handed them a

carton that had been hidden behind a

stack of large containers: two gross ot dis-

posable hypodermic syringes, each of

which Connager himself had filled with

five cc's of Tharmenol—a lethal dose of a

powerful, injectable barbiturate.

"Be back at this door at 2315 regard-

less," he said. He unlocked the door, hur-

ried them through it, and closed and
locked it after them.

Then he took out his com disc. "Conna-
ger here. I'm going into the terminal

wards. ET levels. Mark me down as

disconnected."

"Right. Everything's still quiet."

"I'll relieve you at 2400. You need some
sleep."

"Right!"

Connager climbed a flight of stairs, un-

locked a door, locked it after him. Three
strides brought him to a second door, and
he emerged from that one into an Emo-
tional Therapy treatment session.

The balcony slanted steeply; the psy-

chiatric patients sat staring down into the

arena, most of them using binoculars. And
in the arena were Ihe rows of terminal pa-

tients dying the natural deaths thatthe law

guaranteed and demanded, dying without

medicine or medical condolence, dying in

agony. Their twisted bodies heaved with

pain, their moans and screams and wails

reverberated from one sound amplifier to

another.

And the ET patients—the mentally ill

whom this society had insulated from
pain, from fear, from all the strong emo-
tions it considered socially undesirable

and who now had to be exposed to death

agonies as therapy—these were bathing

themselves in effusions of terminal tor-

ment. They sat transfixed, totally ab-
sorbed in the horrendous sufferings of the

doomed patients below, vicariously expe-

riencing a few minutes of death agony

each day to make an emotionally barren

exislence possible.

On the lower level, the dying patients"

cots were arranged in double rows, with a

space between them for the use of medi-

cal personnel, and those psychiatric pa-

tients with high disability indexes walked
along a transparent wall on either side,

stopping here and there to press their

faces against the plastic barrier and drool

at the convulsive anguish just beyond
their noses,

Connager had never been able to view

the scene without an impotent anger that

sickened him, but on this night he had to

remain tensely alert. Six of the pickets,

disguised as nurses, were working along

the dozen rows of patients: the males in

pale blue trousers, coats, and caps; the

females dressed the same except for their

traditional nurse's headpiece. All of them
wore surgical masks. In the adjoining

ward, the other six would be working, They

had 15 minutes to get to the far end of the

ward and return. Stel had briefed them
with care. Their nurse's posture was r"-o re
than adequate as they routinely checked
their patients—here bathing a face, there

straightening a pillow, rearranging a
twisted leg. covering a tormented body

—

and as a final caress injecting five cc's of

Tharmenol into the patient's upper arm
muscle.

It meant 20 patients for each masquer-

ading nurse—240 in two wards; for only



the most agon'zing deaths were put on

display for Emotional Therapy. Those pa-

tients with the bad taste to die quietly were

allowed to have their natural deaths with-

out spectators.

Connager looked about for the psych

techs. They had noticed nothing irregular,

but they were watching theirown patients,

not the terminals whose 'suffering pro-

vided the treatment. He saw no psychia-

trist on either balcony, but there rarely was
one' at this time of night—even though the

treatments were available on a 24-hour

schedule because the dying patients' suf-

fering was continuous.

Connager turned his attention to one of

the phony nurses. Already his movements

looked practiced and efficient. He had
achieved the mechanical indifference ot

the regular nurses, who knew thai no kind

of unsympathetic handling would distract

from a profundity of torment. A touch of the

brow with his left hand, a smoothing of a

blanket; and his right hand swung home
the syringe, emptied it, withdrew it, re-

turned it to the cart'he pushed ahead of

him. The instrument of death was handled

almost invisibly.

In the next aisle, one of the girls had
reached the end of the row and started

back. Connager looked at his watch. They

were making better time than he had

expected.
Anxiously, he turned his attention to the

patients already injected. If they reacted

to the drug too quickly, if their agonies

subsided before the pickets got out of the

room, the result could be catastrophic.

The ET patients would protest instantly.

Connager had seen a near riot when three

terminal patients had died simultaneously,

thus depriving the watching ET patients of

their therapy.

But there was no reaction—yet. Seven

minutes. All of the nurses were working

back on the opposite row of patients. Five

minutes. Four.

Connager left the balcony and passed

through the double doors back into the

main hospital. The general-alarm gong
was sounding when he opened the sec-

ond door. He ignored it, coolly locking the

door behind him. He ran down a flight of

stairs, unlocked the stock room door, and

went to open the door he had passed the

pickets through.

Stel and another girl staggered out.

Both had ripped off their surgical masks.

The other girl was holding hers to her

mouth„trying not to be sick. Their faces

were pale and dripping with perspiration.

Connager waved them to the stock room,

and they began to strip off their uniforms

before the door closed on them. A boy
hurried out and went to join them. And an-

other. The others came in a rush, and Con-

nager counted 1 2 and locked the door. He
went to the service shaft and removed the

cover. As fast as they were able to change,

the pickets hurried to the shaft and started.

down. Connager went last, pausing to

lock the stock room door and dump the

uniforms down a laundry chute. Moments
later he had the pickets scurrying back
through the tunnel.

He took his com disc from his pocket. It

beeped stridently when he activated it.

"Connager here."

"Emergency!" his assistant gasped.
"The pickets are rioting. Argorn turned off

the life-support system on patient 7-D-27-

392A. The director wants you."

"About the pickets, nonsense. Have you
got Argorn?"

"Yes, but—"
"Then it's a medical problem, We've

handled the security problem. Tell the di-

rector I want all available medical staff

rushed to the terminal wards. Get those

terminal wards nurses off their tails and

back to the wards. Class one emergency.

It's hot, and I'm chasing it. Forget the pick-

ets. Don't call me."

He dropped the disc back into his

pocket and climbed into the tunnel.

As he let the pickets out of the power
plant door, they stripped off their gloves

and handed them to him. "It was ghastly,"

Stel told him. Then she added, "Thank

you."

"Get around there and get involved in

the riot," Connager snapped.

They vanished into the night,

Connager retraced his steps, locking

doors, removing traces. He dropped the

gloves into an incinerator unit and
watched them vanish. Then he climbed

the stairs to ground level and took out his

com disc.

"All right," he said. "Whoever it was, they

got away. Where are my people?"

"They've all gone to the terminal wards."

"How's the riot?"

"They're still making lots of noise, and

they threw something over the fence that's

burning, but I guess they aren't doing

much."

"Then I'm going to the terminal wards."

He pocketed the disc and walked along

briskly, ignoring his fatigue. He would be

up the rest of the night, but after that he

coufd go home and go to bed. For the first

time in three days.

The director's face was ashen. "They're

all dead! They killed every one of them!"

"Not dead," Connager said.

"Murdered."

Dr. Alfnol's jaw moved, but no sound
came out. Then, abruptly, he was angry.

"You—the director of security. Where were

you?"

"A director of security," Connager said

bitterly, "with a board that vetoes every

recommendation I make. You wouldn't let

me move security personnel in here, so I

came myself."

Dr. Alfno! stared. "You were here?"

"In person," Connager said, still sound-

ing bitter. "But one person can't cover all

the levels.
I
must have witnessed at least

50 murders, and I didn't suspect a thing

until it was too late."



"You mean—you saw it done?"

"I saw it done. By people wearing
nurses' uniforms. And it wasn't until it was
almost over that I

suddenly remembered
that the ward nurses take their break at

2300. They all go together, and I saw !hem

go. But I was watching the ET patients,

and I'm tired, and I didn't react to what was
going on until it was too late."

"But—what did they do?"

"They fussed with each patient, the way
nurses do. What they did is a medical
problem."

"Yes. Of course." Alfnol paused.
"Afgorn. You were right about her, too. But

she claims that a gauge was malfunction-

ing and the alarm didn't go off and she set

it off deliberately to get help quickly."

"Could it have happened the way she
said?"

"Yes, I suppose it could."

"Then maybe I was wrong about her. I'll

have a look. I want the data sheets on the

murdered patients." He turned.

The director said. "Connager
—

"

Connager turned again and faced him.

"I'm sorry, Connager. You were right. We
were stupid."

"No, sir," Connager said, "but you violat-

ed one of the basic principles of your pro-

fession. Don't call in a specialist if you're

not going to believe him unless he agrees

wilh you. I don't tell you how to fix people's

insides. You shouldn't be telling me about

security. I've been doing the one as long

as you've been doing the other."

"I never though! of it that way.

"

"What about the ET program?" Conna-

ger asked.

"We're bringing in terminal cases from

the other hospitals. Each one will let us

have a few. We'll have the program going

again shortly."

Connager had a brief interview with

Argorn,.and then he told her superior to

put her back to work. "She may be entitled

to a commendation," he said.

The nurse looked at him strangely.

"That's odd. I thought you didn't like her."

"Emotions such as like and dislike be-

long to Emotional Therapy. The only emo-
tional luxury a director of security can
afford is to be suspicious."

He returned to his headquarters and re-

laxed for a time, watching the pickets on

the monitors. They had quieted down, and
several Public Security agents were
standing by conspicuously.

Then his assistant came in. "Those pick-

ets that were here this afternoon. They
want to see you. To apologize for the

fires—they say."

"I'll see them in my office," Connager
said.

They came in quietly, escorted by a

Public Security agent whom Stel had per-

suaded to bring them to Connager. "It's all

right, officer," Connager fold him. "You can

leave them with me."

The agent nodded and stepped back.

The door closed.

"We Just heard," Stel said angrily.

"They're bringing terminal patients from

the other hospitals. We didn't do a bit of

good. You lied to us."

"Two hundred and forty patients were
dying in agony," Connager said softly.

"Now they're no longer in agony. That isn't

good?"
"I! didn't change anything."

"Changing things takes time," Conna-
ger said. "You've been picketing for three

days, and no one outside the hospital has

noticed. But the public will notice this

—

two hundred and forty murders can't be
hushed up. People will siart thinking about

those patients, thinking about what will

happen to them when it's their turn for a

natural death. And that may change
things—eventually."

She brightened. "1 didn'tthink of that.

You're right. They can't hush up murders."

She started to get to her feet, and then she

turned to him again. "There's something

I've been wondering about ever since—

I

mean, why don't people realize how horri-

ble it is? I know there's all that double-talk

about the law, but those who make the

laws are voted for, and the medical protes-

sion advises them, and whydoes every-

one let it keep happening?"
"People do surprising things for money,"

Connager said. "The Emotional Thera-.

py centers are immensely profitable.

The public won't pay taxes to support

hospitals, but it's always willing to pay^

for entertainment."

They lefl, and Connager leaned back
and closed his eyes and reminded himself

that he was no longer young. For these
youngsters, it was an achievement. Some-
thing they would always remember. For
him, something he preferred fo forget, wiih

another weary nigh.t of securify routine to

follow.

His assistant came in. "Here are the

data sheets on the murdered patients."

Connager took fhe stack of folders and
began to leaf through them. He found the

one he wanted. Veranone Janling Mar-
cone. Age ninety-seven. Relatives, none
known. Visitors, none.

No relatives except a daughter willing to

take a job as a nurse's aid just to be near
her mother, and a son willing to take a de-

motion to transfer to the hospital as direc-

tor of security so he could visit her several

times a day. And—when her illness be-

came terminal—two granddaughters will-

ing to organize pickets in a monstrous
conspiracy they all took part in to end an
old woman's death agony.

A pity, Connager thought, that the psy-

chiatrists practicing emoiional therapy
couldn't expose their patients to love in-

stead of suffering. But perhaps they con-
sidered love a dangerous emotion better

left suppressed. It could lead to murder.

"But it's also a beginning," Connager
said softly. "It's one suffering old woman's
ending, and it's a beginning."

He closed the folder.DQ



She could control

the sharks, but who controlled her9

LOBDTDMY SHOALS
BY JULEEN BRANTINGHAM

Sharks followed the school

offish, as sharks have been

doing for millions of years.

The new element was' the

submarine, an oversized

coffin, within the shark

pack, following the fish.

From time to time, sharks

would dart out of the pack.

to the right or the left, driv-

ing in stragglers. In the

crannies of the rock piles on

the bottom, moray eels

watched this action as

dogs mighl watch for

crumbs to drop from the

master table. But there

were no crumbs. These
sharks were not feeding.

The morays also watched

the submarine as il passed.

Its shape was like that of a

shark, but, from its actions,

the morays categorized it

as not immediately danger-

ous. Its smell/taste was thin

and bitter, not like that of the

soft things on which the

morays fed.

But the eels continued to

watch until the school,

pack, and intruder faded

from sight, An ocean preda-

tor seldom knows where its

next meal is coming from

until the scent of blood

spreads in the water,

Tinkertoy was nuzzling

my submarine's rear stabi-

lizer. Just before burnout,

old hammerheads get as

Iriendly as puppies. A pony

is designed to withstand

abuse; that's the word from

topside, But that's topside.

Up there they don't have to

worry about getting too

close to playmates with lots

of teeth,

This promised to be a

tough patrol, I'd relieved

Tindall, my alternate, off the

eastern tip of Cuba. I was

sweeping a school o(

mackerel up the shelf to At-

lantic Fisheries Corpora-

tion's Stalion Number
Seven at Grand Abaco.
Tindall had reported the

school to be losing mass.

Down an estimated 700

kilos since the spotters had

taggec :

.l out in ihe Deep.

Someihing was slipping in

under the noses of the pack

and the scopes of the pony.

Civilians seem to think a

pac< can protect the school

against anything, but that

just shows how little they

know about conditions out

here. Throwing a pack
against healthy cetaceans

or a good-sized great white

woL.:d be mass murder. The -

pack's job is to herd the

school into the catch pens
before, word gets around

that a free lunch is in the

no ghborhood.

Besides losing mass in

the school, the pack was
down to 37. Tindall had re-

ported four losses. Two, he

said, had been rammed by

porpoises. Bui Tindall's

been my alternate for three

years now and I know him.

He likes to play with the

pack, So his burnout rate is

way too high, and he tries to

hide it from the cost ac-

countants. He probably

burned all four, plus Tinker-

toy. There's no mistake, the

way the old boy's acting.

He's close.

I'll hate to see him go. I

was running the pack a

year and a half ago when
the trainer delivered Tinker-

toy and a couple of tigers.

First thing he did was
shimmy through the pack,

wagging his head like it

wasn't enough that he had

an eye at each end of that

ridiculous deformity and he

was afraid of missing out on

something.

There was a bump from

amidships, Tinkertoy had

seen me come out of the

lock often enough to make.

a lie of its name on the parts

list— Emergency Escape
Chamber.

There's' something about

a hammerhead. I don't think

any herder feels, neutral

about them. They look like a

cross between a nightmare

and an abortion, but they

have brains that can be
conditioned and pro-

grammed to herd fish, just

like any other shark. Some
herders would run all-

hammerhead packs if they

could. Others have threat-

ened to torp the trainer if he

ever delivers one.

I've had some minor

troubles with hammer-
heads. And I've had some
good experiences, mostly

with Tinkertoy. He's always

the first to go into action

when I use the Voice. When
there's a predator around,

Tinkertoy seems impatient

for my command to go at it.

I haven't named any of

the others in the pack, and

Tindall wouldn't. We're

warned not to do that, not to

get emotionally attached.

Sharks may not seem lov-

able to civilians, but when
you work with them day
after day, you learn their lit-

tle quirks. It's hard to see a

friend nearing brain death.

There was another nudge
from amidships. He was
acting like a little boy. 1

could almost read his mind.

"Can Petey come out and
play games with me?"

Cancel that. Erase. I

could not read Tinkertoy's

mind, did not know what he

wanted. Could not. Did not.

The Voice works only one

way and just no other.

I steered the pony
through the pack. Warned
by the pressure wave,
sharks scooted right and

left, never crossing the in-

visible barrier that their

conditioning set up be-

tween them and the school.

I'd hoped Tinkertoy would

turn his attention to one of

the others, but a rasp along

the hull proved his loyalty.

"Please, Petey, Let's play.

Let's play."

Wrong. He wasn't think-

ing thai. He wasn't thinking

at all. He was just a big,

dumb fish. Maybe he was
horny and had mistaken me
for a female hammerhead.

How would / know?
The Voice works only one

way, just like I said.

I
reached hesitantly ior

my mike switch, Tinkertoy

was close to burnout. One
more command might trig-

ger it, and the pack was
understrength now. But I

did reach ior the switch. I'd

been in the pony for over 24

hours, and before that I'd

had two weeks of the vio-

lence and filth of topside.

I
needed to go out, I was

carefully not thinking about

the rumors. My brain was all

right.
I
just needed togoout

for a swim, to relax.

The bars in the ports are

lull of rumors and stories

and things that have to be

pure mylh. God knows
where they all come from.

There just is no such animal

as an old fish herder
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Once in a while a wild shark will swim

with the pack. Sharks aren'i like dogs or

wolves or even lions. They don't hunt

cooperatively. But where the food supply is

good, they gather in groups, especially

hammerheads.
When a wild shark joins a guard pack, it

never stays long. Even if the pack doesn't

drive it away, the wild one becomes more

and more skittish and bad-tempered. The

Voice hardware doesn't show on a shark's

head, bul apparently the wild ones can

sense something,

It's the same with tish herders and civil-

In every port city close io a harvesting

station, there are one or two special bars.

There is no canned music, the voices are

hushed, and the light is sort ot green and

peaceful. The customers move slowly, and

there's a blasted look in their eyes. Those

are the fish herders' bars.

The owners of those places aren't going

to get rich, The stuff they sell doesn't have

much of an effect compared to the

smoothed-out feeling we carry over from

our jobs. The only reason we need the bars

at all is as a retreat.

When a civilian wanders in by mistake,

we don't chase him away. We'll talk about

our jobs if he wants to listen, or about the

happenings topside—though that's harder

because most of us are deliberately out of

touch. But the civilians don't stay long. They

become more and more nervous, as if they

can sense some kind of hardware in our

heads, something fhat changes us.

There is no hardware. Our heads are as

clean as theirs. But we're not sorry to see

them go. Civilians are too loud, too tight,

too scared.

When fish herders are alone we talk

about the most important things in the

world: the packs, the predators, the ocean,

And sometimes we wonder why there are

no old fish herders- Why is it that nearly

every week at least one pony fails to meet

ils okay schedule?

Civilians pity us. They're always talking

about the loneliness and the danger. They

talk about the sacrifices we have to make to

feed the millions topside. They ought lo

take a good look at their world: crowds,

noise, shortages, tension, rules, ugliness,

hostility, and more rules. They can have it.

Pass through the surface of the ocean

and you leave all that behind. Herders are

the last of the free people. It's clean down

here. It's peaceful. It's beautiful.

Sure, there's danger. Hulls crack, sys-

tems'fail, and outside there's an ocean full

of predators with an appetite for red meat.

But that's just the way things even out.

Maybe whal topside needs is a little more

danger, a few more predators.

The packs themselves are right at the top

of the list of dangers. Oh. they've been

conditioned to avoid a human body In the

water, but conditioning works best with ajn

animal that's at least semi-intelligent. You

need the Voice to guarantee control and

you can't use it from outside. I guess the

Atlantic Fisheries Corporation iigures

they'll lose fewer of us if Ihey keep us in the

ponies. Scared, like all lopsiders.

Herders aren't the first to find the ocean

more attractive than topside. Cetaceans
used to be land animals, too.

There's no sacrifice involved in being a

herder, in spite of the stuff they spout in the

training sessions. We're down here be-

cause this is where we want to be. But

sometimes we wonder why no one has ever

beaten the odds. Sometimes, when too

many of our friends have missed the okay

schedule, we speculate in whispers about
the Voice.

We're just herders, not scientists or train-

ers. We know that even sharks can be con-

ditioned to avoid certain things, like the

schools they're supposed to be guarding,

We know that hardware can be planted in a

shark's brain to stimulate certain areas. It's

like pulling a puppet's strings. But they

don't tell us too much about how if works.

We're just supposed io give the orders and

^There's something about

hammerheads. They look like a

cross between a nightmare and

an abortion, but they have brains

that can be conditioned and

programmed to herd fish, just

like any other shark. 9

ihe Voice does the rest.

We do know about burn-out. The Voice is

a clumsy tool. Repeated commands dam-

age neural tissue, and sooner or later, usu-

ally within a year or two, the animal suffers

brain death.

When the ocean ranges began to be

managed and harvested intensively, when

the big harvesting stations replaced the

energy-hungry fishing fleets, herders used

porpoises to steer the schools. Cetaceans

are intelligent and can be trained. But

ihey're also intelligent enough to resent

being turned into slaves. Sometimes the

whole pack would take off, leaving the

herder with a scattering school and a hole

in the harvesting plan.

So the scientists started cutting open the

porpoises' heads and implanting' their

hardware. After all, there were quotas to

meet.

Thank God that was slopped. It was like

turning our brothers into zombies.

Sharks are just killing machines, ugly, vi-

cious, unpredictable devourers, according

to civilians. Yet. fhere isn't a herder who
doesn't wish there was another way.

Burn-out.

I've seen it happen a few times. It's noth-

ing dramatic but I've happened to be look-

ing in the right direction once in a while.

Just after a command, one shark gives a

little quiver. That's it. Most of a shark's sys-

tems are so primitive that it's a while aiter

brain death before the body gives up. But

that quiver is the end. Even if the body
continues to. move, there's nothing there.

I guess every herder has had nightmares

of looking down and seeing his own body
quiver like lhat.

There is no hardware in a herder's head.

The Voice only works one way.

That's what they tell us.

Why are there no old herders? Why are

bodies almost never recovered, even when

the ponies are intact?

I touched the switch on my mike and the

box translated my words into a command
for Tinkertoy to swim to the east and circle

around the school. His appearance would

keep it bunched up. And why was I thinking

about waste? This school was a big one in

spite of the loss of mass, so I should have

plenty of time. I really needed a swim to

wash off the stink of topside.

He swam away below the eyes of the

pony, giving me a. good view of sinuous

locomotion. He seemed regretful. "Aw,

Petey, I wanted to play!"

Cancel that. Erase. I don't know what he

was thinking.

When Tinkertoy faded into the distance. I

took a last look at (he scopes and put the

pony on automatic. I was slipping into the

escape gear as I stepped down to the lock.

The pony is home, but outside is heaven.

The touch of the water made me
euphoric. I don't know what it is, but I feel

more alive there than anywhere else. In a

way it doesn't make sense because I'm

completely dependent on the air packs. My
senses are limited to vision—dim—and

hearing—almost useless. I can't sense a

pressure wave until it's too late to be any

use. I
can't taste/smell the odors in the

water, probably the most important sense

to fish,
I
can't swim very fast, and I have to

depend on my suit to prevent dangerous

loss of body heat. In the world under the

surface I'm better prey than predator

But I can move, glide, fly—effortlessly. I

am part of the ocean, as it is a part of me.

I forgot about the air packs and the suit. I

was alert and aware of the danger every

second but it was unimportant. Every part

of my body was funclioning, not like being

in the pony, or topside, where I am mostly

useless meat supporting a brain that in turn

functions as a puppet of the Atlantic

Fisheries Corporation.

I swam from the lock directly into the

school, counting on the pack's avoidance

conditioning to protect me there. It is pos-

sible to swim with the pack, even lo play

with them if they've been fed recently. I've

done it often. But around the pack you have

to be doubly alert, and on this first swim

after my return, I didn't want to be alert. Not

that way.



Why do they force us to go topside for R

and R every two weeks? I'd stay on the job

forever if they'd keep giving me air packs.

I'd take my R and R outside if they'd give

me air packs. Why won't they turn us loose?

Why keep binding us with their own fears?

Maybe they're afraid we won't come
back,

Change course. Thinkof something else.

That's the way a shark would think.

Erase.

I
soared through the school. It was like

swimming through a shower of gigantic

confetti that parted to make a path tor me.

They're even dumber than the sharks. If I'd

been hungry I could have reached out and

grabbed one.

I flew, trying to breathe shallowly, hoard-

ing every breath in my pack,

Time was running out. I called my usual

curse down on the heads of the Atlantic

Fisheries Corporation and began my return

to the pony. Thirty hours of air in a pack and

one pack per pony. For emergency use

only I had to make this one last two weeks.

Damn them. With this slender thread they

hold me. Topsiders.

At the edge of the school I stopped dead

in the water. Something had changed out

there. The aura was different,

The pack was making its usual near-

aimless sweeps, but they seemed nervous,

their movements jerky. The school was
calm, but then, the school is always calm

until they approach the catch pens. I could

see no .predators, But something had

changed. I could feel it.

Then I saw him. Gliding from the dimness

at the edge of my vision. Tinkerioy.

He was returning from the east.

From the east. The shock raised my res-

piration rate but I no longer thought about

hoarding the air in my pack. A shark cannot

disobey a command. The puppet can't cut

its own'strings. Either a shark obeys or its

brain is.dead and it is not capable of initiat-

ing an action. But Tinkerioy was returning

from the east. If he had finished his sweep,

if my time sense could have been that far

wrong, he would have relurned from the

northwest.

A shark could not disobey a command.
But if something had changed since I gave

Tinkerioy that last order, he would expect a

new order. He could not function without the

correct order If predators were attacking

the school On the east side, Tinkerioy could

not complete his sweep and he could not

attack without my command.
There must be predators in the school. It

was the only explanation. If I'd been in the

pony I would have seen them on the

scopes. Alarms must have been Hashing

all across the board as I indulged in that

forbidden pleasure.

Tinkerioy circled the pony, caressed it

with his hide, tasting. "Here I am, Petey.

What do you want me to do?"

My suit suddenly felt like a quilted over-

coat. As long as I stayed where I was, Tin-

kertoy would not "see" me. His conditioning

blinded him to the man body ot !he school.

to prevent him from lunching on the things

he was supposed to protect. While 1 was
hidden in the school I was safe, and the

way he'd been acting, I needed that pro-

tection. Maybe he wouldn't attack me.

Maybe. But a friendly shark is no better

than a hungry one. A flick of his tail could

break my spine. A caress from that hide

would rip away my suit and half my skin.

Blood in the water would bring the rest of

the pack down on me.

I
had to get back to the pony. I had loiind

out what was hitting the school. If it was a
few small sharks I could send the pack to

attack. If it was more than the pack could

handle, I might be able to save part of the

school by turning it with the pony.

Tinkerioy rounded the pony's stern and
started up the other side.

I swam out of the

school, trying to reach the lock before he

made a complete circuit. No good. I threw

out my arms to stop myself. He was soaring

over the top, almost as if he'd planned this

maneuver to trick me out of hiding.

"Petey! I've been looking all over for you!"

Erase. He just seemed a little excited,

that's all. 1 didn't know what he was think-

ing. I swam back into the school and Tin-

kerioy lost interest again.

I felt dizzy. Hyperventilation. I had to slow

down.
I
had to think.

I
couldn't get back to the pony but I could

swim through the school. At least get to the

east and checkout the situation for myself..

I

had no weapons, but if it was a small shark

or a single porpoise—fat chance— 1 might

be able to chase it away.

That still left the problem of getting back

to the pony. Bui save that for later.

If I lost an entire school because I was
outside, against regulations, I could get

fired. Exiled topside for the rest of my life.

Forget thai. Breathe slowly.

I couldn't go straight through the school

or I'd lose my sense of direction. Fish all

look, alike and sections of the school are

always changing orientation, though ihe

school as a whole was heading north.

If I swam over the school and there were

any wild sharks around, they might be

drawn to attack. Even a careful diver makes
some jerky movements and the closer

these are to the surface, the more exciting

to sharks.

I went under the school, gliding like a ray,

inches from the bottom.

Swimming like that gives a diver a

dangerous sense of power. It's not nar-

cosis. Biochemistry has taken care of that.

But the movement is almost effortless. You

look down and you see the bottom passing

so rapidly you -eel \e: propel ed. The light is

confusing.

The world was small enough to clasp in

my arms.

I hadn't solved my problem;
I
was run-

ning away from it. And not from any sense

of duty to the Atlantic Fisheries Corpora-

tion. My brain was a prisoner in an or-

ganism thai had returned to its natural ele-

ment.

Cancel that. Erase.

It wouldn't erase. I'd been a herder for

years, using the Voice almost daily. If there

was feedback, if the experts were wrong,

my brain must be r dd od with holes. Maybe
I was as much a puppet as Tinkertoy. Who
was pulling my strings? The Atlantic

Fisheries Corporation'' Or something older,

more primitive?

I remembered what a sculptor said when
asked about a piece of his work. "Why, I just

took a block of marble and cut away every-

thing that wasn't lion."

Cancel. Cancel. Cancel.

I was swimming to the east of the school

to see if it was being attacked and by what.

Cut off from my pony. I still had an obligation

to my employer. I was protecting a vital food

crop for millions of topsiders.

Oh, hell. Thai wasn't any better. Cancel.

I was trying to save my job, my life. My
only opportunity to live where I belonged.

Why bother? I didn't care about the top-

siders, the Atlantic Fisheries Corporation,

or my job. Why nol let it all slip away? I didn't

have to go back to the pony.

Swimming was no longer effortless. I was

moving fast, pushed by adrenalin. Thinking

like a shark again. I
didn't even bother to

cancel that one.

When the school siarted to thin out, I rose

just inside the curve of its flank, hoping it

would cover me from whatever it was that

had disturbed Tinkertoy. I could see noth-

ing bui Ihe bottom, the fish, and Ihe blue-

green curtain at the edge of my vision.

Nothing. No sharks. No cetaceans.

I pushed out of the school and let my
body drift north. The ocean was calm, as if

nothing existed but the fish and me, sus-

pended in the quiet. I decided I was still

suffering from the effects of hyperventila-

tion. I was seeing spots.

Or rather, one spot. I shook my head and

looked straight at it. It didn't go away. It was
a man-shaped thing hanging so deep
within the curtain that I could hardly see it.

But man-shaped. No air pack.

My breath went in and out; ihe. school

drifted away from me. I stared at the dark

spot in the curtain while the world turned

over and crushed something.

Maybe after years on the job, the Voice

riddles a herder's brain with pinholes.

Maybe we start to see things, imagine im-

possibilities.

Humans can't breathe water like fish. We
can'l survive underwater wilhout compli-

cated support systems, air packs. We have

the word of the experts on that. Thai

couldn't be a man out there, waving at me.

No air packs. Impossible.

Cetaceans used to be land animals, too.

Maybe something has been working on me
like that sculptor, cutting away everything

that isn't—what? I wanted to find out. I

wanted to believe it was possible.

But there was my job. The world I knew,

the packs and the pony and afresh air pack

every month.

The man-shaped thing beckoned.

I think I'm going to miss Tinkertoy. OQ



Even out of prison, he really

wasn't free. A teleport

implant had made his body the

property of Lt. Denzlo.

INVISIBLE

STRIPES
BYRON GOULART

He ran. So they shot him.

Five kilguns hit him almost simultaneously,

slicing him into chunks.

Although everyone assumed his running was
an admission oi guilt, Andy Stoker wasn't guilty.

Not this time.

But since the Strang lings stopoed when Andy
died, the case was officially closed. Nobody, or

hardly anyone rather, beside .'nyseh knows what

was really going on. By the time
I
had everything

figured out, Andy was dead and gone and I'm

certain the Greater Los Angeles Police Depart-

ment wouldn't believe me. Besides which, if I

went near the GLA.PD fortress out in the Pasa-

dena Sector someone in the Murder Division

would besuretofindout. Can't risk that.

So you're the only person I'm going to tell

about Andy Stoker, about the stranglings and

who really committed
this particular batch of murders.

The first time I saw Andy in person was on a

hot bleary afternoon in August of 2005. He was
tugging off some of his clothes out in front of the

main building of the Quakeproof Studios in the

Burbank Sector of GLA.

Spotting him through the one-way window of

the tiny office OS was loaning me, I jumped up

and dived for the door,

"Musk." rumbled the dented robot sec-

retary that went with the office.
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"Beg pardon?" I
hesitated, anxious, on

ihe threshold.

"Hair note save. War musk."

"Oh, right." I dashed back to my floating

metal desk, snatched up the breather, and

clapped it to my face.

"Half a hobby die," chuckled the old bot

as I headed out again.

Back in the Connecticut Enclave where I

live, the air is usually breathable, so I
wasn't

in the habit of wearing a protective mask.

When I first hit the glaring afternoon out-

side, the tinted goggles seemed to go

black for several seconds. By the time I

coUld see again Andy had his tunic off and

was slapping at his bare chest.

The android security guard, a baffled

' expression on his cream-color face, was
holding his stun gun at the ready.

"It's okay," I called, running in the direc-

tion ot the security huts. "He's my guest."

"Just look atthat, will you?" Andy ordered

the guard, tracing a. finger over the certifi-

cate tattooed on his flesh. "They did pro-

gram you to read, didn't they? This states I

graduated, with honors, (rom the Pasadena

Playhouse for the Criminally Insane. I'm

absolutely clean now. No matter what the

Murder Division may have told—"

'Vou'got *o have a pass," the humanoid

guard insisted, "I'm not all thai interested in

your body, sir, nor in its decorations. Your

criminal past is so much water over the

dam so far as my duties—

"

"Hey, he's all right!" I said. "He's here to

see me." I had reached them.

The guard cupped his gunfree- hand to

his metal ear. "Eh?"

Andy reached over, cave "ny breather a

thump with his fist. "You shouldn't wear an

American brand mask," he advised. "Es-

pecially one of these clunky GEs. They

garble your speech, let in enough airborne

carcinogens to kill the average lab rat in

about fifteen—

"

"Ah, I
recognize you, sir, by ihe New Eng-

land cut of your two-piece daysu.it,
'

the

guard said to me. "Very Ivy League, now

that I make it out through the haze. You're

the gentleman from Oldies, Ltd."

"Exactly," I
shouted through my mouth-

piece. "This is Andy Stoker, came to work

as a technical adviser on a nostalgia show

we're doing entitled Fabled Pattern Killers

of Yesteryear."

"1 happen to be a pattern killer myself,"

Andy told the guard, grinning. "Relatively

famous, about five years ago, as Captain

Midnight. So called because I always

struck at exactly—"

"My memories only go back two years,

sir," said the android, "In show business,

that's sufficient. Famous murderer, were

you?"
"1 strangled nine people, made the cov-

.ers of Timelife and Mammon in the same

week." Andy stopped to grab up his dis-

carded tunic.

I
noticed a nasty reddish lump on his

back, but didn't comment on it "Come

along, Andy," 1 said, catching hold of his

arm. Til show you the sets they're building

for the production."

Andy continued to address the mechan-
ical guard. "I was the best-known video-

induced criminal of the year, although I'm

less famous these days except to the darn

Murder Division of the Greater Los Angeles

Pol-"
"You'll vouch for him, sir?" the guard

asked me.

"He doesn't have to," answered Andy.

"I'm clean now." He poked at the tattooed

diploma. "I won't strangle anyone, ever

again. Unless I happen to be goaded into it

by a suggestively violent television show.

Since, however, I'm forbidden by the terms

of my parole to own, operate, or even look

at a TV set, a disksyst, or a vidwall, there's

very little—"

"The sets, Andy." 1 hurried him away
across the bright, hazy grounds of the

video studio. Ever since' he'd criticized my
breather I'd felt the thick air was- sneaking

in and seeping out of my lungs and doing

them harm. "They're all indoors,"

What is that thing?"

I asked, referring to an infiamed

reddish lump.

"That's my teleport box. They

let me loose, but

they stuck me with this
.

,

.

which means Tm

wearing Invisible stripes3

"I'm sorry I lost the pass you sent me," he

said as we rapidly walked toward Studio C.

"It fell out of my pocket while I was upside

down over the Grand Canyon."

"Why were you in that position?"

Andy was a long, lanky young man of

about 29, and, being several inches taller

than I, leaned down now and lowered his

voice, " It's got to do with romance," he con-

fided through the mouthpiece of his

Japanese-made breather.

"How does the Grand Canyon-"

"Don't you read Fax-Variety?'

"I have to."

"Then you ought to have noticed the item

about Dynamite Dunn and myself being a

new twosome."

"Dynamite Dunn, the lady daredevil?"

"There aren't that many Dynamite Dunns

in the world. She's who I
mean. Didn't you

read the tremendous writeup they gave her

in WomenStunts last week, or the rave

notice in Stunt Persons a couple months

ago? I
suppose, being head over heels in

love, I'm prejudiced about Dynamite's

stunts, but to me she's the best-looking girl

in the Suicidal Stunt field."

'"In here-" I pushed open the door of the

sound stage, and we entered.

Andy tugged off his mask. "You ought to

get yourself one of these Nusubito Breath-

ers. The Japanese really know how to make

the things. Their air was unbreathable way
before ours. Back when I was strangling

fulltime I used an American make and

found it too—

"

"How did you happen to be over the

Grand Canyon?"
"Oh, Dynamite's planning a stunt that in-

volves her being seduced by three . .
.
this

is London in the nineteenth century, right?"

We'd entered the dimly lit set, which rep-

resented a block of the East End of Victo-

rian London. "Going to use it in our 'Jack

the Ripper' sequence."

"Messy, Jack the Ripper was messy,"

observed Andy, slowing and gazing

around. "Strangling is much neater. If 1

were, which I assure you I
never will/going

to kill anybody again, I'd sure use strangu-

lation."

I took, even though he seemed pleasant

and calm enough, a few steps back from

him. "We don't have to talk about your

crimes if- it upsets
—

"

"They weren't crimes," Andy said, grin-

ning. "Which is what made my case so

famous. I was judged, by both a six-person

human jury and a three-member robot

backup [ury. to be video susceptible. In

fact, I've got one of the worst and most
' severe kinds. I'd always been strongly

goaded by what I saw on our TV wall as a

kid. Broke a leg one summer trying to emu-

late Hunneker the Jungle Man, came very

close to fracturing my head after viewing

The Girl with the Iron Skull." Those little

incidents were only preludes, and then on

thai fatelul night in 2000 1
chanced to watch

The Case of the Barchester Strangled on

Bently of Scotland Yard, and off I
went.

Strangled nine helpless victims before the

GLAPD ran me to ground. Always did it at

midnight, like the killer on the show, hence

my nickname of Captain Midnight. Coined

by the media." He lifted up the front of his

'tunic studied the tattooed diploma. "I'm

cured now, though, which is why I was let

out on parole two years ago. I'm fine so long

as I
keep absolutely clear of TV I haven't,

give you my word, harmed a soul since I've

been out. Too busy for crime anyhow, what

with my consulting work and my courtship

of Dynamite."

"I thought 1 saw in the National Intruder

where Dynamite was sleeping with some-

one on the GLA police force."

"Oh, that item you noticed, huh?" Scowl-

ing, Andy shuffled along the shadowy Lon-

don lane. "I honestly believe her affair wiih

Denzlo is only another stunt. No, sir, the one .

true love in Dynamite's life is me. Being shot

out of a solar cannon while a gorilla is

ravaging you .
. .

stunts like that take a lot

out of a person. Sometimes, I have to admit,

Dynamite seeks relaxation in odd places.

Nothing to worry about, though," He

hoisted the tunic farther, reached around,

and lapped at his back.



There was that slightly inflamed lump

again, rectangular and about the. size of a

pocket computer. It was rimmed by reddish

flesh, stuck up almost a half inch. "What is

thai thing?"

"Didn't you read the bio sheet I sent?

That's my teleport box," he explained.

"Ugly thing, and it itches like crazy most of

the time. They let me loose, but they stuck

me with this. So I'm metamorphically wear-

ing invisible stripes."

"Who implanted that?"

"Talk about coincidence, it was Denzlo,"

Andy replied. "He ordered the job done,

that is. Perfectly wi:h in his '.ghts.sincelam

a paroled killer, under the Roaming Mur-

derers Act of 2002. Yet the great state of

California South says it's okay to bury one

of these teleport gadgets in any potentially

dangerous kille' I've talked lover, you can

bet, with my attorney many times. He's not a

bad guy, a robot, bul built by the Japanese.

loaded wilh legal lore and possessed of a

really golden voice."

Nodding at his back, I asked, "They can

summon you with that gadget?"

"Well, the law says only once in any given

week unless there's an emergency situa-

tion." He chuckled, let his tunic fall, and

then scratched at the implanted teleporter.

"Denzlo treats almost anything as an

emergency Oh, let me warn you now it's

come up. What with these Media Killer slay-

ings going on, the lieutenant's been yank-

ing me into the Murder Division offices for

questioning as often as twice a day. In case

I should go whooshing away in the middle

of our conversation, don't take it as an in-

sult. See, I don't actually have any control

over what he —

"

"Who's the Media Killer?"

"They don't know. Denzlo'd like it to be

me, so he ! d have, in his cockeyed opinion,

a Clearfield with Dynamite,"

"I wasn't talking about identity. I'm just

not familiar with the case at all."

"You really are steeped in the past. Work-

ing for Oldies, Ltd., has— "

Zimm!
A harsh, tinny buzz was coming out of

him, originating in his back.

Zimm!
"Again? They're really harass— "

Then Andy wasn't there anymore. He
vanished, as though he'd been sucked

suddenly into another world. The air where

he'd been standing gave off a faint pop-

ping sound after he'd gone teleporting

away— to Lt. Denzlo and the GLAPD.

Andy didn't get back to me until two days

later. Part of the lime he was in the police

fortress in the Pasadena Sector, the rest he

spent with Dynamite Dunn. She'd given up

her plans for the Grand Canyon and was
contemplating a daredevil stunt involving

the Nixon Dam. Even though Andy was a

certified video stimulation criminal who'd

been cleared and pronounced socially ac-

ceptable by the Pasadena Playhouse for

the Criminally Insane, the GLA had been

able to have a teleport unit surgically im-

planted in him. This allowed them to whisk

him in for questioning up to six times in any

given month. Andy swore, which I'm in-

clined to believe, that once he quit watch-

ing TV he never strangled anyone else.

Denzlo and his partner, Hart, didn't believe

him, apparently. They were working very

hard to pin the Media Killer stranglings on

him, which is why they'd leleported him off

once again while he was visiting me at the

studio.

They were very unconvenlional cops,

Denzlo and Hart. In their early 30s, both

lean and dark. They went in for conserva-

tive one-piece gray daysuits, close-

cropped hair, and no visible body decora-

tions at all. Oulside ol a fondness for

teleporting parolees and ex-cons into the

Interrogation Pits, neither of them went in

much for gadgets. They never used the

Shockbox or the Fingerpopper, stayed

away from Talkjuice and Brainprobing,

Their approach was classic 20th century.

Hart yelled anc Denzlo was softspoken.

"We know you did ill" Hart shouted at

Andy the instant he materialized in the

sea-green Query Cell thai afternoon.

Andy pul out a hand to steady himself.

As many times as he'd been yanked hither

and yon by the teleport unit in his back, he

still got a shade woozy. "Did what?"

"Don'l scream at the guy," said Denzlo in

his soft, droning voice. "He'll tell us wilhoui

that."

"Oh, will he?"

"Sure, he will." Denzlo circled the slightly

swaying Andy.

"What about Dr. Bubbles?" cried Hart,

hopping once.

"Who?" Andy reached a floating wale-

back chair and sat, uninvited. "You're haul-

ing me in too many times, by the way. I want

to contact my robot attorney over in — "

"Only the guilty need robots!"

"Take it easy, Hart. Andy's going to con-

fess any minute now."

"Some things I don't mind your fudging

about," Andy told them, "But I'm noi going

to lei you teleport me more than the—"
"Look at this 1." From behind his back Hart

produced a small metal arm and thrust ii at.

Andy.

He recoiled. "Whai the heck is that?"

"You recoil like .a guilty man!"
"Thought you were going to poke me in

the eye with those teeny metal fingers. Is

that part of some toy?" He was bewildered.

"You do a very nice innocent act. Andy,"

said Lt. Denzlo, smiling admiringly. "No
wonder they call you the Media Killer, you're

a real performer."

"Ah, so there's been another one of

those, "'Andy nodded. "Well, I didn't do this

one either."

"It's your M.O.I"

"Hundreds of people have my M.O. I

mean, all I ever did back when I was a killer

was put my hands on their neck and

squeeze. Nothing fancy."

"Do you deny you used to watch Dr.



Bubbles on TV? Do you deny that you

strangled the poor old guy early this morn-

ing at the Hollywood Home for Washed-Up
Actors?"

"I don't watch any TV," said Andy pa-

tiently. "You guys know that If 1 ever did

again, I'd do. . . Lord knows what."

"So you claim," said Denzlo in his calm

voice. "We think you (ooled the courts of

California Sou In "ive years ago. Andy."

"But you won't too! us!"

"Is that part of Dr. Bubbles?" Andy
pointed to the little metal arm Hart was
swinging in the air. "Must have been a small

man with a—"
"This is a part of one of his pathetic little

Knowbots!"

"Don't you recall watching the Dr. Bub-
bles & His Knowbots Show in your youth,

Andy? It ran on the National Thoughtful

Network for several seasons, taught a he'ck

of a lot of kids how to . . . what's that on your

tunic collar?"

"Is it blood'''"

"Probably lipstick." answered Andy. "You

ought to recognize the shade, Denzlo.

Dynamite has it made up especially for her.

Calls it Hazardous Crimson because—'"

"You still claim to be seeing this Miss

Dunn''"

"Claim? I'm head over heels in love with

her, I worship every devil-may-care bone in

her bod— "

"That'll be enough of that kind of talk."

"My partner respects Miss Dynamite
Dunn! He intends to wed her, to sign a
long-term marriage agreement. He doesn't

care to hear cringing stragglers defile her

repu—

"

"The only time I've cringed to.day is when
you poked thai goofy arm in my eye. That'd

make anybody-"
"Yo.u deny cringing, but not the strangler

part?"

"I'm not a strangler either. We all know I

used to be one, but with help I got over it,"

"Where were you this morning?"

"At the Grand Canyon."

"An odd place to be." Hart made a few

more hops. "Did anyone see you there?"

"Certainly, Lieutenant. Besides Dyna-

mite, there was the crew from the ABCBS-
TV network and a reporter from Wom-
enStunts and a pudgy guy I

think might

have been the Vice President of the United

States and . . .oh, lots of people. Whenever
Dynamite practices one of her death-

defying stunts, there's usually a crowd."

Andy looked from one cop to the other. "Tell

you something funny, too. By accident I

happened to get just a tiny glance at a TV

monitor screen and there was a picture of

Dynamite doing a practice jump over a

small ditch. First thing I knew, I was running

and then making a jump myself. See, when
I so much as look at anything on TV -

"

"Too bad you didn't jump, in the canyon!"

"No, he wouldn't do that," said Denzlo.

"He's a fake. He convinced a six-person

jury and an outmoded computer judge he's

a severe vidstim case. I don't buy any of it."

"Do you think," suggested Andy, "it's be-

cause you're trying to steal Dynamite away
trom me that you— "

"We'll let you go for now, Andrew I prom-

ise you I'll be checking out your alibi."

Denzlo turned his back on him.

"You can go!" Hart strode to the teleport

control board in the corner of the room.

"Where to?"

"Since you've fouled up my job interview,

you may as well send me home-

to my
place."

Denzlo, very softly, said, "You're still very

high on our suspect list."

"Don't strangle anyone else!"

"I don't strangle people any—"
Zimm!

He was in his cluster apartment in the

Santa Monica Sector. He materialized five

feet off the see-through floor. He fell now
and banged his knee. That had probably

been deliberate on Han's part.

"He's trying to frame me," Andy insisted

when I met him for lunch a few days later at

{•Hundreds of people

have my M.O.

I mean, all I ever did

when I was
a killer was put my

hands on

their neck and squeeze.

Nothing fancy.?

the Edge O'The Fault restaurant in the Al-

tadena Sector.

Since there was something slightly

wrong with the microwave unit on my side

of the table,
I was preoccupied with the way

my knees were heating up. "Who?" I asked
finally.

"Lieutenant Denzlo. Initially it was
harassment. Teleport me into the police tor-

tress, question me, teleport me out. Now it's

grown worse."

"How?" I found it
I
kept my knees tight

together it was all right.

"You fidget a lot, I used to myself, back in

the days when
I
watched TV You ought to

consider seriously dropping—"
"My knees were cooking, that's all. I can't

stop watching television, since my work—"
"Well, about what Denzlo's up to. He's

consumed with jealousy, as I believe I've

mentioned. Dynamite informs me that

when they're together he devotes much of

his time to ranting over me. 'How's your

killer friend?' or 'Does he like to put his

hands on your throat when you're hug-

ging?' And other snide stuff in that vein. I

tell you, once you get labeled a strangler,

it's just too bad."

"Dynamite tells you what happens be-

tween ne: arc this police officer?"

"Sure, why not? We're deeply in love."

"Not enough for her to drop Denzlo."

"She'd like to, believe me, except she's

somewhat fearful," explained Andy, tap-

ping the menu screen on his microwave

unit, "Is the frozen kolpioaf anv good here?"

"No."

"Look, if Denzlo isn't able to frame me, he

may use his authority to make trouble for

Dynamite. She has lo keep dating the guy."

"Maybe the safest thing would be for you

and this lady daredevil to part."

"I'm not a coward, like people in your line

of work have to be. No man who can ac-

company Dynamite on many of her most

dangerous feats is a coward. I'm not about

to let-"

"No one's ever called me a coward either.

Andy. In fact, when I was visiting Burt Lan-

caster at the Old Acrobats Home in Taos to

sign him up for—"

'Denzlo planted one of my watches at

thes

"Scene of a crime?"

Slowly Andy nodded. "The last so-called

Media Killer strangling, yes. Fellow named
Mercenary Mazurky— maybe you've heard

of him? Used to be a freelance soldier and

was holding down the Invasion Desk on the

Intensive News Hour on KLOB-TV"
"I think Mazurky pixphoned me a couple

weeks ago, wanted me to enter this upcom-
ing Clean Air Marathon to

"That's the guy. They're staging a ten-

mile jog to raise money to clean up the air

hereabouts. If you do enter, be sure you

wear a better mask than the one you use

or— "

"I'm not entering. I came out to GLA to

produce the documentary on famous pat-

tern killers of bygone days. Running isn't—"

"This Media Killer fellow apparently

strangled poor Mazurky in the skycar lot

behind KLOB over in the Westwood Sector

late last night." Andy continued. "This time,

I didn't happen to be with anybody, Dyna-

mite was taping an interview with an Alistair

Cooke clone for the National Thoughtful

Network.
I was home not watching TV

Heck, I don't even have a set, be a parole

violation if I did. Thing is, Denzlo claims my
watch was spotted in the shrubs near the

murder site."

"How'd it get there?"

"Denzlo put it there, after swiping it out of

my dwelling," answered Andy. "The guy's

intent on getting rid of me as a rival, He'll try

anything."

"Mazurky was a freelance commando,
wasn't he?"

"So they say."

"Big guy, very tough."

"Exactly." Leaning toward me, Andy low-

ered his voice. "You're wondering how the

strangler snuck up on him."

"It occurred to me, yeah."

"Killer had to be somebody Mazurky

knew." Andy grinned. "I told Denzlo and

Hart as much this morning when they tele-

ported me in for grilling, Yanked me right



out of a warm, comfortable bed."

"Why'd they let you go
1?"

"My robol attorney Sprung me, but

there's no telling how long before—"
Zimm!
"Damn, he's at it ag

—

"

Andy was.teleported away.

I looked down at my warm lap, not

exactly wanting to meet the glances of the

other restaurant customers.
That lunch turned out to be the last time I

personally encountered Andy Stoker.

Oldies, Ltd., got a tip that the last living

Elvis Presley impersonator was living in a

welfare commune in New Yazoo, Missis-

sippi. They ordered me to feleport down
there, see if I could locate the singer and
sign him up for one of our nostalgia tours.

We calculated he'd fit perfectly into a

package we were putting together to star

Conway Twitty and the very talented young
girl who pushed his wheelchair. Accord-
ingly, I turned' over the pattern killer docu-

mentary io an assistant and went popping
off to Mississippi. Teleporting, even when it

isn't unexpected like Andy's and you use a
conventional teleporl depot pad, can do
things to you. The side effects ot that, plus

two weeks of tracking the elusive Presley

lookalike, landed me in a yogurt therapy

Spain Free Europe 22.

By the time I emerged, nearly recovered.

Andy was dead. The specifics of what
happened I can only guess at. As I've told

you before, though, I'm very good at mak-
ing a complete projection from a minimum
of data. Therefore, I'm willing to bet, the rest

of this is fairly close to the truth.
I
did at-

tempt, when next I was in California South,

to compare some of my conclusions with

Dynamite Dunn's. She was tied up in plans

for her wedding to Lt. Denzlo, claimed no

time to talk to me. You may have seen the

subsequent wedding on TV with the bride

and groom consummating the marriage on

a trampoline suspended over the Grand
Canyon.
Andy's attorney, whom i did have a

chance to interview just prior to his being

scrapped, told me he'd been able to prove

that the watch found at the scene of Mazur-

ky's strangling was stolen from Andy's
apartment three days prior to the crime.

When the next victim, a salesman of elec-

tronic stimulation gear out in the San Fer-

nando Sector, fellow named Paranoid Piet,

was found strangled and clutching a lock

of Andy's hair, it looked bad. However, the

robot lawyer established the fact that the

hair came not directly off Andy's head but

from the waste compartment of the robot

barber he visited.

At about the time of the Paranoid Piet

strangling Andy received some unsettling

news from Dynamite. Unsettling hints ac-

tually.

Andy was visiting Dynamite in her home
gym this particular afternoon. The red-

haired girl, wearing an attractive one-piece

stuntsuit, was swinging from a plyorope up

near the domed see-through ceiling.

Jogging along beneath her, Andy was
sayicig, "There's only one person who can
be doing this to me. 'You realize that, don't

you, Dyna7
"

"You're letting your silly old jealousy feel-

ings make you—"'

"Come on. It's got to be Denzlo. He's got
motive and opportunity. He's the one fram-

ing me."

'Andy, you— "

Thunk!

He clashed arrcss the padded floor to

the place where the fallen girl hit. "You usu-

ally don't fall off things, Dyna," he said as
he knelt beside her "Something's bother-

ing you."

The pretty girl groaned some, shook her

head, and then sat up to hug him. 'AndyH I

suspect it's worse even than you imagine."

"Worse?" He stroked her fiery hair.

"Denzlo's been dropping hints lately,"

she said, sighing. "Wish he wouldn't, since

it makes me gosh-awful nervous, Not only

• Oldies, Ltd., got a tip that the

last living Elvis Presley

impersonator was living in a

welfare commune. They

ordered me to teleporl down,

see if I could locate the

singer, and sign him up for one

of our nostalgia tours*

have
I been falling from some pretty high

places lately, I've been screwing up other

stunts, too. Last week when they shot me
out of the neutron cannon to celebrate

opening the new kelpfood plant out in the

Oxnard Sector, my trajectory was way off.
I

ended up landing smack dab in the middle

ot a pile of—"
"What about Denzlo? What's he been in-

sinuating to you?"

"I honestly to gosh think he is trying to

frame you. for these Media Killer crimes.

Andy."

"T been telling you that for weeks, Dyna."

"On top of which.
. . . Golly, I have the

spookiest feeling he...." She let out a

longer, sadder sigh.

Andy pushed her away from him. "I get

what you mean," he said, eyes widening.

"Denzlo is not only providing clues which

point to me, he's providing the victims. Isn't

that it?"

She nodded her lovely red-topped head.

"Gosh, I'm afraid it is. What'll you do?"

"Slop him!"

"How? He's really smart, and powerful."

"Suppose," mused Andy. "I were, com-
pletely by unavoidable accident, of course.

to view this upconino documentary on pat-

tern killers that Oldies, Ltd., put together. I'd

be compelled to rush out and—"
"Andy, you're supposed to be cured."

"I am cured. You saw my diploma from—"
"Yes, don't bother showing me the darn

thing again." She put her small warm hands
on his. "What 1 mean is, golly, you shouldn't

be having thoughts about running amok.
Strangling a bunch of people like yOu—

"

"Not people, Dyna, only Denzlo," he ex-

plained, grinning. "Actually, I won't watch

the show, If I really watched it I might, as you

put if, run amok, because I still am very

susceptible to anything I see on television.

I'll only say, when they come to arrest me for

strangling Denzlo, that I was watching.

Most I'll get is another few - "

"I don't like the drift of this darn old con-

versation." the lady daredevil told him.

"Wow, do I pick 'em. A rogue cop and a

dumb bunny who (ells me he's going to go
out and commence choking innocent—"

"Didn't I promise you no innocent people
this time? Only Denzlo, then I quit. Prom-
ise." He made a cross over his heart. "I

really won't—"
Zimm!
"Again? Oh, Andy"
"We still have our dinner —

"

Zimm!
She managed one quick kiss on his

cheek before he went teleporting Off.

And.y didn't land in the police fortress this

time. Denzlo. probably with the coopera-
tion of Harf, had teleported him elsewhere.

To the scene of the latest strangling.

They'd landed Andy there only minutes

after the murder. No one was there as yet.

Only the dead man and Andy.

"Talk about frameups." he said.

This was in the Pasadena Sector, The
victim was a man named Reisberson. He
was sprawled on the floor of his place of

business, feet spread wide.

Reisberson ran a TV wall store, which

was filled with sample walls. Each wall

showed ar ongoing :elev sion show.

Ten seconds after he saw the dead man,
Andy looked up at the nearest of the huge
TV pictures.

".
. . an excitement in the air . .

." an un-

seen announcer was saying. "All for a very

good cause, too. which must make all the

folks whore about to participate in this

Clear Air Marathon very happy."

The same picture was on all ihe giant

wallsize screens that surrounded Andy
Hundreds of runners waiting for the signal

to start.

A door behind him opened, feet came
thumping in.

"Stay right where you are, Media Killer!"

an official-sounding voice ordered. "We'll

cut you in slices! Don't move!"
Andy, though, really was susceptible to

what he saw on television. At that moment
on all those enormous screens people
began to run. There was nothing else Andy
could do.

He ran. So they shot him. DO
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conjugations of Portuguese irregular

verbs, wishing that somehow he could go

back and undo the moment when he

agreed to speak to the old man who had

unfolded all the plans to assassinate An-

dreyevitch. "Now I must trust you." said the

old man. "Temos que confiar no senhor

americano. You love liberty, ne?"

Love liberty? Who knew anymore? What

was liberty? Being free to make a buck?

The Russians had been smart enough to

know that if they let Americans make
money, they really didn't give a damn
which language the government was
speaking. And, in fact, the government

spoke English anyway.

The propaganda that they had been

feeding him wasn't funny. It was too true.

The United States had never been so

peaceful. It was more prosperous than it

had been since the Vietnam War boom 30

years before. And the lazy, complacent

American people were going about busi-

ness as usual, as if pictures of Lenin on

buildings and billboards were just what

they had always wanted.

I was no different, he reminded himself.
I

sent in my work application, complete with

oath of allegiance. I
accepted it meekly

when they opted me out for a tutorial with a

high Party official. I even taught his dam-

nable little children for three years in Rio.

When I
should have been writing plays.

But what do I write about? Why not a

comedy—The Yankee and the Commis-

sar, a load of laughs about a woman com-

missar who marries an American blue

blood who manufactures typewriters.

There are no women commissars, of

course, but one must maintain the illusion

of a free and equal society.

"Bruce, my dear," says the commissar in

a thick but sexy Russian accent, "your

typewriter company is suspiciously close

to making a profit."

"And if it were running at a loss, you'd

turn me in, yes, my little noodle?" (Riotous

laughs from the Russians in the audience:

the Americans are not amused, but then,

they speak English fluently and don't need

broad humor. Besides, the reviews are all

approved by the Party, so we don't have to

worry about the critics. Keep the Russians

happy, and screw the American audi-

ence.) Dialogue continues:

"AH for the sake of Mother Russia."

"'Screw Mother Russia."

"Please do," says Natasha. "Regard me
as her personal incarnation."

Oh. but the Russians do love onstage

sex. Forbidden in Russia, of course, but

Americans are supposed to be decadent.

I might as well have been a ride designer

for Disneyland, Jerry thought. Might as well

have written shtick for vaudeville. Might as

well go stick my head in an oven. But with

my luck, it would be electric.

He may have slept. He wasn't sure. But

the door opened, and he opened his eyes

with no memory of having heard footsteps

approach. The calm before the storm: and

now. the storm

The soldiers were young, but unSlavic.

Slavish, but definitely American. Slaves to

the Slavs. Put that in a protest poem some-
time, he decided, if only there were some-

one who wanted to read a protest poem.

The young American soldiers (But the

uniforms were wrong. I'm not old enough to

remember the old ones, but these are not

made for American bodies) escorted him.

down corridors, up stairs, through" doors,

until they were outside and they put him

into a heavily armored van. What did they

think, he was part of a conspiracy and his

fellows would come to save him? Didn't

they know that a man in his position would

have no friends by now?
Jerry had seen it at Yale. Dr. Swick had

been very popular. Best damn professor in

the department. He could take the worst

drivel and turn it into a play, take terrible

actors and make them look good, take

apathetic audiences and make them, of all

things, enthusiastic and hopeful. And then

one day the police had broken into his

mGerald Nathan Crove,

the court finds you guilty of

murder and treason against the

United States . . . and

its ally the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics.

Do you have anything to say

before sentence . . .
?*

home and found Swick with four actors put-

ting on a play for a group of mayoe a score

of friends. What was it— Who's Afraid of

Virginia Woolf? Jerry remembered A sad

script. A despairing script. But a sharp one,

nonetheless, one that showed despair as

being an ugly, destructive thing, one that

showed lies as suicide, one that, in short,

made the audience feel that, by God,

something was wrong with their lives, that

the peace was illusion, that the prosperity

was a traud, that America's ambitions had

been cut off and that so much that was

good and proud was still undone—
And Jerry realized that he was weeping.

The soldiers sitting across from him in the

armored van were looking away, Jerry

dried his eyes.

As soon as news got out that Swick was
arrested, he was suddenly unknown. Ev-

eryone who had letters or memos or even

class papers that bore his name destroyed

them. His name disappeared trom address

books, His classes were empty as no one

showed up. No one even hoping for a sub-

stitute, for the university suddenly had no

record that there had ever been such a

class, ever been such a professor. His

house had gone up for sale, his wife had

moved, and no one said good-bye, And
then, more than ayear later, the CBS news

(which always showed official trials then)

had shown ten minutes of Swick weeping

and saying, "Nothing has ever been better

for America than Communism. It was just a

foolish, immature desire :c orove myse i by-

thumbing my nose at authority. It meant

nothing. I
was wrong. The government's

been kinder to me than I oese ; ve. Arc so

on. The words were silly. But as Jerry had

sat. watching, he had been utterly con-

vinced. However meaningless the words

were, Swick's face was meaningful: he was
utterly sincere.

The van stopped, and the doors in the

back opened just as Jerry remembered
that he had burned his copy of Swick's

manual on playwriting. Burned it. but not

until he had copied down all the major

ideas. Whether Swick knew it or not, he had

left something behind. But what will
I
leave

behind? Jerry wondered. Two Russian

children who now speak fluent English and

whose father was blown up in their front

yard right in tront of them, his blood spatter-

ing their faces, .because Jerry had ne-

glected to warn him? What a legacy.

For a moment he was ashamed ,
A life is a

lite, no matter whose or how lived.

Then he remembered the night when
Peter Andreyevitch (no—Anderson. Pre-

tending to be American is fashionable

nowadays, so long as everyone can tell at a

glance that you're really Russian) had

drunkenly sent for Jerry and demanded, as

Jerry's employer (i.e.. owner), "hat Jerry

recite his poems to the guests at the party.

Jerry had tried to laugh it off, but Peter was
no- :hat drunk: he insisted, and Jerry went

upstairs and got his poems and came
down and read them to a group ofmen who
could not understand the poems, to a

group of women who understood them and

were merely amused. Little Andre said af-

terward, "The poems were good. Jerry,"

but Jerry felt like a virgin who had been

raped and then given a two-dollar tip by the

rapist.

Intact, Peter had given him a bonus. And

Jerry had spent it.

Charlie Ridge, Jerry's defense attorney,

met him just inside the doors of the court-

house, "Jerry, old boy, looks like you're

taking all this pretty well. Haven't even lost

any weight."

"On a diet of pure starch, I've had to run

around my cell all day just to stay thin."

Laughter, Ha ho, what a fun time we're

having. What jovial people we are.

"Listen, Jerry, you've got to do this right,

you know, They have audience response

measurements. They car juoge how s n-

cere you seem. You've got to. really mean
it."

"Wasn't there once atime when defense

attorneys tried to get their clients off?" Jerry

asked.

"Jerry, that kind of attitude isn't going to

get you anywhere. These aren't the good

old days when you could get off on a tech-



nicality and a lawyer could delay trial for

five years. You're guilty as hell, and so if

you cooperate, they won't do anything to

you. They'll just deport you."

"What a pal," Jerry said. "With you on rny

side. I haven't a worry in the world."

The courtroom was crowded with cam-
eras. (Jerry had heard that in the old days
of freedom of the press, cameras had often

been barred from courtrooms. But then, in

those days the defendant didn't usually tes-

tily and in ihose days the lawyers didn't

both work from the same script, Still, there

was the press, looking for all the world as it

they thought they were free.)

Jerry had nothing to do for nearly halt an

hour. The audience (Are they paid'' Jerry

wondered. In America, they must be) tiled

in, and the show began at exactly eight

o'clock, The judge came in looking impres-

sive in his robes, and his voice was reso-

nant and strong, like a father on television

remonstrating his robe ; ous son. Everyone

who spoke faced the camera with the red

light on the top. And Jerry felt very tired.

He did not waver in his determination to

try to turn this trial to his own advantage,

but he seriously wondered what good it-

would do. And was it to his own advan-

tage? They would certainly punish him

more severely. Certainly they would be an-

gry, would cut him off, But he had written

his speech as if it were an impassioned

climactic scene in a play (Crove Against

the Communists- or perhaps Liberty's Last

Cry), and he the hero who would willingly

give his life for the chance to instill a little bit

of patriotism (a little bit of intelligence, who
gives a damn about patriotism!} in the

hearts and minds of the millions of Ameri-

cans who would be watching.

"Gerald Nathan Crove, you have heard

the charges against you. Please step for-

ward and state your plea."

Jerry stood up and walked with, he

hoped, dignity to the laped X on the floor

where the prosecutor had insisted that he

stand. He looked for the camera with the

red light on. He stared into it intently, sin-

cerely, and wondered if, after all, it wouldn't

be better just to say nolo contendere or

even guilty and have an easier time of it

"Mr. Crave," intoned the judge, "America

is watching. How do you plead?"

America was watching indeed. And
Jerry opened his mouth and said not the

Latin but the English he had rehearsed so

often in his mind;

"There is a time for courage and a time

for cowardice, a time when a man can give

in td those who offer him leniency and a

time when he must, instead, resist them for

the sake of a higher goal. America was
once a free nation. But as long as they pay
our salaries, we seem content to be slaves!

I plead not guilty, because any act that

serves to weaken Russian domination of

any nation in the world is a blow for all the

things that make life worth living and
against those to whom power is the only

god worth worshiping!"

Ah. Eloquence. But in his rehearsals he

had never dreamed he would get even this

far, ^nd yet they still showed no sign of

stopping him. He looked away from the

camera. He looked at the prosecutor, who
was taking notes on a yellow pad. He
looked at Charlie, and Charlie was re-

signedly shaking his head and putting his

papers back in his briefcase. No one

seemed to be particularly worried that

Jerry was saying these things over live

television. And the broadcasts were live—

they had stressed that, that he must be

careful to do everything correctly the tirst

time because it was all live

—

They were lying, of course. And Jerry

stopped his speech and jammed his hands

into his pockets, only to discover that the

suit they had provided for him had no

pockets (Save money by avoiding nones-

sentials, said the slogan), and his hands

slid uselessly down his hips.

The prosecutor looked up in surprise

when the judge cleared his throat. "Oh, 1

beg your pardon," he said. "The speeches

usually go on much longer. I congratulate

you, Mr. Crove, on your brevity."

Jerry nodded in mock acknowledgment,

but he felt no mockery.

"We always have a dry run," said the

prosecutor, "just io catch you last-

cnancers,"

"Everyone knew that?"

"Well, everyone but you, of course, Mr.

Crove. All right, everybody, you can go
home now."

The audience arose and quietly shuffled

out.

The prosecutor and Charlie got up and
walked to the bench. The judge was resting

his chin on his hands, looking not at all

fatherly now, just a little bored. "How much
do you want?" the judge asked.

"Unlimited," said the prosecutor,

"Is he really that important?" Jerry might

as well have not been there. "After all,

they're doing :he aciual Domoe-sin Brazil."

"Mr. Crove is an American," said the

prosecutor, "who chose to let a Russian

ambassador be assassinated."

"All right, all right," said the judge, and
Jerry marveled that the man hadn't the

slightest trace of a Russian accent.

"Gerald Nathan Crove, the court finds

you guilty of murder and treason against

the Uniled States of America and its ally,

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Do
you have anything to say before sentence

is pronounced?"
"I just wondered." said Jerry, "why you

all speak English."

"Because," said the prosecutor icily,

"we are in America."

"Why do you even bother with trials?"

"To stop other imbeciles from trying wha!

you did. He just wants to argue."



The judge slammed down his gavel.

"The court sentences Gerald Nathan

Crove to be put to death by every available

method until such time as he convincingly

apologizes for his action to the American

people. Court stands adjourned. Lord in

heaven, do I have a headache."

They wasted no time. At live o'clock in

the morning, Jerry had barely fallen asleep.

Perhaps they monitored this, because they

promptly woke him up with a brutal electric

shock across the metal floor where Jerry

was lying. Two guards— this time

Russians—came in and stripped him and

then dragged him to the execution

chamber even though, had they let him, he

would have walked.

The prosecutor was waiting. "I have

been assigned your case," he said, "be-

cause you promise to be a challenge. Your

psychological profile is interesting, Mr.

Crove. You long to be a hero."

"I wasn't aware of that."

"You displayed it in the courtroom, Mr,

Grove, You are no doubt aware—your

middle name implies it—of the last words

of the American Revolutionary War espio-

nage agent named Nathan Hale. 'I regret

that I have but one life to give for my coun-

try,' he said. You shall discover that he was
mistaken. He should be very glad he had

but one life.

"Since you were arrested several weeks

ago in Rio de Janeiro, we have been grow-

ing a.series of clones tor you. Development

is quite accelerated, but they have been

kept in zero-sensation environments until

the present. Their minds are blank.

"You are surely aware of somec, yes, Mr,

Crove?"

Jerry nodded. The starship sleep drug.

"We don't need it in this case, of course.

But the mind-taping technique, we use on

interstellar flights—that is quite useful.

When we execute you, Mr, Crove, we shall

be continuously taping your brain. All your

memories will be rather indecorously

dumped into the head of the first clone.

who will immediately become you. How-

ever, he will clearly remember all your lite

up to and including the moment of death.

"it was so easy to be a hero in the old

days, Mr. Crove. Then you never knew for

sure what death was like. It was compared

to sleep, to great emotional pain, to quick

departure of the soul from the body. None
ot these, of course, is particularly accurate.

Jerry was frightened. He had heard ot

multiple death before, of course—it was

rumored to exist because ot its deterrent

value. "They resurrect you and kill you

again and again," said the horror story, and

now he knew that it was true. Or they

wanted him to believe it was true.

What frightened Jerry was the way they

planned to kill him. A noose hung from a

hook in the ceiling. It could be raised and

lowered, but there didn't seem to be the

slightest provision for a quick, sharp drop

to break his neck. Jerry had once almost-

choked to death on a salmon bone, The
sensation of not being able to breathe ter-

rified him.

"How can I get out ot this?" Jerry asked,

his palms sweating.

"The first one, not at all," said the prose-

cutor. "So you might as well be brave and

use up your heroism this time around. Af-

terward we'll give you a screen test and see

how convincing your repentance is. We're

fair, you know. We try to avoid putting any-

one through this unnecessarily. Please sit."

Jerry sat. A man in a lab coat put a metal

helmet on his head, A few needles pricked

into Jerry's scalp.

"Already," said the prosecutor, "your

first clone is becoming aware. He already

has all your memories. He is right now living

through your panic—or shall we say your

attempts at courage. Make sure you con-

centrate carefully on what is about to hap-

pen to you, Jerry. You want to make sure

you remember every detail.

"Please," Jerry said.

<m The soldiers were

young, butunSlavic. Slavish,

but definitely American.

Slaves to Slavs. Put that in a

protest poem sometime,

he decided, if only there were

someone who wanted

to read a protest poem.3

"Buck up, my man," said the prosecute!

with a grin. "You were wonderful in the

courtroom. Let's have some of that noble

res.slarce now."

Then the guards led him to the noose

and put it around his neck, being careful

not to dislodge the helmet, They pulled it

tight and then tied his hands behind his

back. The rope was rough on his neck. He
waited, his neck tingling, for the sensation

of being lifted in the air. He flexed his neck

muscles, trying to keep them rigid, though

he knew the effort would be useless. His

knees grew weak, waiting for them to raise

the rope.

The room was plain. There was nothing

to see, and the prosecutor had left the

room. There was, however, a mirror on a

wai beside him. He could barely see into it

without turning his entire body, He was
sure it was an observation window. They
would watch, of course.

Jerry needed to go to the bathroom.

Remember, he told himself, I won't really

die. I'll be awake in the other room in just a

moment.
But his body was not convinced. It didn't

matter a bit that a new Jerry Crove would be

ready to get up and walk away when this

was over. This Jerry Crove would die.

"What are you waiting for''" he de-

manded, and as if that had been their cue
the guards pulled the rope and lifted him

into the air.

From the beginning it was worse than he

had thought. The rope had an agonizingly

tight grip on his neck; there was no ques-

tion of resisting at all. The suffocation was
nothing, at first. Like being under water

holding your breath. But the rope itself was
painful, and his neck hurt, and he wanted
to cry out with the pain; but nothing could

escape his throat.

Not at first.

There was some fumbling with the rope,

and it jumped up and down as the guards

tied it to the hook on the wall. Once Jerry's

feet even touched the floor.

By the time the rope held still, however,

the effects of the strangling were taking

over and the pain was forgotten. The blood

was pounding inside Jerry's head. His

tongue felt thick. He could not shut his

eyes. And now he wanted to breathe. He
had to breathe. His body demanded a

breath.

"

His body was not under control. Intellec-

tually, he knew that he could not possibly

reach the floor, knew that this death would

be temporary, but right now his mind was

not having much influence over his body.

His legs kicked and struggled to reach the

ground. His hands strained at the rope be-

hind him. And all the exertion only made his

eyes bulge more with the pressure of the

blood that could not get past the rope; only

made him need air more desperately.

There was no help for him, but now he

tried to scream for help. The sound now

escaped his throat—but at the cost of air.

He felt as if his tongue were being pushed

up into his nose. His kicking grew more

violent, though every kick was agony. He
spun on the rope; he caught a glimpse of

himself in the mirror. His face was turning

purple.

How long will it be? Surely not much
longer!

But it was much longer.

If he had been underwater, holding his

breath, he would now have given up and

drowned.

If he had a gun and a free hand, he would

kill himself now to end this agony and the

sheer physical terror of being unable to

breathe. But he had no gun, and there was

no question of inhaling, and the blood

throbbed in his head and made his eyes

see everything in shades of red, and finally

he saw nothing at all.

Saw nothing, except what was going

through his mind, and that was a jumble, as

if his consciousness were madly trying to

make some arrangement that would elimi-

nate the strangulation. He kept seeing him-

self in the creek behind his house, where he

had fallen in when he was a child, and
someone was throwing him a rope, but he

couldn't and he couldn't and he couldn't

catch it, and then suddenly it was around



his neck and dragging him under.

Spots of black stabbed at his eyes. His

body felt bloated, and then it erupted, his

bowel and bladder and stomach ejecting

all that they contained, except that his vomit

was Stopped at his throat, where it burned.

The shaking of his body turned into con-

vulsive jerks and spasms, and for a mo-
ment Jerry felt himself reaching the wel-

come state of unconsciousness. Then,
suddenly, he discovered that death is not

so kind.

There is no such thing as slipping off

quietly in your sleep. No such thing as

being "kiiied immediately" or having death

mercifully end the pain.

Death woke him from his unconscious-

ness, for perhaps a tenth of a second. But

that tenth of a second was infinite, and in it

he experienced the infinite agony of im-

pending nonexistence. His lite did not flash

before his eyes. The lack of life instead

exploded, and in his mind he experienced
far greater pain and fear than anything he

had felt from the mere hanging.

And then he died.

For an instant he hung in limbo, feeling

and seeing nothing. Then a light stabbed at

his eyes and soft foam peeled away from

his skin and the prosecutor stood there,

watching as he gasped and retched and
clutched at his throat. It seemed incredible

that he could now breathe, and if he had
experienced only the strangling, he might

now sigh with relief and say. "I've been
through it once, and now I'm not afraid of

death." But the strangling was nothing. The
strangling was prelude. And he was afraid

of death.

They forced him to come into the room
where he had died. He saw his body hang-
ing, black-faced, from the ceiling, the hel-

met still on the head, the tongue protrud-

ing.

"Cut it down," the prosecutor said, and
for a moment Jerry waited for the guards to

obey. Instead, a guard handed Jerry a
knife.

With death still heavy in his mind, Jerry

swung around and lunged at the prosecu-

tor. But a guard caught his hand in an irre-

sistible grip, and the other guard held a

pistol pointed at Jerry's head.

"Do you want to die again so soon?"

asked the prosecutor, and Jerry whim-
pered and took the knife and reached up to

cut himself down from the noose. In order to

reach above the knot, he had to stand close

enough to the corpse to touch it. The
stench was incredible. And the fact of

death was unavoidable. Jerry trembled so
badly he could hardly control the knife, but

eventually the rope parted and the corpse
slumped to the ground, knocking Jerry

down as it fell. An arm lay across Jerry's

legs. The face looked at Jerry eye-to-eye.

"You see the camera?"
Jerry nodded, numbly.

"You will look at the camera and you will

apologize for having done anything against

the government that has brought peace to

the earth."

Jerry nodded again, and the prosecutor

said., "Roll it."

"Fellow Americans," Jerry said, "I'm

sorry. I made a terrible mistake.
I was

wrong. There's nothing wrong with the Rus-

sians. I let an innocent man be killed. For-

give me, The government has been kinder

to me than I deserve." And so on. For an
hour Jerry babbled, insisting that 'he was
craven, that he was guilty, that he was
worthless, that the government was vying

with God for respectability.

And when he was through, the prosecu-

tor came back in, shaking his head.

"Mr. Crove, you can do better than that.

"Nobody in the audience believed you
for one minute. Nobody in the test sample,

not one person, believed that you were the

least bit sincere. You still think the govern-

ment ought to be deposed. And so we have
to try the treatment again."

"Let me try to confess again."

'A screen test is a screen test, Mr. Crove.

We have to give you a little more experience
with death before we can permit you to

have any involvement with life."

This time Jerry screamed right from the

beginning. He made no attempt at all .to

bear it well. They hung him by the armpits

over a long cylinder filled with boiling oil.

They slowly lowered him. Death came
when the oil was up to his chest—by then

his legs had been completely cooked and
the meat was falling off the bones in large

chunks.

They made him come in and, when the oil

had cooled enough to touch, fish out the

pieces of his own corpse.

He wept all through his confession this

time, but the tesl ajc! : enco was completely

unconvinced. "The man's a phony," they

said. "He doesn't believe a word of what
he's saying,"

"We have a problem," said the prosecu-

tor, "You seem so willing to cooperate after

your death. But you have reservations. You
aren't speaking from the heart. We'll have to

help you again."

Jerry screamed and struck out at the

prosecutor. When the guards had pulled

him away (and the prosecutor was nursing

an injured nose), Jerry shouted, "Of course
I'm lyingl No matter how often you kill me it

won't change the fact that this is a govern-
ment of fools by vicious, lying bastards!"

"On the contrary." said the prosecutor,

trying to maintain his good manners and
cheerful demeanor despite the blood pour-

ing out of his nose, "if we kill you enough.

you'll completely change your mind-"

"You can't change the truth!"

"We've changed it for everyone else

who's gone through this. And you are far

from being the first who had to go to a third



clone. But this time, Mr. Grove, do try to

forget about being a hero."

They skinned him alive, arms and legs

first, and then, finally, they castrated him

and ripped the skin off his belly and chest.

He died silently when they cut his larynx

out—no, not silently. Just voiceless. He
found that without a voice he could still

whisper a scream that rang in his ears

when he awoke and was forced to go in and

carry his bloody corpse to the disposal

room. He confessed again, and the audi-

ence was not convinced.

They slowly crushed him to death, and
he had to scrub the blood out of the crusher

when he awoke, but the audience only

commented. "Who does the jerk think he's-

fooling?"

They disemboweled him and burned his

guts in front of him. They infected him with

rabies and let his death linger for two

weeks, They crucified him and let exposure

and thirst kill him. They dropped him a

dozen times from the roof of a one-story

building until he died.

Yet the audience knew that Jerry Crove

had not repented.

"My God, Grove, how long do you think I

can keep doing this?" asked the prosecu-

tor. He did not seem cheerful. In fact, Jerry

thought he looked almost desperate.

"Getting a little tough on you?" Jerry

asked, grateful for the conversation be-

cause it meant there would be a few min-

utes between deaths.

"What kind of man do you think
I
am?

We'll bring him back to life in a minute any-

way, I tell myself, but I didn't get into this

business in order to find new, hideous ways
of <i,:ing people."

"You don't like it? And yet you have such a

natural talent for it."

The prosecutor looked sharply at Crove.

"Irony? Now you can joke? Doesn't death

mean anything to you?"

Jerry did not answer, only tried to blink

back the tears that these days came un-

bidden every tew minutes.

"Crove, this is not cheap. Do you think it's

cheap? We've spent literally billions of ru-

bles on you. And even with inflation, that's a

hell of a lot of money."

"In a classless society there's no need for

money."

"What is this, dammit! Now you're getting

rebellious? Wow you're trying to be a hero?"

"No."

"No wonder we've had to kill you eight

times! You. keep thinking up clever argu-

ments against us!"

"I'm sorry. Heaven knows I'm sorry."

"I've asked to be released from this as-

signment. I obviously can't crack you."

"Crack me! As if I didn't long to be

cracked."

"You're costing too much, There's a defi-

nite benefit in having criminals convinc-

ingly recant on television. But you're getting

too expensive. The cost-benefit ratio is

ridiculous now. There's a limit to how much
we can spend on you."
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"I have a way for you to save money."

"So do I. Convince the damned audi-

ence I".

"Next time you kill me, don't put a helmet

on my head."

The prosecutor looked absolutely

shocked. "That would be final. That would

be capital punishment, We're a humane
government. We never kill anybody perma-
nently."

They shot him in the gut and let him bleed

to death. They threw him from a cliff into the

sea. They let a shark eat him alive, They

hung him upside down so that just his head
was under water, and when he finally got

too tired to hold his head out of the water he

drowned.

But through all this, Jerry had become
more inured to the pain. His mind had fi-

nally learned that none of these deaths was

permanent after all, And now when the

moment of death came, though it was still

terrible, he endured it better. He screamed

less. He approached death with greater

calm, He even hastened the process, de-

liberately inhaling great draughts of water,

deliberately wriggling to attract the shark.

When they had the guards kick him to

death he kept yelling, "Harder," until he

couldn't yell anymore,

And finally when they set up a screen

test, he fervently told the audience that the

Russian government was the most terrify-

ing empire the world had ever known, be-

cause this time they were efficient at keep-

ing their power, because this time there was
no outside for barbarians to come from,

and because they had seduced the freest

people in history into loving slavery. His

speech was from the heart—he loathed the

Russians and loved the memory that once

there had been freedom and law and a

measure of justice in America.

And the prosecutor came into tne room

ashen-faced.

"You bastard." he said.

"Oh. You mean the audience was live

this time?"

'A hundred loyal citizens. And you cor-

rupted all but three of them."

"Corrupted?"

"Convinced them,"

Silence for a moment, and then the pros-

ecutor sat down and buried his head in his

hands.

'Going to lose your job?" Jerry asked.

"Of c urse.

i sorry. You're good at it."

The prosecutor looked at him with loath-

ing. "No one ever failed at this before. And I

had never had to take anyone beyond a

second death. You've died a dozen times,

Crove, and you've got used to it."

"I didn't mean to."

"How did you do if?"

"I don't know."

"What kind of animal are you, Crove?

Can't you make up a lie and believe it?"

Crove chuckled. (In the old days, at this

level of amusement he would have laughed

uproariously. But inured to death or not, he

had. scars. And he would never laugh

loudly again.) "It was my business. As a

playwright. The willing suspension of dis-

belief."

The door opened and a very important-

looking man in a military uniform covered

with medals came in. followed by four Rus-

sian soldiers. The prosecutor sighed and

stood up. "Good-bye". Crove."

"Good-bye," Jerry said.

"You're a very strong man."

"So," said Jerry, "are you." And the pros-

ecutor left.

The soldiers took Jerry out of ihe prison

to a different place entirely. A large com-

plex of buildings in Florida. Cape Canav-

eral. They were exiling him, Jerry realized.

"What's it like9 " he asked the technician

who was preparing him for the flight.

"Who knows?" the technician asked. "No

one's ever come back. Hell, no one's ever

arrived yet."

'After I sleep on somec, will I
have any

trouble waking up?"

"In the labs, here on earth, no. Out there,

who knows?"
"But you think we'll live?"

"We send you to planets that look like

they might be habitable. If they aren't, so

sorry. You take your chances. The worst that

can happen is you die."

"Is that all?" Jerry murmured.

"Now lie down and let me tape your

brain."

Jerry lay down and the helmet, once

again, recorded his thoughts, It was irresist-

ible, of course: when you are conscious

that your thoughts are being taped. Jerry

realized, it is impossible not to try to think

something important. As if you were per-

forming. Only the audience would consist

of just one person. Yourself when you woke
up.

But he thought this: That this gtarsh.fi

and the others that would be and had been

sent out to colonize in prison worlds were

not really what the Russians thought they

were. True, the prisoners sent in the Gulag

ships would be away from earth for cen-

turies before they landed, and many or

most of them would not survive. But some
would survive.

I will survive, Jerry thought as Ihe helmet

picked up his brain pattern and transferred

it to tape.

Out there the Russians are creating their

own barbarians.
I
will be Attila the Hun. My

child will be Mohammed. My grandchild

will be Genghis Khan.

One of us, someday, will sack Rome.

Then the somec was injected, and it

swept through him, taking consciousness

with it, and Jerry realized with a shock of

recognition that this, too, was death: but a

welcome death, and he didn't mind. Be-

cause this time when he woke up he would

be free.

He hummed cheerfully until he couldn't

remember how to hum, and then they put

his body with hundreds of others on a star-

ship and pushed them all out into space.

where they fell upward endlessly into the

stars. Going home. DO



WAITING FOR
THE EARTHQUAKE

Morrissey could flee back to Earth like the other

humans . .
.
but

he'd stay to be destroyed in the quake

BY ROBERT SILVERBERG

It was eleven weeks and two days and three

hours— plus or minus a little— until the

earthquake that was going to devastate the

planet, and suddenly Morrissey found him-

self doubting that the earthquake was
going to happen at all. The strange notion

stopped him in his tracks. He was out stroll-

ing the shore ot ihe Ring Ocean, half a

dozen kilometers from his cabin, when the

idea came to him. He turned to his compan-
ion, an old fux called Dinoov, who was just

entering his postsexual phase, and said in

a peculiar tone, "What if the ground doesn't

shake?"

"But it will," the aborigine said calmly.

"What if the predictions are wrong?"

The fux was a small, elegant, blue-furred

creature, sleek and compact, with the cool,
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all-accepting demeanor that comes from

having passed safely through all the storms

and metamorphoses of a fuse's reproduc-

tive odyssey. It raised itself on its hind legs,

the only pair that remained io it now. and
said, "You should cover your head when
you walk in the sunlight at flare time, friend

Morrissey. The brightness damages the

soul

"

"You think I'm crazy. Dinoov?"

"I think you are under great stress."

Morrissey nodded vaguely. He looked

away and stared westward across the shin-

ing, blood-hued ocean, narrowing his eyes

as if trying to see the frosty, crystalline

shores of Farside beyond the curve of the

horizon. Perhaps half a kilometer out to sea

he detected glistening patches of bright

green on the surface of the water; the

spawning bloom of the balloons. High

above those dazzling streaks, a dozen or

so brilliant, iridoscert gasbag creatures

hovered, going through the early sara-

bands of their mating dance. The quake
would not matter at all to the balloons.

When the surface of Medea heaved and
buckled and crumpled, they would be drift-

ing far overhead, dreaming their transcen-

dental dreams and paying no attention,

But maybe there will be no quake. Mor-

rissey told himself

He played with the thought. He had

waited all his life for the vast apocalyptic

event that was supposed to put an end io

the thousand-year-long human occupation

of Medea, and now, very close to earth-

quake time, he found a savage, perverse

pleasure in denying the truth of what he

knew to be coming". No earthquake! No
earthquake! Life will go on, and on, andon!
The thought gave him a chilling, prickling

feeling. There was an odd sensation in the

soles of his feet, as if he were standing with

both n;s fee: off the ground

Morrissey imagined himself sending out

a joyful message to all those who had fled

the doomed world: Comeback, all is- well, it

didn't happen! Come live on Medea again!

And he saw the fleet of great gleaming

ships swinging around, heading back,

moving like mighty dolphins across the

void, shimmering like needles in the purple

sky. dropping down by the hundreds to un-

cad ".he vanished settlers af Chong and
Enrique and Pellucidar and Port Medea
and Madagozar. Swarms of people rushing

forth, tears, hugs, raucous laughter, old

friends reunited, the cities coming alive

again! Morrissey trembled. He closed his

eyes and wrapped his arms tight around

himself. The fantasy had ainost hallucina-

tory power It made him giddy, and his skin,

bleached and leathery from a lifetime

under the ultraviolet flares of the twin suns,

grew hot and moist. Come home, come
home! The earthquake's been canceled !

He savored the fantasy And then he let

go of it and allowed ts orignt q'ow to fade.

He said to the tux, "There are eleven

Weeks left And then everything on Medea

is going to be destroyed. Why are you so
calm. Dinoov?"

"Why not?"

"Don't you care?"

'Do you?"

"I love this place," Morrissey said. "I can't

bear to see it all smashed apart."

"Then why didn't you go home to Earth

with the others?"

"Home?This is my home.
I
have Medean

genes in my body. My people have lived

here for a thousand years. My great-

grandparents were born on Medea, and so

weielheir great-grandparents."

"The others oou-d say me same thing. Yet

when earthquake time drew near, they went
home. Why have you stayed?"

Morrissey. towering over the slender little

being, was silent a moment. Then he

laughed harshly and said. "I didn't

evacuate for the same reason that you don't

give a damn that a killer quake is coming.

We're both done for anyway, right? I don't

know anything about Earth. It's not my
world. I'm too old to start over there, And
you? You're on your last legs, aren't you?

Both your wombs are gone; your male itch

is gone: you're in that nice, quiet, burned-

out phase, eh. Dinoov?" Morrissey chuck-

led. "We deserve each other. Waiting for the

end together, two old hulks."

The fux studied Morrissey with glinting,

unfathomable, mischievous eyes. Then he

pointed downwind toward a headland

maybe three hundred meters away, a

sandy rise thickly furred with bladdermoss

and scrubby, yellow-leaved anglepod
bushes. Right at the tip of the cape, out-

lined sharply against the glowing sky, were

a couple ot fuxes. One was female, six-

legged, yet to bear her first liiier, Behind

her, gripping her haunches and readying

himself to mount, was a bipedal male, and

even at this distance vionssey could see
his frantic, almost desperate movements.

"What are they doing?" Dinoov asked.

Morrissey shrugged. "Mating,"

"Yes. And when will she drop her
young7

"

"In fifteen weeks,"

"Are they burned out7 " the fux asked.

'Are they done for? Why do they make
young if destruction is coming?"

"Because fhey can't help-"
Dinoov silenced Morrissey with an up-

raised hand. "I meant the question not to be
answered. Not yet, not until you understand

things better. Yes? Please?"

"I don't—"
"Understand, Exactly." The fux smiled a

fuxy smile. "This wax has tired you. Come
now. I'll go with you to your cabin."

They scrambled briskly up the path from

the long crescent of pale blue sand that

was the beach to the top of the blutf and
then walked more slowly down the road,

past the abandoned holiday cabins, to-

ward Morrissey's place. Once this had
been Argoview Dunes, a bustling shore-

side community, but it was long ago, Mor-

rissey in these latter days would have pre-



ferred to live in some wilder terrain where
the hand of 'man had not weighed so

heavily on the natural landscape, but he

dared not risk it. Medea, even after ten

centuries of colonization, was still a world of

sudden perils. The unconquered places

had gone unconquered for good reason.

Living on alone since the evacuation, he

needed to keep close to some settlement,

with its stores of food and materiel. He
could not atiord the picturesque.

In any case the wilderness was rapidly

reclaiming its own now that most of the

intruders had departed. In the early days
this steamy low-latitude tropical coast had
been infested with all manner of monstrous

beasts. Some had been driven off by
methodical campaigns of extermination,

and others, repelled by the effluvia of the

human settlements, had simply disap-

peared But they were beginning to return.

A few weeks ago Morrissey had seen a

scuttlefish come ashore, a gigantic black-

scaled tubular thing, hauling itself onto

land by desperate heaves of its awesome
curved flippers and actually digging its

fangs into the sand, biting the shore to pull

itself onward. They were supposed to be

extinct. By a fantastic effort the thing had

dug itself into !he beach, burying all twenty

meters of its body in the azure sand, and a

couple of hours later hundreds of young

ones that had tunneled out of the mighty

carcass began to emerge, slender beasts

no longer than Morrissey's arm that went

writhing with demonic energy down the

dunes and into the rough surf. So this was
becoming a sea of monsters again. Morris-

sey had no objections. Swimming was no

longer one of his recreations,

He had lived by himself beside the Ring

Ocean for two years in a little, low-roofed

cabin of the old Arcan wing-structure de-

sign that so beautifully resisted the dia-

bolical.Medean winds. In the days of his

marriage, when he had been a geophysi-

cist mapping the fault lines, he and Nadia

and Paul and Danielle had had a house on

the outskirts of Chong. on Northcape,

within view of the High Cascades, and had

come here only in winter. But Nadia had

gone to sing cosmic harmonies with the

serene and noble and incomprehensible

balloons, and Panic- e nan been caught in

the Hollands at double-flare time and had

not returned, and Paul— tough, old, inde-

structible Paul— had panicked over the

thought that the earthquake was only a

decade away, and between Darkday and

Dimday of Christmas week he packed up

and boarded an Earthbound ship. All that

had happened within the space of four

months, and afterward Morrissey found he

had lost his fondness for the chilly air of

Northcape. So he had coma down to Ar-

goview Dunes to wait out the final years in

the comfort of the humid tropics, and now
he was the only one left in the shoreside

community. He had brought persona
cubes of Paul and Nadia and Danielle with

him, but playing them turned out to be too

painful, and it was a long time since he had

talked with anyone but Dinoov. For all he

knew, he was the only one left on Medea.
Except, of course, the fuxes and the bal-

loons. And the scuttlefish and the rock de-

mons and the wingfingers and the not-

turtles and all of those.

Morrissey and Dinoov stood silently for a

time outside the cabin, watching the sunset

begin. Through a darkening sky, mottled

wiih the green and yellow folds and streaks

ot Medea's perpetual aurora, the twin suns

Phrixus and Helie— mere orange-red
daubs of feeble light— drifted toward the

horizon. In a few hours they would begone,
off to cast their bleak glow over the dry-ice

wastelands of Farside. There could never

be real darkness on the inhabited side ot

Medea, though, for the oppressive, sullen

bulk of Argo, the huge red-hot-gas giant

planet whose moon Medea was, lay just a

million kilometers away. Medea, locked in

Argo's grip, kept the same face turned to-

ward her enormous primary all the time,

From Argo came the warmth that made life

^Don't play those games
with me.

Your people have ways

of circulating

information that we
were only

just beginning to suspect.

You know*

possible en Meoea arc also a oerpetual

dull reddish illumination.

The stars were beginning to appear as

the twin suns set.

"See there." Dinoov said. "Argo has
nearly eaten the white fires."

The tux had chosen deliberately archaic

rerms. folk astronomy, but Morrissey un-

derstood what he meant. Phrixus and Helie

were not the only suns in Medea's sky. The

two orange-red dwarf stars, moving as a

binary unit, were themselves subject to a

pair of magr-ificemolue-wnite stars. Castor

A and Castor B. Though the blue-white

stars were a thousand times as far from

Medea as the orange-red ones were, they

were plainly visible by day and by night,

casting a brilliant icy glare. But now they

were moving into eclipse behind great

Argo. and soon— eleven weeks, two days,

one hour, plus or minus a little— they would
cl sappear entirely.

And how then could there not be an

earthquake?
Morrissey was angry with himself for the

pathetic softheadedness of his fantasy of

an hour ago. No earthquake? A last-minute

miracle? The calculations in error? Sure.

Sure. If wishes we-;; horses, oegga^s -ugh",

ride. The earthquake was inevitable. A day
would come when the configuration of the

heavens was exactly thus. Phrixus and
Helie posilioned here, and Castor A and B
there, and Medea's neighboring moons
Jason and Theseus and Orpheus there

and there and friers, and Argo as ever

exerting its inexorable pull above the Hot-

lands, and when the celestial vectors were

properly aligned, the gravitational stresses

would send a terrible shudder through the

crust of Medea
This happened every seventy-one

hundred sixty years. And the time was at

hand.

Centuries ago, when the persistence of

certain apocalyptic themes in fux folklore

had finally led the astronomers of the

Medea colony io run a few belated calcula-

tions of these matters, no one had really

cared. Hearing that the world will come to

an end in five or six hundred years is much
like hearing that you yourself are going to

die in another fifty or sixty: It makes no

preclical difference in the conduct of ev-

eryday life. Later, of course, as the seismic

tickdown moved along, people began to

think aboul it more seriously, and beyond

doubt it had been a depressive factor in the

Medean economy for the past century or

so. Nevertheless, Morrissey's genera;.
c"

was the first that had confronted the di-

mensions of the impending calamity in any
realistic way And in one manner or another

the tnousand-year-old colony had melted

away in .ittle more than a decade.

"How quiet everything is!" Morrissey

said, He glanced at the fux. "Do you think

I'm the only one left, Dinoov?"

"How would I know7
"

"Don't play those games with me. Your

people have ways of circulating information

that we were only just beginning to sus-

pect. You know."

The fux said gravely, "The world is large.

There were many human cities. Probably

some others of your kind are still living here,

but I have no certain knowledge. You may
well be the last one."

"I suppose. Someone had to be."

"Does it give you s a? ["actio-' -<r.:.-. -vi

you are last?''

"Because it means I have more endur-

ance, or because I think it's good that the

colony has broken up?"

"Either;" said the fux,

"I don't feel a thing." Morrissey said.

"Either way. I'm the last, if I'm the last, be-

cause I didn't want to leave. That's all. This

is my home, and here I stay, I don't feel

proud or brave or noble for having stayed. I

wish there weren't going to be an earth-

quake, but I can't do anything about that,

and by now I think I don't even care."

"Really?" Dinoov asked. "That's not how
it seemed a little while ago."

Morrissey smiled. "Nothing lasts. We pre-

tend we build for the ages, but time moves
and everything fades and art becomes ar-

tifacts and sand becomes sandstone, and
what of it? Once there was a world here and
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we turned it into a colony. And now the

colonists are gone, and soon the colony will

be gone, and this will be a world again, as

our rubble blows away, And what of it?"

"You sound very old, "Dinoov interjected.

"I am very old. Older even than you."

"Only in years, Our lives move faster than

yours do, but in my few years I have been

through all the stages ot my life, and the

end would soon be corning for me even if

the ground were not .going to shake. But

you still have time left."

Morrissey shrugged.

The tux said, "I know that there are star-

ships standing fueled and ready at Port

Medea, ready lo go."

'Are you sure? Ships ready to go?"

"Many of them. They were not needed.

The Ahya have seen them and told us."

"The balloons? What were they doing at

Port Medea?"
"Who understands the Ahya? They wan-

der where they please. But they have seen

the ships, friend Morrissey. You could still

save yourself."

"Sure," Morrissey said. "I take a flitter

thousands of kilometers across Medea,

and I singlehandedly give a slarship the

checkdown for a voyage of fifty light-years,

and then
I
putmyselfintocoldsleepandgo

home all alone and wake up on an alien

planet where my remote ancestors hap-

pened lo have been born. What for?"

"You will die, I think, when the ground

shakes."

"I will die, I think, even if it doesn't."

"Sooner or later But this way, later."

"If
I
had wanted to leave Medea," Morris-

sey said, "I would have gone with the

others. It's too late now."

"No," said the fux. "There are ships at

Port Medea. Go to Port Medea, my friend."

Morrissey was silent. In thedimming light

he knelt and tugged at tough little hum-

mocks of stickweed that were beginning to

invade his garden. Once he had land-

scaped this place with exotic shrubs

gathered from all over Medea, everything

beautiful that was capable of surviving the

humidity and the rainfall of the Wetlands,

but now, as the end drew near, the native

plants of the coast were closing in,

smothering his whiptrees and dangle-

twines and flamestripes and the rest, and

he no longer was able to check their

growth. For some minutes he clawed at the

sticky stoloniferous killers, baleful orange

against the tawny sand, that suddenly were

sprouting near his doorway.

Then he said, "I think I
will take a trip,

Dinoov,"

The fux looked startled. "You'll go to Port

Medea?"
"There, yes, and other places. It's years

since I've left the Dunes. I'm going to make
a farewell tour of the whole planet."

Morrissey spent the next day, Darkday,

quietly— planning his trip, packing, read-

ing, wande'ing a'ong the oeachfrontin the

twilight's red glimmer. There was no sign all

day of Dinoov, or indeed of any of the local

fuxes, although in midafternoon a hundred

or more balloons driftec oast in tight forma-

tion, heading out to sea. In the darkness

their shimmering colors were muted, but

still they were a noble sight: huge, taut

globes trailing long, coiling, ropy organs.

Toward evening he drew from his locker a

dinner that he had been saving for some
special occasion, Madagozar oysters and
tilet of vandaleur and newly ripened

peeperpods. There were two bottles of

golden-red Palinurus wine left; he opened
one of them. He drank and ate until he

started to nod off at the table; then he

lurched to his cradle, programmed himself

for ten hours sleep, about twice what he

normally needed at his age, and .closed his

eyes.

When he woke, it was well along into

Dimday morning, with the double sun not

yet visible but already throwing pink light

across the crest of the eastern hills. Morris-

sey, skipping breakfast altogether, went

into town and ransacked the commissary.

He filled a freezercase with provisions

47fie cubes were

clever things. You could record

yourself in an

hour or so: facial gestures,

motion habits, voice,

speech patterns- Scanners

identified

certain broad patterns of

mental response*

enough to last him for three months, since

he had no idea what to expect by way of

supplies elsewhere on Medea. At the land-

ing strip where commuters from Enrique

and Pellucidar once had parked their flit-

ters after flying in for the weekend, he

checked out his own, an '83 model with

sharply raked lines and a sophisticated

moire-pattern skin, now somewhat pitted

and rusted from neglect. The powerpak still

indicated a full charge— ninety-year half-

life; he wasn't surprised— but just to be on

the safe side, he borrowed an auxiliary pak

'orn an aojo nine flitter arc keyed it in as a

reserve. He hadn't flown in years, but that

didn't worry him much: The flitter re-

sponded to voice-actuated commands,
and Morrissey doubted that he'd have to do

any manual overriding.

""Everything was ready by midafternoon.

he slipped into the pilot's seat and told the

flitter, "Give me a systems checkout for ex-

tended flight."

Lights went on and off on the control

panels. It was an impressive display of

technological choreography, although Mor-

rissey had forgotten what the displays sig-

nified. He called for verbal confirmation,

and the flitter told him in a no-nonsense

contralto that it was ready for takeoff.

"Your course," Morrissey said, "is due

west for fifty kilometers at an altitude of five

hundred meters, then north-northeast as

far as Jane's Town, east to Hawkman
Farms, and southwest back to Argoview

Dunes. Then, without landing, head due

north by the shortest route to Port Kato, Got

it?"

Morrissey waited for takeoff, Nothing

happened.
"Well?" he queried.

"Awaiting tower clearance." the flitter re-

sponded.
"Consider ail clearance programs re-

voked."

Still nothing happened. Morrissey won-

dered how to key in a program override. But

the flitter evidently could find no reason to

call Morrissey's bluff, and after a moment
takeoff lights glowed all over the cabin, and

a low humming came from att. Smoothly

the little vehicle retracted its windjacks,

gliding into flight position, and spun up-

ward into the moist, heavy, turbulent air.

Morrissey had chosen to begin his jour-

ney with a ceremonial circumnavigation of

the immediate area, ostensibly to be sure

that his flitter could still fly after all these

years, but he suspected also that he

wanted to show himself aloft to the fuxes of

the district, to let them know that at least

one human vehicle still traversed the skies.

The flitter seemed all right. Within minutes

he was at the beach, flying directly over his

own cabin— it was the only one whose gar-

den had not been overrun by jungle

scrub— and then out over the dark, tide-

driven ocean. Up north then to the big pori

of Jane's Town, where tourist cruisers lay

rusting in the crescent harbor, and inland a

little way to a. derelict farming settlement,

where the tops of mighty gattabangus

trees, heavily laden with succulent scarlet

fruit, were barely visible above swarming

stranglervines. And then back, over sandy,

scrubby hills, to the Dunes. Everything

below was desolate and dismal. He saw a

good many fuxes, long columns of them in

some places, mainly six-legged females

and some four-legged ones, with males

leading the way. Oddly, they all seemed to

be marching inland, toward the dry Hot-

lands, as if some sort of migration were

under way. Perhaps so. To a fux the interior

was holier than the coast, and the holiest

place of all was the great jagged central

peak that the colonists called Mount Olym-

pus, directly under Argo, where the air was
hot enough to make water boil and where

only the most specialized of living crea-

tures could survive. Fuxes would die in that

blazing, terrible highland desert almost as

quickly as humans, but maybe, Morrissey

thought, they wanted to get as close as

possible to the holy mountain as the time of

Ihe earthquake approached. The coming

round of the earthquake cycle was the cen-

tral event of fux cosmology, alter all: a mil-

lennial time, a time of wonders.



He countec H:y separata bands of mi-

grating fuxes. He wondered whether his

friend Dinoov was among them. Suddenly

he realized how strong was his need to find

Dinoov waiting at Argoview Dunes when he

returned from his journey around Medea.
The circuit of the district took less than an

hour. When the Dunes came into view

again, the flitter performed a dainty pi-

rouette over the town and shot off north-

ward along the coast,

The route Morrissey had in mind would
take him up the west coast as far as Area,

across the Hotlands to Northcape, and
down the other coast to tropical

Madagozar before crossing back to the

Dunes. Thus he would neatly touch base
wherever mankind might have left an im-

print on Medea.
Medea was divided into two huge hemi-

spheres separated by the watery girdle of

the Ring Ocean. But Farside was a

glaciated wasteland that never felt Argo's

warmth, and no permanent settlements

had ever been founded there, only re-

search camps, and in the last four hundred
years very few of those. The original pur-

pose of the Medea colony had been scien-

tific study, the painstaking exploration of a

wholly alien environment. But of course, as

time goes on, original purposes have away
of being forgotten. Even on the warm conti-

nent human occupation had been limited

to twin arcs along the coasts from the

tropics through the high temperate
latitudes and timid incursions a few
hundred kilometers inland. The high desert

was uninhabitable, and few humans found

the bordering Hotlands hospitable, al-

though the balloons and even some tribes

of fuxes seemed to like the climate there.

The only other place where humans had
planted themselves was on the Ring

Ocean itself, where some floating raft cities

had been constructed in the kelp-choked

equatorial water. But during the ten cen-

turies of Medea the widely scattered

human enclaves had sent out amoeboid
extensions until they were nearly continu-

ous for thousands of kilometers.

Morrissey saw that now the iron band of

urban sprawl was cut again and again by

intrusions of dense underbrush. Great

patches of orange and yellow foliage al-

ready had begun to smother highways,

airports, commercial plazas, residential

suburbs.

What the jungle had begun, he thought,

the earthquake would finish.

On the third day Morrissey saw Hansonia
Island ahead of him. a dark orange slash

against the breast of the sea, and soon the

flitter was making its approach to the

airstrip at Port Kato on the big island's

eastern shore. Morrissey tried to make
radio contact but got only static or silence.

He decided to land anyway.

Hansonia had never had much of a

human population. It had been set aside

from the beginning as an ecological study

laboratory, because its population of

strange life forms had developed in isola-

tion from the mainland for thousands of

years. And somehow it had kept its special

status even in Medea's boom years.

A few groundcars were parked at the

airstrip. Morrissey found one that still held a

charge, and ten minutes later he was in

Port Kato.

The place stank of red mildew. The build-

ings, wicker huts with thatched roofs, were
falling apart. Angular trees of a species
Morrissey did not recognize sprouted ev-

erywhere, in the streets, on rooftops, in the

crowns of other trees. A cool, hard-edged
wind was blowing out of Farside. Two fuxes,

four-legged females herding some young
six-ieggers, wandered out of a tumble-

down warehouse and stared at him in what
was surely astonishment. Their pelts were

so blue that they seemed black—the is-

land species, different from mainlanders.

"You come back?" one asked. Local ac-

cent, too.

"Just for a visit Are there any humans
here''"

"You," said the other fux. He thought they

found him amusing. "Ground shake soon.

You know?"

"I know," he said

They nuzzled their young and wandered
away.

For three hours Morrissey explored Port

Kato, holding himself aloof from emotion,

not letting the decay get to him, It looked as.

if the place had been abandoned for at

least fifty years. More likely only five or six,

though.

Late in the day he entered a small house
where the town met the forest and found a
functioning persona cube setup.

The cubes were clever things. You could

record yourself in ah hour or so: facial ges-
tures, motion habits, voice, speech pat-

terns. Scanners icontiiied certain broad
patterns of menial response and coded
those into the cube. too. What the cube
playback provided was a plausible imita-

tion of a human being, the best possible

memento of a loved one or friend or mentor,

an electronic phantom programmed to ab-
sorb data and modify its own program, so

that it could engage in conversation, ask

questions, pretend to be the person who
had been cubed. A soul in a box, a cunning
device.

Morrissey jacked the cube into its recep-

tor slot. The screen displayed a thin-lipped

man with a high forehead and a lean, agile

body. "My name is Leopold Brannum," he
said at once. "My specialty is xenogenei-

cs. What year is this?"

"It's Ninety-seven, autumn," Morrissey

answered. "Ten weeks and a bit before the

earthquake."

"And who are you?"

"Nobody particular 1 just happen to be
visiting Port Kato. and

I
felt like talking to

someone."
"So talk," Brannum said. "What's going



on in Port Kalo?"

"Nothing. It's pretty damned quiet here.

The place is empty."

"The whole town's been evacuated?"

"The whole planet, for all I know. Just me
and thefuxesand the balloons still around.

When did you leave, Brannum?"

"Summer of Ninely-lwo. saio the man ir

the cube.
"I don't see why everyone ran away so

early There wasn't any chance the earth-

quake would come before the predicted

time."

"I didn't run away," Brannum said coldly.

"I left Port Kato to continue my research by
other means."

"I don't understand."

"I weni to join the balloons," Brannum

said.

Morrissey caught his b reath The words

touched his soul with wintry bleakness.

"My wife did that," he said after a mo-

ment, "Perhaps ycu know he f now. Nadia

Dutoit. She was from Chong. ongma y

The face on the screen smiled sourly.

"You don't seem to realize,'' Brannum said,

"that I'm only a recording.

'

"Of course. Of course."

"I don't know where your wife is now. I

dor'' even know where / am. now: I can only

tell you that wherever we are, IPs in a p-ace

of great peace, of utter harmony."

"Yes. of course " Morrissey remembered

the tembie day when Nadia told him that

she could no longer resist the spiritual

doubled and doubled ana pers, saying,

d he did not land.

"You'll never get me up in one oi those.

aC a.. Come o me.

ourse / up to us,

?ThP Ahya were

?d to Nad a, and
Bran-

.Now
al. For

ad of

- of a

8lUSIO

°Co: 3 tome.

<ay, he thought, ii

quick death in the icy V\

Come to me. Either

meant peace.

/ am Nadia. Come to me.

He stared a long while at the bobbing.

Shimmering globes overhead, and the

whispers g'ew to a roar in his mind.

Then he shook his head, Union with the

cosm : en'tv was not lor him, He had

sought no escape from Medea up till now.

and now he would have none He was him-

self ana nothing nut himseh ano
1 wher he

went ou ; of vne world, he wojic still be only

himself. And then, only then the balloons

could have his soul

eck: befo--e:he

iched swel-

quator. En-

grounds still

gardeners wf

their employe

each ftavg DOS nir a month's earnings m
the old oays As he wandered through the

silen' grounds, he thought how wonde'ful it

would 'uvc been to come herewith Nadia

and Danielle and Paul But it was meaning-

less now, to be alone n all this luxury

Was he alone, Though? On his firs: nigh:,

and again ihenexr, hehea-'d la.ighte'ir ire

darkness, borne on the dense, sweet-

scented air. Fuxes did not laugh. The bal-

loons did not laugh.

On the morning of the third day as he

stood on his nineteenth-floor veranda, he

saw movements n the shrubbery at the rim

of the lawn. Five, seven, a dozen male

n.xes. trim two-legged engines of lust,

prowling through the bushes. Ana :hen a

human form! Pale flesh, bare legs, long.

unkempt hair! She streaked through the

underbrush, giggling, pursued by fuxes,



"Hello!" Morrissey called. "Hey! I'm up

here!"

He hurried downstairs and spent all day

searching the hotel grounds. Occasionally

he caught glimpses of frenzied naked'fig-

ures, leaping and cavorting far away. He
cried out to thern, but they gave no sign of

hearing hrm.

In the hotel office Mon ssey found the

manager's cube and turned it on. She was
a dark-haired young woman, somewhat

wild-eyed, "Hey. is it earthquake time yet9
"

"Not quite yet."

" wan: lobea-oundforthat. I want io see

'.his stinking hotel crumble."

"Where have you gone 7 " Morrissey

asked.

She snickered. "Where else9 Into the

bush. Offtohuntfuxes And to be hunted."

Her face was flushed "The od recombi-

nant genes are still p-e'.ty not, you know?

Me for the fuxes arc '.he 'uxos for me. Get

yourself a little action, why don't you? Who-
ever you are."

Morrissey supposed he ought to tie

shocked. But he couldn't summon much
indignation. He had a readv nea rd -umcs
of things like this. In the final vears before

:he cataclysm, he knew ._\.-a sons of

migration had been going on. Some col-

onists Opted for the exocus 'Q Fanh anc

some for the surrender to the Ahya soul

collective, and one's chese :he simple ro-

jncerlyic
alien gerGE

enough, bi

balloon or

recombina
could neve

and native

compatible

race thad B

overcome thai natura

now, with doom-iimi

many colonists had s

clothes anc slipped

to run with their cousii

that any worse, he w
ing in panic aboard a

or giving up one's ii

with the baboons? Wr
route to escape was
sey wanted no escap
jungles, off tothefux

He flew on nodhw.

heard the cube of the

"They've all cleared o

Dfmday, There's nott

'The land below him was furnace hot, a

badland streaked with red and yellow and
orange, and now there were ro ;uxes n

siqhi The I rs'i-icged foothills of the Olym-
ojs Kca'fj k-icobpd -'is esser. He saw Ihe

Going home. acllv. it?

3 to Ihe. bush— flit:ei si.

learing out. and he

thought. Such He s

dean:

of cr

an immense outpouring of effort. We
smothered this world. We came in. we built

our little isolated research stations, we
stared in wonder at the coruscating sky and
the double suns and the bizarre creatures,

and we transformed ourselves into Me-
Tslormed Medea into a. kind
j,'""", c! Earth, and for a

s we spread out along the

Br our Hind of life could dig

a/.'V we lost sigh! ot our pur-

»Morrissey dared not approach

that mountain. It was
holy and deadly. Its thermal

updrafts could send
his flitter spinning to

ground like a

swatted fly and he was not

quite ready to di&3

fuxes below h

into the Hotlar

they permittee

himself a pee* -* = .';' L '- .'=-=-. wnte riv-

ers of carbon dioxide flowed through the

atmosphere and 'anes of co d gases
flooded the va.ieys It seemed like six

thousand years ago that he.had led -a party

of geologists into ihat forbidding land. How
earnest they had ail been then! Measuring
fault lines and seeking to discover the ef-

fects the quake would have over there. As
. Why

9 The oe-:

:ant of now.

3 Cheng painful,

ons. too many cue

where he and
id Paul to join

'lad imir Street

plaza Mass immolaton? Mass murder, in

the final hours of the city's rfeintegrBi
-

He gathered the bones and buried them jn

the moist, spongy, ochre soil. It took him all

day Then hewenton, up the coast as far as

Area, through city after city.

- ' ", _'
;

-," '^r plane' and wha\- been then! ;

'~-
:\ . -.»* •is- ' seme-

eve,' ihcv thougnt about us they kepi to day- everybody knew the day. down to the

:'.-. 'i-i.-vci i"ie neve' even knew their own hour— but nobody carec exceot canks
name tor Medea. Mocissey ..nought. That and neurotics, fo' the others were too busy

was .'now ti'tie of Ifw.seives they shared living. And then suddenly everyone ca-ed.

with us. But they tolerated us here. Why" and everything changed.



Mcrissey olaycd nc cubes in Chong,
The cily itself, gleaming, a vast palisade of

silver thermal roofs, was one great cube for

him, crying out Ihe tale of his years.

When he could take it no longer, he

started his southward curve around the

east coast. There were four weeks and a

day to go
His first stop was Meditation Island, the

jumping-off point for those who went to visit

Virgil Oddum's fantastic and ever-evolving

ice sculptures out on Farside. Four new-
lyweds had come here, a billion years ago,

and had gone, laughing and embracing,

off in icecrawlers to see the one miracle of

art Medea had produced. Morrissey found

the cabin where they all had stayed. It had
faded and its roof was askew. He had
thought of spending the night on Medita-

tion Island, but he left after an hour.

Now the land grew lush again as he
passed into the upper tropics. Again he

saw balloons by the score letting them-

selves be wafted toward the ocean, and

again there were bands of tuxes journeying

inland, driven by he knew not what sense of

ritual obligation as the quake neared.

Three weeks, two days, five hours, plus

or minus.

He flew low over the fuxes. Some were

mating, That astounded him—that persist-

ence of lust in the face of calamity. Was it

merely the irresistible biological drive that

kept the fuxes coupling? What chance did

the newly engendered young have to sur-

vive? Would their mothers no: oe better off

with empty wombs when the quake came?
They all knew what was going to happen,
and yet they mated. It made no sense to

Morrissey

And then he thought he understood. The
sight of those coupling tuxes gave him an

insight into the Medean natives that ex-

plained it all, for the first time. Their pa-

tience, their calmness, their tolerahce of all

that had befallen them since their world

had become Medea. Of course they would
mate as the caras: roohe drew nearl They
had been waiting for the earthquake all

along, and for them it was no catastrophe. It

was a holy moment— a purification— so he

realized. He wished he could discuss this

with Dinoov. It was a temptation to return at

once to Argoview Dunes and seek out the

old fux and test on him the theory that had
just sprung to life in him. But not yet. Port

Medea, first,

The east coast had been settled before

the other and the density of development

here was intense. The firs: :wo colonies-
Touchdown City and Medeaiown — had
long ago coalesced into ihe urban smear

that radiated outward from the third town,

Port Medea. When he was still far to the

north. Mcm'ssey could see the gigantic

peninsula on which Port Medea and its

suburbs sprawled. The tropic heat rose in

visible waves from it, buffeting his little flit-

ter as he made his way toward that awe-

some, hideous concrete expanse.

^-->

"He knows Ihe origin of the

;, but he can'! remember where he put his umbrella."

Dinoov had been correct. There were

starships waiting at Port Medea— four of

them, a waste of money beyond imagina-

tion. Why had they not been used in the

exodus? Had they been set aside for emig-

rants who had decided instead to run with

the rutting luxes or to give their souls to the

balloons? He would never know He entered

one of the ships and said, "Operations di-

rectory."

'At your service," a bodiless voice re-

plied.

"Give me a report on snip status Are you

prepared for a voyage to Earth?"

"Fueled and ready."

'And the coldsleep equipment?"

"Everything operational."

Morrissey calculated his moves. So easy
,

he thought, to lie down and go to sleep and
let the ship take me to Earth. So easy, so

automatic, so useless.

Then he said. "How long do you need to

reach departure level?"

"One hundred sixty minutes from mo-

ment of command."
"Good. The command is given. Get

yourself ticking and take off, Your destina-

tion is Earth, and the message I give you is

this: Medea says goodbye. I though! you

might have some use lor this ship. Sin-

cerely. Dame: F Morrissey. Detect Earth-

quake minus two weeks one. day seven

hours."

"Acknowledged. Departure-level proce-

dures initiated."

"Have a good flight." Mor- ssey lo d -.no

ship.

He entered the second ship and gave it

the same command. He did the same in the

third He paused before entering the last

one, wondering whether there were other

colonists who even now were desperately

racing toward Port Medea to get aboard

one of these ships ocfore:neend came. To

hell with them, Morrissey thought. They

should have made up their minds sooner.

He told the fourth ship to go home to Earth.

On his way back from the port to the city

he saw the four bright spears of light rise

skyward, a few minutes apart. Each hov-

ered a moment, outlined against Argo's

colossal bulk, and shot swiftly into the

aurora-dappled heavens. In sixty-one

years they would descend onto a baffled

Earth with their cargo of no one. Another

great mystery of space to delight the tale-

tellers, he thought. The Voyage of the

Empty Ships.

With a curious sense of accomplishment

he left Port Medea and headed down the

coast to the sleek resort of Madagozar.

where the elite of Medea had amused
themselves in tropic luxury. Morrissey had

always thought the place absurd. But it was
still intact, still purring with automatic pre-

cision. He treated himself :o a lavisn holi-

day there. He raided the wine cellars of the.

best hotels, breakfasted on tubs of chilled

soikelegs caviar, dozed in the warm sun,

bathed in the juice of gilliwog flowers, and

thought about absolutely nothing at all.

The day before the earthquake he flew



back to Argoview dunes.

"So you chose not to go home after all,"

Dinoov said.

Morrissey shook his head. "Earth was
never my home. Medea was my home. I

went home to Medea. And then I came
back to this place, because it was my last

home. I am pleased that you're still here.

Dinoov."

"Where would I have gone?" the tux

asked.

"The rest of your people are migrating

inland. I
think it's to be nearer the holy

mountain when the end comes. Is that

right?"

"That is right."

"Then why have you stayed?"

"This is my home, too, I have so little time

left that it mailers not very much to ne
where I am when the ground shakes. But

tell me, friend Morrissey, was your journey

worth the taking?"

"It was."

"What did you see9 What did you learn?"

"I saw Medea, all of it," Morrisey said. "I

never realized how much ol your world we
took. By the end we covered all the land

that was worth covering, didn't we? And
you people never said a word. You stood by

and let it happen."

The fux was silent.

Morrissey said, "I understand now. You

were waiting for the earthguake all along,

weren't you? You knew it was coming long

before we bothered to figure it out. How
many times has it happened since fux.es

tirst evolved on Medea? Every seventy-one

hundred sixty years the fuxes move to high

ground and the balloons drift to Farside

and the ground shakes and everything falls

apart. And then the survivors reappear,

with new life already in the wombs, and
build again. So you knew, when we came
here, when we built our towns everywhe'e

and turned them into cities, when we
rounded you up and made you work for us,

when we mixed our genes with yours and
changed the microbes in the air so we'd be

more comfortable here, that what we were

doing wouldn't last forever, right? Thai was
your secret knowledge, your hidden conso-

'ation, that this, too, would pass. Eh, Di-

noov? And now it has passed. We're gone,

and the happy young tuxes are mating. I'm

the only one of my kind left, except for a few

nakec cares in :'ne bush."

There was a glint in the fux's eyes.

Amusement? Contempt? Compassion?
Who could read a fux's eyes?

"All along," Morrissey said, "you were all

just waiting for the earthquake. Right? The

earthquake that would make everything

whole again Well, now it's almost upon us,

And I'm going to stand here alongside you

and wait for the earthquake, too. It's my
contribution to interspecies harmony, i :i be

the human sacrifice. I'll be the one who
atones for ail that we die: here How ooos

that sound, Dinoov''

^>s%a^
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"1 wish," the lux said slow y "thai you- had

boarded one a : ihose ships and gone back
to Earth Your death will give me no plea-

Morrissey nodded. "I'll be back in a few

minutes." He went into his cabin.

The cubes of.Nadia and Paul and
Danielle sat beside the screen. Not tor

years had he played them, but he jacked

them into the slots now and on the screen

appeared the three people he had most
loved in all the universe. They smiled at

him, and Danielle offered a soft greeting,

and Paul winked, and Nadia blew a kiss..

Morrissey said, "It's almost over now To-

day's earthquake day. I jusi wanted to say

goodbye, that's all. I just wanted to tell you

that I love you and I'll be with you soon."

"Dan — " Nadia.said.

"No. You don't have to say anything, I

know you aren'l really there, anyway.
I
just

wanted to see you all again. I'm very happy
right now"
He took the cubes from their slots, The

screen went dark. Gathering up the cubes,

he carried them outside and carefully

buried them in :he soft, moist soi or his

garden. The fux watched him incuriously.

"Dinoov," Morrissey called, "one last

question."

"Yes, my friend?"

'All the yea's we live-c on Medea, we were

never able to learn the name by which you

people called your own world. We kept try-

ing lo find out. but all we were told was that

it was taboo, and even when we coaxed a

fux into telling us the name, the next fux

would tell us an entirely different name. So

we never knew, I
ask you a special favor

now, here at the end. Tell me what you call

your world. Please. I need to know."

The old fux said, "We call it Sanoon."

"Sanoon9 Truly9
"

"Truly," said the fux.

"What does it mean?"
"'Why, it means the world." said Diroov

"What else?"

The earthquake was thirty minutes

away— plus or minus a little. During the

past hour the white suns had disappeared

behind Argo. Morrissey had not noticed

that. But now he heard a low rumbling roar,

and then he felt a sirange trembling in the

ground, as if something mighty were stir-

ring beneath his feet and would burst

shortly into wakefulness. Not far from shore

terrible waves rose and crashed.

Calmly Momsseysaic. ""his is h. "nink."

Overhead, a dozen gleaming balloons

soared and bobbed in a dance that looked

much like a dance of triumph.

There was thunder in the air and a wri-

thing in the heart of the world. In another

moment the full force of the quake would be

upon them, and the crust of the planet

would quiver and the awful tremors would

rip the land apart and the sea would rise up

and cover the coast. Morrissey began to

weep, and not out of fear. He managed a

smile. "The cycle's complete, Dinoov. Out

of Medea's ruins Sanoon will rise. The

place is yours again at last. "DO



Eschewing rhetorical

obfuscation, he fabricated the perfect

anti-amphibological machine!

THE LAHGUAGE
CLARIFIER

BY PAUL J. NAHIN

Xhe idea lor the invention

came during the divorce. He knew he was going to

be screwed, but with the legal rnumbo jumbo of the

separation agreements, he couldn't figure out how he

was being screwed. Janet's damn lawyer had drawn

them up—he'd even given the go-ahead for that, as he

hadn't planned to contest her. After all, he had been

caught in a rather blatant, clear-cut position of adultery.

At the time, he had thought the wild-passioned honey-

blonde had been worth it, but now he was beginning to

have doubts.

He had a doctorate in semantics and was the author

of two scholarly tomes on the meaning and structure of

words, but Professor Willard Watson still couldn't un-

derstand what in hell was going on, Did he or didn't he.

get to keep the car? How about the house, the savings

account, the cat and dog. the antique hutch, the silver,

the ski equipment, the home library the television sets,

and all the rest of the earthly possessions collected

over twenty-five years of marriage? And what about

alimony? Asking Janet's fathead lawyer led merely to

the receipt of additional incomprehensible letters,

notices, and other horrible documents. Just what the

heck did it mean to receive a letter saying: Notice is

PAINTING BY EVELYN TAYLOR

EM



le-aby granted "o W la-c Watson, the first

party of aggravation with respect to the

aggravated second party. Janet Watson, of

an action for divorce, in the County of

Orange of the State of California. Actions

involved include but may not be fully delim-

ited by fheir listing here; the exposure of the

second party to loathsome disease by the

first party due to participation m perverted

crimes against the order of nature: public

embarrassment of the second party due to

the wanton, unrestrained, lascivious be-

havior of the first party, The second party

maintains total freedom in the question of

complicity of action, and, except in those

cases where litigation proves contrariwise,

sues for all common hereditaments, past,

present, or future, to revert to the second

party, except for the sole ownership of

items, things, or other states of being in

possession of the first party prior to the

initial date of marriage between the first

party and the second party.

Professor Watson was somewhat per-

plexed by all this. So he hired his own
ta'.'iead lawyer.

What Professor Watson ended up with

then was twice as much paper that he

couldn't understand. Willard learned the

truth oi the old New England saying 'A man
between two lawyers is like a fish between
two cats," So he fired his fathead lawyer.

And he stayed up for three straight nights,

mulling over his desperate situation, until

the idea for the invention came to him. He
quickly made an appointment to see his old

Iriend at the college. Professor Sam
Sklansky of the Physics Department.

It was a cold, windy, and rainy day in

early October as Willard ran from the park-

ing lot to Sklansky's office. His shoes soon

filled with water, and he squished his way
up the steps info the Physics Building. Even

Nature was dumping on him now
Sklansky's door was open, and he

walked in, dripping, sloppy wet, with water

slushing out of his hat brim onto the floor.

"Hi, Sam. Thanks for seeing me so early in

the morning." He stood there, looking like a

lone, forlorn weed in the middle of a grow-

ing pool of water.

Sklansky. a brilliant, very direct sort of

fellow, looked quizzically back. "So what's

the problem, Willard? And by the way, um-
brellas, raincoats, and boots have been
invented 1 You some kind of health nut, run-

ning around in the rain like nature boy?"

"Look. Sam, I'm desperate, and I've had
a lot of things on my mind besides the

weather I need your help, and I need it fast.

Janet's going to rake my behind over the

coals, but good, if I don't get someone to

tell me what the divorce settlement she's

serving on me means!"
"Willard, you want to see Professor Shy-

ster over in the Law School. I deal in physi-

cal facts, mathematical validily, in cosmic

truth, not in the mental hash-mash of

lawyers!"

"No, Sam, another fathead lawyer isn't

what I need. I
needyou.lwantyoutotellme

if my idea is possible."
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So, good friend that he was, Sam lis-

tened. At first he laughed hysterically, then

he wrote a few equations, and seeing a little

hope, he wrote some more. Then he be-

came quietly excited, and finally, as Willard

wrapped up his arguments. Sam became
hysterical again, but this time it was with

excitement, It could be done, The two old

friends shook hands and agreed fo begm
construction that very weekend. Willard

would provide the description of the nec-

essary syntactical transformations, along

with a complete table look-up dictionary of

all the required synonyms, antonyms, and

transitive verbs with irregular conjugations

Sam would provide the electronic exper-

tise, produce the wiring schematics, order

the parts, and do all the soldering.

It was just two weeks later that they stood

in Sam's laboratory, looking at their gleam-

ing creation. A cubical box, precisely 119

centimeters on an edge, it had a smooth,

featureless appearance, with the double

exception of two horizontal slots. One was

<mSam took the sheet over to the

machine, and with an

expression that was a mixture

of glee and apprehension,

heid it up to the input slot.

-Ready ,,.?"

Sam pushed the paper in. 9

"an<ec INPU7 and the other output It was
ready for testing.

"Okay, Sam, you designed it, you can

have the honor of the first test."

"No, it was your idea, so you go ahead."

"Please, Sam, I
insist."

"Well— all right, I do just happen to have

a test problem ready," So saying, Sam
walKedoverto his desk, rolled a tresh piece

of heavy white bond paper into his type-

writer, and quickly snapped out in bold pica

letters: Liquid precipitation fell from the

heights, followed by the spherical solid

version, with the process terminated by the

reverse transport in the gaseous state.

Sam took the sheet over to the machine,

and with an expression that was a mixture

of glee and apprehension, held it up to the

input slot. "Ready, Willard?" At fhe nod of

his friend's head. Sam pushed the paper

in. After only a few seconds, another piece

of paper shot from the output slot. Both

men grabbed it in midair, and together

read: First it rained, then it hailed, and fi-

nally the water evaporated.

"Well. I'll be damned!" they exclaimed in

unison. The Language Clarifier worked.

. "Hey. hey, hey, Sam, it looks good, it looks

good!" Willard began to paw through his

briefcase, looking for his divorce papers

"Now I'll find out just what that scheming
wife of mine is up to!"

"Wait, Willard," said Sam, as he placed a

restraining hand on his friend's shoulder.

"Let's not be hasty. We should really test it

some more, Look here, I have a copy o'

today's campus newspaper carrying an

interview with the Undergraduate Dean.

Listen to this, will you, the perfect test!" He
read aloud: "'Even in institutions like our

college, which may be expected to have

rather homogeneous populations, one en-

counters a tremendous diversity in the fam-

ily subcultures that students come from, in

addition to the idiosyncratic mix of assets

and liabilities that characterize them.'

"

"Wow, Sam—do we dare put that into it?

It could blow the circuits!"

"Might as well find out if the Language
Clarifier really works, Willard," Sam soon

had the Dean's words typed in clear, crisp,

sharp letters. He shoved them into the input

slot, and the machine responded in sec-

onds with: No two students are alike.

"Son of a gun, Sam, look a! that! The
translation actually makes sense, Try some-
thing else on it,"

"Okay, Willard. Take a look at this—here's

another quote from the Dean: 'We thus en-

counter students whose educational aims

are crystal clear, as well as others whose
purposes have all the clarity of an amor-

phous mist emanatng from a thick cloud of

existential miasma.'

"

Quickly they typed this out and inserted

it into their machine, and they were soon in

possession of the machine's response:

Some students know what they want, and

the rest don't.

"That's enough for me, Sam— it works!

Now, where the heck are those damn
lawyer's papers:"

The rest is history. Willard found out what

the divorce was going to cost him. He still

got screwed, of course, but with the Lan-

guage Clarifier deciphering the papers
from Janet's tathead lawyer, he knew pre-

cisely how he was be nc scewed. Actually,

Willard was really unconcerned, as he and
Sam expected to make a bundle selling

their machine to business, higher educa-

tion, and government. Their need for clarifi-

cation was well established. Let Janet have
everything—secretly, Willard was happy to

be rid of the damn cat and dog. He would

recoup it all, and more, with the royalties

from the Clarifier.

Willard let Sam handle the business end

of the Language Clarifier. and it was with

some greedy anticipation lhal he dropped
in on him after the divorce was settled. Wil-

lard was flat broke.

"Okay. Sam, give me the news. How are

we doing in Selling the Clarifier?"

Sam opened his desk drawer, pulled out

a piece of paper, and handed it across to

Willard. It was a cashier's check for five

thousand dollars. "There you are, Willard,

your share of the proceeos from our first



three sales. And more to come!"

"Hot damn, Sam, I knew it! Who bought

the first three machines— businessmen
dealing with governmeni regulatory agen-

cies?"

Sam grinned ai Willard. "Professor Shy-

ster, over in the Law School, bought all

three."

"Of course," exclaimed Willard, slapping

his forehead with a hand. "Lawyers would

be the prime users of the Clarifier, wouldn't

they? Why, with all the ritual chants they

produce, they'll be in the market for

Clarifiers for the next fifty years, What's old

-Shyster going to do with them, anyway?"

"Actually, Willard, you've got it-backward.

Shyster is writing a law book, and he's

found that his early drafts weren't really up

to par as far as the publisher is concerned.

Not scholarly-sounding enough, or some-

thing like that. So the Clarifier is just what he

needed."

"I don't get it, Sam," said Willard. with a

puzzled look on his face. "If Shyster's book

isn't impressively complex enough, how's

the Clarifier going lo help?"

Sam leaned back in his chair with a

pleased smile on his face. "Willard. my boy,

there's an old rule of thumb in physics thai

says if a process works in one direction, i!

will almost always be true that it can go the

other way, too."

Then Willard understood. "You don't

mean, you couldn't possibly mean—

"

"Yep, that's right. I jusl moved a couple of

wires around, and now old Shysler just

stuffs his clearly written book draft into the

output slot, and the most incomprehensi-

ble muddle you could possibly imagine

emerges from the input slot Should be a

legal best-seller,"

Willard was stunned. The irony of it was
mind-boggling! As he stared at Sam, his

friend chuckled. "Look at it this way, Willard,

how many of the lawyers who'll read it will

really know, or_even give a damn, whether

they understand it or not?"

Before Willard could respond. Sam's
secretary put her head into the office.

"Excuse me, Professor Sklansky, but this

large envelope, from Washington, just

came for you registered, special delivery, it

looks important, so I thought I should give n

to you right away."

"Yes, good, thank you, Susan." As the

pretty young lady left, Willard found himself

admiring her slender ankles, the motion of

her firm thighs under a snug dress, her

really spectacular bottom. "Careful, Wil-

lard," cautioned Sklansky, the always ob-

servant physicist. "As I recall, it was a

blonde who did you in last time, and be-

sides, she's the best damned secretary I've

ever had. So stay away from her!"

'Ah.
I
suppose you're right. Sam, but she

is a nifty-looking gal."

"Hmmph," grunted Sam, who had been
reading the just-delivered mail. A slight

frown was forming on his mouth. "Listen to

this, Willard. it's from the Chief Legal Officer

of Defense Research and Engineering in

the Pentagon. Remember,
I wrote to them

about the Language Clarifier—pointed out

how they could use it to decipher the

thousands of proposals they get from in-

dustrial contractors every year?"

He read! " 'Replying to your communica-
tion of 28 October, we have, after analysis

of the broad ramifications of and pertaining

to, in all its present and future forms, the

Language Clarifier, found it to present a

less than superior hold on the' financial,

economic, reputational, and any other

forms of gain, physical or otherwise, of its

inventors. In view of the willingness of said

inventors io receive and accept a yearly

stipend, in perpetuity, or for- life, whichever

terminates first, of one million dollars, they

shall also accept the impact and import of

the Military Secrecy Act of 1947, Title 12,

Section 19.321 (see attached forms). Re-

turn of this document, with said inventors'

signatures, will constitute a mutually satis-

factory agreement Otherwise, not.""

Sam put the letter down on his desk and
drummed his fingers on the hard wooden
surface. "Well. Willard, what do you make
of that? He idly flipped through the fifty-

three single-spaced onionskin pages of the

1947 Military Secrecy Act. "Frankly, Willard,

it sounds to me like the bastards are afraid

to have the Clarifier around! You know, if the

military boys can use it to blow away the

industrial proposal-writer's crap, I suppose
industry could use it to dig through all the

government's crud, too. Why, both sides

would have to make sense. Imagine that!"

"Christ. Sam, how the hell should / know?

Look, let's run it through the Language
Clarifier—you still have our prototype unit

in your lab, right9
"

"Right, Willard. Let's go!"

A few minutes later the input slot gob-

bled up the Pentagon letter. Then the at-

tached Military Secrecy Act of 1947 fol-

lowed. A full forty-three seconds ticked by

as the Clarifier mulled over its latest task.

Deep in its bowels a few transistors grew
'ml. an an-piifer oscillated with feedback,

and a mechanical gear-train drive almost

ground off a tooth or two. But finally the

Clarifier finished. It ejected its response.

Sign the agreement, forget you ever

heard of the Language Clarifier, and you

get a megabuck a year for life. Don't sign

the agreement, and they toss you in the

slammer and throw away the key.

Sam lives tn Hawaii now. retired from

teaching, and is writing a book on the

physics of hanging ten. Willard quit leach-

ing, too. married Susan, and it would be
indelicate to discuss what they are doing.

Once a year they meet in San Francisco,

split the million bucks, have a few drinks at

Fisherman's Wharf, and ride the cablecar.

Oh, yes, Sam was right. Old Shyster's

book was a best-seller, thus proving you

don't have to be smart to get paid a million

bucks for forgetting what you know, and
doing nothing,

Quite often, merely being a fathead

lawyer is sufficient. OO



Warping the limits of

time plumbs the deepest sources

of wish fulfillment

ffilRMLE

All of us share the imoulso to escape the

tedium of everyday life. The desire to

travel through time reflects our unwilling-

ness to live with things as they are. Time

travel enables us to experience the ro-

mance of the past and the mystery of the

future, to try to change our world.

H. G. Wells invented the modern time

travel theme. In The Time M

a

c.nin s Wells's

hero undertakes his journey out of scien-

tific curiosity: "I saw the moon spinning

swiftly through her quarters from new to

full, and had a ra:rtg impse of the circling

stars.
. . .

Gaining velocity, the palpitation

of night and day merged into one con-

tinuous greyness ... the jerking sun be-

came a streak of fire, a brilliant arch, in

space. . .

."

In Harlan Ellison's "The Prowler in the

City" the time traveler has no choice: ", .

.

suddenly ... he was flooded with light.

And when he looked up he was in that

other place. Paused now, only a few min-

utes after the transfer, he leaned against

the wall of the city and recalled the light."

Paintings by Richard Lon Cohen and Jon

Townley (left), and Hans-Ulrich Osterwaldw.

BY ELLEN DATLOW



T

travef-

ing presents unique risks.

What ii you went back in

time and killed your own
grandfather? Or what if you
found yourself in the posi-

tion of Philip K. Dick's hero
in "A Little Something for Us
Tempunauts"? "... then it

hit him. We're in a closed

time loop ... we keep going

through this again and
again . . . each time imagin-

ing it's the first time.
.

.

."

There are also blessings.

An old doctor in C. M.

Kombluth's "The Little

Black Bag" finds a unique
medical kit from the future:

"The blade sank in, miracu-

lously cutting only the dead
tissues . , . declining to ai-

ieci any system or organ
except the one it was —
tuned to, could you say?"



Iherhere are di-

verse views of the effects of

traveling in time. One is

presented by Henry Kuttner

and C. L. Moore in "Vintage

Season"; "The physio-tem-

poral course tends to slide

back to its norm. . . , Thai is

why it is so hard toforce any

alteration."

In his story "A Distant

Thunder" Ray Bradbury
warns thai "a little error here

would multiply in sixty mil-

lion years, all out of propor-

tion," changing the future.

And Michael Moorcock
writes in The Hollow Lands:

. Of CS i time travele

has visited the future he

cannot return to the past . ,

,

if he did he could alter the

course of the future. . .

."

Today time travel is a

dream; tomorrow we may
wake-to find it a reality. DO

Paintings by (clockwise from

above) John Harris ,
Petes

Knifton . and Michael Whalin.
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